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Abstract

This dissertation is a social and cultural history of dnig users and their regulators,
including narcotic o ~ c i a l sdoctors,
,
police offices and social workers. It draws on and
contributes to gender and working class history, medical and legal history and the history
of the welfare state.
Three main questions underlay the project: 1) What happened to drug users when
certain types of dnig use becme a criminal activity? 2) How did the state, and other

social actors, implement control over consurnption? 3) How did dmg users themselves
respond to regulation by others and how did they regulate thernselves? Since my goal is
to demonstrate the effects of criminalization on the lives of users, I have focused on àrugs

which were controlled under the Opium and Narcotic Drug Act, including opium,
morphine, heroin, cocaine and cannabis. Unlike much work of the work on moral
regulation, which focuses on only one moral agent, 1 examine multiple sites and types of
regulation. 1 have paid carefbl attention to the impact of regulation on the lives of
targeted individuals, to the motivations and techniques of the regulaton and to the
interactions arnong dmg users, regulaton and the state.

The history of dnig use gets to the heart of how bodies and subjectivities are
constnicted by individuals, by others, and by the state. By examining one of the most
intensively regulated groups in society, we can better understand the operation of state
and other types of power in the mid-20" century. Drug users were an extremely
stigmatized group and their txeatment raises serious questions about inequality, how and

why it is reified and perpetuated and how it can be corrected. Finally, as a group

extensively targeted by the criminal justice system, the treatment of drug users forces us
to ask important questions about the operation of the criminal justice system and
nomative notions of justice, equality and fahess.
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Introduction

In 1952, in the middle of a juvenile dmg scare, a fiont-page article in the
Vancouver Province stated: "1 Can't Be Cured." Pwportedly written by an "addict" the

testimonial began:
You can't cure me of the drug habit.
I b o w . It is 20 yean since I took rny fist Gx, and 1 haven't been
able to shake it. It has cost me my home, job and my happiness. It has
threatened my mariage, kept me broke, sent me to prison three times.
Drugs have ruineci my life.
When I started I was only going to try it once. That's ail. A little
joy-pop now and then, maybe. But addiction? Not this guy.
How 1detested those weak-willed parasites, slaves to a few grains
of white powder. 1had too much will-power. It could never happen to
me. 1
It is impossible to know if a story like this was really written by a drug user, or if it was a

journaiist's idea of what a dnig user would Say if dhe wrote a story about d . g use.
Perhaps it was chosen arnong a series of stories because it best represented what the
newspaper wanted to Say about cimg use. What is important is that this is a fairly typical,
even archetypal, image of an addict, both then and today. The idea of the illegal dmg

user as someone who is unable to controi their drug use and, by extension, their Iife as a
whole, is what we have corne to expect in the 20" century.
However, the lives of illegal drug usen were far more complex than this media
description allowed. Edgar A., for exarnple, was bom in Arcolow, Saskatchewan in
1901. He never leamed to read or write. The John Howard Society believed that he
worked as a barber in the tens and twenties. The National Parole Board thought that he
was employed as a bush worker and circus hand. According to both accounts, he got

m a n i d in the early 1930s but his wife died a year later. Apparently, he never worked
steadily again. In what may have been his f b t serious offence, he served one year for
car theft in a BC prison in 1934. He told a John Howard Society worker that he started
using illegai drugs in the 1920s, but he was not convicted of a narcotic offence until the

early 1940s. Over the next two decades, Edgar served eight penitentiary sentences
l

''I
Can't Be Cured" Vancouver Province July 5,1952: 1

(sentences of at least two years) for h g offences. By the early 1960s, he was hard of
hearing and blind in one eye.

In some respects, Edgar was ununial. His documented history of drug use was
rnuch longer than most. By the 1950s,when he spent most of bis tirne in and out of jail,
he was much older than the average user. However, in other respects, his story was only
too familiar. He told social workers that his childhood mernories were those of fighting
and discord. He had little education and no real training for employment. His work
record was sporadic. His health was poor. He had no significant family ties and many of

his other relationships seem to have been fleeting and revolved around the use of h g s .
Like most dnig users, Edgar had extensive contact with agents of the state.
Frequent encounters with police netted him scores of criminal convictions and long
periods of lime in prisons and jails. He was on and off welfare for much of his adult life.

He spent considerable tirne in hospitals, having suffered fiom tuberculosis, accidents, and
work-related injuries. He knew social workers at the state institutions such as the
Worker's Compensation Board, Community and Social SeMces and the National
Employment Service, as well as private agencies such as the John Howard Society, the
Central City Mission and the Goodwill.
Edgar's illegal h g use ensured that he spent long periods of time in pend
institutions, but in other respects, h g use was the least of his problems. Edgar suffered
from poor health, an inadequate education and few job skills. His activities were closely
monitored by police officers and long residences in institutions significantly curtailed his
Eeedom. However, while on the street, Edgar was not simply a helpless victim of the
state. He used a variety of social services to advantage. He obtained short periods of
employment. He procured dmgs for hunself and for his f?iends. He fought with social
service providers who did not give him what he wanted.

This dissertation is about the lives of people like Edgar, and their encounters with
the state in the middle of the twentieth cenhiry. It is a social and culturai history, not just
of iilegal dnig users, but also of their regulaton, including narcotic officials, doctors,
police officers and social workers. Since my goal is to demonstrate the eEects of
criminakation on the lives of users, 1 have focused on drugs that were controlled under
the Opium and Narcotic h

g Act, including opium, morphine, heroin, cocaïne and

cannabis. Other dnigs with potentially hannful consequences, especially alcohol and
barbituates, were commonly used at this t h e but the legal, social and political
çonsequences of being an alcohol or barbituate user were very different.
Three main questions underlay the project: 1) What happened to dnig users when
certain types of h g use became a criminal activity? 2) How did the state, and oiher
social actors, implement control over consumption? 3) How did dmg users themselves
respond to regulation? 1am interested in how dmg users were "created" and
"Controlled," as well as their strategies of resistance. By descnbing the day-to-day lives
of drug users, this dissertation asks a number of important questions about the
relationship among the state, regulatory agents, citizenship and consumption. As such, it
goes beyond the study of dmg use to examine the operation of regulation in midtwentieth century Canada

The study of illegal h g use is usually the domain of sociologists, psychologists
and physicians. Nonetheless, historians can make an especially valuable contribution to

the drug debate by showing the impact of drug policy over time. However, with the
signifiant exception of Cheryl Krasnick Warsh and Dan Malleck, Canadian historians
have paid little attention to illegal dmg use? Moreover, there has been little examination,
either in Canada, or elsewhere, of illegal dnig use in the period after the 19209, when
countries around the world significantly strengthened their legislation against dnigs?
Cheryl Kramick Warsh Moments of Unreason: The Practice of Canadian Fyschiatrv and the
Homewood Retreat 1883-1923(Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Ress, 1989)
and Dan Malleck "Refming Poison, Defining Power: Medical Authority and the Creation of
Canadian Drug Prohibition Law, 1800-1908" PhD Dissertation, Queen's University, 1998
David Courtwnght's seminal book on drugs in the United States Dark Paradise: Opiate
Addiction in America Before 1940 (Cambridge: Hatvatd University Press, 1982) focuses largely
on the period between 189s and 1914.David Musto's equally important book The American
Disease: The ûrinins of Narcotic Control (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1973) ends in the
1920s. For Great Britain Virginia Berridge's and Griffith Edwards' book Opium and the People:
Opiate Use in Nimeteenth Centunr England (New Haven: Yale University Ress, 1987) deals oniy
with the 1
9
' century and Terry Parssinen's book Secret Passions. Secret Remedies: Narcotic
D N g s in British Society 1820-1930(Philadelphia: Institute for the Study of Human Issues, 1983)
only goes to 1930. One of the few American studies to look at this tirne period, David
Corirtwright et al's collection of oral histories Addicts W h o Survived, characterizes the period
between 1923-1965as the "classic period" - an era in which narcotic control was "simple,
consistent and rigid." Certainly, enforcernent was strict. However, this characterization obscures
the many changes that took place among dnig usm and in drug enforcement and treatment.
David Courtwright, H e m Joseph and Don Des Jarlais Addicts who Slwived: An Oral History
of Narcotic Use in America, 1923- 1965 (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1989)

The history of dnig use encapsulates some of the more interesthg questions being asked
by historiaus today. This subject gets to the heart of how bodies and subjectivities are
constructed by individuals, by others, and by the state. There has been an explosion of
regdatory mechanisms for controlling bodies and subjectivities in the 20' century and

dmg users were one of the most intensive loci of these new strategies of control. By
examining one of the most intensively regulated groups in society, we cm better
understand the operation of state and other types of power in the mid-20" century. As an
extremely stigmatized group, the position of drug users in our society raises senous
questions about inequality, how and why it is reified and perpetuated, and how it can be
corrected. Findly, as a group extensively targeted by the criminal justice system, the
treatment of h g users forces us to ask important questions about the operation of the
criminal justice system and normative notions of justice, equality and fairness.
Illegal drug usen were subject to such intensive policing and such regular
incarceration that it would be fairly easy to impose a "social controî" model on the study
of their lives!

1have chosen to use the word "regulation" rather than "control" because it

better encompasses the failures as well as the successes of the state's efforts at dmg
prohibition, and it implies a more nuanced understanding of the multiple ways in which
power operates. 1am very concemed with the operation of state power, given its critical
influence on d m g users' lives, but I have taken heed of Foucault's warning that "we must
construct an analytics of power that no longer takes law as a model and a code." Power,
Foucault explained "is exercised fiom innumerable points, in the interplay of nonegalitarian and mobile relationdJ In this study, 1show that power was exercised (in
unequal ways) by police officers, social workers, doctors, govemment bwaucrats,
Each of these groups of ''moral agents" had
journalists and by drug users themse~ves.~

different priorities, which changed over time, and varied among individuals. Moreover,
---

-

4

For a critique of "social control" see Linda Gordon "Family Violence, Feminism and Social
Control" Ferninist Studies 12(3) Fa11 1986: 452-78
* Michel Foucault The Historv of Sexualitv Vol 1 (New York: Vintage Books, 1990) First
published 1978: 90
Nancy Fraser stresses that not al1 forms of power are 'hormatively equivalent" in her article
'%oucault on Modem Power: Empirical Insights and Normative Confusions" in Stuart Henry ed.
Social Control: Aspects of Non-state Justice (Aidmhot: Dartmouth Publishing Company, 1994):
3-20

6

each goup of ''moral agents" had a unique relationship with the state, which added to the
complexity of the "govemance7~
of h g users?
Unlike much work of the work on moral regulatioa, which focuses on only one
moral agent, 1examine multiple sites and types of regulation. In this sense, the
dissertation draws upon Mariana Valverde's excellent work on alcohol regulation. Like
Valverde, 1have been able to contrast legal and psychological foms of regulation.
However, 1 have focused much more intensively on the impact of regulation on the lives
of the regulated than Valverde has done? Like Margaret Little and Carolyn Sûange, 1
have paid carefbl attention to the impact of regulation on the üves of targeted individuais,

as well as to the motivations and techniques of the regdators? As a result, the
dissertation also forays into gender and working class history, medical and legal history,
and the history of the welfare state.
In examining the extent to which the subject is created by regulatory mechanisms,
the possibility for resistance often seems lost. Foucault's work on power is sometimes
interpreted to mean that there can be no resistance.1° However, while Foucault's work
negates the idea of a simple liberation, he did not imply that there is no possibility of
resistance."

Drug users did resist the moral agents who sought to intervene in their

lives, and drug use itself, especially in the later part of the time period examineci here, can
be interpreted as an act of resistance against the forces of normalization in post-war

Canada. This resistxce was not very articulate, but 1believe that by choosing to use

'

Mariana Valverde ed. Studies in Moral Remlation (Toronto: Centre of Criminology and
Canadian Journal of Sociology, 1994): vii-xi, Graham Burchell, Colin Gordon and Peter Miller
The Foucault Effect: Studies in Governmmtality (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1991),
PhiIip Conigan and Derek Sayer The Great Arch: Ennlish State Formation as Cultural Revolution
(Mord: Basil Blackwell, 1985)
See Mariana Valverde Diseases of the Will: Alcohol and the Dilemmas of Freedom
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), Mona Gleason PsvchoIow: Schooling and the
Family in Postwar Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 19991, Mary Louise Adams
The Trouble with Normal: Postwar Youth and the M a h g of Heterosexuality (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1997)
Little, Margaret No Car, No Radio. No Liquor Permit The Moral Remlation of Single Mothm
m Ontario l9îO-l997 (Toronto: Oxford University Ress, 1998)
and Carolyn Strange Toronto's Girl Roblem: The Perils and Plcasures of the City, 18804930
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1995)
'O See David Garland Punishment and Modem Society (Oxford: Clarendon Ress, 1990)
" See David Halperin Saùi~Foucault:
Towards a Gay Habowphy (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1994) provides a spirited defense of Foucault's politics of resistance,

'

dmgs in defiance of the law and social convention, drug users were engaging in a critique
of the Society they lived i.n.12OP course, drug usm themselves also engaged in many
different types of self-regulation, sometimes in cooperation with regulatory authorities,
sometimes in conjunction with thek peer group and sometimes more individually. The
history of regulation and the history of bbexperience,"including resistance, are
inseparab~e.'~Discipline and regulation shape options and choices, but they are not al1
consurning.

One of the strengths of this study is that it covers a long tirne penod, and shows
both continuities and change in the treatment of h g users.14 Up until the late 19"
cenhiry, when doctors began to worry about "narcomania," "morphinism" and other
disorders, doctors regularly prescribed opiates such as morphine for pain relief. Prior to
the passage of Canada's first dmg laws in 1908, Canadians could and did purchase

opium, cocaine and morphine in their local pharmacy. However, in the early years of the

2
0
' century, the use of opium, morphine, heroin and cocaine became increasingly
disreputable. This was partly because many people fkowned upon the use of ail
psychotropic substances, including aicohol. However, it also had to do with the fact that
opium use was associated with Chinese-Canadians as well as prostitutes and dissolute
young men. In the early 1920s, concurrent with the campaign for Chinese Exclusion, a
hill-scale moral panic developed over d m g use and extremely harsh legislation was
passed to prevent the consumption of drugs.

" For works on resistance see: James C.Scott Domination and the Arts of Resistance: Hidden
Transcripts (New Haven Corn: Yale University Press, 1990), Eugene D. Genovese Roll, Jordan
Roll: The World the Slaves Made (New York: Vintage Books, 1972). E.P. Thompson 'The Moral
Economy of the English Crowd" Past and Resent 50 (1971): Robin Kelley Race Rebels: Culture,
Politics and the Black Workinr! Class (New York: Free Fhss, 1994) For an interesthg critique of
resistance see: Thothy Mitchell "Everyday Metaphors of Power" Theorv and Society 19 (1990):
545-577
I3 For works on "regulation" and the creation of the self see: Nikolas Rose Goveming the Soul:
Shaping of the Private Self (London: Routledge, 1990). Willem de Lint "Shaping the Subject of
Policing: Autonomy, Regulation and the Police Constable" PhD Dissertation, University of
Toronto, 1997 and Kari Dehli "niey rule by sympathy: The feminization of pedagogy" Canadian
Journal of Sociology lg(2) 1994: 195-2f 6
l4 The oniy other study 1am a
m of that takes this thne period as its focus is: Joan Sangster
Earning Respect: The Lives of Working Women in Small-Town Ontario 1920-1960 (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1995) Margaret Little also covers this time period, but she gives
short slaift to the period a f t a World War II. Little No Car, No Radio. No Liquor Pexmit

The new laws unevenly affected what was then a large and diverse body of drug
users. In the 1920s' the experience of h g use differed enomously based on one's class
background, the colour of one's skin, the types of drugs used and where they were
obtained. In the early 1920s, Chinese opium smokers frequently faced police raids but
they often paid for this offence with fines or short pnson t e r m ~ . 'Later,
~
they faced
pnson tenns and oRen deportation. Working class opiate users also encountered the law
on occasion and ofken faced extremely harsh penalties but it was entirely possible to be a
dmg user in this time period and avoid arrest altogether. Some middle and working class
h g users continued to obtain morphine f k m doctoa on prescription. Others bought

h m street-peddlers but faced relatively little police harassment. However, the high
penalties for drug use in the 1920s seem to have led to a slow decline in use. This cannot
be seen as an entirely positive development, as the laws created much more dangerous

conditions of drug use, includhg the replacement of the milder opium with morphine and
heroin, and the substitution of the hypodennic needle for the opium pipe. Moreover, the
laws drove out more moderate osers nom the dmg-using community, a practice that
likely contributed to more problematic patterns of drug use, since most h g users leam
how to use dnigs, including methods of controllhg dmg use, fkom other users.
By the post-war years, a far more homogeneous group of white, working-class
h g users faced a remarkably different situation from users in the 1920s. Surveillance of
h g use was vastly intensified.

The department of narcotic control carefully monitored

doctor's prescriptions and quickly wrote to any physician who was prescribing more than
what the department thought was normal. The RCMP and municipal police forces in

Toronto and Vancouver, where most of the hown dmg users iived, camied out a
vigorous campaign against dnig users. It seems to have been nearly impossible to be a
h g user in post-war Canada and not vend a great deal of time in pend institutions.

Only drug-using doctors escaped the constant cycle of arrest and imprisonment. People
like Edgar, who used drugs throughout much of this time, saw their lives tmformed by
these changes.
-

-

l5 Extensive work on class and race on the sentencing of narcotic offendm c m be found in
Clayton Mosher 'The Legal Response to Narcotic Dnigs in Five Ontario Cities, 1908-1961" PhD
Dissertation (1992) University of Toronto.

The Liberal narrative of Canadian history, often portrayed in textbooks and survey
courses, argues that life improved for everyone with the prosperity of the post-war years
and the growth of social

However, cimg users in Canada did not see their

Lives ameliorate &er the war. In fact, the growth in post-war spending on policing, jails,
and the narcotic bureaucracy rneant that h g uses spent more and more of their time
incarcerated, were less able to obtain drugs h m doctors and were subjected more often
to "ûeatment," a process which asked them to transfomi themselves into good Canadian
citizens who did not use drugs or violate other noms. Moreover, the existence of a
significant body of drug users, most of who came from extremely poor and troubled
backgrounds, shows the extent to which the post-war "welfare" state failed to provide for
al1 canadians."
Sources and Methodologies

Like other marginalized groups examined by Canadian historians, such as
communists, homosexuals, single mothers on social assistance and juvenile delinquents,
dnig users were comprehensively scrutini~ed.'~As a result, there was no shortage of
" For example, the much used textbook by Robert Bothwell, Ian Drummond and John English
Canada Since 1945: Power, Politics and Rovincialism (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1989) starts with the following "Although the years since 1945 have contained their shares of
disappointments, they have been more successfui than most. From 1945 to 1975 the nation
enjoyed th* yean of unprecedented economic advance. Living standards rose to heights
undreamed of at the end of the war. Thanks to these economic achievements, Canadians could
f i r d a social welfm system that few in 1945 believed possible.. .By 1975, the country had the
apparatus of a hurnane and urbane society.": 3 Also see 'The Afiluent Society" in R Douglas
Francis, Richard Jones and Donald B. Smith Destinies: Canadian History Since Confederation
(Toronto: Harcourt Brace, 1996): 323-350.
" A more critical textbook is: Aivin Finkel and Margaret Conrad with Veronica Strong-Boag
History of the Canadian Peoples Vol II: 1867 to the Present @on Mills: Copp Clark, 1998). For
other Mitical works on the post-war period sec: Franca Iacovetta Such Hardworking People:
Italian Immigrants in Postwar Toronto (Montreal and Kingston: McGili-Queen's University
Press, 1992) Reginald Whitaker and Gary Marcuse Cold War Canada: The Making of a National
Insecurity State, 1945-57(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1994), Joy Parr Domestic
Gwds: The Material, the Moral and the Economic in the Postwar Years (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1999), Joy Parr ed. A Diversity of Wornen, Ontario 1945-1980 (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1995), Bryan Palmer Workinn-Ciass Experieence: Rethinking the
History of Canadian Labour l8OO-l991 (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1992).
l8 Greg Kealey and Reg Whitaker have done extensive work on the surveiI1ance of Canadian
communists. See Whitaker and Kealey eds. RCMP Security Bulletins: The War Series (St.

sources. The dissertation relies on a bmad range of materials including govemment
documents, court records. newspapers, medical joumals, and contemporary reports by
psychologists and social workers, but at the heart are two separate sets of case files - one
set of social work case files from the John Howard Society of Vancouver and one set of
case files maintained by the Division of Narcotic Control, which contained mug shots,
drug users' criminal records, RCMP reports on arrests, RCMP reports on trials and

departmental correspondence with doctors and prosecutors. For more detail on these
case files and issues of confidentiality. please refer to the Appendix: Notes on
Confidential Case FiIes.

Case files provide a fascinahg window into individual lives, but it is extremely
important to understand who produced these files and why and how they went about
accumulating data. Case files tell us something about the interactions between dnig users
and social workers, police officers, judges, doctors and pend officials but researchers

need to be conscious of the fact that the files themselves were always produced by only
one of the two people involved in those interactions. The debate over how to read case
files, begun with Ioan Scott's and Linda Gordon's debate in Si-,

is not likely to end

soon.19 In their 1998 book On the Case, Franca Iacovetta and Wendy Mitchinson
recently revisited this issue.20 In a provocative article, Carolyn Strange read capital case
files (cases in which people were sentenced to death) "as a textual artefact of competing
tniths - multiple, discordant interpretations of condemned persons' lives.'"'

Indeed, in

John's Newfoundland: Canadian Committee on Labour History, 1989), RCMP Security
Bulletins: The Depression Years (St. John's Newfoundland: Canadian Committee on Labour
History, 1993), RCMP Security Bulletins: the Early Years 1919-1929 (St. John's Newfoundland:
Canadian Committee on Labour History, 1994) . See also Reg Whitaker and Gary Marcuse Cold
War Canada: The M a h g of National Insecurity State For single mothm on social assistance
see Margaret Little N o Car No Radio No Liquor Pennit For juvenile delinquents see: Franca
Iacovetta "Gossip, Contest and Power in the Making of Suburban Bad Girls: Toronto, 1945-1960
Canadian Histoncai Review 80(4) December 1999: 585-623 and Dorothy Chunn From
Punishment to Doinp; Good: Family Courts and Socialized Justice in Ontario, 1880-1940
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1992)
l9 Joan Scott "Book Review" of Hemes of the* OWRLives: The Politics and History of Family
Violence by Linda Gordon (New York: Viking, 1988) and Linda Gordon "Book Review" Gender
and the Politics of History (New York Columbia University Press, 1988) both in Sig- 15(4)
Summer 1990: 848-860
Franca Iacovetta and Wendy Mitchinson On the Case: Explorations in Social History (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1998)
Carolyn Strange "Stories of theu Lives: The Historian and the Capital Case File" On the Case:
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reading case files, one must be aware of the ways in which different acton constnicted
their own narratives about the case. However, in reading several hundred case files of
users, there were matenal commonalities that emerged. In the John Howard Society files
it is clear that the majonty of dmg users grew up in economically-disadvantagedhomes
and that many experienced foster care andlor abusive family situations. In the National
Archive files, it is obvious that many dnig users were the subjects of police violence and
surveillance. Admittedly, even here, 1am imposing my own namative on the cases but 1
have tried to do so in a reflective way. 1have tried to follow the methodology descnbed
in the introduction to On the Case, in which "a sensitivity to representation, discourses,
and the hctured nature of experience" is combined with a "matenalist and feminist

analyses of class, patriarchy and power.''22 I see much ment in post-structural anaiysis
of case files, but at the same time, 1have used these cases to uncover the detaiIs of
people's lived experiences.
Usually, a case file contained information that came nom a number of different
sources, and each type of source required different de-coding strategies. Let me use the
police reports, found in the National Archives case files, as an exarnple. The RCMP
wrote the reports but they included anests by municipal police officers as well as arrests
by RCMP O%cers. The reports were designed with severai audiences in mind. First,

police officea relied on them heavily in giving testimony at trials. Prosecutors also
received copies of the reports and used hem to help prepare their case. Finaily, the
reports went to the Division of Narcotic Control, where govemment bureaucrats used
hem to determine trends in h g use and to record efforts made by h g users to resist
arrest and prosecution. The Division then kept the RCMP across the country apprised of
any important developments in h g users' techniques of use or concealment.

The reports were remarkably homogeneous, indicating that police officea
received central training and guidance in how to write them. Reports were written as
soon as possible after the event in question, presumably so that police officers would
remember as many details as possible. Standard phrases were common. Fights between
dmg users and police officers were usually descnbed with the shorthand "after a brief
-

-

- -
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stmggle." Police carefûily recorded my evidence found at the scene and had standard
descriptions for processes of observation. The reports were designed to aliow the police
and the special prosecutor to make the strongest possible case against the dmg user.

Thus, police officers never expressed uncertainties. They never wrote that they thought
they saw something - they were always as detailed as possible, saying "through the

transom, x was observed standing beside the bureau. He was wearing a blue shirt." In
other words, police reports were a way of constnicting a precise knowledge about an
event afler it had already happened. These reports revealed much more about the
practices of policing and the attitudes of police officers than they do about h g users.
Nonetheless, fiom the hundreds of reports contained in these files, it is possible to
partially constnict the lives of dnig users. Police reports descnbed drug usen' homes
(often residential hotels), their responses to arrest, their daily activities, their companions
and the practice of shooting up. Police often had reason to sketch the ûuth about what
they had seen, or had not seen, but in many cases, there was little to be gained, and much
to be lost, from making up incorrect information. Police officers wanted to make
successful cases and to have their testirnony respected in the courtroom. There was M e
advantage to be gained nom lying about the location where the mest took place or about
the number of people they found in the room at the t h e of arrest since this could lead to

a loss of credibility if caught. Altematively, there was some advantage to indicating that
they saw penon x take a shot before they entered the room, even if they did not. As 1
read the files, 1constantly kept in mind the police officers' audience and goals, and was
extremely skeptical of the "truth" that was being presented.
1 appiied the same type of analysis to al1 other items in the case file. What was

recorded and by whom? How were the writers of the documents trained? What audience
did the recorder have in mind? Were certain things said to please supenors? What was
the goal behind producing the document? What kinds of biases, exaggerations, and

outright lies would be most likely to appear? What did the documents reveal about their
producers, as well as about d m g users? These questions cannot compensate for the onesidedness of the case files, but they did help me filter through the levels of information
contained within the document.

The dissertation does not rely on case files alone. The bureaucratie records of the
Division of Narcotic Control provided extensive information on the Division's control
over and relaîionships with doctors, narcotic prosecutors, pharmacists, and police
officers. Giffen et al published a study of these records entitled Panic and Inmerence in
1991.*' This lengthy monograph argues that the Narcotic Division played a vital role in
initiating and enforcing changes in Canada's h g laws."

1 read these same records for the

information they containeci on the social history of h g use and the moral regulation of dmg
users, as well as for information on the genesis of h g legislation.

The confidentid case files dated primarily h m the 1930s, 40s and SOS, so hding
information on the 1920s was particularly challenging. RCMP Criminal Investigation
Branch files from the 1920s, available at the National Archives, were valuable in
determinhg police practices in investigating and arresting dmg users, drug traffickers and
doctoa who prescribed to h g users? A Commission of Investigation into RCMP
practices in British Columbia in the early 1920s also provided much information on police

practices? Court records from British Columbia and Alberta provided details on patterns
of arrest and treatrnent by the courts, as did Clayton Mosher's work on dmg convictions in
Ontario?' Coroner's Inquests on deaths h m illegai dnigs in the 1920s in British Columbia
proved to be interesthg accounts of the deaths of drug users?
Another valuable source were the statistics compiled by the Dominion Bureau of
Statistics kept detailed statistics on people who were arrested under the Opium and
Narcotic Drug ~ c t There
. ~ was
~ a great deal of information in these reports about the
race, gender, geographical location, employment, education, religion and marital statu of
people convicted under the Opium and Narcotic Drug Act. However, there were some
Ianice Dicken McGinnis also looked at these records in her dissertation. Janice Dickin
McGinnis "From Health to Welfare: FederaI Govemment Policies Regarding Standards of Public
Health for Canadians, 19 19- 1945" PhD Thesis, University of Aiberta, 1980
l4 P.J. Ginen, Shirley Endicott and Sylvîa Lambert Panic and Indiffmce: the Politics of Canada's
Dru Laws (Ottawa: Canadian Centre on Substance Abuse, 1991).
G*
18, Vols MO6, #3308, #3309, #33 10, #3 163, #3 167, #3279, #XZ88,#XNl#3D6,
#3297, #33 13, #33 13A
26 NAC,RG 18, Vol #3 170 File ffi494-7
27 BC Archives GR-0602 and GR-2812, Alberta Archives Acc. 72.26, Clayton Mosher The
Legal Response to Narcotic bugs in Five Ontario Cities, 1908-1961"
BC Archives GR4327
29 Dominion Bureau of Statistics Annual Reports on Criminal and ûther Offences 1922-1961
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problems with these statistics. FKst of dl, not al1 people convicted under the Opium and

Narcotic Drug Act were dnrg-users, since a small number were non-using trafnckers,
doctors or pharmacists. Secondly, some d m g users were arrested more than others and
therefore appeared more often in the statistics. Drug users who obtained their dmgs fiom
doctors were much less likely to appear in arrest statistics than those who bought their
cIrugs on the street. The statistics only gave me a general profile of who was convicted

in any given year, not who was using drugs in a given year. Thirdly, the accuracy of
these statistics is difficult to detexmine. The RCMP trial reports, which compiled much
of the sarne information, sometimes varied quite considerably. Some drug users' birth
dates changed over tirne, as did their recorded race. Nonetheless, an anaiysis of these
statistics does reveal some important ûends in types of dmgs being used, the age at which

users were arrested, the racial backgrounds of usen and the intensity of policing. 1 have
charted many of these trends throughout the dissertation.
The 600-page report "Drug Addiction in British Columbia," researched and
written by psychiatrist George H. Stevenson between 1954-56, provided an extensive
statistical and qualitative study of drug usen' psychological and family histones.30 As 1
discuss in the chapter on docton and drug users, there were some methodological
weaknesses in this study, but the report is a fascinating example of the production of
psychological "knowledge" about drug users in the post-war period. The Stevenson

Report was complemented by severai very impressive master theses on drug users written
at the University of British Columbia in the late 1950s and early 1960s. These studies
were intended to query to causes of drug use and reveal the means by which regulators

could get them to quit.
1also looked extensively at popular and medical literature on dnig use. The

sensational style favoured by newspapen and magazines between 1920 and 1961, but
particularly in the 1920s, revealed much more about popular beiiefs about drug use than
it did about drug users. However, this was extremely useful for understanding why and
how drug Iaws developed and changed. Doctors in Canada were not much interested in

George H. Stevenson Dnis Addiction in British Columbia Unpublished Manuscript
(Vancouver: University of British Columbia, 1956)

'O

dnig use during this time period but 1read ail the major contemporary medical joumals

for an understanding of how they understood dmg use.

In looking at al1 of my sources, 1paid carefbi attention to gender, race, and class.
1have tried to maintain a balance between acknowledging that these categories are

socially constructed and showing their very real impact on lived experience in the 2 0 ~
century. Joan Scott, Judith Butler, R.W. McConnell and others have successfully shown
that there is nothing "essentiai" about gender?l Femininity and masculinity are culturally
constructed and ideologies about appropriate gender performance have shifted over t h e ,
and are not consistent across class and race. Nonetheless, gender ideologies and
patriarchal relations of power had a strong impact on the lives of drug users. Stories of
ferninine weahess and guile were used to conshuct powerful anti-g

narratives that

&ove the campaign to increase the seventy of Canada's dnig laws. Ideas about
appropriate female roles as well as the structural realities of a gendered labour market
meant that female dmg users experienced the world of drug use very differently fiom
male users. Narratives of femininity meant that middle-class women were much more
successful at feigning illnesses and obtaining dmgs fiom docton than their male
counterparts. Working class women who used drugs eamed money for dmgs primarily
through prostitution, while male dnig users more often committed thefi, or engaged in

peddling dmgs. Peddling gave male dnig users greater access to money and power, but it
also resulted in long sentences. At the same time, both femde and male users were

stigmatized for their violations of normative gender roles. Thus, gender ideologies and
gender inequalities, affected the lives of male and female drug users in multiple ways.
Similady, most biologists agree that there is no such thhg as "race" since genetic
variation within racial types is much greater than the overall ciifferences between races.

In the words of Stephen I. Gould: 'Xuman groups do vary strüllngly in a few highly
visible characters (skin color, hair form) - and these extemal ciifferences may fool us into
thinking that overail divergence must be great. But we now know that our usual

metaphor of superficiality - skin deep - is literally a~curate."~~
Theorists such as Robert

" Joan Scott Gender and the Politics of History (New York: Columbia University Ress, 1988).

Judith Butler Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subvmion of Identity (New York Routledge,
1990), R W . McConnell Masculinities (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995)
Stephen J. Godd The Fîamin~o'sSmile: Reflections in Natural History (New York: W.W.
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Miles have argued that using "race" as an analytica.1tool reifies the idea that "race7'
represents something more than ideology and suggests that instead of analyzing "race"
we should analyze b'racism."33 At the same t h e , social and cultural historians such as
Robin Kelley, George Sanchez and Ronald Takaki have produced compelling social
histories of racialized "others", demonstrating the impact of racial signification anaor
identity on people's lived e ~ ~ e r i e n c e sFor
? ~ this reason, 1 have followed the lead of Kay
Anderson, Vic Satzewich and other Canadian scholars and have used "race7' as an
analyticd category?'>

The processes of racializaîion, as well as the lived experience of racial
discrimination and identity are al1 important to the history of dnig users in Canada Ideas
about the morally-degenerate but highiy intelligent and cunning Chinese, played a key
role in anti-drug discoune in Canada. Moreover, men identified as Chinese-Canadians
came in for a disproportionate share of police attention for their dnig use and many were
deported to China as result. The ideological construction of race and racial difference

also ensured that most Chinese h g users, like most other people of colour in Canada,
were obliged to work at the poorest paid and least desirable jobs. I have taken seriously

the idea that "whites" also have a race. 36 The 'îwhiteness" of the vast majority of dmg
- -
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users in the post-war period meant that there was greater emphasis on 'keatment", and
more syrnpathy for h g users.
Ever since the work of E.P Thompson, class has also been the subject of cultural
analysis." In recent years, a growing body of work, including literature on the
construction of "whiteness," has shown that class is lived through race and gender.38

However, the inequalities of class, like the inequalities of race and gender, are no less reai
for the recognition that class expenences and identity have changed over t h e . People

have varying access to wealth and to the possibility of acquiring wealth, on the b a i s of
inhented money, education, connections, and other types of pnvilege including belonging
to dominant racial and gender groups. Throughout the time penod of this snidy,
stigrnatized Canadian drug users came primarily fiom workingtlass backgrounds. With
their poor education and skills, most dmg users had few opportunities to do anythmg
other than working-class jobs. Since many drug users lived off the informai economy,
some might identiQ them as an underclass, or as a lumpenproletariat. 1have chosen to
avoid the term "underclass", partly because most dmg users did work at "legitimate"
employment nom t h e to time and partly because the term has been used to stigmatize
poor people and divide them into categories of deserving and ~ n d e s e r v i n ~ ? ~
The inequaiities of class relations in capitalist society determined the contours of

dmg users' lives. The fact that most drug users were working class permitted the state to
take a "criminal" approach to h g use, allowed for the intensive surveillance of h g
users' lives and ensured that most drug users would spend much of their tirne in conflict

with the criminal justice system. Also, I believe that dnig use can be seen as a response
to the alienating experience of life on the margins of consumer society, as well as an
escape from the difficult emotional circurnstances sometimes brought about by poverty.
American Workin~Class (London: Verso, 1991) and Grace Elizabeth Hale Making Whittmess:
the culture of segrenation in the South 1890-1940 (New York: Pantheon Books, 1998)
" E.P. Thompson The Makinn of the English Workiw Class (London: Penguin, 199 1 First
edition 1963)
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Drug Use and the Problem of "Addiction"
ûpium, morphineyheroin and codeine (which was penodically controlled under
the ûpium and Narcotic Drug Act) are al1 opiates, meaning that they al1 denve from the
opium poppy. Synthetic opiates in use at this tirne included methadone, pethidine, and
demerol. The illicit use of these dmgs was also prohibited under the Act. Opiates are
often regarded as highly addictive dmgs, and their users are frequently referred to as
"addicts." Usen of opiates sometimes acquire a physical dependence on their drug of
choice, and will suffer fiom withdrawal when they are unable to obtain the drug.
Withdrawal symptorns include uneasiness, yawning, tears, diarrhea, abdominal crarnps,
goose bumps and a m y nose? Despite the difficulties of withdrawal expressed in
recent movies like Trainspotting or The Basketball Diaries, both users and drug
researchers have claimed that withdrawal is more like a bad case of the flu? Even
physically addicted users quit without much difficulty when the circumstances are right.
Most Amencan soldiers who became "addicted" to heroin while serving in Vietnam, quit
when they returned to the stated2 This suggests that their heroin use was environmental

in nature, and depended on social factors, including the stress of war, the widespread
availability of opiates and removal fkom fiiends, family, and community. Moreover,
physical dependence is by no means automatic. Most users need to use opiates on a daily
basis for s e v e d weeks before becoming physically addicted. At some points during the
penod of tirne covered by this study, when drugs were hard to obtain., or were heavily

diluted, it is likely that very few opiate users obtained drugs in sufficient quantity iuid
regularity to be physically dependent on their drug of choice. Moreover, there were
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Journal of Epiderniolopi, 99: 235-249 Cited in SJ.Alhop and W.M.Saunders "Commonalities in
the Addictive Behaviors" in Gill Edwards ed. Cumnt Issues in Clinical Psychology Vol. 4
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aiways dmg users who used only occasionally, or controlled their use in such a way that
they never suffered from withdrawal symptoms.
Cocaine and marijuana are not usually associated with physical withdrawal in the
way that the opiates are. Nonetheless, these dnigs, especially cocaine, have been referred
to as "addictive" drugs. niere are people who have found it very difficult to maintain
what they, or others, regarded as control over their use of these dmgs, a d o r have found
it very difficult to quit using them. Nonetheless, the vast majority of people who use
cocaine and marijuana apparently do not experience their use as problernatic.43
Ideas about "addiction" and what is considered to be the appropriate use of
psychotropic substances are so firrnly entrenched in our own society that it is sometimes
difficult to imagine that other cultures and other times have looked at psychotropic
substance use very differently." In her book Diseases of the Will, Mariana Vaiverde
points out that control over alcohol use, by ourselves, by liceushg authorities and by the

criminal justice system, constitutes an important site for governance of the self. The use
of opiates, cocaine and other dmgs prohibited under the Opium and Narcotic Dmg Act,
was never anywhere near as widespread as the use of alcohol. Nonetheless, the control
over these dmgs exerted by govemment officiais, doctors and drug users themselves, has
also been a way of disciplining subjectivities.

The very concept of "addiction" is historically contingent. In his 1978 article

"The Discovery of Addiction", Harry Levine pointed out that the modem conception of
alcoholism dates fiom the late 1 8 ' ~century. Pnor to that t h e , he argued, "the
assumption was that people drank and got drunk because they wanted to, and not because
they 'had' to.'"

The idea that alcohol disabled the will, and forced some people to

engage in compulsive behavior did not emerge until the early 19' century. However, the

" Empirical studies show that only a mal1 minonty of people who use cocaine (betwem .5 and
2.5%) wiIl ever exhibit compuIsive drug seeking behavîour. Moreover, imlike the opiates, there
are no physical withdrawal symptoms associated with the cessation of cocaine use, meaning that
traditional definitions of addiction do not apply to cocaine. Patricia G. Erickson and Bruce
Alexander "Cocaine and Addictive Liability" Social Pharmacology 3(3): 249-270 See also: Dan
Waldorf, Craig Reinaman and Sheigla Murphy Cocaine Changes: The Experience of Usine and
Quitting (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 199 1)
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idea that alcoholism was an uncontrollable "disease" took root quickly. The temperance
crusades of the 1 9century
~
relied heavily on speeches and testirnonids by reformed
drinkers who told tales of their loss of control over alcohoi, their subsequent trials and
tribulations, and their reassertion of control through abstinence. Temperance depended
on the idea that everyone was vulnerable to alcohol's powers. However, in the years
after prohibition, th&

partly to the enormous influence of Alcoholics Anonymous,

alcoholism came to be regarded by many as a disease that afTected only a proportion of
drinkers. According to Alcoholics Anonymous, as well as alcohol researchers such as

E.M. Jellinek, "alcoholics" need to abstain completely Born alcoholic beverages, while
those drinkers who do not sufTer h m "addiction" cm continue to drink moderately?

The changing concepts of "aicoholism" and "addiction" show that despite endless
empirical research into their "causes'', these concepts are socially contingent and depend
on a particular concept of the self and its capacity for fiee will and control, which is
specific to our place and age.
Historians are not the oniy ones who have pointed out problems with the term
"addiction." According to Ronald Akea 'ho term relating to alcohol and drug use has
caused as much misunderstanding and been as misused as the terni addiction. It has been
appiied in popular discussion and the media, and often in the professional and research
literature in vague, unsystematic and inconsistent ways. Virtually anything that some
people do with regulariv, dedication, cornmitment, single-rnindedness, or "compulsion"

has been called a d d i ~ t i o n . 'The
~ ~ term "addict" has been used as a means of stigmatizing
the user of dnigs and passing judgement on his or her drug use. At the same t h e , it has
provided many users and former users as an organizhg tool with which they can make
See also:
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sense of their behavior and lives. While 1 sympathize with the need to h d m e r s for
one's behavior, 1think that attributing a variety of problems to "addiction" reduces and
simplifies what is often a very complex personal situation. 1 have generally used the
tem 'ususer"throughout this study to avoid stigmatization and to avoid a reductionist
mode1 of users' behavior. 1 also wanted to acknowledge that there were users who used
occasionally and there were regular users who did not necessarily experience their dnig
use as pmblematic. Nonetheless, in a few cases, I have used the term "addict" to reflect
the language that was in use at the tirne. By avoiding the use of the term "acidict," 1do
not mean to imply that cimg use was never hannfiil. Some of the users studied here
expressed a desperate desire to stop using. They and their families believed that d m g use
caused them hardship. However, 1also believe that in a few cases, h g use was a
relatively hannless, or at least a highly understandable, adaptation to poverty and misery.
Structure
The dissertation is divided into three parts. The first chapter focuses on the

discursive construction of dmg use by journalists, refomers, politicians, and doctors, and
examines the judicial consequences of these discursive constmctions. It argues that a
highiy-racialized and gendered anti-drug campaign, which was tied in with the campaigu
for Chinese Exciusion, was responsible for the passage of strict dmg legislation in
Canada The second and third chapters concentrate on the lives of dmg users including
their health, romantic relationships, family lives, working lives, and participation in
crime. The first of these two chapten looks at the impact of the anti-dmg campaign in
Chinese communities and contributes to the study of Chinese immigration and the
expenence of racism, and adaptation. Both chapters contribute to the history of white
working-class Canadians, and their encounten with the state, capitalism, and the
consumer economy. Both chapters show how experiences of h g use changed over
time and differed according to race, c l w , gender, sexuality, and age. They also show
how people moved in and out of h g use and hg-ushg communities in response to
dmg shortages and their own desires to use or to quit. These chapters demonstrate that

Controt (Lexington MA: D.C. Heath, 1989)

strict laws and enforcement turned drug use into an increasingly dangerous and
problematic activity.
The third part of the dissertation focuses on the moral regulation of drug users.
Each chapter examines the interactions among a moral agent, dmg users and the state.
Each of the three moral agents (doctors, police officers and social workers) had a
different emphasis, and employed different txhniques in their regulation of drug users.
Each had different relationship with the state. Al1 three chapters show how moral
regulators became increasingly concemed with transforming dmg users' subjectivities.
Controlling d m g users' bodies did not disappear, and in fact, became more common, as
the number of enforcernent officials increased relative to the number of

user^.^'

However, moral regulaton became increasingly convinced that punishment was not
enough. Dmg users needed to have their personalities transformed so that they no longer
desired to use dmgs.

One might expect that it was doctors who were most concemed with the bodies of
dmg users, but instead, it was police officers that involved themselves most intensively in
the bodies of the user, as it was their responsibility to physically stop users from
consuming drugs. The chapter on po licing explores the techniques of enforcement,
especially surveillance, the use of informants, physical violence, and undercover
operations. It examines the way that policing forced h g users forced to engage in
extreme caution even with their closest friends and families and to create (of€en
dangerous) secret ntuals of dmg use to avoid detection. The chapter on doctors looks at
the way that doctors were controlled as well as the controllers when it came to dealing
with h g use. It examines the increase in doctors' autonomy in the prescribing of
narcotics during this time period and it shows how doctors, especially in the growing
field of psychiatry, increasingly took an interest in the "reform" and "treatment" of the

drug users, especially in institutional settings. However, it was not docton, but social
worken who were the most concemed with the transformation of drug users'
personalities. My sixth chapter examines how social workers encouraged drug users to

"In Bodies that Matter, Judith Butler argues that the rnateriality of bodies is created through
discursive practices. 1do not disagree. However,1have maintained the body/subject division
here pady because 1believe that this Cartesian divide was important to the way moral regulators
and h g usen thought at the tirne. Judith ButIer Bodies that Matter: on the discursive l e t s of

engage in a careful and prolonged process of self-examination and to £ïndwithin
themselves the reasons for their use of dnigs.
Most of the drug users examined here were poor, stigmatized, troubled and the
subject of considerable attention h m regulatory agents. The history of dmg users
therefore provides an interesting case study of the state, and of power, in Canadian
society. This study will show that there were multiple sites of power relations, and that
they unequally operated on, and "createà" the bodies and subjectivities of drug users.

However, it will also examine the lived experience of drug users, including their
difficulties and pleasures. 1cm not claim that this is anything but my own analysis of

the history of dmg use in Canada, but I hope that any users, social workers, docton,
police officers, and dnig bureaucrats who read this study will feel that 1 treated their
experience with cntical respect.

-

'sexy (New York: Routiedge, 1993)
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Chapter 1: The Narratives of Narcoticism: Creating ' c d ~ g sthroagh
n
Discourse

The meanings of psychotropic substance use have changed over tirne, dependhg
on who was using the drugs and cuitural attitudes about the desirability of altering
consciousness. Opiates have been thought of as the world's best painkillers, an elixir for
the romantic imagination and a dangerous cause of moral decay. Cocaine has been
regardeci as harmiess "giamour dnig" and as a dangerous producer of inner-city violence.

Even within a particular time and place, the meanings of dmg use are not consistent.
Different usen interpret the effécts of drugs differently, partly in accordance with his or
her beliefs about the dmg.' In other words, language and practices constmct the
"meanings" of drug use for both users and non-users.
This chapter will focus on the way drug use was perceived and presented by
journalists, politicians, reformers and activists in the penod between 1920- 1961 and
examine the impact of these constructions on drug laws and policy. It will argue that the
strengthening of Canada's dmg laws in the early 1920s was strongly linked with the
carnpaign for Chinese Exciusion, and fears about changing gender roles. It will pay
particular attention to why incarceration was deemed to be the appropriate response to

dmg use and examine why little "treatment" was provided for dmg users, despite much
professed sympathy for the plights of usen. It will also cal1 into question the idea that
"treatment rnovement", at least as it developed in Canada in the immediate post-war

period, was more progressive than incarceration.

This chapter critically examines how and why dmg use was defined as a "social
problem." Like studies of prostitution, mugging, and hooliganismf it looks beyond the
contemporary presentation of dnig use, to examine how race, class, gender and age
affected the timing and substance of representations of h g use. It examines the way

' An article that extensively details people's different experiences with the use of marijuana is:
Andrew D. Hathaway "Marijuana and lifestyle: Exploring tolerable deviance" Deviant Behavior:
An Interdisciplinary Journal 18 (1997): 2 13-232
Deborah R Brock Making Work, Makinn Trouble: Prostitution as a Social Roblem (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 19981, Geofnrcy Pearson Hooligan: A History of RespectabIe Fears
(London: MacMillan Press, 1983): 213-8, Stuart Hall, Chas Critcher, Tony Jeffmon, John Clarke
and Brian Roberts Policing the Crisis: Mugging, the State, and Law and Order (London:
Macmillan, 1978)
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that social anxieties and tensions construct ideas about "dmg use" and argues that public
portrayals of a b'problem" such as dnig use, can reveal much about society, culture and
politics.
The Early Development of Canada's Dm& Laws

Canada's k t dnig law was the indirect result of anti-Asian riots on the West
Coast in 1907.' The govemment sent Deputy Minister of Labour, William Lyon

Mackenzie King, to investigate the riots and the claims for compensation. One of the
claims was by several opium manufacturers who up until that time had been operating
openly and legally on the West Coast. When he was in British Columbia, members of a
Chinese anti-opium league called upon King and asked for the govemment's heip in their
efforts to discourage and prevent the manufacture and sale of opium. King subsequently
tabled a report that warned that opium smoking was not confïned to the Chinese in
British Columbia and that it was spreading to white women and girls. He quoted a
newspaper clipping that told the story of a pretty young girl who had been found in a
Chinese opium den. His report reviewed the progress of the anti-opium movement in
China, the United States, England and Japan, leaving the impression that Canada was far
behind in this international moral reform movement!

A few weeks later the Minister of

Labour introduced legislation prohibithg the manufacture, sale and importation of opium
for other lhan medicinai purposes. The legislation passed without debate.
Three years later the govemment prohibited the use of opium and other dmgs. In
1911, the sale or possession of morphine, opium or cocaine became an offence carrying a

maximum penalty of one year's imprisonment and a $500 £be. There was no minimum
penalty. Smoking opium was a separate offence and cmied a maximum penalty of $50
and one month imprisonment. Again, there was no minimum penalty. There were

several reasons behind the new legislation. First of dl, the 1908 legislation had not
stopped opium smoking in Canada and the police felt that more drastic measures were

'Canadian churches had also passed a variety of resolutions and forwarded them to the

Govemor-General a s h g Canada to iake action aga& the dmg trade. See: NAC,RG 6 Vol
#Il9 File #1724
4
A Report By WL.Mackenzie King,Deputy Minister of Labour, on the need for the suppression
of the opium traac in Canada.Sessiona1 Paof Canada 1908 Papa No. 36b

needed. Chief Rufus Chamberlain, the Chief Constable of the Vancouver City Police
recommended that opium smoking and possession of opium should be offences under the
Act. Secondly, Mackenzie King, who introduced the legislation, had aîtended the 190910 International Opium Commission in Shanghai. The Commission was an American
initiative meant to help China eradicate the opium M c . Canada's 1911 legislation was
intended to bring its legislation in line with the Resolutions passed by the international
meeting. The legislation dso had public approval in Montreal where a cocaine panic,
initiated by the Children's Aid Society, had enlisted the support of churches and
clergymen (both Catholic and Protestant), settiernent house workers, the council of
women, pharmacists, and the rnayor?
The 1908 and 1911 laws were the result of a number of different factors including

a growing unease about psychotropic substance use in a prohibitionist era, changing
medical practices which created fewer cases of iatrogenic addiction and the international
anti-opium movement. The fact that opium was perceived to be used by working-class
Chinese, and cocaine by underclass Montrealers also contributed to the notion that these
drugs, like the people who used hem, needed to be controlled and regulated. However,
there was a significant difference between this legislation and the legislation of the 1920s.
Fines were the n o m in the 1910s. After the dnig panic of the 1920s, an increasing
number of drug users were irnprisoned.
The Drug Panic of the 1920s

In the early 1920s newspapers, women's groups, social service organizations,
labour unions, fiatemai societies and church congregations al1joined in a campaign to
eradicate what they described as the "dmg evil." Blaming Chinese-Canadians for
degradation of white youth through dmgs, they demanded harsh new d m g legislation, as

well as Chinese exclusion. As a result of their campaign, maximum sentences for
traBicking and possession increased fiom one year to seven in 1921. In 1922, parliament
passed legislation that allowed judges to order the deportation of any aliens convicted of
possession or trafncking. That same year, the Honourable Members decided that people

G E Murray "CocaineUse in the Era of Social Reform: the Natural Histoty of a Social Pgblem m
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convicted of possession or trafncking offences should servejail terms of at Ieast six
months. Police were given the nght to search all locations except a "dwelbg-house"
without a warrant if they suspected drugs were present. In 1923, codeine and marijuana
were added to the Schedule of Restncted Drugs without debate. The same Iegislation
limited the nght to appeal a conviction for possession or nafficking.6 This legislative

flurry marked a significant turning point in Canada's approach to cimg use. By the mid1920s, drug use had been thoroughly criminalized, both by the law and within the public
rnind.
With the significant exception of work by Cheryl Krasnick Warsh and Dan
Malleck on the 19" century7, historians have largely ignored the history of drug use and
legislation in Canada. The slack was taken up by sociologists such as Shirley Cook and
Elizabeth Comack who produced a theoretically engaged senes of articles on the history

of Canada's dmg laws. These scholars were strongly divided between the conflict theory
approach and more structural interpretations of racism but they agreed that Canada's drug
laws were inspired by hostility against racial minorities.8 In recent years, this view has
Canada, 1880- 19 11" Canadian Journal of Law and Society 2(1987): 29-43
'An Act to amend the Opium and Narcotic h g Act, Statutes of Canada 1921, c.42; An Act to
Amend the Opium and Narcotic Drug Act, Statutes of Canada 1922, c.36; An Act to Prohibit the
Improper Use of Opium and Other h g s , Statutes of Canada 1923 c.22
Dan Malleck "Tt's baneful influences are too well known': Debates over drug use in Canada,
1867-1908" Canadian Bulletin of Medical History 14 (1997) 263-88; Dan Malleck "Refming
Poison, Defining Power: Medical authority and the Creation of Canadian Drug Prohibition Laws,
1800-1908" and Cheryl Krasnick Warsh Moments ofUnreason: 155-171.
G.E.Trasov "History of Opium and Narcotic h g Legislation in Canada" Cnminal Law
Quarterly 4 (196 1-62): 274-284; Shirley Small "Canadian Narcotics Legislation, 1908-1923: A
Conflict Mode1 Interpretation" in William K Greeaaway and Stephen L. Bnckley eds. Law and
Social Contml in Canada (Scarborough: Rentice Hall of Canada, 1978): 28-42; Melvyn Green
"A History of Canadian Narcotics Control: The Formative Years" University of Toronto Faculty
of Law Review 37 (1979): 42-80; R. Solornon and M. Green "The First Century: The History of
Nonmedical Opiate Use and Control Policies in Canada, 1870-1970" nIicit Drum in Canada: A
Riskv Business (Scarborough: Nelson Canada, 1988): 88-1 17; Neil Boyd "The ûrigins of
Canadian Narcotics Legislation: The Process of Criminalization in Historical ContexttlDalhousie
Law Journal 8.l(January, 1984): 102437; Elizabeth A. Comack "The Ongins of Canadian Drug
Legislation: Labelling vs. CIass Analysis" in Thomas Fleming ed. The New Criminoloaies in
Canada: Crime, State and Control (Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1985): 65-78. Historian
Terry Chapman also published two articles on the topic. See: Temy Chapman "The A n t i - h g
Crusade in Western Canada, 1885-1925" in D. Bercuson and L. Knafla eds. Law and Society in
Canada in Historical Perspective (1977): 100-121; Tery Chapman "Drug Usage and the Victoria
Daily Colonist: The Opium Smokers of Western Canadanin L A Knafla ed-Canadian Society for
Le& History Proceedings (1977); and Terry Chaprnan The Drug Roblem in Westem Canada

'

been chailenged, most notably by Clayton Mosher, whose 1998 book Discrimination and
Denial asserted that the dmg literature in Canada '%as rather uncritically accepted the
notion that the legislation was implemented to control the immigrant hi ne se."^ Mosher
argues that there is considerable evidence to show that the laws were a response to
Chinese opium-smoking on the West Coast, but Uisists that more empirical evidence is
needed to substantiate these clallns. An earlier article by Mosher and John Hagan
showed that between 1921-1928,Chinese actually received shorter sentences for narcotic
offences than whites in five Ontario cities." Mosher and Hagan believe that white
patemdism and questionable police practices accounted for this result. Although this
chapter argues that anti-Chinese racism was critical to the passage of Canada's
extraordinarily severe h g laws, Mosher correctly points out the need for a more
rigorous histoncal examination of the links between anti-Chinese discourse and dmg
laws. in particular, the important newspaper and citizen campaign in Vancouver has
been largely ignored in the drug literature. By carehlly examinhg the drug panic of the
1920s and its impact on drug debates and legislation in the House of Commons, this

paper shows that the racial tropes of the dmg panic and the accornpanying campaign for
Chinese exclusion critically influenced dmg legislation in Canada
Mosher has not been the only scholar to challenge the traditional interpretation of
Canada's h g laws. The only book on the topic, published in 1991, downplayed the
importance of racism. A thorough examination of govemment documents Ied by P.J.

Giffen et al. acknowledged the importance of the 'dope fiend mythology', including its
antiChinese elements, but concluded that demands for new h g legislation came

primarily h m enforcement officiais and bureaucrats in the narcotic division. In theû
view, the officiais responsible for enforcing the legislation were the most important group
influencing the development of Canadian narcotic policy.'' Giffen et al. successfbliy
(MA Thesis, University of CaIgary, 1976)
CIayton Mosher Discrimination and Denial: Systemic Racism in Ontario's Lem1 and CrirninaI
Justice System. 1920-196 1 (Toronto: University O f Toronto Press, 1998): 139
'O Clayton Mosher and John Hagan "Constituting Class and Crime in Upper Canada: The
Sentmcbg ofNarcotics Offenders,circa 1908-1953" Social Forces 72(3) March 1994: 626-629.
Also see Mosher's dissertation "The Legal Response to Narcotic Dnigs in Five Ontario Cities:
1908-196 ln PhD Dissertation (1992) University of Toronto
" P.J. Giffen, Shirley Endicott and Sylvia Lambert Panic and Indifference: n i e Politics of
Canada's Dmg Laws (Ottawa: Centre on Substance Abuse, 1991): 534.
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demonstrated that the enforcement network initiated many of the encroachments on legal
civil liberties. However, 1will argue that these would have never passed through the
House of Commons without the sense of panic inspired by the anti-dnig campaign. In
1924, for example, the Chief of the Narcotic Division wrote that: "in view of the very
strong feeling in the country at the present t h e on this h g question, and it being an
unpolitical question, no difficulty haç ever been encountered in getting the necessary
appropriation to cover the expenses involved in carrying out the intention of the act."

l2

An additional critique comes fiom the United States, where David CoumKnght
argued that by 1914 and the passage of the Harrison Act, the drug-using population had
undergone a cntical demographic shift. Dmg use among upper and middle-class white
females had significantly declined while dnig use among lower class urban males had
increased. His interpretation provides an important corrective to earlier work by looking
extensively at medical practice. He shows that regular practitioners had becorne much
more restrained in their use of narcotic dmgs in the 1890s and that the number of
medically-created addicts had declined significantly by the time of the Harrison ~ c t . ' ~

In Canada, Cheryl Kasnick Wanh's book on the Homewood Retreat showed that a
parallel decline in medically addicted users likely took place in the late 19' and early 20"

The fact that there were relatively few medically addicted users by the 1920s
made anti-drug legislation possible. However, Courtwright's thesis fails to explain why
drug legislation took such drastic f o n , in both the United States and Canada. M e r dl, a

vehement campaign against alcohol resulted in prohibition, but people were rarely
incarcerated for using their dmg of choice. To understand the severity of Canada's dmg
laws, we must look to the racialized nature of the h g panic.

As Kay Anderson described in her book Vancouver's Chiaatown, racialization is
the process by which attributes such as skin colou., language, and culhual practices are
given social significance as markers of distin~tion.'~The effectiveness of the dmg panic

"

Letter from F. W. Cowan to WJ. Egan J a n w 11,1924 in NAC, RG 76 Vol #59 1 File
#83 1196 Part 2
I3 Courtwnght Dark Paradise: Opiate Addiction in Amerka before 1940
l4Warsh: 155-171
l5 Kay Anderson Vancouver's Chinatown (Montred and Kingston: McGill-Quem's University
Press, 1991): 18. She drew this definition fiom Robert Miles Racism and Migrant Labour
(London: Routiedge and Kegan Paul, 1982)
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depended on the creation of a racial drama of cimg use that featured "innocent" white
youth and shadowy Asian M c k e n who tumed them into morally depraved "dope
fiends."

''

This drama was believable because it took shape in the middle of a concerted

drive to exclude the Chinese from Canada, segregate their children in West-Coast
schools, and place restrictions on their business enterprises and land-ownership l7
Echoing many of the sarne themes as the "white-slavery" panic, the cimg panic creatively
bricolaged concerm over rniscegenation, eugenic decline, prostitution, and venereal
disease.18 Exarnining the racialization of drug panic helps explain why anti-drug
crusaders called for strict penalties for possession and t r a c k i n g and at the same time

wished to establish treatrnent facilities for the poor (white) drug addicts for whorn they
had so much sympathy. It also explains why parliamentarians, many of whom were
lawyen, were willing to overlook traditional civil liberties in their desire to pass harsh
legislation to counter what they regarded as a "Chinese" menace.
Race was the driving force behind the anti-hg campaign but the discourses of
class, gender and age were also employed to advantage. The "victims" of the evil
Chinese dnig tramckers were always Young; feeding into longstanding fears about the

dangers posed by urban environments and unsupervised leisure. The gender noms of the
era meant that joumalists and reformers preferred to highiight the stories of female drug
addicts, even though dmg use appears to have been more common among men at this

time. There were two reasons for this. First, notions of femaie vulnerability allowed
authors to portray women as blameless victims of "dmg addiction disease." Second, the
problem of female addiction was more conveniently associated with other cornpelling
social issues such as white slavery and venereal disease. As diseased prostitutes and poor
mothers, female drug addicts were "dope fiends" in a particularly dangerous and female

16

In another article 1more fùlly explored the "narrativesof narcoticim." Catherine Carstain
"hocent Addicts, Dope Fiends and Nefanous Tra.ffkkers:nlegal h g Use in 1920s English
Canada" Journal of Canadian Studies 33(3) Fall 1998: 145-162
l7 The Iiterature on anti-Asian racism on the West Coast includes: Peter Ward White Canada
Forever (Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queen's University press, 1978), Patricia Roy A White
Man's Province (Vancouver University of British Columbia Press, 1989) and Gillian Creese
"ExcIusion or Solidarity? Vancouver Workers Confront the 'Oriental Problem"'BC Studies 80
(Whter 1988-89)
l8 Use of the workd %icoIaged" cornes h m Dick Hebdige Subculture: The Meanuig of Style
(London and New York: Methuen and Company, 1979)

way. They fit neatly into a narrative of womanly weakness and guile with which

Canadians were already familia. Masculinity, on the other hand, was llliked to
professional status and family responsibility. Male victims were invariably said to be
successfûl young men fiom good families. Men's downward descent in class status as a
result of h g use was used to create a sense of drama and excitenient in the narratives of
male users.

The Canadian Drug Panic
Canada was not alone in passing severe iaws against dmgs in the 1920s.
Countries around the world were outlawing the use of opium and other dmgs.
Nonetheless, Canada's laws were among the most severe in the worid, and for this
reason, it is important to look at the specifics of the Canadian situation." Drug crusaders
claimed that the drug situation was especially troubling in Canada, but this does not seem
to have been the case. in 1923-4, based on a survey of doctors and police departments,

the Division of Narcotic Control estimated that there were 9 500 "dmg addicts" in the
country: 2 250 in British Columbia, 3 800 in Quebec, and 1 800 in Ontario, with mal1
numben in every other province except PEI?* This estimate can not be regarded as
definite and did not seem to include Chinese opium smokers, but it indicated that only 1

in every 1000 Canadians was a drug user.*'

Drug scholars have generally dated the beginning of the dnig panic to 1920, when
the practiced social reformer, Emily Murphy, published a senes of five &cles in

MacLean 's Maguzine. Murphy was a leading suffigist, a temperance activist, and a
l9 For information on the international context see: David Musto The Ammcan Disease: The
Onains of Narcotic Control (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1973). Andrew Blake "Foreign
Devils and Moral Panics: Britain, M a and the Opium Trade in Bill Shwartz ed. The Expansion
of Endand: Race, ethnicit~and cultural history (London and New York: Routledge, 1996); T.O.
Reins "Reform, Nationalism and Internationalism: The Opium Suppression ~ o v & e n t in China"
Modern Asian Studies 25(1): 101-42; S.D. Stein Intemational ~ipiomacy,State Administrators
and Narcotics Control: The Ongins of a Social Robkm (Aldershot, Hampshire, England:
hblished for the London School and Economics and Political Science by Gower, 19851,
Berridge and Edwards Opium and the People: Qiate Use and h a ~ o n k o~l o l i &in thé 19" and
Eady 2ornCmMy
Annual Report of the Department of Hedth for the Year Ended March 3 1,1924: 36
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popular writer under the pen-name "Janey" Canuck She was also a key player in
eugenic debates, and a staunch supporter of the Sexual Stenlization Act in Alberta, which
allowed for the sterilization of the mentally d i ~ a b l e d .In
~ 1916 she was appointed police
rnagistrate for Edmonton, and then for Alberta, becoming the k t female rnagistrate in
the British Empire. It was as a judge that she h t becarne interested in dmg use. She
followed her 1920 articles with two additional articles in MacLean 's in 1922 and her
book The Black Candle. In 1923, she nominated herself for a Nobel Prize for her work in

this ares? Although Murphy's articles marked the beginning of a sustained anti-drug
campaign, she had little impact on the Vancouver dmg panic and her importance has
been oventated both by heaelf and by subsequent dnig historiam. The Division of

Narcotic Control had little respect for Murphy, and the Vancouver parliamentarians who
played a leading role in dmg legislation paid far more attention to the anti-drug crusade
in their own city" Nonetheless, Murphy's articles did mark a tuming point and her
book, which drew heavily on the Vancouver campaign and was dedicated to the
Vancouver h g investigators, brought the Vancouver dmg panic to a larger Canadian

audience?
Murphy's debut article was entitled ' n i e Grave Dmg Menace." The fint page
delineated that this was a C h e s e menace. It featured a menacing drawing of a hand
with long fingemails holding a Chinese tablet, a pichw of a wizened Asian man with

smoke coming out of his ean and a photo of a Asian man smoking a pipe. The text itself
focused primarily on white female addicts and warned that "al1 f o k of gentle and open

*'The population of Chinese in Canada in 1921 was: 39 587. It is impossible to know how many

of them srnoked opium. Peter S. Li The Chinese in Canada (Toronto: Oxford University Press,
1988)
See Byrne Hope Sanders Emib mur ph^: Crusader (Toronto: Macmillan Company of Canada,
Ltd,, 1945): 186 and Christine Mander Emily Murphy: Rebei (Toronto: Simon and Pierre, 1985):
117
Michael Bliss The Discovery of hsulin (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1982): 225
24 The Department was pleased with M q h y ' s tint article and h i s h e d her with considerable
information, See: NAC, RG 29, Vol #602 File #325-1-3. However, by 1923 the Department was
obviousIy disillusioned. In January 25, 1923 letter F.W. Cowan wrote to DM. Donald, the
medical health officer in Saskatoon that: "Had I hown Mrs. Murphy, as well, at the tirne, 1
fimushed her with considerable information as 1do now, I c m assure you that 1 wouId have been
more cautious in my dealings with her." In NAC, RG 29, Vol #551 File #320-6-5

hearts should know that among us there are girls and glonous lads who, without any
obliquity in themselves, have become victims to the thrall of ~ ~ i a t e s . " Murphy
'~

explained that cimg use posed a serious threat to the white race, as it accounted for most
cases of mis~e~enation."In subsequent articles, Murphy accused the Chinese of
continuhg their nefarious activities behind locked doors and hidden passages despite the
Opium and Narcotic Drug ~ct.'* Several t h e s she referred to her imaginary Chinese
characters as "Ah Sin" ", a quick shorthand for descniing the moral failures of the
Chinese, and had them engage in what was clearly meant to corne across as "foreign"
behavior.
In her 1922 book, Murphy took care to distance herself f?om what she considered

to be prejudice or racism. "We have no sympathy with the baiting of the yellow races, or
with the belief that these exist only to serve the Caucasian, or to be exploited by us," she
wrote. "The Chinese as a rule are a Wendly people," she condescendingly pronounced
"and have a fine sense of humor that puts them on an easy footing with our folk, as
compared with the Hindu and others we rnight mention. Ah Duck, or whatever we
choose to call him, is patient, polite and penevering." Despite her favourable assessrnent
of what she viewed as the Chinese character, she assumed that it was her right to name
the Chinese, and to tell the "truth" of their character.
She followed this up with the statement: "it behooves the people in Canada and
the United States, to consider the desirability of these visitors - for they are visitors - and
to say whether or not we shall be "at home" to them for the future. A visitor may be
polite, patient, persevering, as above delineated, but if he canied poisoned lollypops in

his pocket and feeds them to our children, it might seem wise to put him out."0 By
complementing the Chinese and criticking their exploitation, she gave greater credibility
25

Murphy's dedication read: 'To the membm of the Rotary, Kiwanis and Gyros Clubs and to the
White Cross Associations who are rmdering valiant senrice in impeding the spread of dmg
addiction, this volume is respectfully dedicated."
Emily Murphy The Grave h g Menace" MacLeanYsMagazine February 15, 1920: 9
" Murphy "The Grave h g Menace": 1 1
For f.iirtheran excellent account of the metaphor of the partition see: Madge Pon "Like a
Chinese Puzzle: Constructions of Chinese Masculinity in Jack CanucK7Gender and History in
Canada eds. Joy Parr and Mark Rosenthal (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1996): 88-100
29 Murphy 'The Underground System" MacLean's Magazine March 15, 1920: 55 "Fighting the
h g Menace" MacLean's Manazine April15,1920: 1 1
Emily Murphy The Black C a d e uoronto: Thomas Allen, 1922): 1 87-8 8
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to her view that the Chinese were outsiders who threatened the well being of Canadian
children through drugs.

Murphy was one of Canada's best-known writers and her monthly feature in
Canada's leading news magazine garnered attention in newspapers across the country3'
However, her campaigu was dwarfed by a f a .more important anti-drug campaign in
Vancouver. Vancouver had the Iargest number of dmg arrests and the biggest Chinese
community in Canada It was also the primary location for anti-Chinese orgaaizing,
which was gathering steam in the years irnmediately following World War 1. The issue
of d m g use and minorities began to capture public attention again in 1917, when an
Aûican-Canadian drug user killed the ~ h i eof
f ~olice?* In the spring of 1920,
coinciding with Murphy's campaign in MacLean 's, the Vancouver Sun ran a brief
campaign against the dmg trame, and in editorials, it called for the abolition of
Chinatown. One declared that it is "absolutely necessary to prevent the degraâing of
white boys and girls who are being recruited into the ranks of dmg addicts. If the only
way to Save our children is to abolish Chinatown, then Chinatown must and will go, and
go quickly.'J3 The Sun was not alone in its campaign. The Child's Welfare Association
and the Chief of Police public called for more severe penalties and the Kiwanis club
began planning a home for "dmg-sufferers.""

The catalyst for the first major a n t i - h g campaign occurred in March 1921, when
returned solider Joseph Kehoe plead guilty to eight charges of robbery with violence and
was sentenced to five years in the Penitentiary and 24 lashes. According to the fast-

growing Vancouver Daily un,)' which covered the issue intensively, this unlikely "hero"
" In its introduction to the second article the Editors of MacLean's wrote that newspapm across
the country commented on the first article and commented tfiat the editors of Maclean's had
received a large number of letters as a result. A collage of some of the newspaper clippings was
featured in the second article. Murphy "The Underground System" : 12
See "Chief MacLennan is Shot Dead in Battle with Negro Desperado" Vancouver Daily Sun
March 2 1, 1917: 1 There was considerable coverage of his death and fùneral in al1 Vancouver
newspapers.
33
"Chinatown - or h g Traffic?" Vancouver Dailv Sun March 22, 1920: 6. See also
"Chinatown and the Drug Traffic" Vancouver Daily Sun March 3 1, 1920: 6
" h g Habit is Rampant: Chief of Police Says" Vancouver Dailv Sun March 18, 1920: 1,
"Kiwanis Club to Aid Heipless" Vancower Daily Sun April2, 1920: 7
35
According to McKim's newspaper guide, the Vancouver Daily Sun was the fastest growing
newspaper in Western Canada The Canadian Newspaper Directory (A. MCKMLtd, 1922): 418
The circulation for the year ended September 30. 1923 was: 22 666 daily.
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was twenty-eight years old and came fiom a "good family" in Nova Scotia According to
the story told in the paper, Kehoe had been a medicai student when he enlisted at the very
start of the war. In ApriIlglS he was gassed and taken prisoner at Ypres. The Germans
put him to work in a munitions factory, but he refùsed to take part in work that would be
used to harm his fellow ailied soldiers and eventually convinced his fellow pnsoners to
break his arm so that he could no longer work. He was brought before a MLitary tribunal
and sentenced to 15 years imprisonment in a military prison. At the end of 16 months his
health was so poor that he was sent to England in an exchange of prisonen. He was
discharged in 1919 and &er his r e m to Canada he started using
Vancouverites, especially returned soldiers, immediately began protesting his
sentence?'

In a subsequent i n t e ~ e wKehoe advised any young person who was offered

"dope" to "hit the man who otren it to you, and if you are not big enough to use your
fists, take a

A few weeks Iater a general meeting of the Comrades of the Great

War passed a resolution opposing light sentences in the case of dope peddlen?9 As it
had the previous year, the coverage quickly took an anti-Chinese tum. In a fiont-page
article on April 12, entitled "Dope Peddler King is Taken", the Vancouver Sun told its
readen that prominent Chinese businessman Wong Way boasted that he was tuming over
more than haif a million dollar's worth of dmgs each year and that he drove one of the
best limousines in the city. This undoubtedly added fire to business cornplaints that
Chinese merchants were competing u n f i l y with whiteseM
A week later, Vancouverites held a mass meeting to demand "drastic federal

action" to defeat the "dope traffi~kers.'*~The meeting was organized by the Retumed
Soldier's Council and included the Mayor, the Chief of Police, the City Prosecutor,
Oakalla Prison F m officials and service club representatives. A week later, a second
"War Veteran to be Given Lashes" Vancouver Daily Sun March 18, 1921: 1 In a subsequmt
interview Kehoe admitted that he had used dmgs before he went overseas. "Kehoe, Now in
Prison, Whipped the Gennans at Every Tum But He Couldn't Beat His Old-Time Enemy "The
Dope" Vancouver Dailv Sun March 27,1921: 1
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"May Reduce War Hero's Sentence" Vancouver Daily Sun March 19: 1
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"Kehoe, Now in Prison, Whipped the Gmans at Every T m But He Couldn't Beat His OIdT h e Enemy 'The Dope"' Vancouver Daily Sun M m h 27,1921: 1
39 "Dope Peddler King is Taken" Vancouver Dailv Sun Apnl12,192 1: 1
Ward White Canada Forever: 124-128 Kay Anderson Vancouver's Chinatown: 110-113
'War Opens on Dnig Tranickers: Mass Meeting of Citizens Demand Federal Action"
~ancouv&Daily Sun April 21,1921: 1
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meeting cailed for minimum two-year sentences for k t - t i m e tranickers and five years
and the lash for a second trafficking offence. Participants demanded that al1 aliens

convicted of selling drugs to be deported, and wmted the police to have the right to
search for h g s without a warrant? The enormous headline proclaimed "DEATH ON

DOPE:CITIZENS PLAN BIG CAMPAIGN TO SMASH UP THE DRUG RING."
Beginning May 3, the newspaper hired a former àrug user to cary on a special
investigation into the trafic. J.B. Wilson descnied himself as a bbsuccessfilyoung
businesman" before he started using dmgs. Now cured, he was anxious to "devote my
talents and my energies to assisting in rescuing others who have fallen victims to the drug

ring." Wilson argued that police were doing everything they could to stamp out the drug
traffic, but that the "Chinese dope peddler is about the most cunning human being and the
smartest of them dl.'43In a later article he cornmended the RCMP who "are bending
their energies to nd our Canadian soi1 of the Mental filth of the cimg t r a f l i ~ . ' ~
Several weeks after the fïrst Vancouver meeting, the Minister of Health
introduced legislation to amend the Opium and Narcotic Drug Act. H.H.Stevens, a
Conservative MP from Vancouver South who had been an active participant in the
Vancouver meetings, proposed hkro new arnendrnents to the Act: 1) that a person found

guilty of an otrence be liable on indictment to imprisonment for seven years, and that 2) a
person convicted of giving or distributhg to a minor be liable to whipping as an
additional penalty. This was the first tirne the House of Commons discussed drug use as
a serious social menace. Stevens introduced his amendment with the announcement that
drug tranickers were distributhg dmgs to high school children and even to children in

the higher grades of elementary school."

The amenciments were initiated by a

Vancouver MP but it was clear that others in the country shared Vancouver's alm. Dr.

Matthew Blake, a Conservative member nom Winnipeg contended that "the h g ring
today is the greatest menace we have to contend with in canada9* A Frontenac MP

" "Death of Dope" Vancouver Daily Sun Apnl28,1921: 1
"Ex-Crook and Reformed Drug Fiend Aids City Police in Fight on Dope h g " Vancouver
Daily
Sun May 3, 1921: 1
* "Drug Exposure Causes Mass Meeting to Be Called to Fight Evil" Vancouver Daily Sun M a y
12, 1921: 1
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House of Comrnons Debates April19,1921: 2268
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John Edwards mused '4 can imagine no more brutal character than he who coolly and
deliberately plans, for his own financial gain to absolutely ruin the iives of his fellow
citizens.'"$'

However, in 1921, not al1 members were convinced. Early in the debate, Dr.
Peter McGibbon, a Liberal doctor fiom Muskoka argued that restrictions against the
availability of dmgs were too strict. "While we have a few morphine and opium fiends in
Montreal. Toronto, Winnipeg and probably Calgary and Vancouver. throu~$out the F a t
length and breadth of this country there is practicdly none?

Colonel John Cume, a

Conservative fkorn Simcoe argued that there were bbso-calledsocial seMce workers who

are rnagnifjmg the effects of these drugs in order that they may draw good salaries; that
is about the size of it.'*9 The Honourable William Fielding, a Liberal fi-omNova Scotia
said that he had difficulty believing that the "evil of ûafEcking" in drugs with children
could be as widespread as was alleged.50

In the end, the House implemented the harsher new penalties but did not include
the lash. The members concurred with Dr. Robert Manion, the Unionist member fkom
Fort William, who said that even though he was convinced of the "great criminality of
people who administer and sel1 these drugs," he did not think that whipping was
appropriate. If the longer sentences did not succeed, Dr. Manion argued that he would be
willing to consider whipping at a later date. He would have that chance just a year later.
As spring progressed, the Vancouver drug panic temporarily disappeared fkom the

headlines, but there was still considerable backstage activity. In the spring of 1921, the
Rotary, Gyros and Kiwanis Clubs established an Investigating Committee into the Drug
~raffic.~'That summer the Vancouver Sun published Hilda Glynn Ward's novel The
Writing on the Wall. The plot featured wealthy Vancouver citizens who became addicted
to dmgs and subsequently cooperated with the Chinese in their dnve for the domination

of canada." At the beginning of 1922, the Investigaihg Committee had a great
47
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House of Commons Debates April 19,1921:2264
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opportunity to expose their findings when the Vancouver Dai& Wurld, Vancouver's
oldest newspape13, launched a campaign that fa-exceeded the one launched by the Sun a
year earlier. This newspaper highlighted the drug issue on its fhnt page for rnonths and
increased its circulation by one-third."

From the day the Wurid campaign began, it was clear that they blamed M a n s for
the spread of the dmg habit. The first day featured two fiont-page articles. The headline
banner proclaimed "Drug Soaked Addicts pass on the Way to Jail." The upper article
commenced with the case of Yung Yuen "an ivory faced Chinese." He was sentenced to

a year in prison for procuring three packages of dmgs for a "white victim." The next
paragraph highlighted the case of Lim Gum, "an undersized bald-headed little Chinese"
who was found with four tins of opium. The descriptions of the Chinese men were
urdattering and attempted to draw attention to the physical ways in which the Chinese
were perceived to be different fiom whites. At his trial, Yung was said to have written
his name on a piece of paper and bumed it with a match while murnbling "Chinese
rigmarole to the effect that so might his sou1 burn d e r death if he failed to tell the truth."
This depiction highlighted the "foreign" nature of the Chinese and their c u ~ t o r n s . ~ ~

By contrast, the two whites described in the article were both "victims". The
"somest case of dl" was a young man named Fawcett whose "white face, constricted
knees and scmed lirnbs bear witness to his plight." The descriptions of the Chinese were
meant to make the reader feel hostile, angry and disdainfil. The portraits of whites, who
were accused of similar crimes, provoked sympathy and compassion. White drug use
and Chinese drug use were thereby delineated as two quite separate problems. Later in
the campaign this division became even more striking. When the newspaper tried to

account for the number of addicts in Vancouver their numbers were quoted "exclusive of

" The Circulation of the Vancouver Daily World averaged 16 182 in 1921. The Canadian
Newspaper Directory (A. McKim Ltd, 1922): 463 The Directory referred to the World as the
"oldest and most influentid newspaper."
In an advertisement in the newspaper directory, the newspaper ctaimed that its circulation for
Febmary, 1922 was: 21 353, much higher than it had been for the year mded Septernber 30,
192 1. The population of Vancouver was: 1 16 700,indicating that the World campaign reached a
broad Vancouver audience. The Province had a much wider circulation than either the
Vancouver Sun or the Vancouver World, but it was distributed throughout British Cohmbia.
55 " h g Soaked Addicts Pass on Way to Jaii" Vancouver Daily World January 16, 1922: 1
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Orientals" indicating that they saw h g use among whites as a very different issue than

dmg use among the o hi ne se.'^^^
The anti-Asian discourse in Canada during this time period consistently
emphasized the intelligence of the Chinese and their c r a h e s s as reasons for why they
should not be permitted to immigrate to Canada The idea that the Chinese were
consummate dmg smugglers, on account of their ingenuity and clevemess, would not
corne as any surprise to the citizens of Vancouver. Most were aiready convinced that the
business acumen of the Chinese posed a serious threat to white enterprise. The article
below 'Prug Soaked Addicts" announced that "All Boats fiom Asia Bring in nlicit
Drugs," and was subtitled "Oriental Crews Largely Engaged in Traffic." Asian
traffickea were descnbed as ''wily" and the newspaper proclairned that innocent
passengers were sleeping on top of dmgs hidden under berths and stitched into
mattresses. Obviously, Vancouventes needed to wake up to the danger. The following
day, the article "Dying Lad Tells How Boys and Girls are Made Drug Addicts" asserted

that most of the dmgs came from Chinatown. One dealer, the young addict confided, had
a secret code whereby the purchaser would request dmgs by number, lessening the
chance of being caught over the phone.n Under such circurnstances, it would not be easy
to catch the "cunning7'Asian h g traflickers. The entire community needed to unite to
defend itself.
On the third day of their campaign, the newspaper announced its solution to the

dmg problem. The headline bliired "Deport the Dmg Trafnckers". The article asserted
(wrongly) that 1 778 Asians were convicted of h g offences in the Vancouver Police

Court in 192P8 Since most received fines and only a few went to jail, they d l became
fkee again to "commit the same sin against society." The article concluded "Vancouver's
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See 'Three Thousand Addicts in City, Inquiry Shows" Vancouver Daily World February 6,
1922: 1
''Dying Lad Tells How Boys and Girls are Made h g Addicts" Vancouver Daily World
January 17,1922: 1
sa Statistics kept by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics were for the year mded September 30.
Statistics on race were not published until 1922. In the year ended September 30,1922 519
Chinese were convicted of dnig offences in British Columbia. For the year ended September 30,
1921,649 people of dl races were convicted of drug offences in British Columbia, meaning
- that
the newspapers' statistics were far ofK. Dominion ~ureauof Statistics Annual Reports of
Criminal and Other Offences
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first move in abolisbg the drug t d ï c m u t be the absolute banishment by deportaiion

of every Oriental who lends himself to the h g

Over the months that followed,

the Worfdencouraged organkations throughout Vancouver to pass resolutions to that
effeçt. As a result thousands of Vancouverites signed petitions asking for mandatory
sentences for drug possession and f l c k i n g and the deportation of naturalized aliens
who participated in the drug tdlïc.* The mesure was included in the 1922
amendments to the Opium and Narcotic Dmg Act and in fact was even stricter than
requested since deportation couid be applied to people convicted of possession as well as
The third day contained the announcement that the Child Welfare Society was
joining the fight against the "dmg evil", despite the 'fact' that other officials had received
threats against their lives when they opposed the "dmg ring" and that "actual attempts
have been made on the lives of government officials engaged in the fight against the big
infiuences at work behind the scenes.'*' The following Sunday,Evangelist C.O. Benharn
of the Central City Mission urged al1 Chnstians to get behind the Vancouver W d d

~ a r n ~ a i g nWithin
. ~ ~ ten days, a variety of social seMce clubs and fkatemal organizations
including the Rotary Club, the Kiwanis Club, the Board of Trade, the Imperid Order of
the Daughters of the Empire, and the Child's Welfare Association were organizing a

mass meeting. In the meantirne, the newspaper kept up its daily barrage of stones about
white victims and Chinese villains. The fiequently repeated idea that the Chinese might
bring about the destruction of the white race through drug use, appeared in a particularly

" "Deport the Drug Traf'fickm" Vancouver Daily World January 18,1922: 1

* "Cal1 on Liberal Executive to Take Action on Dnigs" Vancouver Daily World March 7, 1922:
9. The Vancouver World clairned that over 300 of these resolutions were generated and sent to
Ottawa by various organizations. It is hard to know what happened to al1 of these resolutions or
if they al1 passed. Gifnen, Endicon and Lambert, who did their research at the Division of
Narcotic Control before these papers were tumed over to the National Archives indicate that the
Division received 57 copies of this resolution: 206. At least 19 copies of the resolution were sent
to H.H.Stevens by various groups including churches, the Vancouver Board of Trade, the
Vancouver YMCA, the British Columbia Wornen's Christian Temperance Union and the Parent
Teacher Federation. H.H. Stevens Papers Drug Abuse Vancouver 1922 Vancouver City Archives
MSS 69.
'WaterFont Open Gate for Dmgs; Child W e I f a Society Joins Fight" Vancouver D d y WorId
January 18,1922: 1
"Urges People to Help Vancouver World in its Campaign Against thugs" Vancouver Daily
World J a n w y 23,1922: 1
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blatant form in a front-page story about a wealthy addict who was "dragged down by
dmgs." In this story, which once again emphasized Chinese "superionty", this time in
terms of greater will-power and self-control, the white "addict" asserted that the Chinese
d m g sellers "taunted him with their supenority at being able to sell the dope without
using it. Taunted him by t e l h g him that the yellow race would rule the world. That they
were too wise to attempt to win in battle but that they would win by wits. That they
would introduce drugs into the homes of the Caucasians; would strike at the white race
through "dope," and that when the thne was ripe they would take command of the
~ o r l d . ' ~On
' January 29, less than two weeks d e r the start of the World campaign, 2000
Vancouventes attended a meeting held at the Ernpress theatre, where they passed a
unanimous resolution asking for the elimination of fines as a penalty and the substitution
of prison sentences of not less than six months and not more than ten years, with lashes,
and the deportation of aliensM The World reported that women openly wiped tears &om
their eyes, as the self-styled dmg investigator Charles E. Royal told the audience about
young girls in their teens who sold themselves to Chinese, Japanese and "Hindoos" to get
money for drugs. 'They shuddered", the newspaper continued, 'ahen he pointed out that

many of them came fiom the best families in Vancouver a . in the Dominion and when
he told of a young boy of this city, himself an addict, who ha& at the instigation of the
Chinese trafficken, started his sister on the dmg habit, and then had used her to pander to

the passions of these self-same traffickers in order to get the money to buy dmgs, women
hinied pale, while men clenched their hands and gripped their lips with their teeth to keep
d o m the anger that fought for an ~utlet.'~'The following day, the city council and the

Mayor both endorsed the ad-dmg campaigd6
Four days later the New Era League sponsored a meeting of women to organize
against the drug trame. This meeting was also held at the Empress Theatre and filled the
"Dragged Down by h g s From Post Giving Big Pay" Vancouver Daily World January 2 1,
1922: 28

" "Tm Years for Dnig Sellers Demanded by 2000 Citizens" Vancouver Dailv World January 30,
1922: 1The Vancouver Sun said that 1800 people attended the meeting. "Prison and Lashes 1s
Urged as Punishment for the Drug Peddlers" Vancouver Daily Sun January 30, 1922: 13
" "Ten Years for h g Sellm Demanded by 2000 Citizens" Vancouver Daily World Ianuary 30,
1922: 1
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stalls, balcony and boxes. At this meeting, Mrs. James O'Brien, one of the leading
Vancouver activists, "touched on the degradation of young girls who fell into the tolls of
the Orientals once they became d m g addictdh7 O'Brien then told the story of a young
boy who was in jail on a charge of stealing and administering dmgs to a young girl. An
Asian man caught in the same circumstances wodd have been thoroughly vilified, but

O'Brien regarded this boy's youth and race as far more important than his crime:
I could not forget the sight of that young fellow behind bars," she said. "1
keep on remembering his big blue eyes, filled with tears. 1asked him if
there was anything 1 could do.
"Just tell mother I'm hungry," he said.
"And then I went to Stanley Park and saw Orientais driving by in their big
limousines, rich through the gains that had put that poor boy behind the
bard8

The idea that nurnerous Asians could drive through Stanley Park in limousines in the
early 1920s was preposterous. Nonetheiess, it would be an effective oratoncd fiourish
for white Canadians alarmed about Asian economic cornpetition.

The next Sunday there was another meeting at the Colonial Theatre and a few
days later a well-attended meeting of the Vancouver Board of Trade passed the now
familiar resolution asking for the end of fines and the substitution of prison sentences for
al1 persons convicted of illegally seiling dmgs or n a r c ~ t i c s .In
~ ~the meantirne, the
Chinese elite grew increasingly worried about these attacks on their community. In early
February, according to The Chinese Times, a number of the wedthier merchants, the
President of the Chinese Benevolent Association and the Chinese ambassador got
together to discuss ways to stop the h g trafic in Chinatown. Charles E. Royal crowed:
'1 cannot Say how glad 1am that influential Chinese are linking up with us. It takes an
Oriental to fight an Oriental with any degree of s ~ c c e s s . " ~ ~
"Women Ask Special Hospital for Care of Local h g Addicts" Vancouver Daily World
Febniary 3, 1922: 3
"Women Ask for Special Hospital" Vancouver Daily World Febniary 3, 1922: 3
"DmgFight Joined by Board of Trade and Labor Councir"Vancouver Daily World Febniary 8,
1922: 1
70 English translation of the Chinese Times February 11, 1922: 3 in the Chinese Canadian
Research Collection Box 4 University of British Columbia Archives. Also see "Chinese Plan to
Join Fight Aga% Drugs" Vancouver Dailv Worid February 10,1922: 1
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The mornentum slowed somewhat in February, but by early March Charles Royal
and Mrs. James O'Brien had addressed tens of smailer meetings. Numerous telegrams

had been sent to Prime Minister Mackenzie King and the Liberal Party Executive
encouraging action on the issue." In Apnl a coalition of Ministers fiom British
Columbia and the Yukon met with the Minister of Heaith and asked for cornpulsory
sentences, and deportation?*

In May 1922 New Westminster Unionist W.G.McQuanie introduced a motion
into the House of Commons asking for the government to take "immediate action with a
view of securing the exclusion of Oriental irn~ni~ration."'~
Vancouver South Liberal-

Conservative Leon Ladner, who had spoken at severai of the Vancouver rnass-meetings,
gave a long speech highlighting the discovenes of the Vancouver Investigating
Committee. He concluded that the drug trafic was reason enough to stop al1 Chinese

immigrati~n.'~While most memben participating in this debate stressed economic
issues, three other members aiso emphasized the dangers of the dmg trafnc.
The govemment introduced new dmg legislation at the beginning of June. By this
t h e , no parliamentarian asserted that the dmg panic was overblown. Members corn a
variety of parties urged the Health MUiister to take even more stringent steps against the
h g traffic. In introducing the legislation, the Minister Henri Beland indicated that

numerous requests had reached him from benevolent, charitable and religious bodies as
well as parliamentarians Eom both sides of the House, to abolish the option of a fie.''
At the k t reading, Progressive Member Archibald Cannichael asked for an amendment
deporting al1 Asians found guiity of trafncking in dnigs? Ladner advised the
govemment to pass an amendment aliowing for the l a ~ h A
. ~Conservative
~
Victoria MP
Simon Tolmie supported these resolutions and added that "we h d that this trafnc is
increasing very rapidly in British Columbia, and is becoming a serious menace there,

"Cal1 on Liberal Executive to take Action on Drugs" Vancouver Daily World March 7, 1923: 9
Letter fiom L.J. Ladner to H.S.Beland, Minister of Health Apri13, 1922 Cited in Giffen,
Endicott and Lambert: 207
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74
House of Commons Debates M a y 8, 1922: 1529-153 1
" House of Commons Debates June 15, 1922: 3014
76
House of Commons Debates Iune 12, 1922: 2824
n House of Commons Debates June 12, 1922: 2824

being largely, though not exclusively, engaged in by Onentals. We feel that the penalties
cannot be made too severe against those who profit fiom this nefanous trafn~."~*

In the debate that followed, the anti-Asian racism of the Vancouver campaign had
a clear impact. Ladner told the story of a girl of sixteen who had corne before the
investigation cornmittee in Vancouver. The girl was a morphine or a cocaine addict.
Infected with venereal disease, she worked as a prostitute with Chinese men. Ladner
concluded "this W C
is carried on in a cool and calculating way. The men who sel1 the

dmg do not themselves use it; they lmow its terrible effects, but they exercise d l their
resourcefulness and ingenuity to induce others to acquire the habit."79 Fully persuaded,
Dr. Manion, who had been opposed to the lash the previous year, admitted that "1 believe
that the hon. Gentlemen who represent British Columbia in this House are more familiar

with this question than perhaps the rest of us, even those who are in the medical
profession" and agreed to support the 1ash.s' Although there were still a few such as
United Faxmer Oliver Gould who opposed the lash on humanitarian grounds, even he felt
compelled to state that the tramc "is one of the greatest evils extent in this country'"'

In the discussion over deportation it was clear the "foreigners" to be deported
were Chinese. Health Minister Henri Beland pointed out that "so far as a provision for
deportation is concemed the cornmittee will realize that it would not very well apply to
Canadians. Only to Chinese who have not been naturalized could it apply.'"

He did not

even consider the possibility that citizens of other countries might be deported by this
legislation, although once the legislation was implemented, large numbers of Americans
were also deported.

In 1923, not long after the passage of the 1923 Chinese Immigration Act, which
initiated Chinese exclusion, the anti-drug consensus resulted in yet another set of
revisions to the Opium and Narcotic Drug Act. By this tirne, the panic had also spread to
" House

of Cornmons Debates Juae 12, 1922: 2825

" House of Cornmons Debates June 15,1922: 3015
"Houe o f Commons Debates June 15, 1922: 3 0 16 Neither Manion's biography or
autobiopphy provide any M e r information about his change of mind. RJ. Manion Life is an
Adventure (Toronto: Ryerson Press, 1936) and Roy H. Piovesana Robert J. Manion: Mernber of
Parliament for Fort William 19 17-1935 munder Bay: Thunder Bay Histoncal Museum Sociew,
1990)
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Toronto and Montreal. That spring large meetings of prominent citizens were held at the
Loew's Roof Garden Theatre in Toronto and at the Mount Royal Hotel in ~ o n t r e a l .in
~~
the House of Commons debate that followed, the government passed legislation that

restricted people's right to an appeal, increased the fine for smoking opium and increased
the maximum penalty for being found in an opium den and possession of opium
equipment. This debate was short, but the anti-drug consensus was clear. Mr. E.M.
Macdonald stated that "we are al1 agreed that this nefanous tranic, which saps the mind
and body of the people can only be dealt with in the strongest possible way.'& Dr.
Manion, who opposed the measure to restrict appeals on constitutional grounds, made
sure to indicate that his failure to support the amendment was not because he was "soft on
dmgs." "1 presume," he clarified, "there is no member of this House, whatever may be
his party affiliations who is not just as eager as my hon. friend to do away with the illicit
use of any of these habit-fomiing d r ~ ~ s . ' ' ~ ~
Although the "panic" ended in 1923, the tropes that guided it had been f m l y
established and regularly reappeared in magazine and newspaper articles throughout the
decade. In 1929, the debate over the consolidation of the Act, which added whipping at

the discretion of the judge to a11 trafficking offences, showed how clearly the discourse of
the innocent addict and the nefarious t r a c k e r had permeated the public mind. Mr.

Edwards described a murderer as ''white as the dnven snow in cornparison with the low,
degraded human beast who for a few dollars' profit will gradually murder his fellow-man

by selling to him habit forming

By contrast, the addict was described as a "poor

~reature.'~'The Minister of Health, lames King, declared fhat addicts were not being
prosecuted under the ~ c t . 8However,
~
in that year, more than half of the convictions
under the Act were for smoking opium or for fiequenting an opium den, two provisions

which were clearly aimed at drug users, not at drug traf'£ï~kers.~~
What he meant when
Letter fiom F.W.Cowan toElizabeth MacCallum April9, 1923 in NAC, RG 29 Vol #605 File
#32547
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he said that they did not prosecute the addicf was that they did not prosecute the
MagLiary white "victims" of drue. However, they were pmsecuting working-class dmg

users of aU races.
Interestingly, in the 1929 debate, there was no mention of the race of traackers.
Did this mean that the racialization of drug use was on the decline? Perhaps, although
the comection between drugs and Asians was still strong in the popuiar press.g0 In fact,
the 1929 debate was short, and by this t h e parliamentarians may not have felt the need

to stress the culpability of the Asian trafncker, since it was already well-established in the
public rnind, and the Chinese Exclusion Act had al1 but ended Chinese immigration.
However, the lack of attention to race in the 1929 debate may also mark a transition
point. By this t h e , the panic was over, but the public remained fully convinced that dnig

use was dangerous and dmg tramckers immoral. Perhaps it was no longer necessary to
exploit anti-Asian sentiment to pass strict laws against dmgs.

The govemment never did act to provide treatment facilities, even for the
innocent young addicts who incurred so much sympathy and who inspired such a strict
legislative response to drugs. niroughout the decade, the Minister of Heaith and the
Division of Narcotic Control asserted that treatment was a matter of provincial

jurisdiction. They encouraged the provinces to pass legislation ailowing for compulsory
treatment of dnig addicts in provincial mental institutions, but only Alberta and Nova
Scotia passed such legislation and only Alberta put it into effectOg'Ultimately, white
drug users were rarely the promising young men and women of the middle-classes who

were featured in antianig campaigns. Many female dmg users were prostitutes and the
men were ofien vagrants who had had previous encounters with the

la^?^

These "dope

fiends" received little notice in anti-dmg campaigns and police officea and health
officials who came into contact with them regarded them as difficult and noisy prisoners
and patients. Aithough "innocent" white addicts served as an effective rhetorical tool for
-

90

See for example: Amie Andmon Perry ''The Dope Trafic in Canada" The Western Home
Monthly August, 1929 and Thomas Warling "Canada's Greatest Meance" Canadian Home
Journal August, 1930
9' For information about the efforts to establish treatment facilities and the govemment's response
see: National Archives of Canada, RG 29, Vol #326 File #324-1-2 Parts # 1-3

anti-dnig crusades who wanted stricter laws against drug use, neither the govemment or
social service organizations were willing to spend money on the treatment and
rehabilitation of the socially disadvantaged "dope fiend."
The iink between drug use and the Chinese was a key factor in the demonization

of dnigs that took place in the early 1920s. It was no accident that the most important
campaign against drug use in Canada took place at the same time as a concerted drive for
Chinese Exclusion. ln this intolerant environment, an understanding of drug use emerged

in which Chinese h g trafncken were vilified, Chinese drug users were ignored or
regarded as a moral contagion, and white drug users were regarded as tragic victims.

This imagery provided one more excuse for keeping the Chinese out of Canada, and
resulted in the passage of severe drug legislation.
Racism does not "hurt us all", as an ad campaign declared in the mid- 1990s. It

hurts some much more than others. However, as Elizabeth Comack, Patricia Roy and
many others have noted, racism oflen divides the working class, and as such it c m work
to the disadvantage of people of al1 races. Although the middle and upper classes aiso
used dmgs, especially alcohol, to excess, the drugs prohibited under the Opium and
Narcotic Drug Act seem to have been used primarily by working-class people by the
1920s. The middle and upper class people who did use opiates and cocaine were often

able to obtain supplies through docton. They had little contact with the illicit market and
rarely faced criminal sanctions for their drug use. This was not tnie for working-clw
users.
Nonetheless, drug laws did hurt al1 drug wers, and even al1 Canadians. By the

mid-1930sopium smoking had al1 but died out, and the rnostly white drug users caught
violating the law were sentenced to at least six months in prison for possession.
Moreover, the Opium and Narcotic Drug Act contained provisions for corporal
punishrnent, limited the right to an appeal, and allowed the police extensive power to
search without a warrant. These provisions were dangerous precedents for the civil

iiberties of ail Canadians, regardless of whether or not they used h g s .

- -

" Clayton Mosher's thesis shows that 85.9% of people convicted of dmg offences in five Ontario
cities between 1921-1928 were working class or had no occupation "The Le@ Response to

Narratives of the 1930s
The sense of panic had airnost completely died out by the early 1930s. The
Department of Health declared that a decade of carefùl and increased enforcement by the

RCMP had largely solved the problem. The number of convictions fell h m a high of 1 858
in 1921-22 to 230 in 1932-33y3 Many important traflickers were behind penitentiary wails.

By the early 1930s, drug users were hding it difficult to obtain their drug of choice, and
many were turning to paregoric or codeine as a substitute? Many Chinese dmg users had
been deporteci, and with the number of Chinese in Canada declining, the image of the evil
Chinese dmg trafficker was less effective. The demise of the anti-drug carnpaign was also
part of the retreat of middleîlass social reform in the 1930s. With the declining influence
of older reformers and the organisations they spawned, the anti-drug campaign faltered

Social WeYare, the leadhg organ of the reformen and a strong voice against dmgs
published only erratically throughout the 1930s. Emily Murphy, who remained one of the
key players in the drug carnpaign, died in 1933, leavhg behuid d c l e s on the drug M

c

that were never published.
The Division of Narcotic Control was aiso quite anxious to suppress publicity. In
1931, the Rev. Dr. Vining, Associate Secretary of the Social Service Council of Canada,
launched an infiammatory campaign against the dmg traffic. Speaking at churches and
rotary clubs, Dr. Vining proclaimed that drug addiction was increasing at a rapid rate,
particularly arnong the young. An Ottawa address concluded in evangelical style:
Listen, ladies and gentlemen, in the year 1929, while men and women
played bridge and sipped their wine, and rode out into the country in their
fine limousines, 75 000 young girls went to the devil through dope. There
they go!. ...People of Canada, & the name of Jesus Christ, stop this evil
traftic?'

Narcotic Drugs in Five Ontario Cities 1908-1 96 1 ":
".~ommionBureau of Statistics Amiual m r t of Criminal and m
e
r Offices Reports are for the
year ending September 30.
"sec Canada Department of Pensions and National HeaithAnnual Reports. See Year ended March
31,1931 toYearendedMarch31,1935,
95 Speech by Vining recorded by the Division ofNarcotic Control December 10,193 1 in NAC,
RG 29, Vol #605 File #32547 Vol 2

Vining's speeches received newspaper coverage, but did not result in the sarne kind of

mass campaign or panic that developed a decade earlier. The department repeatedly
wrote to Vining and to his superion at the Social Senice Council to ask that he stop
providing the public with such inaccurate information. By February, 1932 the
C o m m d t y Welfare Council, formerly hown as the Social Service Council of Canada,
had completely disassociated itself fkom

ini in^.'^

Similady, in 1933, Colonel MacLean, the owner of Madean f wrote to the
Minister suggesting that they do another senes on the dmg traffic. The Department had
cooperated with Murphy with her Madean 's articles thirteen years earlier (aithough they
had some regrets about this cooperation), but now they advised Colonel MacLean that if
he wanted any information about the h g trafKc, he could look at the Annual Reports of
the ~e~artment?'

Editorials and publicity about dmg use in Canada in the 1930s focused primady
on the need for treatment?8 However, there were two new drugs that captured some
public attention. The k t was codeine, which seems to have been used by addicts as a
"carry-ove? drug when they could not obtain more effective drugs such as morphine and
heroin. Newspaper and magazine articles on codeine told sad stories of down-and-out
male addicts and suggested stronger controls on the sale of the dmg." Like the anti-drug
campaign of the 1920s, this campaign was more active in Vancouver than anywhere else.
Several organizations in Vancouver, including the United Church Conference, the John
Howard Society, and the Homeless Men's Committee at the Council of Social Agencies,
petitioned Ottawa to add codeine to the Schedule of Restricted Dnigs and to provide
facilities for the treatment of d m g users.

The second was marijuana Canada had added marijuana to the Confidential
Restncted List in 1923. The inclusion of marijuana at this time is a puzzle. There were
no seinires of marijuana in Canada until 1937. There appears to have been very little
psychotropic use of marijuana in Canada at the tirne, and the anti-dnig campaign paid no
NAC, RG 29, Vol #605 File # 3 2 5 4 7 Vols #1+2
97 NAC, RG 29,Vol #552 File #320-7-2
NAC, RG 29,Vol #327 File #XN- 1-2 Part 4
See RE.Knowles Jr. "The Legai h g Traffic"National Home Monthly January, 1937
Newspaper clippings in File #F-1-1-642, Box # I l , John Howard Society Papers, Simon Fraser
%

University Archives

attention to the dmg. Most historians have pointed to a chapter on marijuana in
Murphy's book The Black Candle to explain the inclusion of marijuana.'* However, this
was the 23d chapter in a 400-page book. It was only seven pages long and was easily
lost in the sh~.Be.'~'Moreover, the Department had Little respect for Murphy and was
unlikely to take her views s e n o u ~ l ~ . ' ~ ~
The answer probably lies in Canada's attendance at international meetings where
the dmg came under discussion. The Hague Opium Conference in 1911- 12, which

MacKenzie King attended, called for a scientific study of Indian hemp.loJ By 1922, ten

U.S.States had enacted marijuana prohibition. At the Geneva Convention (1924-25)
lndian hemp was brought under international control. In a 1929 memo the Assistant
Chief, of the Narcotic Division, K.C. Hossick wrote that Canada was required to include
cannabis on the schedule of restricted drugs because Canada had ratified the opium
convention. This was not me, as it was not until 1925 that hemp was brought under
control and Canada made marijuana illegal before that time. Nonetheless, the fact that
Hossick thought it was because of international concern may hdicate that the idea for
putting marijuana on the restncted list came from international discussions. In 1974,

Alexander B. Morrison, the Assistant Deputy Minister, Health Protection Branch, Health
and Welfare Canada, argued that while the reasons for marijuana's inclusion in the Act
"are somewhat obscure, it appears that Col. Cl. Shannan, then Director of the Federal
Division of Narcotic Control, retumed f?om meetings of the League of Nations convinced
that cannabis sound would fa11 under international control. In anticipation of such action,
he moved to have it added to the list of dmgs controlled under Canadian ~ a w . " ' ~

In 1936, the International Conference for the Suppression of fllicit Traffic in
Narcotic Dmgs met in Geneva. Harry Anslinger, Commissioner of the Federai Bureau
of Narcotics in the United States, strongly urged the 26 nations, including Canada, who
tw

See Green: 54, Small: 40, Solomon and Green: 321-323
Miaphy The Black Candle
'02 See Footnote 23 Also, NAC, RG 29, Vol #55 1 File #320-64
lmArnold H Taylor American diplomacy and the narcotics traffic. 19004939 :A Study in
intemational humanitarian refonn (Durham, N.C: Duke University Press, 1969): 98-108
Alexander B. Momison "Regdatory Control of the Canadian Govemment over the
Manufactining, Distribution and Presm'bing of Psychotropic Dnigs" in Ruth Cooperstock ed.
Social Aspects of the Medical Use of Psychotropic Drugs (Toronto: Alcoholism and Drug
Addiction Research Foudation of Ontario, 1974)
'O1

'"

attended the conference to incorporate control of marijuana in any dnig treaty.lo5 In 1937
Ansligner ushered the Marijuana Tax Act through Congress. In addition to his position
as head of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics, Anslinger was the author of "Marijuana:
Assassin of Youth," and he spearheaded a successful anti-marijuana campaign in the
mid-1930s. His cnwde had slight echoes in Canada. The WCTU put the item on its
agenda, and newspapers occasionally commented on this new s c o ~ r ~ eIn
. 'a~1938
~
Debate over revisions to the Opium and Narcotic Drug Act in the House of Cornmoas,
severai members supported the govemment's efforts to suppress the cultivation of

marijuana before '700 many lives are endangered" and '%efore the morals of the people
are ~ontaminated."'~~
In 1937-1938, the year after the passage of the Marijuana Tax Act
in the United States, the Division of Narcotic Control camed out a survey of the

provinces to determine whether or not marijuana was being grown in Canada In 7
provinces, 1000 premises were found in which cannabis was growing. In practically
every instance, the person apparently had no knowledge of the psychotropic properties of
the plant and willingly helped to destroy the plant. At the same t h e , arrangements were
made with provincial governments to add cannabis to a schedule of noxious weeds in
order to provide convenient machinery for handling the destruction of cannabis growing
on vacant lots.'08 Not every case went smoothiy. C.W.Harvison, the former
Commissioner of the RCMP described a situation in his mernoirs where the police found

marijuana growing in a well-kept garden. The owner was an elderly womm, who grew
the marijuana for her canaries. According to Harvison: "On behalfof her happy birds,
she took funous objection to any ~

~ ~ C U ~law
O Uthat
S would deny them their

happiness.

The constables expressed their regrets, explained that they had no alternative but to

destroy the plants and started for the garden. They were half-way to the marijuana patch
when the door of the cottage burst open and the spinster, amed with a broom, and
-

-

John C. McWilliams The Rotecton: Harry J. Anslinna and the Federal Bureau of Narcotics,
1930- 1962 (Newark: Univ. o f Delaware Ress ;London: Associated University Presses, 1990):
66-67
IO6
NAC, RG 29, Vol #602 File #325-1-3 See also "Canadian parliament begins battle against
menace of marijuana" Victoria Colonist Febniary 25,1938: 2 and "Govenunentcurbs new h g
scourge "marijuana"' Vancouver Sun March 11,1938: 14
'O7 House of Commons Debates Febnüuy 24,1938: 775
'O8 Annual Report of Canada to the League of Nations for the Calender Year 1938: 8 i
n NAC, RG
29, Box 592 File #325-5-3 Part 3
'O5

screarning "Scat you brutes!" rushed forth to do battle. To their everlasting credit, the
policemen decided that the situation called for discretion rather than vaiour. They beat a
hasty retrezt to the car and drove off. As far as 1know, the lady continued to grow

marijuana, and her birds continued to sing magnificently for the rest of her days."'Og
Although codeine and marijuana use attracted some attention, there was nothing

iike the panic of the early 1920s. Overall, Canadians paid little attention to psychotropic
substance use during the Great Depression. There were other, far more important, issues
cit hmd.

Shiluly, the issue of h g iise i!ttmted linle zttention during the

Dmgs

were in short supply and many dnig users obtained supplies from doctors. Hold-ups of
h g stores received some attention in local newspapen, but the country was far more

focused on what was happening oveneas.

Beyond World War II

In the post-war period, drug addiction received steady attention in the press,
especially in Vancouver, where the majority of Canada's dmg usen resided. Although it
never reached the furor of the 1920s, the discourse of the post-war period drew on many
of the same themes. Journalists claimed that dmg use had extremely deleterious effects
on the bodies of drug users, expressed considerable concem about the dangers posed to

the youth of the nation and wamed that dmg usen posed a public-health menace through
the spread of their habit. Politicians and social reformers blamed evil dmg trafnckers for
the problem and demanded harsher sentences for people caught selling dnigs. The
stories and problems of fernale addicts continued to attract disproportionatepublic
attention. However, there were dso some critical differences. The Chinese trafficker
disappeared fiom the story. The language of joumalists and social reformen was much
less melodramatic. Journalists prided themselves on a scientific approach to the
"problem" and tended to rely more heavily on professional "experts", such as police
officers and pnson officials for their stories. In some cases, the authon were "experts."
Madean S featured an article by former RCMP dmg squad member T.E.E.Greenfield,

and Saiurday Night published an article on dnig users by the wife of a pnson chaplain at
la,

Clifford Harvison The Horxmen (Toronto: McClelland and S t e m 1967): 69-70

Oakaila, the provincial jail in British Columbia where many h g offenders served their
the. The post-war penod also saw considerably more debate about the appropnate

response to h g use. Many commentators called for a "humane" approach to treating the
addict, and many demanded some sort of legal supply, similar to that available in Britain.

Balanced with this cal1 for "humane" treatment was an incredibly persistent accounting of
the cost of dmg addiction, usuaiiy quoted in the ''mitlions" of dollars. Finally, the
influence of psychiaîry, psychology and the other "psy" professions created a whole new
discourse about addicts' "inadequate penonalities" and their need for p s y c h i a ~ c

treatment.

'

'O

One might expect that this new liberalism, or what Giffen et al characterized as
the ''treatment movement" would have reduced the seventy of Canada's dnig laws. In
reality, the results were more complex. Maximum sentences for trafficking increased to
fourteen years in 1954 and to life in 1961. Somewhat paradoxically, the minimum
sentence for trafficking was removed in 1954, although the minimum sentence for
possession remained. Minister of Health Paul Martin Sr. claimed that he was confident
that the courts would provide harsh sentences in the case of trafficking, rendering the

minimum penalty unnecessary. By contrast, the minimum penalty for possession was
needed so that the addict could be "~ured.""~
In 196 1, the Narcotic Control Act removed
the minimum sentence for possession. However, this did not reflect a prornising new
approach. Instead, the second part of the Act (which was never signed into effect
because the institutions were not in place to implement it) allowed judges to sentence
narcotic offenders to indeterminate periods of custody for "treatment." Once released
from custody, the dmg user could be paroled for a period as long as ten years. In
achiality, since Part II was never signed into effect, most magistrates continued to impose
six-month sentences in the early 1960s. Many encroachrnents on civil liberties,
including the nght to search without a warrant and the reverse onus of proof remained. A
-

--

--

''O interestingly, in his social history of h g use in the United States H. Wayne Morgan argues
that psychological explmations of dmg use began in the 1920s and began to retreat in the late
1950s. In Canada, perhaps because few doctors were interested in d m g use in the pre-war
period, the "psychologicaInapproach to h g use rnust be seen primarily as a post-war
phenornenon. H. Wayne Morgan Dmgs in Amerka: A Social Histos, (Syracuse: Syracuse
University Press, 198 1)
Houe of Gommons Debates Jme 1, 1954: 53 19
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closer look at the post-war discourse shows why the trope of "humane treatment" had less
impact than one might expect.
First of al1 the image of the drug user as violent criminal or "dope fiend" never
disappeared. In the final years of the war and ùi a few years thereafter, most press reports
deaiing with dmg use focused on cimg shortages and hold-ups. In the spring of 1944, a

run of dmg-store robbenes in Vancouver led to front-page newspaper coverage and the
BC Pharmaceutical Association demanded that "dope bandits" be given the lash.'12
However, this panic passed quickly, md hvo years later the robberl of a wblesder dnig

firm in Oshawa that netted nearly $500 000 dollars worth of narcotics (according to the
RCMP) captured little press attention.' l3 Nonetheless, the association between drug use
and crime regularly reappeared. A 1952 editorial in the Vancouver Sun clairned that h g

addicts engaged in a11 manners of ''vicious crimes" including "shooting people in
holdups" and "knocking them over the head on the streets."'

l4

In 1955, Vancouver Chief

of Police Walter Mulligan angrily declared that "seventy percent of Vancouver's crime

onginated in the h g traffic."'15 However, there was a counter-narrative. In the House
of Commons, British Columbia CCF MP,Frank Howard admitted that dnig users
engaged in breaking and entering, petty theft and shoplifting but emphasized that they
needed to in order to raise money to buy c i x ~ ~ s .In
" ~a speech to the Vancouver Art
Gallery in 1954, B.K Stevenson of the John Howard Society (JHS) emphasized that drug
addicts were not "vicious and dangerous cnminals," and that as a group they were
"charming, affable, intelligent and interesting persans."' " Nonetheless, the counternarrative came from less rnainstream sources and was less likely to be taken seriously by
the majonty of the population.

"'See for example "City Dniggists Dernand War on Dope Bandits" Vancouver Dai1y Sun Apnl
14, 2944: 1 and "Lash Urged to Curb Dope Bandits" Vancouver Daily Sun April 14, 1944: 1
'" See Annual Report of the RCMP for the Year Ended March 3 1, 1947: 25 Police estimates of

drug seinnes are usually based on "sûeet-level" pnces and are notoriously exaggerated.
LI4
"Face h g Problem Squarely" Vancouver Sun August 11,1952: 4
McKenzïe Porter "The Dope Craze That's Tmorizing Vancouver" MacLeans February 1,
1953: 12
" 6 House of Gommons Debates June 18, 1959: 49 16
BK. Stevenson 'The h g Addict -As a Citizen" Resented to the Candian Smrice Citizens,
March 1 8, 1954 John Howard Society Papers, Simon Fraser University Archives F-t 1-6-45
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In addition to the fear of violence, many stones stressed that h g use was
contagious, especially in the late 1940s, when authonties w m e d that the dnig traflïc
would spread now that war-time shortages were over. These narratives emphasized "the
fact" that dmg users promoted drug use to their peers. In 1949, Saturday Night
i n t e ~ e w e d"Betty", who initially attracted public attention in Toronto by appealing to
authonties for a "cure". Betty told the reporter that while she was in jail "ihe addicted
girls used to talk so much about the 'kick' in dope that the matron prohibited any mention

ofdnigs. ..You useci to heu many young girls say 'Oh, I'm going to ûy that when i ger
out."'"*

Similady, the 1948 NFB film "The Drug Addict" featured a young man who

f h t found out about dmgs in jail. He sought a "fix" when he got out and was soon
senduig his "woman" out on the Street to prostitute for him. T.E. E. Greenfield, a former

RCMP Drug Squad member who published an article in Madean S in 1948, wrote:
"dmg addiction is catching. We segregate smallpox victims to prevent them from
contaminating others. Yet we lock up dope addicts and non-addicts in the same prison.
For bad measure we even toss in the drug traffickers. The addict or the trafficker tempts

the nonaddict with stones of the thrills and the solace of dmgs and when he gets out the
nonaddict often becomes a c~nvert.""~Ten years later an article in SafurdoyNight
confirmed this trope: "addicts breed more addicts. Misery likes Company and the addict
likes to introduce new members to his circle. It gives him companionship and perhaps

the clubman's sense of belonging. A Vancouver alderman compared addicts to smallpox
carriers - "My"he added, "they want to spread their disea~e."'*~
As they did in the 1920s,journalists frequently stressed the danger posed by dmgs

to young people. 4 minor panic started in Vancouver in the spring of 1952 when police
arrested a group ofjuveniles in a downtown rooming house."'

The sensational coverage

that followed highlighted the story of a seventeen-year old waitress who told the court

that she had been using dmgs since she was 15.'~Eight-days later another headline

--

'%II

--

-

Fromer " h g Addiction Cal1 for Social Cure Rather than C r i m i ~ Sentence"
l
Saturday
Night September 13, 1949: 6
Il9 TEE.Greenfield ' n i e Hopheads are Ahead" MacLean's M a e e November 15, 1948: 13
IZO Gordon Donaldson "Our Losing Battle with Dope: Part 1" Saturdav Ni& June 21,1958: 43
12' 'Teen-Age h
g Wave Uncovered in City" News Herald May 18,1952: 1
"Sordid h g Trafic Bared in Court by Teen-Age Girls" Vancouver Sun July 16,1952: 1
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declared 'Teen-Age Girls Tell of Dope ~r~ies".'~~
In July of that year, the round-up of a
group of juvenile addicts made front page news for several w e e k ~ . 'Despite
~~
reassurances by the police and by the Minister of Health and Welfare that very few of
Canada's h g addicts were teenagers, and that the few who did exist were not attending
school at the t h e they became addi~ted,'*~
the specter of juvenile addicts refused to
d i ~ a ~ ~ e aInr .1954,
' ~ ~during the debate over the new Opium and Narcotic Dmg Act,
Social Credit MP Ray Thomas claimed: "the dope peddlers are getting children started in
order to obtain M e r outlets. In many cases these youth are started when they are quite

Young, they become addicted and have to have the dnig.. ..not long ago 1was told that if

you want to get any narcotic in Edmonton you go to one of the better-known high
s c h ~ o l s . " ' ~ui~1955 a Senate Committee which investigated the h g trafnc
recommended that the Juvenile Delinquency Act be amended to make the association of

an addict with a juvenile prima facie evidence of contributhg to delinquencY.'**
The threat of juvenile addiction gave nse to a particularly vehement
condemation of traffïckers. ui 1959, CCF MP Frank Howard claimed that: "Young
people become addicted to dmgs and are rnilked and bled for every cent they have by
those who get them addicted. Drug pushers also lead girls into dmg addiction and
persuade them to engage in prostitution to earn money to purchase drugs and the dmg

A 1952 article in the Vancouver Sun claimed that "a person
pushers profit from thi~."'~~
who cornmits murder is a minor lawbreaker compared with the vile creature who for
profit, deliberately mins a youngster's life by enticing him or her to become a dmg

l n "Teen-Age Girls Tell of Dope Orgies: Youthful Logger Accused of Supplying Narcotics"
Vancouver Sun July 24, 1952: 2
1%
See "Reports Indicate 2 More Young Dope Users Found" Vancouver Province July 2, 1952: 1,
"Juvenile Dope Usm List Grows as Probe Widens" Vancouver Province July 4, 1952: 1, " h g
Robe Grows" Vancouver Province July 5, 1952: 1
'= "High SchooIs Given 'Clean Bill' by Police Investigation on Dnigs" News Herald July 18,
1952: 11 See also Annual Report of the RCMP for the Year Ended March 3 1,1953: 20 See afso
House of Comrnons Debates June 2 1,1951: 4450
126 See for example: "What Else Could 1do? Dad Asks" Vancouver Sun March 16,1960: 1 and
"1 icnow 1can beat the habit" Vancouver Sun January 9, 1960: 1
'21 House of Commons Debates June 1,1954: 53 13
'21 Pmceeciïngs of the Special Committee on the Traffic in Narcotic h g s in Canada (Ottawa:
Queen's Printer, t 955: xxi
129
Houe of Cornnions Debates June 18,1959: 4917
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addi~t.""~However, it was not necessary to involvejuveniles to roundly condemn the
tranncker. Ln his 1954 speech to the Canadian SeMce Citizens at the Vancouver Art
Gallery, B.K. Stevenson claimed that dmg traffickers were "ingenious and ruthless types
of cri min al^."'^' Not surprisingly, these views were also expressed in the House of
Commons, where members were more than willing to impose stricter penalties on
traffickers. In the 1954 debate on the new Opium and Narcotic Dmg Act Conservative

MP John Diefenbaker stressed "1 think it is generally agreed, and it needs no repetition,
that traSficking in narcotics is one of the most temble offences that can be committed.

Indeed it has been descnbed as murder by instdlrnents. In many ways it is a more
serious offence than homicide although regarded as such in our law."13* Social Credit

MP Ray Thomas concurred "if anyone is caught peddling dope to a minor in this country,
1thhk he should be sentenced to life imprisonment, because he is M i n g that youth as

surely as if he took a knife to him, and in whole lot diaier

Even CCF MP E. E.

Winch, who regularly pleaded for a new approach to addicts, asserted that "1 am not a

sentirnentaiist with respect to those who sel1 to addicts. They can be put in jail as far as 1

am concemed; put them in jail for life."'"

In 1961, the penalty was increased to life,

and the House of Commons spent considerable time debathg an arnendment that would
have allowed for the death penalty for trafEckers. This did not pass despite receiving
vehement support fiom several members of the House of Commons. In fact, most people
convicted of trafficking offences in Canada were not the fiendish criminals of the public

imagination. They were usually small-scale peddlers and were dnig users themselves.
Nonetheless, the mirage of the murderous trafficker provided an easy target as well as a
convenient solution to what was regarded as a tmubling problem.
Trafnckers were not the only ones held responsible for the problem of drug
addiction. Refiecting the new emphasis on the importance of good parenting in the

Elmore Philpott "For Innaance, Dnigs" Vancouver Sun Au-t 8, 1952: 4
Speech by B K Stevenson to the Canadian Service Citizens March 19, 1954 in John Howard
Society Papers, Simon Fraser University Archives in File #F-14-6-45
"O
131

"'House of Commons Debates June 1,1954: 5312
13'

House of Commons Debates June 1,1954: 5313
House of Commons Debates January 9, 1948: 3 103
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1950s, social commentaton often blarned the parents of addicts for juvenile addi~tion."~
One detective told the Vancouver Sun that "lack of proper supervision by parents is the

principal cause of young people falling into the drug habit. Ifparents paid more attention
to where their children were at nights and the Company they were keeping there would be
less likelihood of their becoming involved with the iife that leads to narcotic addiction."

In the same article, probation officer Gordon Stevens testified "Behind the dmg addiction
among juveniles is some kind of personal problem with the youilgster. Parents of
juvenile delinquents have either failed to cope with a personality problem or do not
recognize

Some parents apparently accepted the blame. One mother adrnitted that

her 17-year old son had used dmgs four times in the past two years. The Vancouver
Province reported that his contrite mother gave the following interview:

"You look back when sornething like this happens," said his mother
in the living room of their attractive home. "You thought you have your
children a nice home food and clothes. You and your husband worked to
the best of your abilities."
"1 was always at home. You think you're doing nght by being a
cornpanion. Maybe it isn't enough.. ..
"It's got to be started long before he's reached 15" she said quietly.
"We should have gotten him interested in the Cubs and Scouts where he'd
have good activity and share recreation with others.
"1 should have taken an interest myself in these organizations. ..
"My boy was active in sports and took prizes. When he came home
we'd just tell him he did a swell job. But we weren't there to see him.. .
His mother told us too that he didn't have enough religious
education.13'
This self-blaming mother had apparently fûlly absorbed the lessons of post-war

parenting "experts".

Good parents took an active interest in the lives of their

See Gleason Norrnalizing the Ideal especially Chapter Five. Also see: Robert Rutherdale
"Fatherhood and the Social Construction of Mernory: Breadwimiiiig and Male Parenting on a Job
Frontier, 1945-1966" in Joy Parr and Mark Rosenthal eds Gender and Histow in Canada
(Toronto: Copp Clark Ltd, 1996)
13' bbS~Iution
to Dmg Problem? Experts' Views" Vancouver Sun August 1, 1952: 23
13' "Parents wonder how they failed with sone who resorted to h g s " Vancouver Proviace
December 6,1955
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children, got hvolved in the local school, went to church and participated in
youth g r ~ u ~ s . ' ~ *
Perhaps to frighten the curious, the effécts of dnig use were still written on the
bodies of users. A 1947 Mudean S article entitled Wop Heacis" began:

A muscle in the man's face twitched compulsively ,and in the moky
iight of the tavem in Vancouver's east end the grey scars on his face and
neck seemed like deep pockrnarks. The bones appeared ready to break
through the dirty skin of his resdess hûnds.. ...
He peeled back a soiled shkt sleeve above the elbow.
"See those needie marks?"
Grey scars like those marring his neck and face crowded almost
every square inch of his forearm.
T m like that almost ail over rny body." He said That's how you
get after a while. Those are the marks of my trained nurse. Her name is
Miss ~ o r ~ h i n e . " " ~
A 1961 article in Le Magarine Madean claimed that the ''nanomane" had "peau

jaunâtre, chairs flasques, cheveux secs et cassants, dents et ongles en mauvais état,
bouche sèche et haleine fétide. 11ne mange presque pas, la viande lui répugne mais il
adore les sucreries. Il dort mal et soufie de palpitations. Le contact de I'eau lui fait
horreur."lJO
Probably the most Erequently repeated trope of the post-war discourse on narcotic
addiction had to do with the cost of drugs. Dnig use was problematic because it
interfered in the project of creating a prosperous post-war nation. Newspapers and
magazines kquently provided detailed statistics of the cost of addiction. Former RCMP
officer T.E.E. Greenfield quoted an estimate of $42 million yearly, though he believed

that the loss was even greater than this. He concluded: "an effective plan of actions will
repay the cost to the taxpayer many times over." The Vancouver Community Chest and
Council estimated that h g addiction cost Vancouver $10 ~nillion/year.'~' An
accounting by Porter McKenzie in Madean f in 1955 estimated that male addicts stole
13' For more information on juvenile delinquency in the 1950s see Franca Iacovetta "Family
Court Intrusions into Working-Class Life" in Franca Iacovetta and Wendy Mitchinson eds. QI
the Case (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1998)
Robert Francis "Hop Heads" MacLean's Magazine February 15, 1947: 13
Al;ain Stanke "L'Enfkr De La Drogue" Le Magazine MacLean Juin 196 1: 35
14' "War on % 10 million Dope Traffic Bared" Vancouver Sun July 30, 1952: 1
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more than $16 000 a year to keep in dope. "This brings the total of theft by male addicts
in Canada to 38 million dollars. Addhg to this the eight miilion dollars denved by

women addicts fiom prostitution indicates an annual loss to Canada of 46 million dollars
with Vancouver's share standing at more than eighteen million dollars."'"

In the popular discome of the 1920s, addicts were cnticized for having little
moral sense d e r they started taking dmgs. This did not disappear in the post war
period. In the article "Hop Heads" Francis explained that: "the wrong use of dmgs leads
sooner or later to loss of moral control and even to physical and mental collapse. They
shorten Life, diminish usefulness, undermine mental power and character and sometimes
destroy sexuai powers.. ..Addicts neglect their responsibilities, becorne utter liars, are
completely dominated by their desire for d r ~ ~ s . ' Social
" ~ ~ worker Lindsay McConnick
explained that heroin's "effect in produchg deterioration in personaiity with disregard for
social and moral values is unsurpassed."'"
However, in the post-war period, it was more common for joumalists to regard
the h g user as a fiawed personality even before they started using dmgs. In part, this
reflected the much greater use of the language of "psy" in the post-war period. In
MacLeans Magarine, Robert Francis reported that "Psychiatrists contend that the

psychoneurotic factor bulks large in the rnake-up of any addict, that the danger of
addiction is much greater in persons with a neuropathic tempement, that a family history
of insanity, neurosis or alcoholism is usual among addicts."'"

An editorial in the

Vancouver News Herald emphasized " h g addiction is the result of a mental disease, not

a crime. It is an escape mechanism resorted to by neur~tics."'~G.H. Stevenson, a
psychiatrïst who headed a multi-year study of h g addiction in British Columbia, and
whose report had an important impact on subsequent dmg policy and treatment, also
promulgated the idea of that addicts suffered korn an "inadequate personality."
Stevenson denied that addicts were "psychopathie persondities." However, he wrote in
McKenzie Porter: 52
Francis: 51
Lindsay McCormick Gmup Living for Dnig Addicts: An Assesmient of the Narcotic Dnig
Addiction Research and Treatment Unit at OakaIla Prison F m 1956-60 MA Theses Social Work
UBC: 1960
145
Francis: 5 1
"Action is Needed" Vancouver News-Herald August 30, 1951:4
'42
143
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his report that "in our i n t e ~ e w wsith adult addicts we have been constantly impressed
with their close resembIance to children, in their restlessness, hedonism, selfishness,

ingratitude, parasitism, cruelty, resentment of discipline and lack of concern for the
friture.. ..they live only for immediate needs; the* mord principles are immature or weak;

they have low frustration tolerance, are easily depressed or discouraged, they are
adventuresome and reckless, often generously foolhardy; they are emotionally immature
generally, dthough intellectually they have average adult intelligence." By the mid1950s, psychiatry was no longer just about the severely abnomal, and dnig users did not

need to be defined as "psychopaths" to be considered to be in need of psychiaûic care
and attention. Stevenson could conclude that many of the dmg users' problems stemmed

from social and economic deprivation, and stiil believe that psychiatrie care was the
appropriate response. Science and psy chiatric expertise could hmsform even criMnal
and delinquent dmg users into good citizens. This "treatment model" assumed that dnig
users were fundamentally flawed. Their desire for dmgs was indicative of their
irnmaturity, poor judgement and hadequate social skiils.
This paralleled changing attitudes towards alcohol consumption. ui the
prohibition campaigns of the early 20" century, it was the substance itself that was held

to be at fault. By the post-war penod with the development of Alcoholics Anonymous,
the problematics of alcohol consumption were said to reside in the individual consumer.

Certain people were said to have "alcoholic personalities" and only they needed to avoid
the use of alcohol. By contrast, no one was supposed to use illegal dnigs, partly because
they were considered to be much more dangerous than alcohol, and partly because they

were illegd. However, like alcoholics, d . gusers were said to sufEer fiom particularly
flawed persona1 make-ups, which were then responsible for thek dmg use. No one
referred to dmg users as "addictive personalities" but the kernel of that idea was implicit
in the discussion.

The greatest demand for changes to Canada's cimg laws came out of Vancouver.

In the spring of 1952, the panic over juvenile addiction led the Vancouver Comrnunity
Chest and Council to established a committee to study the problem of cimg addiction.

The distinguished committee was led by Dr. Lawrence Ranta and included the Chief of
Police, the Archbishop and other prominent community members. Its report was released

with great fanfare several months later. The committee had three main
recommendations. First of all, it urged the provincial and federal govemments to provide

a pilot "medical treatment and rehabilitation centre together with comprehensive followup ser~ices."'~~
Secondly, it exhorted the Community Chest and Council and other
organizations to initiate a program of adult and youth education on the dangers of
addiction. Thirdiy, and most controversiaily, the committee recommended that the
Canadian govemment establish narcotic clinics where registered narcotic users could
receive their minimum required dosages of dmgs.
At first, the clinic proposa1 received a great deal of popular support. Both
leading dailies in Vancouver endorsed the scheme. The VancouverSun claimed that it
would significantly reduce the social cost of cimg addiction, and would ulthately nd the
country of addiction e ~ ~ t i r e lThe
~ . ' Vancouver
~~
Province declared that taking the profit
out of the dmg t r f i c by clinics %il1 find support among d l the intelligent persons who
have given any senous thought to what is rapidly becoming one of our greatest social

problems."'49 Much alarmed, the Division of Narcotic Control rushed officials out to
Vancouver to meet with the Community Chest and Council. In early 1953, the federal
government agreed to fund a study into drug addiction in British Columbia. George H.
Stevenson, a Professor of Psychiatry at the University of Western Ontario and a past
president of the Amencan Psychiatric Association was appointed to head the project,

which was conducted under the auspices of the University of British Columbia (Iwill
discuss this report more thoroughly in Chapter 5.) In addition to Stevenson, the research
tearn consisted of a psychiatrie social worker, a physician and a psychologist. It was not

surprising that people fiom the mental health professions dominated the research
committee - psychiatrists and psychologists were enjoying a new prestige in the l95Os.
Stevenson emerged as an important opponent to narcotic clinics. Mer the
publication of his 600-page report in 1956 (generally h o w n as the Stevenson Report),
the VuncozwerSun rescinded its support for the clinic idea, and even E.E. Winch's
speeches in the House of Commons were less enthmiastic. Nonetheless, it was probably

'" h
'"

g Addiction in Canada: The Problem and Its Solution July 30, 1952 Published as part of

Stevenson h g Addiction in Canada
"DnigReform Vital" Vancouver Sun Juiy 30,1952: 4
"9 "The Fruit of Greed" Vancouver Province July 30.1952: 4
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no accident that Stevenson ernerged as an opponent of narcotic clinics. The federal
govemment, who approved the study in order to counter the clinic proposal, was unlikely
to approve of a research director who was in favour of clinics. At his h t meeting with
the Community Chest and Council Stevenson promised to undertake a comprehensive

study of narcotic clinics and in tum,the Council agreed that they would not push the
clinic idea on either the Federal or the Provincial Govenunents during the period of the
study. In 1955, Stevenson published his "Arguments for and Against the Legal Sale of
Narcotics" which concluded that the legal sale of narcotics b'wououldnot o d y fail to solve
the addiction problems but would achially make them more serious than they are at
present." Drawing on the brief experience with narcotic clinics in the United States in
the early 1920s, Stevenson argued that pemiitting addicts to receive legal drugs would
not reduce crime, or lead to addicts to h d employment. Instead, he asserted " h g
addiction is not an unforninate habit acquired innocently, but is part of a general
persondity disorder. There is no reason to think that simply curing the addict of his
addiction, or on the other hand, supplying him with al1 the drugs he wants at minimum
prices will solve his problem."

Instead "his underlying penonality distortion and

antisocial tendencies.. .have to be recognized and dealt ~ i t h . " ' ~ ~

In place of the clinic proposa1 Stevenson recommended a the-part programme of
voluntary treatment. This plan paralleled one submitted by the Community Chest of
Council to the British Columbia government in Novernber 1954. The first stage of
treatment was physical withhwal. Stevenson recommended that this take place in
general hospitals, mental hospitals or private institutions. Men in the second stage of
treatment would live in a residence for h g users. Men in residence would be given
occupational and recreational therapy, social psychotherapy, and placed in employment.
Men would be allowed to reside in the residence for up to four months, provided they

found nearby employment. Wornen would be placed in foster homes and cared for by a
"housewife". This reflected a long tradition of prescribing %ousehold labour" to
problematic women. Stevenson and his CO-authorsprobably thought femaie addicts were

in particular need of "household" training. And they probably thought that a house full of
150

G H Stevenson "Arguments for and Agaisnt the Legal Sale of Narcotics" in G.H. Stevenson
Addiction in British Columbia Reprinted fiom the Bulletin of the Vancouver Medical Association

female addicts, many of who had worked as prostitutes in the p s t , would have been
Stevenson was not the only one to throw cold water on the idea of narcotic clulics.

In 1955, the Senate established a Special Committee on the Trafic in Narcotic Drugs.
This committee heard fioom 52 witnesses including police chiefs from Montreal, Toronto

and Vancouver, representatives of welfare organizations, and officials fiom the United
States and Britain. It was the f h t Senate Committee to ever hold meetings outside of
Ottawa. After hearing evidence fiom Stevenson, police officers, and Dr. Harris Isbell,
the head of the US Narcotic Prison in Lexington Kentucky, the twenty-three senators
unanimously rejected the idea of narcotic clinics. lnstead the committee recornmended
severe penalties for tramckers and urged provincial govemments to establish treatrnent
facilities for addict~.'~'

In the meantirne, the Division of Narcotic Control had begun thinking about a
treatment centre even before the Stevenson study began, and it continued to do its own
research on the subject. As far back as 1948, the Chief of the Narcotic Division K.C.
Hossick told a police convention that the prime objective of the Department was to cure

In 1951
the addict and to teach him how to become a productive member of s~ciety.'~*
the Chief of the Mental Health Division of the Department of Heaith suggested that the
former quarantine station at William's Head British Columbia could be used as a narcotic
treatment centre, but this proposal was abandoned.15' In 1954, Health Minister Paul

Martin Sr. and C.M.Roberts (Chief of the Mental Health Division) visited Lexington, the
large US prison/treatment facility for addicts, which had been opened in 1935. At this
t h e , the Department envisaged building a 500 bed institution, located in central Canada,

and close to a ~ n i v e r s i t ~ However,
.'~
pressure fkom British Columbia, as well as the
obvious fact that there were more dmg users in Vancouver than there were anywhere else

in the country, ensured that by 1961, the first institution wouid be in British Columbia
-

-

3 l(4) 1955
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In developing its own plan, the federal government drew heavily on the Stevenson
report.'"

However, the government rejected the idea of voluntary treatment There were

several reasons for this. First of ail, in keeping with the post-war penchant for large-scale
social engineering, the govemment was under pressure to develop a comprehensive
programme that would pemanently rid Canada of the problem of dnig addiction. A
voluntary treatment programme would ody reach a small portion of addicts. Secondly,
despite the cultural shifts that had given greater legitirnacy to a medical approach to the
problem, the Division of Narcotic Control, headed by ex-RCMP officer K.C.Hossick, still
paid carefil attention to the views of enforcement officials. Leading police officials
wanted dnig users to be incarcerated for long penods. R.S.S.Wilson, a former
superintendent of the RCMP,who sat on the Department's Technical Advisory
Committee on Drug Addiction, believed that h g addicts should be committed for a
period of not less than 10 years to a narcotic hospitai operated by the Federal
govemment. There the addict would receive psychotherapy 9 0 treat the underlying
psychopathic condition which led the patient to become an addict and to reeducate and
reconstnict his personality so that he can learn to adapt himself to his emotional
reactions." M e r a year in hospital the addict could be released on parole. If an addict
was re-committed more than twice, he would be classed as "incurable" and sent to an

institution for life.lS6 RCMP Commissioner L.H.Nicholson aiso favoured compulsory
isolation or quarantine for an unspecified period of tirne. Nicholson argued that under
"forced detention" the addict would "enjoy conditions and surroundhg far, far in advance
of those within which he has been accustomed."'"

Institutional "treatment" would

improve addicts' lives and create valuable citizens.
The 1961 Bill had something for everyone except for clinic supporters. It
included stricter penalties for traackers, 'Yreatment", and the compulsory segregation of
addicts for penods of up to ten years. By controlhg doctors through regulations rather
-

1%

-

-
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than the criminal law, the bill even opened a window to maintenance programs, ifnot to
the idea of narcotic clinics. Conveniently, the construction of a new ''treatment centre"
for addicts in British Columbia, an announcement which was made hand-in-hand with the
introduction of the new Bill, would also reduce prison overcrowding, which was
becoming a serious problem.158All three parties in the House of Commons gave the
legislation their full support. Everyone in the House who spoke saw it as a progressive
step forward and no one expressed concern about the fact that it meant that people could
potentially serve terms of up to ten years for simple possession. Even E.E. Winch, who
had previously supported the idea of clinics, did not oppose the idea of compulsory
treatment. In fact, in 1960, Winch strongly supported the idea of compulsory treatment

in a speech to the House of Commons. "Some might take the view and, indeed, they
would be nght, that in legislation of this kind we are movhg into the realm of civil
rights." But, he elaborated, %ere is no khhging of the civil rights of an individual
when it is being done not only for his own benefit but for the protection of the
r n a j ~ r i t ~ . "In' ~British
~
Columbia, there was some opposition to the establishment of the

first "treatment centre" in Matsqui, located 45 minutes outside of Vancouver but this had
little to do with dmg users' civil rights. Instead, socid service representatives claimed
that the institution was too far away,lbOthat dmg addicts needed to be cured in the

community rather than outside of it and that it was premature to invest $5 million dollars
on a new institution when is was not at d l clear if drug users could be treated in
institutional ~ e n i n ~ s . ' ~ '
The compulsory treatment provisions of the 1961 Narcotic Control Act were

never signed into effect. Instead, in the early 1960s, the Division of Narcotic Control
encouraged prosecutors to proceed against dnig users under the Habitual Criminal Act, a
piece of 1948 legislation which allowed for the indennite detention of repeat offenders.

-

-
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Matsqui was the only institution ever established for drug users and it only operated for

'

three years as an institution exclusively devoted to the treatment of dnig users. 62

In the years between 1920-1961, there was much tallc about the need to ''treat" the
dmg user. This sounded progressive, but it did little to improve the lives of users. In the
1920s, the Minister of Health and the Division of Narcotic Control asserted that treatment
was a provincial responsibility and refbsed to take any responsibility. In the post-war
period, a new optimism for social engineering, as well as increased prosperity inspired
the Division to take a more active role in providing "treaûnent" but by this point, it could

not imagine doing so outside of the pend system. The image of the drug user as the
dangerous "dope fiend", a menace to society, never disappeared and made it impossible
for politicians and bureaucrats to consider other options.

'"

Canada Commission of Inquiry into the non-medical use of dmgs Commission Research Paper
Correctional Institution Section of the Administration of Criminal Justice (Ottawa, 1972): 24-5
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Chapter 2 "Hop Heads 1920-1945"
The "narratives of narcoticism" and the legal changes of the 1920s had a dramatic
impact on the lives of drug users. Between 1920-1945, the types of dmgs used, the
people who were using them and the consequences of dmg use significantly changed.
This was not just the result of criminalization. The Great Depression, social sanctions
against drug use, and changes in the Chinese population also played an important role.
Nonetheless, crimindzation made drug use an increasingly risky and dangerous activity.
M e r 1922, drug usen tiequently served long terms in prison for possession. The intense
policing and increased costs meant that users switched from smoking opium and snorting
cocaine to injecting drugs which involved smaller amounts, and was easier to hide,
creathg fa.more heaith problems for usea. Finally, the difficulty in obtaining dmgs
ensured that dmg use came to assume an increasingly central and problematic position in
drug users lives.

'

It is impossible to know for certain how many dmg users there were Ui Canada at
this time. Working class users, who were less able to hide their dmg use than middleclass users, and usen who had previous involvement with the criminal justice system
were more Iikely to corne to light. Enforcement made a big difference. Police brought

different types of users to attention, depending on whether they vent much of their time
chasing street-level users or whether they spent their tirne checking the narcotic records

of doctors and pharmacists. Nonetheless, a review of a broad range of records including
medical literature, court cases, govemment documents, police reports, the records of
social s e ~ c agencies
e
and the media indicates that this t h e periad c m be divided into
three main penods of use. In the 19209, there was a broad range of usen, from a variety
of class and racial backgrounds, who used adiverse anay of dmgs. In the 1930s, the
supply of dmgs shrank. An increasingly homogeneous group of white users traveled
across the country tryhg to obtain dmgs f?om doctors. Codeine was often used as a

substitute for hard to obtain opiates such as morphine and heroin. In the early 1940s,
In reaching these conclusions 1have been influenced by the growing litmature on harm
reduction. Patricia G. Erickson, Diane M.Riley, Yuet W. Cheung and Patrick A. O'Hare Harm
Reduction: A new direction for drug policies and programs (Toronto: University of Toronto
Press. 1997) "HamiReduction - A Special Issue" Substance Use and Misuse 34(1) 1999 See
Franklin E. Zimring and Gordon Hawkins for a good descriptionof diflerent approaches to clmg
policy: The Search for Rational Drug Control (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992)

there were extreme shortages of drugs. Thefis fiom drug stores increased. Despite the
shortages, a new cohort of rebellious young people started using drugs at this thne - a
group of dmg users that would grow in the period after World War II.
There appears to have been a significant increase in drug use in the 1910s.
Imports of cocaine, morphine, and opium rose dramatically between 1912-19 19.
Accordhg to the Department of Trade and Commerce, wartime casuaities could not
account for this increase. The Deparment beiieved that the quantities far exceeded the
legitimate requirements of canada2 In 1919, the Opium and Narcotic Drug Act which
had not been under the supervision of any one department was put under the control of
the Deparmient of Health. Early in 1920, the department inaugurated a system for
controlling the imports, exports, manufacture, sale and distribution of illegal dnigs. Al1
wholesale dniggists were forced to provide the department with a full statements of their
sales of these drugs to retail dmggists, dentists, vete~ariansand physicians, while retail
dniggists furnished the department with a staternent of their sales of narcotics on
prescription. As a result, the department removed from the market a number of
preparations that contained large quantities of opium and morphine. Between 1919 and
1922, the importation of cocaine fell by 417%, morphine fell by 344% and crude opium
fell by 2015% (See Chart 1):
By the eariy 1920s, it was quite difficult to obtain dmgs through legitimate
channels. Nonetheless, the illicit market thrived. If you h e w where to look, opium,
c o c h e , and morphine were readily available in every major city. This was partly
because there were still very few international controls on dmg production and export. In
1924-25 the Second Opium Conference was held in Geneva, under which the nations
concerned agreed to exercise more strict control over the manufacture, sale and
distribution of opium, morphine, heroin and cocaine and to adopt a licensing system with
regard to the import and export of such d r ~ ~ By
s . 1925-26,
~
the Division of Narcotic
Control reported that these new international agreements were already having an effect,
aithough this may be somewhat optimistic since the Geneva Convention did not corne

'RG 13 Series A-2 Volume #329 File l8OS-l824/1919
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into force until1928. By 1931, the Advisory Cornmittee of the League of Nations, felt
that the situation had been brought under control and that there was no longer any surplus
of legal manufacture to supply the illicit t r a c ? Kettil Bnuin, the leading authority on
international drug control argued that this was one of the few instances "in which the
beneficial effects of control outweigh(ed) the hamiful ones.'" Indeed, by the early 1930s,

Canadian drug users were finding it considerably more difficult to obtain drugs.
In the early 1920s, the Division of Narcotic Control made some attempt to

measure the number of users. In 1973-24 the Division sent out a ques?ionnaireto dl
registered physicians in Canada. About 50% of doctors responded and together they
identified 777 people who required narcotics under the care of a doctor. At the same
time, the department collected information fkom chiefs of police, crown attorneys,
magistrates and medical officers of health as to the number of dmg users in the
community. Frorn this infornation, the department estimated that there were 9 500 drug

users in the country: 2 500 in British Columbia, 3 800 in Quebec and 1 800 in Ontario,
with mal1 numbers in every other province except PEI.' However, drug users in the
1920s could use drugs for a long time without coming to the attention of authonties,
especially if theu lives were bbrespectable"in other respects. Moreover, the department
did not indicate whether or not these estimates included Chinese opium-smokers, but
significantly, I suspect that they did not. Otherwise one would expect the numbers in

British Columbia to be much higher. Throughout the early 1920s, many more people
were arrested in British Columbia than in Quebec for dmg offences, although this might
refiect differences in policing practices between the two provinces. In 1922 alone, 5 19
Chinese men in British Columbia were arrested for dnig offences, indicating a much

higher rate of use than suggested by the statistics above. The racism of not even
He~bertA. May ''The International Control of Narcotic Drugs" International Conciliation 441
(May 1948): 324-333. For more information about the International Control of Narcotic Drugs
see: Kettil Bruun, Lynn Pan and ingemar Rexed The Gentfemm's Club: International Control of
Drugs and Alcohol (Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 1975) Arnold H. Taylor
American Diplomacy and the Narcotics Trafic 1900-1939, William O.Walker thug Control in
the Americas (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1989) and William B. McAllister
Drua DipIomac~in the Twentieth Century (London and New York: Routiedge, 2000)
Kettil Brunn "Intemational Dnig Control and the Pharmaceutical Industry" in Ruth Cooperstock
ed. Social Aspects of the Medical Use of Psychotropic Drugs (Toronto: Alcoholism and h g
Addiction Research Foundation of Ontario, 1974)
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including Chinese drug users in their statistics shows the extent to which authorities did
not consider them to be rnembers of the Canadian community.
By 1930, the department thought that there were only 8000 people addicted in
Canada including people who were addicted as a result of a medical condition? By
1939, they had M e r downsized this estirnate to 4000:

These estimates appear to be

based on nothing other than reasonable guesses, based on information received h m

doctors and police. There was also a noticeable decrease in convictions over the tirne
period. (Sec Chvts 2,3 and 4) Of course, convictions oftm tel! us more about the
practices of police forces and judges than they do about dnig use.'' Nonetheless, the
dramatic decrease in convictions was not the result of lack of zeal on the part of the
police. Nor was it the result of judges refusing to convict. Instead, the declining number
of convictions seems to correlate with a decrease in the total number of drug users,

especially occasional drug users and Chinese dnig users, as well as changes in how
people obtained drugs.
Police were also seizing much smaller quantities of drugs and supplies. By 1935,
seinires of opium were less than a third of what they had been twelve years earlier and
seinires of morphine and cocaine were less than a seventh of what they had been."

By the 1930s,dmg users were increasingly himing to substitutes: especially codeine,
paregoiic and poppy heads, indicating that there was a serious shortage of more desirable

drugs. The drop in the nurnber of convictions, the drops in imports and seizures,
changes in drug use practices as well as departmental estirnates based on information
fkom doctors and police officea, do seem to support the idea that drug use fell between
1920-1945. 1will divide my discussion of how this fa11 played out into two parts - the

f h t will deai with Asian Canadian drug users and the second with non-Asian users.
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'' Annual Report of the Department of Health for the year ended March 3 1,1923: 40 and Annual
Report of the Department of Pensions and NationaI Health for the year ended March 3 1,1936:
Il8
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The majority of Asian dnig users in Canada were Chinese-Canadian. ChineseCanadian dnig use was different fiom Euro-Canadian drug use in several respects. First
of dl, they usually smoked opium in preference to the so-called "white" dmgs - cocaine
and morphine. Secondly, opiate use was proportionally much more widespread among
Chinese Canadians than it was among other Canadians. The place of opium smoking in
theV l i v s bad more i? corilmon with alcohol use mong white Canadians &an it did witii
h g use among white Canadians. Since opium smoking was less stigmatized within the

Chinese population thaa opiate use was among whites, dmg users in the Chinese
community were oflen not the cultural outsiders that opiate users fiequently were in the
white community.
Chinese opium-smoking had a long history in Canada Before the passage of the
Opium Act in 1908, which made it illegal to import, manufacture or sel1 opium for nonmedical purposes, there were several Chinese-run opium factories in Victoria, Vancouver
and New Westminister, which employed between 70-100 people. l2 Opium smoking was
widespread in China at that t h e , and since most Chinese in Canada had imrnigrated fiom
China it is not surprishg that they would smoke opium in Canada as well, especially
since it was perfectly legal. The Royai Commission on Chinese Immigration in 1885
heard fiom a variety of witnesses about the Chinese practice of opium smoking. Some
derided it as a vicious habit while others downplayed its importance, but no one asserted
that it did not occur.'-' Within the Chinese community itself, there appears to have been

some disapproval of smoking opium. In 1908, William Lyon McKenPe King received a
petition from Peter King, the secretary of the Chinese Anti-Opium League requesting
12

Chan asserts that there were 11 opium factories in Victoria in 1883. By 1901, t h e Victoria
firms with eighteen partnm had established a monopoly on the manufacture of opium. Anthony
Chan Gold Mountain: The Chinese in the New World (Vancouver: New Star Books, 1983): 76-7
Mackenzie King reported in 1908 that there were at least seven factories in Vancouver, Victona
and New Westminister, and that the annual gross receipts of these concerns was between $600
000 and $650 000. The factories were al1 owned by Chinese. Report by W.L.Mackenzie King,
Deputy Minister of Labour on the need for the Suppression of the opium trafic in Canada July 3,
1908 PubIished in Sessional Papers for the Year 1908. Much of the opium produced in these
factories was probebly exported to the United States where it was illegal to produce or sel1 opium.
Chan: 75
l3 Royal Commission on

Chinese Immigration 1885 Sessional Paper #54a

legislation against opium. Nonetheless. elite disapproval s e m s to have had relatively
little impact on this common practice.
Obtaining information about Chinese opium-smoking habits is difficult. Antih g crusaders such as Emily Murphy, provided long and colourfil descriptions, but

these seem to be largely irnaginary creations. A former Cornmissioner of the RCMP,

C.W. Harvison, spent his early years in the RCMP enforcing the Opium and Narcotic

Drug Act. In the early 1920s he was assigned to dmg enforcement in Montreal where he
regularly undertook raids of "opium joints." In his mernoirs he reponed:

These were not the luxurious "opium dens" of the movies, wherein
smoken sprawl in cornfort on plush divans while scantily clad maidens flit
across deep oriental rugs to serve their every want. These were rows of
dirty, smelly little cubicles. The fumishings were simple: a wooden shelf
covered with straw maîting.. ..The premises used for smoking were
usually on the upper floor of buildings, over shops, restaurants, or other
business premises. Three or four of the larger and most fiequented places
were upstairs over gambling rooms.. ......The Chinese opium smokers
were a h o s t invariably, peaceful and docile. Many of hem were older
citizens who had had the habit for years and could not understand why,
suddenly a fuss was being made.''
Not al1 smoking took place in "opium dens." Many Chinese men worked together in
isolated communities and they smoked where they lived. In the fa11 of 1922 Wong Mew

was found smoking during a police raid on a building used by Chinese men at Stoltz Mill

at Ruskin, British Columbia. Mew was found smoking in a room that was used jointly by
al1 the Chinese workers at that rnill. At his trial, Wong Mew claimed that only he and
one other man were opium-smokers and that "people do not go in there to smoke opium.
Oniy 1and one other go there to smoke. 1take rny opium with me when I go to ~moke."*~

ui bis book Gold Mountain, Anthony Chan estimated that as many as 4040% of
the Chinese in British Columbia were addicted to the h g in the 1880s,but this seems
extraordinarily high.I6 Mwe Likely, there were large numbers of Chinese men who
smoked occasionally without acquiring any physical dependence on the dmg and a few

l4

I5
l6

C.W.Hawïson The Honemen (T'oronto: McClelland and S t e m 1967): 40-42
NAC, RG 18, Vol #329 1, File # 1922 HQ -1 89-E-1
Chan: p.76

who were highly dependent. As R.K. Newman pointed out in bis study of opium
smoking in late imperial China, careful observers of opium smoking in China in the late
19" and early 2
0
' centuries divided users into 'light' or 'moderate' smokers, 'regular'

users or those who had 'the yin' (craving) and at the extreme, 'opium sots' who gave up

their work and family to pursue opium-smoking."

This was probably tme in Canada as

well. Drug experts like Norman Zinberg have shown that large numbers of people use
dnigs such as opium, heroin and cocaine without experiencing their use as problematic,

or acquiring physical or psychoIogica1 dependence on thern.la
Very few Chinese in Canada could devote themselves fblly to opium-smoking,
since most of their t h e was occupied at work. The majority of the Chinese who came to
Canada in the late 19" and early 20" centuries, iabored long hours at menial jobs.lg
Most worked for low wages as servants, cooks, labouren, and launderdo Opium
smokers in Canada at this tirne, as many other opium smoken have done at other times

and places, probably engaged in opium-smoking as a relaxing, recreational activity in
their spare hours away nom physical labour.
The Opium and Narcotic Dmg Act afTected Chinese Canadians differently fiom
white Canadians, partly because the Act contained separate offences for smoking opium,

being found in an opium joint, and possession of opium smoking equipment. These
offences carried significantly less severe penalties than possession. Opium smoking, for
example, carried a maximum penalty of $50 and costs, and/or 1 month in jail. Clayton
Mosher's dissertation on narcotic enforcement in five Ontario cities shows that Chinese
arrested under the Act received, on average, shorter sentences than those received by

RK. Newman "Opium Smoking in Late Imperia1 China: A Reconsideration" Modem Asian
Studies 29 (4) 1995: 775
l8Nomian Zinbexg thug. Set and Setting: The Basis of Controlled Intoxicant Use (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1994)
l9 Works on the Chinese-Canadian experience include: Anthony Chan Gold Mountain: The
Chinese in the New World, Edgar Wickberg et al From China to Canada: A History of the
Chinese Communities in Canada (Toronto: McClelIand and Stewart, 1982) and Peter S. L i n e
Chinese in Canada
*O Wages for Chinese men in 1902 ranged nom $40-50fmonth for a cannery worker, $20-25 for
an agricultural worker. See: Li: 44 ftom Report of the Royal Commission on Chinese and
Japanese Immigration 1902: 44-197
l7
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white cana di an^.^' This was largely because theywereoftencharged withone ofthe
lesser offences, rather than being charged with possession or taflicking. These charges
had lower standards of evidence and were easier to prosecute and served to raise revenue
for the judicial systern.
Before the dnig panic of the early 1920s, most Chinese men found with dmgs in
possession were given h e s , although some may have served t h e in gaol if they were
unable to pay their fines. On July 22, 1% 8 the Chinese Times indicated that three
Chinese opium smokers had been arrested. One was fined $50 or 2 months in pnson, the
others were h e d $25 or 1 rnonth in prison. A few weeks later 8 opium smokers were
arrested in Chinatom. They were h e d $27.40. Men who were found to be in
possession of drugs or to be selling dmgs were often given much harsher sentences
including fines of up to $500 and sentences as long as three months. For example, on
January 19, 1918 the owner of a smoking den was sent to prison for three months. A
resident of the den at the time of the arrest was given a $50 fine or two months in jail.

*

In 1922, minimum sentences of six months were imposed for al1 cases of
possession. However, the offences of opium smoking and being found in an opium den
were still on the books and remained punishable by fine. Moreover, especially in the first
year, many magistrates interpreted the new legislation to mean that they could still give
fines for possession." Nonetheless, over the course of the decade, it became far more
cornmon for Chinese men to be charged with possession and to receive harsher sentences.
Although it is impossible to separate the option of receiving a fine by race, it is clear that
while the percentage of Chinese
the option of receiving a fine diminished ~i~nificantl#~,
Canadians convicted under the Act remained high. (See: Chart 6) This meant that more
21

See: Clayton Mosher "the Legal Response to Narcotic Drugs in Five Ontario Cities: 19081961"; Clayton Mosher and John Hagan "Constituting Class and Crime in Upper Canada: The
Smtencing of Narcotic Offenders, cuca 1908-1953"; Clayton Mosher Discrimination and Denial:
138-174
22
Translation of the Chinese Times in the Chinese Canadian Research Collection, University of
British Columbia Archives. See: Chinese Times July 22, 1 9 18: 3, August 8, 19 18: 3, January 19,
1918: 3
Letter ftom M. Amyot to Deputy Minister, Department of Justice, September 5, 1922 in NAC,
RG 13, Series A-2 Vol #2 174 File l625fl922
24 In 19 18,84% of al1 people convicted under the Opium and Narcotic h
g Act received the
option of a fine. By 1925 this had fallen to 65%, and by 1932, it had fallen to 43%. See graph at
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Chinese men started sening time in prison for offences against the Act. For example,
Wong Duck was tried for having smoking opium in his possession on January 16, 1925.

He was given 1year and $200 fine, in default of which he was to serve another six
months. On Febmary 2, 1925 Lim Guen was sentenced to six months and $200 (or 1

month) for having smoking opium in possession. Dong Young Boar received the same
sentence for the same crime eight days later."

In 1924, Mak Sing, a market gardener

outside of Saskatoon, Lived in a shack with another Chinese man. At 11:00 pm one night,
the police raided the shack and found a complete opium lay-out including a lamp, pipe,
opium pills and seconds. Mak Sing claimed that these belonged to his previous partner,
who had aiready been convicted under the Opium and Narcotic Drug Act. At his trial,
the Sheriff testified that Mak Sing was a "hard working, industriosis man." in his
judgement, the judge wrote that "1 have no doubt that he is, but it does not seem that this
throws much light on his smoking proclivities." The judge sentenced Mak Sing to six

months, $200 and costs?
On the other hand, some Chinese men still managed to escape with fines - either
because they were charged with one of the Iesser offences, or because magistrates had
some sympathy for their situation. In 1932 the police conducted an early morning raid of
a Chinese laundry. An informant told police that the Chinese man living there was
expecting a quantity of opium. The police found an opium pipe in the closet with traces
of stale opium adhered to the pipe. On being questioned, the Chinese man "stated that he
had had that old pipe for a long time but that he was not wing it not being in the habit of
smoking any more and that he knew nothing about Opium and did not want to know
anything about it." The RCMP took the pipe away from him and did not press any

charges. For unknown reasons, the man was later arrested and charged with having
opium-smoking apparatus in possession. He was sentenced to $5 and costs in default of
which he was to serve 1 month. He pleaded guilty and in court he said that the pipe had
been left at his place by another Chinese man several years ago and had never been used
since. The Judge apparently took this into consideration as well as the "age, f i l hedth
end of chapter for more information. Dominion Bureau of Statistics AnnuaI Report of CrimiuaI
and O ther Offences.
'5 Vancouver Lock-up Charge Books Vol 5 GR-0602British Columbia Archives

and poor financial condition of the a c c ~ s e d . " In
~ ~1924, the Deputy Minister of Health
complained that Chief Justice Decarie in Montreal took it upon himself to reduce a
number of charges h m possession or tranicking to opium smoking offences. For
example, Fong Thick Guoy in Montreal was arrested in 1924 with 43 decks of opium,

and another t
h partly hiIl of opium, indicating that he was probably a peddler. He was
charged with possession, but the Judge reduced the charge to Opium Smoking and he was
sentenced to $50 and costs. Chief Justice Decarie did this so that the man would avoid
dep~rtation.~'In British Columbia, Chief Justice Hunter of the Supreme Court liberated
17 Chinese men serving sentences &om 6-18 months on the grounds that the papers of
cornmitment were irregular. He disrnissed another 5 Chinese men on the grounds that the
cornplaints did not show the year of the

tat tu te?^

This level of attention to detail may

have reflected Hunter's views on the law.
For Chinese Canadians, what was even more important than the increased
penalties was the 1922 change to the Opium and Narcotic Control Act which allowed the
government to deport any alien, whether or not slhe was domiciled in Canada, who was
convicted of possessing or selling narcotic

In 1924, Chong Tong, who had Iived

in Canada for forty-four years, was convicted of having drugs in possession and was
sentenced to six months. He was deported at the close of his sentence? In 1930, the
government deported Mun Wong, a man who had lived in Canada for 47 years.32

BehKeen 1923-1932, 761 Chinese were deported as a result of this section, representing
a h o s t 2% of the total Chinese population in canada3) On average, people deported
under the Act had been in Canada a h o s t 17 years.3J People who had previously smoked

26

Report Re Mak SING alia Mack YEU July 15, 1924 in NAC, RG 29, Vol #234 File #324-1-1
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Report A p d 6,1932 in NAC RG 29 Vol #601 File #324-6-2
Letter &om the Acting Deputy Minister of Health to the Deputy Minister of Justice, December
15, 1924 in NAC, RG 29, Vol #234 File #324-1-1
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Letter fkom Acting Deputy Minister of Health to the Deputy Minister,Department of Justice
September 14, 1925 in NAC, RG 29, Vol #234 File #324-1- 1 Part 3
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"Chinese Will Be Deporteci" Vancouver Sun April 16, 1924
32NAC' RG 76, Vol #591 File 83 1 196 pt. 2
" Annual Report of the Department of Pensions and National Health for 1932-33: 70
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on a recreational or casual basis likely stopped when faced with such serious penalties,
leaving only a few devoted users, many of who were ultimately sent back to China.
Not only did Chinese drug-users face potentially draconian sentences after 192223, they also realized that the police were extremely senous about enforcing the Act.
Police regularty raided opium-dens. In 1922, 1 117 Chinese were convicted under the
Act, meaning that nearly 3% of the total Chinese population was convicted under the
Opium and Narcotic Drug Act that year alone. In sorne cities, the arrest statistics were

even higher. In Vancouver, 4.5% of al1 Chinese were convicted for narcotic offences in
1922. In Montreal in 1923,6.3% of ail Chinese were convicted. These exceptionally
high rates of arrest show the extent to which the Opium and Narcotic Drug Act was used

as a tool against the Chinese population of Canada. Moreover, as many Chinese did not
smoke-opium, these high arrest rates show that drug use was becoming an increasingly

risky activity. M e r several years of extremely high conviction rates in the early 1920s,
the number of Chinese found guilty of narcotic offences began to fall. In the eight-year
period between 1922-1930 there were 4 900 convictions of Chinese-Canadians under the
Act. Between 1931- 1939 there were only 825 Chinese Canadian convictions, less than
1/5" the number in the sarne number of years.
Chinese Canadians, Iike other Canadian users also began to switch to other types
of h g s . This was partly because opium smoking was rnuch easier to detect than taking
drugs by injection or orally, since the latter modes of transmission create no smell and
require smaller pieces of equipment which can be disposed of more easily. In 1923, a
letter fkom the Chief of Police in Victoria, indicated that as a result of the confiscation of
opium-smoking equipment, and the difficulty of obtaining new paraphemalia, many
Chinese drug users were taking to the use of other d r ~ ~ s By
. ~ 'the late 1930s, the RCMP
were seking very Iittle in the way of opium smoking equiprnent?6 By the 1940s in

British Columbia, vimially al1 dmg users, both white and Chinese injected opium
hypodermically - a method of use that caused severe abscesses due to irnpurities in the
opium.

'*John Fry to F. W. Cowan January 4, 1923 in NAC, RG 29, Vol #55 1, File #320-6-5
u a 1 Reports of the RCMP for lists of seizures. 1tried to chart this, but the RCMP were
too mconsistent in theü labelling to make this worthwhile. in the 1920s they seized hundreds of

36 Set h
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Some Chinese opium-mokers found clever ways of enjoying their dmg without
being caught by police. In 1927, the Empress of Russia was in port in Vancouver and the
police heard that there was a great deal of opium smoking on board. Passes were being
given to Chinese men nom the shore so that they could board and enjoy a smoke with
less cost and nsk then on shore. C.H.L. Sharman, the Chief of the Narcotic Division, and
the RCMP eventually led a raid on the ship. Sharman reported that "there was wild
scramble when we started to seize the pipes, opium etc, and what we got did not begin to
represent al1 that there was. We saw seventeen actually smoking and seized a number of
pipes, and a good ded of opium."37 A month later S h m a n reported that "conditions in
regard to opium smoking on the CPR liners, while in port, were approaching a scandai."
During the short period in which the "Empress of Asia" was in Port, 585 passes were
issued for strangen to board her. Each pass was for as many as a dozen people and

Sharman believed that one thousand people, including many Chinamen visited the boat
during that tirne.'*

Another outlet for opium was Chinese medicine. On some occasions, Chinese
men may not have been aware that what they were t a h g was against the law. In 1921
in Lethbridge, police found opium pills in the room of Charlie Loo. Under oath Loo
reported that the pills were for pains in his stomach and "they are to stop you kom going
to the toilet too much." Loo admitted that he used to smoke opium. In fact, if Loo had
stopped smoking he may have found himself with very loose bowels, which is a symptom
of withdrawal from opiates. Chinese shops across the country held a wide range of
Chinese medicines, and he may have been given these pills without being aware of their
content. Another Chinese man testified on his behalf that these were stomach pills.
Perhaps Loo did not know what he was taking or he may have just been clever about
being together a plausible defenselg

opium pipes, bowIs and stems every year. In the 1930s this fell to tens, and after 1937 it fell to
alrnost nothing.
37 Letter fiom C.H.L. Sharman to Deputy Minister October 13,1927in NAC, RG 29, Vol #î3 1
File #323-13-5 Part 1
" Letîer fiom Sharman to Deputy Minister November 11, 1927 in NAC RG 29 Vol #223 File
#323-9-25
39 Charlie Loo #3570, Box 54 Acc. 72.26 Archives of Alberta

in 1929, the RCMP seized red-coloured pills from at least ten Chinese stores in
Vancouver. These red pills were ofien referred to as bbanti-opiumtablets" or "anti-smoke
pills" and they were found to contain morphine. The department decided not to iostitute

any prosecutions against the shop-owners since they apparently imported them in good
faith. In 1934 the RCMP once again seized over 350 000 red pills from Chinese stores.
These pills contained morphine or heroin, but had been legally imported into Canada.
The pills were seizcd, but the vendors were not charged with any offense. These pills
. )1937,
~~
were apparently sold as cough pills. (Heroin, in fact, is good for c ~ u ~ h sIn
there was another investigation into Chhese pills. This time the offending pills were
"Dr. Tang Shih Yee Pills." In Lethbridge a Chinese shopkeeper and his son claimed that
the pills in question were sold for $1 lhottle and were bought only by older Chinese men
during the winter months when some of them were subject to coughs? In another case,

an owner of a kuit store on East Pender Street in Vancouver was found with 102 boxes of
Leung Poy Kay Pills under his bed. The pills analyzed positively for morphine. Othcr
medicines found in his shop al1 tested negative. The RCMP reported that "he has been
suspected for some tirne of being comected with the dmg hamc, being an alleged
supplier of opium to white women addictdA2 On appeal the man in question was
acquitted as he said that he did not know that these pills contained narcotics?
Afterwards, the Chinese Benevolent Association warned the community: "it is imperative
not to have in possession or for sale any of these pills, in order to avoid prosecution. It is
indeed important.'*
Despite these attempts to get around the drug laws, there seems to have been a
large drop in opium-use in the early 1930s. The Chinese in Canada were extremely hardhit by the Great Depression and more than a hundred starved to death in Vancouver in the

early 1930s."

There was little money to spend on opium. By this t h e , many h g users

and sellers had been deported, and the second generation of Chinese-Canadians rarely

'NAC, RG 29,Vol #556 File #321-3-11Part 1
" RCMP Report June 18,1937in NAC,RG 29, Vol #556 File #321-3-llVol 2
"NAC, RG 29,Vol #556 File #321-3-11 Part 2

"NAC,RG 29 Vol #556 File #321-3-11Part 3

"Proclamation of the Chinese Benevolent Association, Vancouver BC in NAC,RG 29, Vol
#556 File #321-3-11Part 3
" Wickberg: 182

continued the habit. Beginnllig in 1930, the conviction rates of Chinese Canadians under
the Opium and Narcotic Dmg Act began to drop quite dramatically and by the end of the
decade only a handfid of Chinese were arrested each year. An RCMP Report from St.
John New Brunswick dated June 25, 1936, for example, indicated that "there does not
appear to be any serious dmg situation. There are no known opium smokers at the
present t h e , and no opium den is known to exist in St. John for the last 5 or 6 years. Al1
Chinese known to be comected with the narcotic dnig tr&c are either deceased or
located outside the district.'d6
Nonetheless, in 1944-45 when Constable Pnce of the RCMP compiled 52 case
histories of addicts in Vancouver, he i n t e ~ e w e d7 Chinese dmg users. Six of the seven
had been born in China, the other in Canada. None had any education and al1 were
working class (Price said 'coolie class'). Price reported that "their answers to questions
were vague and usually negative. For example 3 denied using dnigs despite the fact that

their arms bore marks of the hypodermic needle." Price reported that "one of them
appeared to regard narcotic addiction as unusual, as even their fathers or fiends in China
were addicts, thus to them Opium was accepted in common usage.'47
The Chinese were not the only Asians in Canada who used opiates. Some East

Lndians in Canada ate opium. This practice was largely ignored by police until the early
19309, when the police discovered that a large number of poppy heads were being sold
over the counter of retail dnig stores to Asians in Btitish Columbia. They also discovered
that many Asians were growing poppies and hantesting poppy heads, which had a
morphine content of 0.25%. On January 1, 1933 the department brought opium poppy
heads under control. The new rules meant that poppy heads could only be imported by
licensed narcotic wholesalers and sold by retail druggists on a physician's prescription.
At the same t h e , the department took out advertisements in M a n newspapers to inforni
people that as of Jan 1, 1933 prosecutions for the illegal possession of morphine wouid be
initiated against people who harvested poppy heads. Over the course of the year, three

East Indians were charged with possession of morphine and given six months

"RCMP Report St. John Iune 25, 1936 in NAC,RG 29, Vol #228 File #323-12-6Part 2

"H.F. Rice RCMP "The Criminal Addict" Annuai Report of the RCMP for the Year Ended
March 3 1, 1946: 73-82
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i ~ n ~ r i s o m e nThroughout
t.~~
the decade, smdl numbers of whites and Asians, were
found in possession of poppy heads and sentenced to prison. In many cases, a crop of
corn was grown outside the plot to conceal the poppies or sornetimes trees hid the
poppies nom ~ i e w . 4 ~

In 1939, for example, police leamed fiom an informant that fifty-six year old
Prabhat S. was selling poppy heads for $3/pound and that he himself was addicted to
poppy head tea. The informant pointed out Prabhat S.'s house to the police and police
conducted a raid the following day. Prabhat S. was found in the kitchen and a pot of
poppy heads was found on the stove. Prabhat S. clairned ownenhip before police had a
chance to charge or to warn him. In his room,they found another four sacks of poppy
heads approximating 301bs. He was sentenced to six months for possession.50
Asian immigrants in Canada in the early part of the 20" century faced dismal
working conditions and virulent racism. Not surpnsingly, more than a few of them took
solace in habits which had been cornmon in their home counüies, such as smoking opium

or drinking poppy-head tea The penalties for their indulgence were severe, inciuding
fies, long prison tems, and deportation. As Clayton Mosher's work has shown, they
received shorter sentences for drug offences than whites, but this should not be seen as a
patemalim that operated in their favour. The police targeted their communities for
enforcement. The Chinese much more fiequently faced charges that were easier to
prosecute but resulted in Iess severe penalties. Moreover, an achowledgement that
many would be deported after their term of sentence expired meant that they often
received shorter sentences.
Chinese and other Asian Canadians responded to the dmg laws in different ways.
Some attempted to find ways of working around the law, while others put their opium
pipes aside. It must have been extraordinarily difficult for some to give up a habit that
many of them had mgaged in for much of their adult lives. For many in the Chinese
community, who were used to being targeted for gambhg and public health offences, it
must have seemed disappointingly familiar. The police campaign against Asian dmg use

" Annual Report of the Department of Pensionsand National Health for the Year Ended March
3 1,1934: 82
AnnAn Report of the Department of Pensions and National Health for the Year Ended M m h

49

31,1940: 111

was yet another example of the Canadian state targeting minonty groups for intensive
policing and surveillance.
White Users
White users in the 1920s were better able to avoid detection than Chinese users,
although they were sentenced to longer sentences when caught. There were two broad
categories of white users. The firçt and probably the largest goup consisted of people
who obtained their h g s fiom the illicit market. The drugs included cocaine, opium,
morphine, and beginning in the late 1920s, heroin. These users started using drugs at a
young age and often had criminal records. They were largely, but not exclusively, male
and were often employed as race track hands and circus and show people. Most had little
education. The second group were people who obtained morphine fiom doctors. As a
whole, this group was wealthier and better educated. It included many women who
successfully complained of "female" ailments, especially kidney problems. These users
were often older and usually did not have criminal records. Of course, these groups were
not completely separate. Some so-called "criminal addicts" occasionally obtained dmgs
from doctors and some so-called "respectable" addicts obtained dmgs fiom the illicit

market when necessary.
Tne largest center of white dnig use in the early 1920s was Montreal, which was
at the tirne, Canada's largest and most cosmopolitan city. The trade was conducted fkom
pool halls, restaurants and clubs. In 1922, the RCMP officer commanding the Quebec
District estimated that daily consumption of drugs (unspecified) in Montreai was an
enormous 250 oz, and that this was as much as the rest of Canada put together."

Police

identified more than a dozen peddlers who disposed of between 2-10 odday in mal1
quantities. Several drug stores were beiieved to obtain cirugs fiom the same s ~ ~ ~ l i e r s ? ~

Drug "parties" were fiequently held by young people in downtown rooming houses, and
certain clubs were well-known centers of the h g trade. Outside of Montreal, it seems
--

'RCMP Report December 22, 1939 NAC, RG 29, Vol #333 1 File #327-S-57

Report by C.E.Wilcox, Comannding Quebec District Febniary 18,1922 in NAC, RG 29, Vol
#226 File #232-12-2 Part 1
RCMP Report Montreal January 25,1922 in NAC, RG 29, Vol #226 File #232-12-2 Part 1
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to have been more common for whites to purchase their dmgs, hcluding morphine and
cocaine, at Chinese establishments. Nonetheless, there were white peddlers across the
country."
Many white dmg users were young and were out looking for a good tirne. Police
reported that Kid Baker, one of the leaders of cimg trade in Montreal, regularly took
"Gayety" show girls out to what the police descnbed as "slumming" parties. The
"slumming" consisted of visiting Chinatown or smoking opium at 'bLouis' place.""

In

1921, a special agent of the RCMP met two young women on Granville Street in
Vancouver. The girls had not been home al1 night and told the speciai agent "Gee, 1

would like to get some more junk." The women took the special agent to an opium joint
on Granville St., and then to J.J. Wing's, which police descnbed as "snow shed" for
young girls and boys of the white race. One of the women later testified that she went
there partly for the cocaine, and partly because "other young foUcs went there." It is not
clear how regularly the two women used cocaine, but they were certainly familiar with

the dmg-sellers and dmg-selling establist~ments.~~
In Montreal, the trial of Yvonne
Proulx revealed that young people in Montreal occasionally attended crowded "drug
parties" in downtown rooming houses where they gave each other shots?

In the early 1920s, dmgs were fairly inexpensive, at l e s t compared to the
astronomical pnces in the years after World War II. The RCMP estimated that dnig users

in Vancouver vent between $1 and $15 pet day on dmgs. They believed that a
conservative average would be $3 per day. A K grain deck sold for approximately 25
cents. The price was the same for morphine, c o c h e or heroin? In Toronto, the RCMP
estimated that addicts consumed approximately 10 grains daily. Decks contained 3-5

''The Vancouver lock-up charge books show that it was quite cornmon for Chinese mm to be

charged with possession of both morphine and cocaine. They often received longer sentences
when both dmgs were involved. A similar pattern can be seen in Alberta court cases. See British
Columbia Archives Vancouver Lock-up Charge Books GR00602 Volume 5. Archives of Alberta
ACC.72.26
Y RCMF Report Febniary 10,1923 in NAC, RG 18, Vol #3308 File HQ-1894C-5
Report of CommissionerJ.P. Smith (Duplicate Copy) Commission of Inquiry RG 18, Vol
#3 170 File #g494-7: 168- 175
Twenty Year Old Girl on Trial for Death from hg'' Montre.al Star September 21,1922 in
NAC, RG 18, Vol #3291 File 1922 H.Q.189-0-1
RCMP Report May 20,1922 m NAC, RG 18. Vol #3291 File 1922 HQ-189-Q-1
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grains and cost $1? This was within the range of a working-class salary. Common
labourers in Montreal and Vancouver at this t h e made approximately $2O/week, making
dmgs expensive, but not completely impossible for the occasional or moderate user.''
There were many recreational opiate and cocaine users. In the spring of 1922
the Edmonton RCMP reported that there were approximately 175 confirmed morphine

addicts, 200 confïrmed cocaine addicts, and another 300-400of what the RCMP
described as "party addicts" - people who indulged in drugs perhaps twice a week.* In

1923,a special agent of the RCMP reported that "the entire underworld uses it (dope?),
they don? al1 acquire "habits", but a lot of them smoke it and many sniff heroin and

cocaine, snow birds they are called.'*'

Like Chinese opium srnokers who stopped when

supplies were disrupted and the penalties became too severe, many white drug users
probably also stopped in the early 1920s when it becarne harder and more dangerous to
obtain illegal dmgs.
White dnig users were less likely to be arrested than their Chinese counterparts

but white dmg users were more often charged with possession and trficking, leading to
longer sentences. White drug users who were charged with h g offences often had
previous criminal records. Sydney C. had many theft convictions before he was
convicted on a drug charge. in 1927 he was charged with possession and was sentenced
to six months. Two years later he was convicted of possession for a second tirne and

given one year. His previous convictions for theft (a very cornmon pattern among drug
users) may or may not have been comected to his dmg use."

Similady, Bob K. was

sentenced to one year in 1923 for a breach of the Narcotic Drug Act. Over the years, he
also acquired a lengthy record of convictions for thefi and vagrancy."

Seventy percent

of the drug usen studied by A.R. Richards at Burwash Industrial F m in 1928 said that
they had started their criminal careers because of dmgs, but usen oflen saki this to cast

RCMP Report March 18,1922 in NAC, RG 18. Vol #329 1 File 1922 HQ-189-Q-1
s9 Estimates on wages corne frorn: The Labour Gazettte 2 1 1921: 1230
NAC,RG 18 VOI#329 1 File 1922 H.Q. 189-0-1
RCMP Report May 23,1923 in NAC, RG 29,Vol #18,Vol#3296File 1923 #HQ-189-C-1
NAC, RG 29, Vol #3330 File #327-C-5 1
NAC, RG 29, Vol #3 330 File #327-N-4
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thernselves and their drug use in a better light and this information might not be
accurate."
White users who ended up in jail were predominantiy working class. In 1928,
Dr. A.R. Richards published a study of 100 dmg users incarcerated at Bunirash Industrial

F m . The vast majority were white (84%), although 11% were Chinese-Canadian and
5% were Anican-Canadian. His study provides an interesting portrait of what the
department descnbed as the "criminal addict." The most common occupations were race
horse hands, circus and show people, salesman and chauffeurs - a point confïrmed by my
case files. Most had little education: 72% had a prirnary education, 23% had a secondary
education and 3% had a University education. The vast majority (84%) started ushg
before the age of 25, and 30% had started under the age of 20. The usen bought their
drugs primarily fiom peddlers (84%)' rather than doctors (14%)."
Even heavy users stopped using quite ~ e ~ u e n tRichard's
l ~ . ~ study of
incarcerated dmg users at Burwash (a group of people who were iikely heavier dnig users
than most) showed that over half of them had quit voluntady at one point at another. As

a result of incarcerations and other impediments, 80% of al1 of the users had stopped
using twice or more. 33% had stopped using 5-6 tirnes. The people who were successfùl
at quitting were likely those who were less dependent and were better able to maintain

control over their use. Once they left the dmg-using community, the only role-mode1 for
new drug usen were people who were oflen heavily addicted, either mentally or
physically, and were hence unable to pass on to new users methods of controlling their
own drug use. Work by doctors, anthropologists and sociologists has shown that dmg
users l e m how to use drugs within a cornmunity of other users. The dmg-taking
practices of the learning community have a significant impact on how the new user
approaches his or her drug use. By dnving "controlled" users out of the community with

" Dr. A.R Richards "Medical and Legal Aspects of h g Addiction" Canadian Public HeaIth
Journal Febniary 1928: 70
Dr. A R Richards "Medical and Legal Aspects of Drug Addiction": 66-74
66
There is a growing Iiterature on the recovery fiom opiate addiction mcluding: Dan Waldorf
'Watural recovery fiom heroin addiction: a review of the incidence Iiterature" The Journal of
Dnig Issues1l(1): 28 1-289, Dan Waldorf 'Watural Recovery fiom Opiate Addiction: Some
SocialPsychological Processes of Untreated Recovei' Journal of Drug Issues Spring 1983: 237280, Patrick Bimacki Pathways fiom Heroin Addiction: Recovery Without Treatment
(Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1983)

strict enforcement and severe pend ties, dmg enforcement decreased the likelihood that
new users would learn techniques for managing and controlling theu dmg use!'

The illicit and uncontrolled market led to quite a few fatalities from dmg use." In
January, 1923 the Superintendent of the Montreal Generai Hospital reported that there
had been 128 cases of narcotic poisoning at the hospital in the past year and that 14
people had died as a re~ult.~'In 1925, the provincial coroner in Quebec told the Montreal
Star that the number of fatalities was increasing. "Death is caused in many cases" the
paper quoted, "by the ignorance of the addict as to the quantity he slïould use. Instead of
being able to procure pure narcotics, properly Iabeled and indicating their strength he
buys it in bulk from illicit sources, has no idea of its strength, takes it perhaps in a pinch

ignorant of the quantity he is absorbing. If has been accustomed to using a drug that has
been heavily adulterated before sale, he may chance upon a supply of puer stuK He
takes this in the sarne quantity as the adulterated supply and death res~lts."'~
Unfortunately the Dominion Bureau of Statistics did not keep statistics on deaths
resulting from overdoses of illicit dmgs, but several sensational trials involving overdose

deaths in Montreal in the mid- 1920s indicated that this was a growing problem.
White users, Iike Chinese drug users, also began making greater use of the

hypodermic needle during this tirne period. As the price of drugs increased due to
scarcity and dnig enforcement, d m g users switched nom less efficient, but less harmful
modes of dmg transmission such as "sniffing". The doctor at B w a s h , A.R. Richards
67

I draw this idea from Norman Zinberg who hypothesized that "current social policy is
discouraging primarily those who use dmgs only moderately, while heavy users, to whom the
substance is more vital, are flouting the law in order to make their 'buys.' Thus, since it is the
moderate, occasional usen who develop controlling sanctions and rituals, the policy whose goal it
is to minimize the number of dysfunctional u s m may achially be leading to a relative increase in
the nurnber of such usm." Zinberg h g Set and Setting: 195 See also: Howard Beckerme
Outsidm: Studies in the Sociology of Deviance (New York: The Free Press, 1963) and Judith
Stephenson Blackwell "Dnfting, Controllhg and Overcoming: Opiate U s m who Avoid
Becorning Chronically Dependent" The Joumal of h n Issues Spring 1983: 219-235
"There were also four deaths from d m g poisoning in British Columbia in 1921. Over the decade
as a whole, there were 12 deaths. British Columbia Archives GR-1327Unfortunately, the
Dominion Bureau of Statistics did not keep statisîics on deaths resdting fiom overdoses of illicit
drugs.
Dr. AX. Haywood "Vice and Dmgs in Montreal" The Public Health Journal 14(1) Ianuary
1923
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"Gmany Blamed for Growth H m in Sale of Dnigs" Montml Star September 2 1, 1922 in
NAC, RG 18, Vol #3291 File 2922 H.Q.189-0-1

stated that drug users frequentiy had abscesses and ulcerations fiom administering dmgs

with equipment that was not sterile. Thrombosis (blockage of the veins) was also
common and Richards recounted the case of one user's whose left leg was double the
circumference of his right due to thrombosis of practically every superficial vein of the
limb. In addition to the problems caused by injection dmg use, dmg users also began
using heroin, a dnig stronger than morphine. Seizures of heroin began in the late 1 9 2 0 ~ ~
and by the mid-1930s, it had becorne one of the most common dmgs used. (See Charts 7

and 8) Richards aiso reported that self-mutilation was common among dmg users
especiaily during withdrawal. Poverty and dismal living conditions contributed to other
health problems among users as well. Many suffered fiom tuberculosis and Bright's
disease. More than half had venereal disease?
Users who successfully obtained dmgs nom doctors did not suffer from these
kinds of health problems. Sorne of the people who obtained drugs h m doctors were
middle or upper-middle class people who had been obtaining drugs from doctors, often
Erom the same doctor, for years. They could remain invisible for long penods of tirne. In
1943, a man himed over a quantity of morphine to the Sault Ste. Marie Detachrnent of the

RCMP. He explained that the drugs belonged to his mother, who had died the month
before. He reported that she had been a dnig user since 1904, initiaily receiving
morphine Eom her physician husband. When her husband died in 1926, she received
dmgs Erom her son, who was also a doctor, who died in 1939. Until her death, she

managed to receive dnigs fiom two local physicians.'2 Similarly, Robert N. was a
travelling saiesrnan who regularly obtained a medical supply. He only encountered
problems obtaining his supply in the early 1WOs, after his doctor passed a ~ a ~ ? ~
The Division of Narcotic Control was not anxious to prosecute rniddle-class users,
or the doctoa who presmibed for them. In their annual report for 1930, the Department
clearly laid out their policy. They divided drug users into three categories. The nrst
category included people who inadvertently addicted as a result of a medical condition.

"In such instances," the department indicated, "there can be nothing by sympathy for the
" DT. A& Richards "Medical and Legal Aspects of Dnig Addiction" Canadian Public Health
Journal February 1928
RCMP Report File No #43 D 189-3-E-1 Febniary 2, 1943 in NAC, RG 29, Vol #543 File

#32049
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persons concemed, and usually the medical condition itself tenninates the case." The
second category consisted of the person %ho, occupyiDg a decent position in the
community, becomes an addict fiom a variety of causes, such as over-work, nervous
strain, dissipation.. .In such cases it has been found that where the person concemed has
something to lose, such as family ties or the nght to practice a profession, much can be
done." The Department said that they dealt with such cases in the strictest confidence and
that success had been achieved in a number of cases. In a few cases (see Chapter 5), they
quietly allowed physicians to keep prescribing. This group included "professional
addicts", such as doctoe, pharmacists, and veterinarians who had easy access to illicit

drugs. Finaily, the department identified "criminal addicts." These were working class
people who obtained drugs illicitly. The department characterized them as a "dangerous
menace to society."

''

In the 1920s, there were a quite a number of doctors who were willing to
prescnbe, either out of syrnpathy, a desire for hancial gain or ignorance of the
regulations. In 1925, a doctor in Oshawa was asked by the department to account for his
prescription of narcotics. He revealed that he was prescribing to three users for asthma,
to one user for TB, and another user for rheumatic arthritis. At the same tirne, he more or
less admitted that he was feeding their addictions: "Cannot the Department find a cure for
these unfortunates? They corne in great distress and it is hard to refuse them, although I
always cut them down as much as possible."

''Others had less noble motives. Dr. R.K.

Shirley testified during his trial that he had prescribed to ten dmg users during the months
of May, June and July. His business with these clients was cash only. " Dr. Paul Marier
engaged in outright trficking. In October, 1925 the RCMP secured the senices of an

informer who told police that he could purchase morphine fkom Dr. Marier. On several
occasions police gave the informer money to make a purchase, which he gave to Dr.
Marier at a hotel in Hull, Quebec. Later, the informer was able to make a purchase of
100 morphine tablets on an Ottawa street corner. On the witness stand, Marier admitted

NAC, RG 29, VO1 #3 27-N-43
h u a 1 Report of the Department of Pensions and National Health for the year ended March
3 1,1030" 69-70
" NAC, RG 18, Vol #3308 File 1925 HQ-1-04
RG 18 Vol #3309 File 1925 HQ-189-1-0-5
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that he had been providing drugs to the informer for the last three years.n Others
suppüed the illicit traffic in less obvious ways. A doctor in New Bninswick, Dr. A.
Sterling prescribed for several patients in such large amounts that the police believed that
the patients were peddling the excesd8

In the 1920s, the dmg-using scene was more diverse than it would be for at least
another forty years. There were a variety of users, both Chinese and white, from diverse
economic and social backgrounds. The number of middle and upper-middle class users
was on the decline, but they definitely continued to exist. They were usually able to

obtain a regular supply fiom doctoa and they rarely interacted with the court system.
Chinese use was also on the decline, as their communities were targeted for enforcement
efforts and many hard-core users and suppliers were deported. The majority of users
who came to the attention of authonties were working class. Many of these users were
probably occasional or recreational users, who stopped as they aged, or as the penalties
for breaking the law grew ever more severe. The increased difficulty of obtaining drugs

led to more health problems for users as more began using the hypodermic needle, and
stronger dmgs such as heroin. It also caused greater disruptions to their lives, as dmgs
became more expensive and took more work to obtain.

In the 1930s, with the Great Depression, the h g scene underwent a significant

shift. The disruption in international shipping, the greater control over the international
production of narcotics, and the difficulty in raising funds for drugs made it much harder
to obtain drugs through illicit channels. Instead, many users, especidly those outside of
British Columbia, traveled the country obtaining prescriptions or stealing drugs from

doctors. Others turned to codeine, paregoric, or they stopped taking drugs.

One man who stopped using reported that he began smoking opium in Toronto in
1929. Mer three months the supply dried up, so he began taking morphine

hypodemücally for the next hvo years. By the early 30s, he was unable to obtain
morphine so he went to the country where he went through a graduai withdrawal."
Others used only when there was a supply. George Williams reported that he started

nNAC, RG 18, Vol #3308 File #HQ-189-1-A-3
NAC, RG 18, Vol #3308 File #HQ-189-1-J-1
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using heroin in 1937. His use was irregular, depending on supply. At the height of bis
habit, he claimed he took the rather low dose of 30-60?4grain "pops" every month."

Some drug users, especially women, were very successful at obtaining
prescriptions from doctors. Two groups of women were particularly skilled at what
some users called the "foreign nurse game." Women who had once had a legitimate
illness that required narcotics were often able to play on doctors' sympathy (especially if
they could show evidence such as kidney scars). Registered nurses drew on their
professional authority to assert the legitimacy of their need for narcotics.
Vivian S. was a private nurse who h t came to the attention of the RCMP in
Montreal for raising a prescription fiom three tablets to 25 tablets in June 1933. They
laid two charges against her that year for forging prescriptions. In one case the charge
was withdrawn and in the other she was given a suspended sentence. Near the end of the

year, the Verdun police anested her after they found her on the Street in what they
thought was a dnuiken condition. In 1937, she appeared to have legitimate kidney
cornplaint and a doctor made arrangements for her to enter hospital. in the meantirne she

had forged several prescriptions under his name and raised the amount of drugs
prescribed in others, while obtaining prescnptions fiom several doctors at once. In
justifying his actions to the Departrnent, the doctor emphasized that he had given the
prescriptions with the "emphatic waming to Vivian S. that she was a nurse and ought to
be well aware that in procrastinating she was running a danger of addiction as well as
other complications following renal calculi." As the investigation continue& Vivian S.
decamped, apparently taking with her the property of her employer.

One female addict became well known among doctors in Toronto for simulating a
kidney ailment. Dr. J told police that he first encountered June W. soon after he moved
to Toronto in 1933. One night a car had stopped at his office and a woman screaming
with pain had been brought in. He gave her a hypodemiic of morphine and sent her

home. Two weeks later he was downtown when he heard a woman crying in the middle
of a crowd. When he went to help her he discovered that it was the same woman. He
gave her an injection of water and she became angry. He told police that he had not seen
her since but that he had spoken to several doctors who had had similar experiences with
-

""Specialist Report" Rince Rupat BC December 9, 1942 m NAC,RG 29, Vol #541-3-4
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her. Aoother doctor h t e ~ e w e dby RCMP reported that he had first seen her on January
14,1936 when another physician sent hun to her home on Mutual St. "She had
symptoms of kidney trouble and apparent severe pain so he had admiaistered morphine.

He then took urine tests but there was no sign of anythmg which would indicate the
trouble of which she was complaining. He told her the results of his analysis and she
stated that she had not expected any result. He informed us that fiom his conversations
with other doctors he had become convinced that she had been treated by so many

different doctors that she had memorized the symptoms.. ..Dr. T M e r stated that
several other doctors had spoken to him of her." On June 1'' 1940 she flagged a passing
motorist who agreed to take her to Markharn and Oshawa where she visited two doctors.
Over the course of the decade she acquired a long record for forging cheques, but she was
not convicted under the Opium and Narcotic Drug Act until 1 9 ~ 7 . ~ '

Drug users frequently traveled widely in their attempts to obtain drugs, in part
because they found that rural doctors were more willing to prescnbe than city doctors. In
1937, Abel N. was arrested in Penticton and found to be in possession of 11 tablets of
morphine. He was given six months. Abel N. told police that "it was very easy for
anyone in possession of rnoney to obtain narcotics from physicians in the interior.
However, he would not supply details." The Chief of the Narcotic Division Colonel

Shamian wote to a sympathetic doctor on December 4, 1937 that he realized that the
transient addict was a problem, but that the solution was not for the doctor to provide the
addict with drugs so that addict would leave tom. "There is" he wote "a great
Freemasonry amongst these gentry, who, for exarnple, in the course of a trip across
Canada 'riding the rods', habitually stop over at certain points, ftequently at the smaller

places, to the complete exclusion of others, because they, by means of information
exchanged amongst themselves, know just where they will meet with the reception these

desire." Sharman claimed that most doctors provided drugs out of sympathy rather than
out of the desire to make money. Nonetheless, he feIt that there were many doctors
"who, I am sure, would be homfied if they knew the extent to which their names were
bandied around amongst the travelling addict fhternity as being "good for a ~hot.'"~

'' Vol #333 1 File #327-S-77
"Letter from C H L Sharman to Dr.Kelly December 4,1937in NAC,RG 29, Vol #320-7-3

Experienced drug users could be very persistent. One woman went to two dnig
stores in Victoria with a forged prescription in 1939. They refused to fill it and called the
police thereafter. Then a third dniggist reported to police that a woman had corne to the
store with the same prescnption. The prescription did not indicate whether the order was
for a half tube or a full tube, and the dmggist told the woman that he would phone the
doctor to ven@ the prescnption. She told him that if he did not want to fill it she would
go elsewhere. The druggist retained the prescription and phoned the doctor and was
informed that he was in a meeting, but that they would be in touch with him and have the
doctor cal1 him. Five minutes later the doctor called and told him it was for a fiAl tube.
A short while later the wornan came back and obtained the morphine. An hour later the

real Dr. B phoned the dmggist, and the druggist discovered the prescription was a
forgev.

Drug usen who were less successfil at obtaining prescriptions sometimes
resorted to theft. In 1931, one Winnipeg drug user went to a doctor complaining of
gallstones and requesting morphine. The doctor refused, but did give him a prescnption
for a non-narcotic medication. Before leaving, the h g user stole a fom from a
prescription pad, which he filled out with a prescription for morphine and forged the
physician's signature. He also changed his initial prescnption so that it called for
morphine. When he presented one of these two prescriptions to the druggist, the dmggist
became suspicious and telephoned the doctor for verification, but in the meantime the

dmg user picked up the prescription. He later presented the second prescnption at
another h g store, but again the dmggist was suspicious and called the doctor. The
accused tried to run away, but was arrested shortly thereafter with morphine in
possession. He was sentenced to 18 r n ~ n t h s .It~was
~ also very common for users to steal
doctor's bags, often nom thei.cars, which were easily identified since at that point in
tirne doctors had special license plates?s

Drug users who were unable to obtain their dnig of choice sometimes tumed to
codeine, a much milder opiate which had briefly been on the schedule of the Opium and
---

a RCMP Report Novcmber 27,1939 in NAC, RG 29, Vol #3331 File #327-D-32
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Narcotic Drug Act but was removed fiorn the scheduie in 1925.86 Imports of codeine
increased fkom 9000 ounces in 1927 to 36 000 ounces in 1933."

In 1934 the department

reported that people were using codeine in massive dosages as high as eighty graindday.

Results fiom the Royal Victoria Hospital in Montreal showed that people taking this
amount of codeine experienced withdrawa18* In 1934, with the cooperation of
wholesalers and pharmaceutical assoiations the Division of Narcotic Control limited the
amount of codeine some retail dniggists could sell, and entirely prohibited some
dniggists fiom selling the item at ail. As a result, by 1935, illegal peddlers were selling
codeine for as high as 25 cents for two grains of ~odeine.*~
On May 1, 1935 amendments
to the BC Pharmacy Act provided that codeine could only be dispensed on prescription.g0
According to the department, the market in illicit codeine had noticeably decreased by

1936.~'However, that sarne year, the VancouverNews-Heraldreported that one h g
store in Vancouver was purchasing more than 200 ounces of codeine per month. Police
observing the store noted a steady Stream of known h g usen fiequenting the
establishment. In discussion with police, users admitted that they were injecting the dmg
hypodermically?2
Some users may have actually started using codeine and only tumed to other
drugs later. Gregory S. first came to the attention of the Department of Narcotic Control

as a codeine user. In May and June 1937 he and a female fiiend successfùlly persuaded
two wholesale druggists in Waikerville ON that they were drug store operators who

86
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needed a supply of codeine. In 1941, he was obtaining prescriptions for stronger narcotic
preparations £kom a variety of doctors in ~ o r o n t o ? ~

Drug users sometirnes turned the codeine panic to advantage. In September 1937

a milling Company in Vancouver contacted the Vancouver City Police to tell them that a
woman had been using a hypodennic outfit in their back lot for the past several days.

The RCMP investigated and found Non M. taking shots in any empty lot near Canton
Alley. Corporal H. reported that "1 immediately removed this fkom her arm.made a
search of the vicinity where she was sitting and found the usual addict's paraphernalia,
but did not find any narcotics. ..Men 1took the hypodemic needle fiom her arm, subject
stated "It's dright H., it's only codeine." At the lab, the hypodennic acnially analyzed
for morphine. On the witness stand, Nom M. claimed that she had obtained the h g
fkom a doctor, and police subsequently found two prescriptions on file, each calling for
one tube of K grain Morphine Sulphate. Since she had legitimately obtained the dmgs
fkom a doctor the case against Nom M. was dismissed, although the doctor in question
was later t ~ i e d . ~ ~

The department also beiieved that paregoric, a rnedicinai beverage with an
alcoholic content greater than Scotch whiskey and % grain of Morphine per ounce was
becoming a serious problem in the early 1930s. In Apnl 1933, Sharman wrote to the
Secretary of Social Service Council of Ontario to tell hlln that the use of paregoric "fat
exceeded the widest estimates of the need therefor for proper medical reasons. Some
people, 1h o w , were taking nom ten to sixteen ounces a day, so that they were not only
getting a large amount of alcohol, but a very considerably quantity of Morphine as
~e11."~' One retail cimg store in Toronto purchased 75 gallons of paregoric in a single
rnonth. The department took the matter up with the Canadian Phamaceutical
Association who recommended that no retail druggist should be allowed to obtain more

than % gallon per month. Because the morphine content was hctionally less than %
grain per fluid ounce, paregoric was exempted under the Opium and Narcotic Drug Act.

In March 1933, the Excise Division of the Department of National revenue brought
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paregoric under control fiom the alcoholic standpoint, and prohibited retail druggists in
Canada fiom obtaining more than % gallon per month.

This did not entirely end the use of paregoric. In 1939 the RCMP reported that the
27 dmg users residing in Edmonton were finding it very dimcult to obtain supplies.
Three doctors were said to provide dmg users with injections in their offices but they
would not give them anything to take outside. A number of local users were said to be
taking trips to the country where they were trying to obtain dmgs fiom country doctors.

In addition, users were separating opium h m paregork by placing the paregonc in a
mal1 dish and boiling it on the stove. The camphor then rose to the top and formed a
hard cmt. The users then made a small hole in the cnist, and drew up the liquid beneath
through an eyedropper. The liquid was then further reduced by boiling and by burning
off the alcohol and the residue was then inje~ted.'~
Most dnig users in the 1930s resorted to a variety of methods to obtain dmgs. In
1929, Sydney C. told police that he had always obtained his supply from a man named
Tony who fkequented a small taxi stand opposite or near to the Ford Hotel, Toronto. In
1931, he obtained morphine from a doctor in Manotick, Ontario. Later that year Sydney

C. raised a prescription for 12 tablets of morphine to 25 tablets in Carnbellford, Ontario.

In 1939, he was arrested in Coburg for having passed a worthless cheque. A search of his
person revealed an ernpty bottle of paregonc, a hypodennic syringe, 6 capsules of white
powder and 12 small white tablets. An analysis of the capsules and tablets indicated that
they contained no narcotics. Sydney C. told police that he had left Toronto, where he

was living, because he was finding it difficult to obtain dmgs and was on his way to
relatives near Warkworth, Ontario.

Some users found it easy to obtain supplies at some points in time and immensely
difficult at others. Bany M. was reported to be a small-tirne gambler who traveled
widely either following the races or working in carnivals. He had a criminal record in
chies across the Prairie Provinces. In Iune 1936 police believed that he was peddling
dnigs in Winnipeg. He even seems to have had smaller peddlers working on his behalt

An informer told police that he had been peddling for Barry M, but had run out on him
with 18-20 capsules. By the f d , secret agents reported that Barry M. had no drugs to
%
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sel1 and was obtaining dmgs fiom doctors. On the 29' of September Barry M. was
arrested in Balcarres, Saskatchewan. RCMP there observed him acting in "a strange and
furtive mamer" and kept him under observation. When they apprehended him they
found 6 % tablets in a handkerchief. Police placed him in the ce11 overnight and guarded

hun closely as he threatened suicide and appeared to be quite hystencal. In the moming,
police reported that he was "despondent and drowsy. He was unable to keep down any
food and seemed quite ill." He requested and paid for a doctor who gave him shots on
two different occasions. He was sentenced to six months for possession. Clearly Barry

M had obtained enough h g s to ensure physical withdrawal when arrested, but his
circumstances indicated that his supply had been seriously disrupted.
The largest centre for illegal drug use in Canada in the 1930s was Vancouver,
where users more often obtained drugs through Street peddlers than through doctors.
Here dmg users originated the practice, which appears to have been unique to Canada, of
injecting smoking opium. As already mentioned, the impurities in the smoking opium,
made this activity a significant health risk for the user. Nonetheless, the fact that the
illicit market continued to function better in Vancouver than elsewhere meant that drug
users there leamed critical techniques for hiding dnigs and avoiding the police. Unlike
dmg users in other locales, Vancouver dmg users were able to stay in the same location

for longer, which meant that they also had a sense of community unavailable to the
transitory usen who traveled across the country "making doctoa." This sense of
community meant that Vancouver remained the most popular centre for dmg users in
Canada throughout the 1940s and 50s.
The difficulties of obtaining jobs and drugs in the 1930s meant that most dnig
users had irregular employment. Nonetheless, in their reports on trials or in their
investigations, the RCMP usually listed some sort of occupation. Sidney C., Robert N,

Barry M. and Ernest D. were al1 salesman?' Other common occupations included:
labourer, logger, clerk, waiter, cook, and barber. The RCMP reported that the women
were prostitutes, waitresses or housewives. Several were trained nurses. Many probably
combined legal and illegal activities. When Waliy CC.
was first arrested under the Opium

"NAC,RG 29 Vol ##3330 File #327-C-51, Vol #333 1 File #327-N-43, Vol #3332 File #327-M24, Vol #333 1 File #327-D-32
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and Narcotic Drug Act in 1937 he was working as a jockey's valet. He and his female
partner also operated a "disorderly house" in Vancouver's West End, and police believed

that he had made considerable money from selling narcotics. Douglas P. was always
listed as a butcher at the time of his trials (in 1938, 1945 and 1948) indicating that his
employment may have been quite steady. His criminal record was much shorter than

many dmg users, which may indicate that he engaged in illegal activity less often, or that
he was more skilled at it. Most users had convictions for theft, and some probably
derived most of their hcome through illegal activities. Others may have engaged full
t h e in criminal activities. Bob K. first began s e h g time for thefi in 1909, when he was

15 years old.

In the 1930s, he served t h e for theft (on six separate occasions),

shopbreaking, shoplifting and vagrancy. Although he may have worked sporadically,
there is no record of it in his case file? The need for many dmg users to move around

on a regular basis, both to obtain dmgs and avoid police, meant that few of the users who
came to the attention of narcotic authorities had steady work records. The expense of
dmgs and the difficulties of life as a drug user, ensured that many users combined both

legai and illegai activities.
World War II brought about further restrictions and increased the difficulty of
obtaining narcotic h g s for illicit use. Codeine became much harder to obtain in 1939

when Regulations under the War Measures Act prevented the use of straight codeine in
the manufacture of preparations containing other medicinal ingredients, unless a special
license for that purpose had been issued by the Department of Pensions and National
Health. It also prohibited the sale of straight codeine, except by prescription, and made
possession of codeine an offence under the Opium and Narcotic Drug Act. This meant
that people found in possession of codeine were subject to the same penalties as those

found in possession of Morphine, Heroin, Opium and

oca aine.^^ By 1944, the department

was hnding it extremely difficult to irnport enough codeine to meet legitimate needs.

'"AC,

RG 29,Vol #3330 File #327-N-4

" Report by the Govemmmt of Canada for the Calendar Years 1939 on the Trafic in Opium and
Other Dangerous Drugs in NAC,RG 29,Vol #592 File #325-5-3 Part 3
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Yearly irnports of morphine also fell significantly below annual consumption, making
doctors much more reluctant to supply dmgs to addicts.lW
The war disnipted shipping patterns, and by 1940, the Narcotic Control Division
reported that there were no narcotics available through illegal channels. By 1941,
Colonel Sharman had modified this statement to admit that drug users on the West Coast
were obtaining smuggled smoking opium.'01 Dnig users turned to doctors, or robbenes
to obtain their drugs. Thefts. for example increased ftom 46 in 1938, to 143 in 1942 and
285 in 1943. As dmgs grew scarcer, thefts became more professional, and non-drug
users realized the potential profit. In 1941 one man was sentenced to 15 years for a senes
of amed hold-ups of clmg stores in Alberta and British Columbia 'O2 Prices, which had
increased over the course of the Depression, skyrocketed during the war. In 1942, a c m
of smoking opium was selling for $950, compared to $300 before the war and $100 a
decade before. Morphine reached the unbelievably hi& price of $20/~rain.''~

Drug users who had been successfully "making doctors" for prescriptions in the
1930s. sometimes turned to ouûight theft during the war. In 1938, police believed that
Neil C. was so successful at obtaining drugs fkom a doctor in Edmonton that he was
actually peddling these drugs in addition to using them himselt Four years later, he had
no such luck. In September, 1942, police reported that Neil C. and a fnend had tried to
obtain dmgs fkom Dr. W. in High Prairie. Later that evening the doctor f o n d the fiiend
w a n d e ~ about
g
his office. The doctor told the fiiend that he did not keep any drugs in
his office and removed him. Two weeks later, Neil C and his Wend tried to obtain drugs
nom a doctor in McLeman. They were unsuccessfu~,but early that morning they
successfully robbed a drug store in McLennan. They both pleaded guilty to the charge
and were given two years for theft.IM

Letter fiom C.HL Sharman to A.W. Haydock Apn125, 1944 in NAC, RG 29, Vol #544 File
#32049 Part 5
Io' Journal of Froceedings of Annual Conference Chief Constables Association of Canada 1941:
38
'02 Annual Report of the Department of Pensions and National Health for the Year Ended March
31,1942: 119
'O3 fbn~d
Report of the Department of Pensions and National Health for the Year Ended Mach
31,1943: 30
NAC, RG 29, Vol #3332 File $327-C-100
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The occasional drug user sornetimes succeeded in obtaining remarkably large

amounts of drugs. In 1941, a female user was arrested in Hull for impaired driving.

When searched at the Hull jail, she dropped a small package with 51 tablets of Heroin.
She told RCMP that she obtained these fiom a doctor in Gatineau Mills and that she had
a habit of 12 graindday. Upon investigation, doctors in Longueil and Sorel admitted to
prescnbing on severai occasions and the doctor in Gatineau Mills admitted giving her an
injection. In 194445 she successfÙily obtained an ounce of Morphdmonth fiom a
doctor in Montreal (this would amount to approximately 12 grainslday.)

'O5

A more typical pattern was that of John F. John F. was bom in Adanac

Saskatchewan, the son of a shopkeeper. In 1940 he retumed home to his family and
found a doctor who was willing to give him a gradual reduction cure. In the summer he
left Saskatchewan and began selling photographie enlargements. Apparently the gradual
reduction cure had not reaily worked, as he obtained narcotics from a doctor in
Vancouver while he was on the road. In the fdl, when the RCMP began investigating
him for these prescriptions, he was back with his family. He was eventually found guilty
of possession and forgery in Saskatchewan and was sentenced to six months. In 1944, he
was found guilty of a thefi of narcotics kom the dispensary of the Tegler Building in

Edmonton. 'O6

Yves G., a resident of Edmonton, did almost anything to get his hands on
narcotics during the war. In January police believed that he and severai fnends were
responsible for the thefi of narcotics Erom a dnig store. He was also believed to be
peddling nembutal (barbituate) capsules. In October 1945 he persuaded a f m e r fiend
to buy laudanum for him. As a farmer, his friend could persuade the veterinarian to give

him laudanum for his hones. That same month police caught him collecting poppy

heads. 'O7

Some dmg users joined the army although the army had a policy of discharging
drug users. When a drug user or former user was brought to the attention of military

authonties, the RCMP investigated him and he was usually given a medical and
psychiatrie examination. These case files are open and available at the National Archives,
lM
'O6
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and they mark the beginning of the intensive psychiatric examination of dmg users.lo8
The psychiatric examinations provide quite intereshg examples of how users changed
theu dnig habits the 1920s and 1930s. One user told army officiais that he started

smoking opium in 1923. Shortly after he switched to Morphine and used this until 1925

when he went into Hospital at Port Arthur for a cure. From 1925-1935 he took two 292s
a day (which contain codeine), but he quit this in 1935, and said that after 1935 he took
no dmgs at dl, but he drank heavily. He enlisted in 1939, and after being overseas for a
year and a half, he began using morphine and paregoric in order to sober up after heavy
drinking. (He was able to obtain these dmgs from a non-commissioned officer.) He was

discharged for h g use in ~ o v e m b e r / 4 2A
. ~Winnipeg
~~
user, Pte Joseph Leonard,
reported to army officials that he had started using morphine in 1919 when he was 2 1
years old. Since then, he had taken opium, laudanum, heroin, codeine, cocaine and

pheno-barbital.l10One man in Winnipeg started using dmgs by taking "pile salve"
(presurnably gall and opium ointment) by mouth. In 1936 he started t a h g nernbutal.

The following year he began using heroin. In 1942 he reported to military authorities that
if he couldn't get heroin, he used morphine, codeine, cocaine or nembutal.'" Wesley
Thompson told a military doctor that while in the army "he gets al1 the morphine he can,
buying from other addicts and carcinoma patients who obtain a via1 at a time on doctor's
prescription." He used to use "gum of opium" but he stopped being able to obtain it, and

in any case, he preferred morphine. Thompson revealed that when morphine was not
available he took nembutal for a "black-out" and Benzedrine in the fonn of benzedrine
inhalors for a "lift!""2
Some soldien reported that they had "played around" with drugs without
becoming addicted. One private was intexviewed by the RCMP in 1942, after the anny
suspected he was an addict. Milan Medweduk told police that he had fïrst ûied dmgs
NAC, RG 29, Vol #3 33 6 File #327-(3-11
NAC, RG 29, Vols #540, #541, #542 For information on Canadian psychiaûy and World War
II see: Terry Copp and Bill McAndrew BattIe Exhaution: Soldiers and Psychiatnsts in the
Canadian h y 1939- 1945 (Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1990)
la, NAC, RG 29, Vol #54 1 File #32O-3 -4 Part 5
'Io "Pte Joseph Leonard in NAC,RG 29, Vol #54 1 File #320-3-4
Part 6
"' NAC, RG 29, Vol #544 File #32049 Part 4
Letter from HE. G. Letson to CHL S h m a n February 8,1943 in NAC,RG 29, Vol #541
File #320-3-4Part 6
'O7
'O8

"'

five years previously when he was a student at Kelvin Collegiate in Winnipeg. He "joypoppeà" for several years for the "kick he got out of it." He admitted that since he had
joined the army he admitted that he had been taking morphine regularly. An Ottawa man
indicated that he was a drinker and that he had tried Indian hemp, morphine, codeine,

stramonium, and paraldehyde, but clearly stated that "he is not an addict."'13
Another army private suffered nom severe alcoholism and had served a sentence for
possession of narcotics in 1928, when he was seventeen. However, he told the
psychiatnst that he had not used narcotics in ten years.'L4 Joseph Lajeunesse, fiom
Montreal, who joined the army in 1941, claimed that he had been an addict fiom 1925-

30, but that he had taken two treatments, one in Quebec, and one in Montreal and that he

.'''

had not used dmgs from 193 1- 1941

Another man claimed that he had started using

drugs in 1934, as "a complication of drinking." He stopped using in 1940, but continued
to drink heavily.

'l6

Othen indicated that their drug use was less mmaged. Private Terrence Clark
told m y officiais that "he takes any kinds of drugs he can get. Has been taking
Morphine for five years but will take luminal or barbituate when he can't get morphine.
He has no desire to be cured but wants to keep feeling high al1 the time."'17 Sirnilarly,

Thomas McKean told rnilitary authorities that he used up to twenty grains per day, a
rather large dosage.'l8 However, usea like these may have exaggerated their use in the
desire to get out of the army.

The files also provide a glimpse of some of the factors that may have led people
to h g use. One Montreal man told rnilitary doctors that he had a happy childhood until
age 6 when his father developed symptoms of paralysis (due to syphilis) and was unable

to work until his death four years later. At that t h e his rnother and sister were both
found to have syphilis as well. When he was 14 he had blood and spinal fluid tests, but
these were negative. Nonetheless, he reported that these tests made him nervous and
reclusive and he stopped school to go to work. He worked for the next seven years until
NAC, RG 29, Vol #544 File #32049 Part 4
NAC, RG 29, Vol #541 File #320-3-4 Part 5
"'NAC, RG 29, Vol #544 File #32049 Part 4
Il6 NAC, RG 29, Vol #544 File #32049 Part 4
"'NAC, RG 29,Vol #544 File #32049 Part 4
'la NAC, RG 29, Vol #541 File #320-3-4 Part 6
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he received a mal1 legacy from his grandmother. He spent this in two months and for
the next ten months his sister supported him. He then went to work in a foundry, but he
had an accident and was discharged shoaly afler he recovered. He reported that this
experience, dong with the recollection of his father's and sister's ilhesses, "soured him
on life" and he began using heroin. This was in the late 1920s. He serveci several jail
terms for theft in the 19309, and enlisted because he thought that army discipline would
cure hirn of the dmg habit. In the amiy he also tested positive for syphilis. He was
discharged in 1942 after serving for more than three years."9
At the end of the war, in 1945, Constable Pnce of the RCMP did a s w e y of 52
drug users in Vancouver. From the 45 white addicts, Price determined that the

"average" addict was male, 34.8 years of age, and had attained Grade 8 in school. He
had worked for 3 % years and was first arrested at 21.8 years. He first started using drugs
at 21.9 years. He had subsequently been convicted of 8.6 offences including such
offences as possession of drugs, breaking and entering, retaining stolen property and
vagrancy. He had been sentenced to 5.9 years imprisonment. He had used dmgs for 10
K years and his habit had been cut fiom a pre-war figure of 4.45 grains of morphindday

to .78 grains of morphindday. Pnce dso asked drug usen their h g - u s e preferences and
reported that the older the addict was the more likely he was to select smoking opium as

his preference (parallehg the trends discussed earlier this chapter.) Pnce did not
indicate how many of his subjects were female, but he did report that al1 of the women he
inteMewed were prostitutes, with the exception of a nurse.
Price was hardly an impartial observer, being a rnember of the RCMP Drug Squad

in Vancouver. Nonetheless, he provided some rather interesthg case histories. "A" was
42 years old, and Pnce remarked that he was "well spoken and intelligent." He had been

a user for 13 years, and had only quit the habit once. "A" had attended private school,
and his home life was comfortable, but his father died when he was a boy. According to
Price, "A" believed "the lack of a father's discipline and too much freedorn and money"
was responsible "for his seeking out of poor companions." He began using at 29 years of
age, and since that tirne had been convicted of nine offences including breaking and
entering, living off the avaiis of prostitution, retaining stolen property and possession of
Il9
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dmgs. "B" was a woman, just 2 1 years of age. She began working as a prostitute as a

young teenager and had been addicted to drugs since she was 17 years old. She was born
to Russian parents on the Prairies and came to Vancouver's East End with her father as a
child after the mother left the family. Her father worked as a bootlegger and a fence. Her
step-mother was a prostitute. Pnce noted that her attitude to police was "resentfbl and
rebellious."
Pnce provided little information about his statistical methodology or results, and

his case histones were coloured by negative accusatioiis. He referred to "B" for example
as a "sullen foul-tongued girl, mentally du11 and utterly lacking in any mord sense." This
document is thus a very vivid example of the disdain with which police officers treated
dnig users. Nonetheless, his article also marks a transition. First, Pnce identified the
existence of a growing number of young h g users in Vancouver. This new generational
cohort of usen would dorninate the dnig scene in the post-war period, and would
experience a world of dmg use that was very different from their pre-World War II peers.
Secondly, despite his methodological weaknesses, Price's study of dnig users was an
early example of the far more careful record keeping of the post-war period. Dmg users

in post-war Canada would be regularly queried and surveyed by a variety of regulators
who wanted to find reasons for their use of dmgs and who hoped that their investigations
would reveal the means by which they could make them quit.'20
Class and race played an enormous role in determining whether or not a dmg user
would corne to the attention of the state in the years between 1920-1945. Some middle or
upper-class white users who obtained dnigs 6om doctors undoubtedly escaped state
scrutiny. By contrast, it was very difficult for Chinese h g users, who lived in small and
crowded accommodations to avoid the state. Chinese-Canadian carnmunities were
intensively targeted for h g enforcernent and they fkquently found themselves arrested

for drug offences and were forced to pay large fines which they could ill-afZord or spend
time in Canadian prisons. In addition, over 1000 Chinese men were deported to China as
a resuh of drug offences behveen 1922-1940. Working class white dmg users were
better off than Chinese users, but the police still did everything they could to counter

'"

H.F. Price RCMP "The Criminal Addict" Annual Report of the RCMP for the Year Ended
March 3 1, 1946: 73-82

street peddling. When caught, users received loag sentences for possession. In the
1930s, as supply declined, some users roamed the country "making doctors." This was a

hard and solitary life, but it was difficult for police to enforce laws against prescribing
narcotics, and they often avoided possession charges, although they fiequently served
time for vagrancy, theft and other offences. Those who continued to buy from the illicit

market faced prison tems. Nonetheless, dmg users continued to de@ the state. Chinese
dmg users obtained drugs on board ships in Vancouver's harbour or in Chinese

medicines. A regular supply of smoking opium kept comhg into British Columbia in the
1920s and 1930s. White drug users pled with doctoa, found clever ways of extracting

drugs fiom over-the-counter preparations, and made connections with peddlers.
It became increasingly difficult to obtain dmgs between 1920-1945 due to the

initial successes of international control, the Great Depression, and increased
enforcement in Canada. Patterns of h g use also becarne much more hamiful. Usen
moved away fkom the less harmfil practices of smoking opium and snifbg heroin and
cocaine to the more dangerous practice of injecting opium and heroin. By making drugs
increasingly dificult to obtain, the state ensured that drug use becarne an increasingly
central part of users' lives. Users were forced to devote enormous tirne attention to
obtaining new supplies and had to pay more for these supplies, meaning that it became
more and more difficult for them to hold d o m steady legal employment. A greater
proportion of users became involved in criminal activities other than drug use.
Moreover, as recreational use declined, users were less Likely to leam techniques for
managing and controlIing their dnig use fkom users who were able to keep their dnig use
under control. Thus, the number of users was almost certainly srnaller, but they were a

far more troubled and problematic group. The costs of reducing use were hi& in terms
of drug usm' health, theu employment, and their fieedom.
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Chapter 3: 6CHypes":Drug Usen 19451961

Drug use in post-war Canada was an extremely n s k y activity. Due to the tight
control over narcotic prescriptions and the vigilant policing of the illicit market, it was
almost impossible to be a drug user in the late 1940s and 1950s and not corne to the
attention of narcotic authonties. Surveillance over drug users was more carefully and
successfully rnaintained than ever before or ever since. Minimum sentences for
possession were six months, and sentences of 2 years were not unusual for repeat

offenders. Steady users often spent more time in jail than outside of it.
Nonetheless, people continueci to use. The majority of users were extremely
troubled people with sad histories of poverty, family violence and Limited opportunities,
who eased the pain of their daily lives with heroin. This chapter will explore the tragic

personal circumstances that Ied many to drug use, but will also show why many users
found heroin use to be an exciting way out of the difficulties of their lives. The people
who used heroin in post-war Canada led bustling lives, especially in their fust few years
of drug-use. As prostitutes and peddlers they made large sums of money, far beyond

what they could ever earn on the legal job market. In many respects, drug users were
rebels who resisted nuclear family noms and refused to give up their labor for the benefit
of the bourgeoisie. They formed part of a "street culture" that was sometimes supportive

and caring and sometimes violent and abusive, but was always recognizable as an
alternative community and way of life.' Young people were attracted to this cornrnunity
because heroin and its associated lifestyle was a powerful and exciting act of defiance as
well as a way of forging cornmunity, forgetting problems and creating identity.
It is tempting to celebrate heroin users as underclass heroes who resisted the
gender n o m s and the exploitative work ethic of the conservative post-war era However,

as Stanley Cohen cautioned in reference to the work of the Birmingham school of cultural
studies: 'Vie dangers of romanticism, though, are always present

'

- particularly in the

Edwin Sutherland fint raised the idea of "embeddedness" in 1947. In other words, most
criminal behavior is leamed through association with other people who violate the law. Jobn
Hagan and Bill McCarthy Mean Streets: Youth Crime and Homelssness (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Ress, 1997): 135- 157 Hagan and McCarthy ais0 point out how street youth form
"Street families" - groups of yomg people who help other people in the group find food, sheiter,
and e m o t i o d support.

political fonn which seeks to elevate delinquents into the vanguard of the revolution.'"
Structural inequalities, poverty, unhappiness and violence lay behind problematic and

often selgdestructive patterns of substance use and most drug users did not participate in
any kind of organized political resistance.

The contemporary ethnographie literature on heroin addiction has tackled the
themes of structure, agency and individual responsibility. Researchers initially
emphasized dmg users' inadequate personalities as reasons for their h g use. Isidor

Chein, for example, in The Road to H (1964) argued that al1 addicts "suffer from deeprooted, major personality disorders.. ..they are not able to enter prolonged, close niendly
relations with either peers or adults; they have difficulties in assuming a masculine role;
they are Eequently overcome by a sense of futility, expectation of failure, and general
depression; they are easily hstrated and made anxious; and they fmd both fnistration
and anxiety into~erable."~In recent years, ethnographen have shied away fiorn a purely
psychological interpretation of h g use, although it remains popular among
psychologists and other treatment professionals.

The fint to counter the psychological interpretation were Edward Preble and Dan
Casey in their 1969 article 'Taking Care of Business", which asserted that heroin users
they studied in New York in the 1950s and 60s were not withdrawn and dysfunctional.
Instead, they clairned, they "are actively engaged in meaningfbl activities and
relationships seven days a week. The bnef moments of euphoria after each
administration of a small amount of heroin constitute a small hction of their daily Lives.
The rest of the t h e they are aggressively pursuing a career that is exacting, chaiienging,
adventurous, and rewarding. They are always on the move, and must be alert, flexible

'Stanley Cohen: Folk Devils and Moral Panics 2"

Edition: h i
Isodor Chein et al The Road to H: Narcotics, Delinquency and Social Policy (New York: Basic
Books, 1964) See aiso: Bingham Dai Opium Addiction in Chicago (Montclair NJ.:Patterson
Smith, 1970) Dai's book was originafIy published in Shanghai in 1937, but because copies were
destroyed in shipmmt it did not corne to much attention in the United States mtil it was reprinted.
C'hein's psychological approach is mirrored today in a vast literature that attempts to explain why
people become addicted to dmgs. Many complex models including both behavioral and ne&
mechanisms have put forward to explain addiction See Ian Stolemian "Dmgs of abuse:
behavioural principles, rnethods and terms" TIPS Reviews May 1992 (13): 170-176 and J h
M o r d Excessive Appetites: A PsycholoRical View of Addictions (Chichester: John Wiley and

Sons, 1985)
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and re~ourceful.'~Preble and Casey's work spawned a large ethnographie literature that
emphasized dnig users' adaptability, skiils and talents? This work provided an important
corrective to the theory of psychological inadequacy. However, it did not pay sufiicient
attention to the social structures or the suffering that lay behind high rates of substance
use.

In 1995, Philippe Bourgois published In Search of Respect: Sellin~Crack in El
Barrio, a study of crack users and sellers in East Harlem. Bourgois cornbined a stmchiral
perspective with the insights of cultural production theory. The book discussed the
misery and violence of life in the inner ci& but firmly placed the blame for these
problems on social and racial inequality. Bourgois also paid careful attention to
oppositional cultural formation in the imer city. He regarded culture as a site of
resistance and self-esteem without ignoring the self-destructivenessand familial sufEering
caused by h g use!
Based in social history rather than ethnography, this chapter nonetheless traces
sllnilar themes. For marginalized young people in post-war Canada, heroin use was an
important site of oppositional identity formation. Young "ro~nders"~
(delinquents)
looked up to older users in prison and on the street, partly because dmg users had a strong
sense of community and a reptation for being hardeneci "cons." Becoming a heroiu user

J. Casey Jr. "Taking Care of Business - The Heroin User's Life on the
Street" The international Journal of the Addictions 4(1) March 1969: 1-24
* See: Alan Sutter "Worlds of Dmg Use on the Street Scene" in Donald R. Cressey and David A.
Ward eds. Delinqumcy. Crime and Social Process (New York: Harper and Row, 1969). Michael
Agar Rippinp; and Rumine; (New York: Seminar Press, 1973), Bill Hanson et al eds Life with
Heroin: Voices from the Inner City (Lexington: D.C.Heath and Company, l98S), Bruce Johnson
et al eds Takina Care of Business: The Economics of Crime bv Heroin Abusers (Lexington: D.C.
Heath and Compnay, 1985), Charles Faupel Shooting Dow: Carea Patterns of Hard-Core Heroin
Usm (Gainemille: University of Florida Ress, 199l), Richard Stevens The Street Addict Rote:
A Theow of Heroin Addiction (New York: State University of New York Ress, l99 1)
His approach is simi1ar to that of Robin Kelley's in Race Rebels
According to Barron H. Lerner "rounders" in early 20' century Seattie were people who "Who
made the rounds of a particular commmity, living in lodging houses but Eequently requiring
admission to hospitals or jail.": 29 Contagion and Codkernent: Controllina Tubmulotis alone
the Skid Road (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Ress, 1998) By the mid-twentiethcentury in
Vancouver and Toronto romdm were people who w n r involved in criminal activity.

'' Edward Preble and John
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allowed young 'rounders' to identify with a group that was regarded as the most
rebellious and in many ways, the most cohesive group, in Canada's prisons.8
Heroin consumption was msgressive in several ways. First, heroin was a
banned substance with a frightening reputation. Secondly, heroin users used hypodermic
needles, a piece of medical equiprnent over which doctors were keen to maintain
professional contr01.~The most fkequently published image of heroin use in the period
showed an older user, sleeve rolled up, tourniquet around his am,injecting himself with
a needle.1° Non-usen were not the only ones who fetishized the needle; users called
themselves "hypes," uidicating that their identity was built, in part, on the use of the
hypodermic needle. One user said "putting the needle in my vein fascinates me.""
Another reported that during withdrawal, he drearned of giving himself a fut with a huge
syringe, nearly as big as his m." Numemus culhiral theorists have argued that in
consumer societies, consumption becomes a way of detining identity.13 Heroin users
defined themselves, and were d e h e d by others (albeit in different ways), on the basis of
their transgressive consumption. l4
This chapter focuses heavily on the day-to-day lives of h g users in the period
after World War II. It examines dmg users' romantic relationships, their interactions

with thek farnilies and communities, their work records, their criminal involvement, their
living conditions, and their patterns of dmg use. Drug users were a srnail and fairly
homogeneous group. D

m largely fiom the ranks of young people who had spent tirne

in juvenile institutions and foster homes, they formed a distinct community. By

8

Claude Brown describes a similx process in 1950s Harlem in his autobiography Manchild in
the Romised Land (New York: Macmillan, 1965)
Dan Malleck "Refining Poison, Defining Power: Medical authonty and the creation of Canadian
Drug prohibition laws, 1800- 1908" PhD (History) Queen's University 1998: 48-98
'O Image itself came fiom the film "The Dmg Addict" produced by the NFB in 1948.
" Stevenson: 141
12
Stevenson: 320
l 3 See John Fiske Understanding Popular Culture (Boston: Unwin Hyman, 1989), Jackson Lears
Fab!es of Abundance: A Cultural History of Advertking in Arnerica (New York Basic Books,
t 994)
l4 Dick Hebdige's excellent book Subculhm: The Meanina of Style (London and New York:
Methuen and Company, 1979) shows how subculhms use simple objects such as safety pins, or a
tube of Vaseline, to display resistance. Users trmcnied heroin with very different rneanings
fiom non-users.
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exploring this community, this chapter will show something of the lives of pzople who
inhabited the marpins of Canadian society in post-war Canada.
There were probably fewer than 4 000 steady users across the country in the

period between 1945-196 1. In 1949, the Department of National Health and Welfare
estimated that there were approximately 3 500 known "addi~ts."'~Yearly estimates by
the Department for the years between 1954 and 1961 ranged between 3 000 and 3 500. l6

Of course, there may well have been many more users who escaped detection, especially
people who used only occasionally. Current day attempts to accurately assess the number
of drug users including surveys, overdose death reports, police reports etc. often come up
with different results. It was the same in the post-war period. Estimates provided by the

Vancouver City Police were much higher than the estimates provided by the Division of
Narcotic Control. (In 1955 the Vancouver City Police estimated that there were 1 500
"criminal addicts" in Vancouver. The Division of Narcotic Control estimated that there

were 1 101 "criminal addicts" in all of British ~ o l u m b i a ) 'Part
~ of the problem stems
from the fact the various authorities had different determinations of which users should
be labeled addicts. Many people use drugs irregularly. The Vancouver City Police
reports likely included a wider variety of people who had ever used heroin while the
Division of Narcotic Control included a more committed group of users. Given my
sources, this chapter focuses more on long-term users. However, the social work case
records, in particular, as well as the occasional file &om the Division of Narcotic Control,
reveal people who used only occasionally.

In the late 1940s and 1950s, most drug users seem to have lived in either
Vancouver or Toronto. Between 1946-1961, more than 50% of all narcotic convictions
took place in Vancouver while another 24% took place in Toronto. The demographic

Annual Report of the Department of National Health and Welfare for the year ended March 3 1,
1949: 53

See Annual Report of the Department of National Health and Welfare for the year ended March
3 1, 1962: 20. In 1959, for example, the Department of National Health and Welfare estimated

that there were 3412 addicts in Canada including 320 people who were taking narcotics because
of a medical condition, and 134 '~rofessional"addicts. Trofessional" addicts were usually
doctors, although they sometimes included pharmacists, veternarians, and other professionals.
Annual Report of the Department of National Health and Welfare for the Year Ended March 3 1,
1959: 94
" Stevenson: 412-3

concentration increased over t h e . From 1946-1956, over 60% of al1 narcotic offenders
lived in either Vancouver or Toronto but fiom 1956-1961 more than 80% of al1 narcotic
offenders lived in one of these two cities.18 As already mentioned, convictions are a better
indication of policing practices than they are of drug use. Nonetheless, although there
were always users outside of these two main centres, rnost h g users who bought their
dmgs fiom street peddlers (as opposed to doctors) seem to have had some contact with
the drug-using community in one of these two cities.

Some users in the post-war period were people who had been using since before
the war and had experienced the life of the transient, doctor-shopping addict of the 1930s.

When supplies regularized after the wu, many of these users settled into Vancouver or
Toronto and began buying their supplies almost exclusively Born the illicit market.
There they were joined by a new generation of users who f i t began to emerge late in the

war. Although these users were similar to the older generation of users in that they were
primarily working-class or underclass, there was an important difference. Far more of
these users were female. (See Chart 3) Until 1937, female drug offenders consistently
represented less than 10% of people convicted under the Act. By 1946,21% of people
arrested for a narcotic offence were female, and by l96l,37% of people arrested for a
narcotic offence were women. The presence of women changed the econornic
idkstnicture of heroin-use since many women were successfbl prostitutes, who
supported their partners' habits as well as their own.
Like the transient users of the 1930s, users in the post-war period were primarily

white. The Dominion Bureau of Statistics stopped publishing racial statistics in 1947, but

my analysis of the case files of the John Howard Society (JHS)and the National Archives
shows a vast predorninance of white users. At the National Archives 2% of my case file

subjects were Af?ican-Canadian, while one case file concerned an Asian user and two
concemed Abonginal Users (1.2%). At the John Howard Society in Vancouver, 4% of
the cirug-using clients were Aboriginal, 2.5% were fican-Canadian, and 2.5% were

Asian. The differences between the two sets of case files have to with West-Coast
différences (there are proportionaily more Asians and Abonginais on the West Coast), a s
well as the relatively small sample sizes. The very s m d number of non-white w r s
la

orn ni ni on Bureau of Statistics Annual Reports of CNninal and Other Offences
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meant that there was no separate community for users who were racial minonties.
Racial minorities intemarried with white dnig users, and spent their thne on the street in
the cornpanion of white users. This differed significantly from the United States, where
heroin users were often drawn frorn members of ethnic and racial minonty groups.

The Changing Drug Market
In the d e d i a t e post-war years, dnigs (usually morphine) were supplied
prirnaily from the licit market through robberies. An RCMP report indicated that in the
months of June, 1945 seven drug stores in Vancouver expenenced robbenes or atternpted
robberies. In one case the robbers were able to steal the safe containhg al1 of the store's
narcotics, and in another they successfully blew the safe.19 In 1946, there was a break-in
at the Anglo-Canadian drug Company in Oshawa. According to police, drugs worth

nearly $500 000 on the illicit market were stolen. One man arrested in Winnipeg had 10

000 tablets in possession when ane~ted.~'The RCMP indicated that non-users, who
realized that stolen dmgs were highly lucrative, often committed the robberies. However,

as the illicit market gathered s t e m after the war, break-ins declined, and by early 1949
the RCMP reported that the bulk ofnarcotics on the illicit market entered the country
illegally.

On the West Coast, opium use remained common in the years immediately d e r
the war. However, this did not last for long. By 1948, the use of opium was practically
non-existent. It was replaced by heroin, which fmt re-appeared on the West Coast just
&et the end of the war. (See Chart 9) This was Mexican Brown, an iderior type of

heroin, which was brownish in colour. The f h t seinire of high quality heroin was made
on the West Coast in December 1948. By the 1950s, only high-grade 'White" heroin was
available. Heroin had been common in Winnipeg, Toronto and Montreal before the war,
but it seems to have been a d t y on the West Coast where opium remained the dominant
dnig. Nonetheless, users adapted quickly. The habit of injecting smoking-opium had all

but disappeared by 1946, and West-Coast users responded with enthusiasm to the white
-

l9
'O

"B&E fiom h g Stores" July 4,

1945 in NAC, RG 29, Vol #544 File32049 Part 6
Annual Report of the Royal Canadian Momted Police for the Year Ended March 3 1,1947: 25

heroin that replaced Mexican Brown. Not surprisingly, this initially led to an increase in
overdose deaths. The Division of Narcotic Control reported in 1948 that 28 dmg users
had died in the past two years as a result of "overdose of Heroin" or "~uicide."~'

In the pre-war period, rnost users took a wide variety of opiates including opium,
morphine, heroin and codeine, depending first on availability and secondly on individual
preference. However, after 1948 the illicit h g market seems to have consisted solely of
heroin, although it is possible that this heroin was cut with cocaine. (Interestingly,
cocaine by itself was apparently not available.) A former user, John Turvey told an oral
history i n t e ~ e w ein
r Vancouver that in the late 1950s and early 60s the heroin was cut
with c ~ c a i n e .Lady
~ ~ Isabella Frankau, who treated a large number of Canadian heroin

users in England in the 1950s and 60s reported that "a certain number found that the
heroin (the pure heroin prescribed for them in England) lacked the "kick" they needed to
keep them working and begged for a little cocaine," which might indicate that they were
used to getting some cocaine in their heroin in canada." However, provincial anaiysts
never reported that the samples sent to them by police contained cocaine.

The use of marijuana was relatively uncornmon. According to Stevenson, very
few dnig usen fkom the West Coast reported that they had ever tried marijuana"
Marijuana was only involved in 6 dmg offences on the West Coast between 19464961."

In Winnipeg, Toronto and Montreal where marijuana was more common, users may have
started with that

However, marijuana was the substance seized in only 2% of dl

dnig arrests in Canada in the years between 1946-196 1. This may have been a question

Convention for Limiting the Manufacture and Regulating
the Distri'bution of Narcotic h g s of 13 July 193 1 for the Year 1948 in NAC, RG 29, Vol #592
File 322-5-3 Part 5
"John Turvey" in JO-AnnCanning-Dew ed. Hastings and Main: Stories from an h e r City
Neighborhood (Vancouver New Star Books, 1987): 150
Aicoholim and h g Addiction Research Foundation of Ontario Roceedings of the
Confmnce on Narcotic Addiction Niagara Falls Ontario February 21-24 1963 (Unpublished
document available at Robarts Library, University of Toronto)
Stevenson reported that very few of the subjects he studied "have evm seen manhuana and
fewer still have used i f ' Stevenson: 128.
Dominion Bureau of Statistics Annual Reports of Criminal and 0th- Offences
26
The Police and the Department of Health regularly claimed that there was no problem with
marijuana in Canada, and in fact there were few seinaes of the dmg during this time period.
There were 120 drug offences involving marijuana in Canada between 1920-196 1 Dominion
Bureau of Sbtistics Annual Reports of Crimina1and Other Offences
" Annual Report of Canada under the
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of enforcement. The few marijuana users listed in the case files of the Narcotic Division
were much better off, financially and socially than the heroin

user^.^'

It may be that

marijuana use was more widespread than statistics indicated, but that it was used

primarily by a more "respectable" class of users, who were not subject to the same kind
of police surveillance.
Heroin was almost always injected. A few h g usen took "skin shots", meaning
that they injected it subcutaneously. Most, however, "mainlined", meaning that they
injected the h g right into the vein. Drug injecting equipment was described as "an
outfit", which generaily consisted of an eyedropper, hypodemic needle, a gee and a
spoon. The contents of a capsule and some water were placed in a spoon, which was
then heated to help the substance dissolve. The contents of the spoon were drawn into
the needle, which was placed on the end of the eyedropper with the aid of a little thin
paper or absorbent cotton (the gee). To shoot up, the clmg user tied something around
his or her a m , and then inserted the needle into a vein and released the contents of the
eyedropper into the needle. M e r use, the syringe was flushed out with water to ensure
that police could not analyze it?

In the United States in the 1950s,renting an "outfit"

was one way of gaining rnoney to buy dmgs. 29 In Canada, "outfits" were legal, and

single dmg usen were sometimes arrested with more than one outfit. However, it was
common practice for users to share outfits, probably because one outfit was easier to
clean, hide or throw away if the police broke down the door.
Most dmg users bought their dmgs Eom peddlen. Being a peddler was not a
steady job, partly because it was fiequently intempted by prison terms, as well as
dimptions in supply and problems with dealers. Many users, especially men, peddled
occasionally. In Vancouver, where most users lived in residential hotel rooms, peddlers
often congregated in the cafes and beer pariours at the corner of Hastings and Columbia

The Broadway Beer Parlour seems to have been the most popular place to buy dmgs, but

''File NAC, RG 29, Vol #3345 File $3274)-220 involved four people who used marijuana,

including a professional football player and an airline hostess. The other three case files that
indicate marijuana use were also heroin users and were more representative of my case files in
general. See: NAC, RG 29 Vol #3340 File #327-SO 144, Vol #3345 File #327-B-400and Vol
#3345 File #327-G-243
28 Stevenson: 139-40
Jeremy Lamer ed. The Addict in the Street (New York: Grove Press, 1966)
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the White Lunch,the New Zenith Café, the New Fountain Hotel Beer Parlour, the
Cornmon Gold Café and other locales were also common. The "corner's" reptation
was so well-known that a 1958 Mudean 's article touted that "the Vancouver papers one cannot tell whether in pride or protest - daim that the intersection of Columbia and
Hastings, where most of this U c k i n g is carried on, is Canada's most notorious
underworld rendezvous. In any case, it is a fact that as far east as Montreal the drug
racket knows this spot simply as the Corner, and makes sure nobody undersells
anYbodY.''O
In Toronto, h g peddlers were more likely to sel1 out of their homes and
apartments and on the street. Nonetheless, the drug trade was centered at the "corners" of
Jarvis and Dundas, especially around Shuter and Mutual streets. In Vancouver, seliers
generally staked out a location and sold to small numbers of users at a t h e , whereas in
Toronto the practice of ananging "meets" with a large number of addicts seems to have
been more common. In Montreal, the drug trade was much smaller, but appears to have
been in the sarne location as it was in the 1920s, at the corner of St. Catherine and St.
Urbain. In al1 locations sales were made as secretly as possible. Peddlers o d y sold to

known users and they took many precautions to avoid detection by police. In 1955,

Edwin Brakefield-Moore, officer in charge of the RCMP in Montreal reported that: "the
peddler, although greedy for money, will not do business with an unlmown person for
fear that he is connected with the police.''3'
The most detailed purchases are descnbed by undercover police officers that
managed to integrate themselves into the drug-using community. In the spring of 1957,
an undercover offcer in Vancouver successfully made a senes of purchases from Larry

J., a twenty-four year old drug user. The undercover police officer needed to be
introduced by another user and as an additional precautionary measure, Larry J. gave the
drugs to another user rather than deal with the undercover officer directly.

Over the course of the undercover operation, the police officer made purchases
fkom Larry I. in a number of downtown eastside cafés, restaurants, and beer parleurs.
Eventuaily, he was able to make purchases on his own without the assistant of an
"Hastings Sket" MacLean's Magazine March 1, 1958: 38

" Report of the Special Senate Cornmittee: 399
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informant. Larry J was not a "big-time" peddlar, and on at least one occasion over the
course of the undercover operation he needed to score fkom another peddler to meet his
own needs. On May 21%' Larry J was found to be in possession of a drug and was
sentenced to ten months imprisonment. He was Iater sentenced to 10 years for the sales
he made to the undercover ~ f f i c e r ? ~
It was less common for female users to peddle, but there were a few. Sally H.
served her h t terni for possession in Vancouver in 1949 at eighteen years of age. In
1951, a police informant intmduced her to Cst. G, who was working undercover.

Together G. and the informant made several purchases in the Blue Eagle Café, a snack

bar on Main St, the Lotus Café, and in a car. She was sentenced to three years
imprisonment. She was released in June 1954 but just over a year later, the RCMP
reported that she was selling dmgs fiom her home in Toronto. When the police entered
her home one night after midnight, they caught Saliy H.trying to flush 45 capsules of
heroin down the toilet. She was sentenced to four years and released in September 1958.
Police in Toronto reported that she was peddling again in May 1959 but they were unable
to acquire sufficient information to lay a charge. In July she was found guilty of
possession after her home was raided and police found four capsules. Given her record,
Sally obviously found peddling a more attractive option than prostitution, despite all of
the time she spent in jail as a r e s ~ l t ? ~
Peddling could be lucrative, but it also had certain dangers. After the Narcotic
Drug Act was amended in 1954, peddlers faced prison ternis of up to fourteen years.
Moreover, at its higher levels, the dmg trade could be extremely violent. In the mid-

1950s,rivarly between rival factions in the illict drug trade became hot news with the gun
whipping of AlS. Pais, the murder of Danny Brent, the attempted murder of William
Seminick and the attempted murder of Jacob ~enhardt.'~These people were higher-up
non-usen but dmg-peddling users could dso get thanselves in trouble. In October, 1955
Ernest S. was let out on $10 000 bail on a charge of distributing dmgs. Ernest S.

absconded when nunour got out that he was a victim of a narcotics gangland and was

"NAC, RG 29, Vol #3342 File #327-1- 154
"NAC, RG 29, Vol if3340 File #327-H-156

Ucely "at the bottom of Trout Lake." His bondsman offered a reward of $ 1000 dead or
alive."

Similarly, an addict robbed Nick A. in his home when Nick A. was peddling.

When police conducted a raid two days later, he struck one of the police officers with a
pipe, believing that he was being strong-armed again?6
Heroin was sold in gelatin capsules. The heroin was cut with sugar of milk and
other substances, and a capsule generally contained between 1/10 of a grain to slightly
more than full grain of heroinj7, although of course this varied. individual capsules of
heroin were usually double wrapped in the silver paper from cigarette packages and users
generally carried these capsules in their mouth, so that they could swallow them in the
case of being seized by police. Larger numbers of capsules were wrapped in balloons,
condoms, or fingerstalls (a piece of latex shaped like a hger).

These could aiso be

carried in the mouth, or inter-vaginally, or in a few cases inter-anally. The cost also
varied over time and from city to city. In 1952, the RCMP indicated that a one-grain
capsule cost $3 in centrai Canada, $6 on the West Coast and $12 in Edmonton. In 1955,
prices generally ranged nom $3-$5/cap. These capsules were reported to contain o d y !A

grain of Heroin. In 1957 pnces varied fiom $3.50 to $20 depending on the degree of
adulteration and the supply on hand. Most sales were made at $5 or $6 per cap.38
Throughout this t h e , there were some people who managed to obtain dmgs
through Licit channels. In the immediate post-WWII period there were quite a few cases
of addiction to demerol, a synthetic narcotic. However, morphine remained the
preference of most people who went to doctors for their dmgs. People who obtained
h u a i Report of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police for the year ended March 3 1, 1955: 19
See McKenize Porter ''The Dope Craze that Terrorizing Vancouver" McLean's Magazine
Febnrary 1, 1955
35 JHS #9943
NAC, RG 29, Vol #333 1 File #327=F-33
Stevenson estimated that capsules contained 1/10 of a grain: 534. RCMP b u a l Reports
indicated that caps contained between !4 grain and 1 full grain. In Febmary 1963 RC.
Hammond, the Chief of Narcotic Control wrote that "it is doubtfbl if the average heroin addict in
Canada is able to obtain a dosage of 1 to 1 % grains per day. In fact we are inclined to believe it is
much Iess than this. "Proceedings of the Conference on Narcotic Addiction" Niagani Falls
Ontario Febniary 2 1-24, 1963. A 1959-60 midy of heroin capsules seized in Canada detmnined
that 95% of the 229 seinires contained between 24-68 mg of heroin per capsule with a mean of
46 mg. Quoted in Royal Commission on the Non-Medical Use of Drugs Final Report (Ottawa,
1973): 303
Y

"
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doctors were often fiom more privileged class backgrounds. Many of them were doctors,
nurses or wives of doctors, but a few were middle or working class people who were able
to persuade doctors that they had a medical condition that required the use of narcotic
cùugs. June W. first came to the attention of the Department of Health in 1936 for

obtaining prescriptions fiom multiple doctors. This woman had a history of kidney
ailments and used the scars from her kidney operations to persuade doctors of the
legitimacy of her complaint. In 1947 she came to RCMP attention again for false
pretences in Thessaion and Sault Ste. Marie. She received very small amounts of
morphine fkom several doctors in Sault Ste. Marie. However, the report fiom a doctor
who treated her in hospital indicated that her dosage was quite limited, and was not
considered to be enough to satisfy the wants of an addicted penon. Moreover, in jail she
exhibited no signs of withdrawal. in 1950 she was under investigation again and this
t h e she appears to have been more successful at acquiring a supply of dmgs. She was
sentenced to two years for theft soon thereafter and she was never charged with a cimg
offence. Two years later she successfully obtained dnigs fiom a senes of doctors in
Colborne, Brighton and Coburg. The RCMP did not press charges as al1 of the doctors
felt that her kidney complaint was Iegitimate and she was soon thereafler sentenced to 18
months for thefi. In 1955 she was living in Mildmay ON and several people there
believed she was an addict. When the city police arrested her for forgery and uttering,
they called in the RCMP to investigate possible ONDA violations. Aithough she
continued to visit doctors, there was no evidence of a violation of the ONDA and the case
was c l ~ s e d ? ~
Albert B. was even more successfûl at obtaining dmgs fiom doctors. Albert B.
was a former used-car salesman who began s e l h g advertising after he moved to British
Columbia in the mid-1950s. He seems to have been quite persuasive, and he told police

and doctors a variety of stones about the origins of his addiction. In 1954 a doctor wrote
to the department "this chap is not the usual type of addict, who is on the borderline of
the underworld, or even deep in it, but is considerably superior to the average victim." In

1955 he began getting prescriptions h m a doctor in Kamloops. Because Albert B.
'"CMP Annual Report for the year Ended March 3 1,1952; RCMP Annua1 Report for the Year
Ended Mach 3 1,1955; RCMP Annual Report for the Year Ended March 3 1,1957.
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continued working and expressed a strong desire to be c d , the department was quite
lenient, and the doctor in Kamloops continued prescribing for him until 1959 when
Albert B. was convicted of altering prescriptions and sentenced to six months
imprisonment.40 People like Albert B, and June W., who did not fit the stereotype of
young, working-class "rounders" and had good persuasive skills, had a much better
chance of obtaining dmgs fiom doctors than a dnig user fiom the downtown eastside of
Vancouver.
Starthg Drng Use
Contrary to the stones repeated in the media, there is no indication that drug
users, or even drug peddlen, üied to recruit new users. One Vancouver addict told a
prison classification officer that she started to use dmgs in 1958 when she was 18. Many
of her friends were users and she was curious. A fnend agreed to get her some. She told
the officer that this was the oniy way you could obtain dmgs - "it was useless to try

unless you knew someone who could get them for you, until you became well-known
enough yourself.'"' The Executive Director of the John Howard Society of Ontario told
a conference of people concemed about the h g problem that: "Any of us sining here
could not go and buy dmgs at JaMs and Shuter tonight if we tried with a thousand dollar
bill in our band?* Undercover police officers discovered the same. It was almost
impossible for them to make purchases until they had established themselves as members
of the dnig using community.
As a result, dmg users almost always had close fiiends, love~sor family members

who were users. Theodore C. said that he f h t started using dmgs as a result of having an
addicted roommate while living at Powell River, BC when he was £irst away fkom
home."

Mary T. told a JHS social worker that she mamied a dmg user and started using

'' NAC, RG 29, Vol #333 1 File #327-S-77
"NAC,RG 29, Vol #3346 File #327-B-271
" JHS #15841
42

Roceedings of the Confmce on Narcotic Addiction Niagara Falls Ontario February 21-24,
1963: 42
43 JHS #14420

soon after their mamage." In fact, the close-knit nature of the Vancouver dnig-use
community becomes clear when one sees the remarkable number of dmg users who had
family members who were also users. Richard D. fint appeared at the John Howard
Society office in 1942 in the Company of his father, John D., who was a h g user.
Richard was 20 at this time and he and his father were suspected of committing severai
robberies. His mother, who died three years earlier, was also a drug-user and a prostitute.
As a teenager Richard worked for several months for a fisher who couldn't pay him

because he was addicted to some sort of cough medicine. (He was a former drug addict.)
The records do not indicate when Richard began using, but he had a dnig charge against
him dismissed in 1945 and he was convicted of a dmg offence in 1948.~~
One young

woman who spent her childhood in foster homes lived with her father for the first t h e
when she was 15- 16 years old. Her father had been a drug user for many years, and she
claimed that she supported her father's habit by prostitution. Her mother was also a d m g
user and was incarcerated in ~ i n ~ s t o nRick
? H.'s father was reported to be a well-

known h g user and pimp who sold prescriptions o c c a ~ i o n a l l ~ ~ ~
Far more fkequently, siblings used. The Brewster family consisted of four boys,
at

least three of who were hg-users. Two of the brothers married women who were

also users, meaning that the John Howard Society, as well as other social agencies had a
long history of involvement with this fa mi^^?^ One aboriginal user, Raquelle R. claimed
that she had been off drugs for a year when she moved back home, and her drug-using
brother, who was also living at home, got her started agaid9 Kevin G. started using in
the late 1920s. His much younger brother, Chuck G started more than a decade later.
Kevin's longtirne wife May was aiso a drug user. Gretchen R. and her brother both
started to use drugs around the same time in the late 1950s.5~
Drug users began yomg, aithough they were often not arrested immediately. (See

Charts 10 and 11) A study of 400 consecutively convicted drug users at Oakda
a JHS #16132
"

JHS #5825

JHS #14730
."JHS #7242
" JHS
49

#15953 JHS #6484, JHS #13544, JHS #7961, SHS #8445

ms #12112
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deterrnined that 46% began using before they were twenty years old, and another 32%
began between the ages of 20 and 24.''

Women often began even younger than men did.

The files nom the John Howard Society, most of which date h m the post-war period,

show that women began using on average three years earlier than men. The average age
for women to start using was 19, for men it was 22. Some users began very young
indeed. One woman reported that she started using dmgs at 13, but only became "wired"
(physically addicted) at t S. She served her first sentence for possession at Oakalla at

17.'~Another very young dmg user started soon after being released from the Girls'
Industrial School at 15. At 16 she was serving her first sentence for possession in
Oakalla Prison

ami? Although it was less common, there were also a few men who

started when they were quite young. Ross D. started at 15 or 16 years of age."

Stephen

C. also started at 15 years of age, well before he attended the Boys' Industrial ~chool.'~
Most dmg uses came fiom economically disadvantaged backgrounds. A study of

d m g users at Oakalla Prison f m in the mid-50s found that only '1, of dnig users grew up
in homes that were economically comfortable (which according to designers of the study
indicated that these homes had sufficient income and accumulated savings.) Almost !4
lived in homes that needed welfare at least some of the t h e ? The study of
consecutively convicted users at Oakalla Prison F m showed that 55.9% of addicts who
were raised in Vancouver grew up in 'Yhe deteriorated section" of Vancouver's East End.

In several cases, workers at the John Howard Society noted that clients had been
maluourished as children? This was not surprishg since many of the post-war users
were bom in the late 1920s or early 1930s and had spent their childhood during the Great
Depression.
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The difficulties of poverty often created other familial problems? Only 42% of

drug users at Oakalla said that they had a "satisfactory home life." Only 40% had both
patents alive and in their home to the end of theu school years.59 Over 30% reported that
their father's outstanding characteristic was "overly aggressive, quarrelsome, irritable",
while another 10% complained that theu father's outstanding characteristic was
"alcoh~lic.'~
The case file records show that many drug users had extraordinarily
troubled lives. Sharon M., for example, was adopted when she was ten months old, lived
with the family until she was 9, and then placed with the Convent of the Good Shephard

until she was 12. She kept running away fiom the convent and back to her foster home.
She was then placed in the Girls' Industriai school, where she set an Industrial school
record by going AWOL 68 times. She was released nom the Industriri1school just after
her sixteenth birthday. She started using drugs when she was twehe years 01d.~'
Cameron G. told penitentiary officiais that his parents separated when he was
seven years old. His father was reported to be a steady drinker and a stem disciplinarian.
When his parents separated he and his two brothers went to live with his father and he
went to live with his aunt. Carneron reported that his aunt was excessively strict. He first
appeared in juvenile court when he was thirteen. When he was fifteen, his aunt's father

became ill and because of the expense, he was given to the Children's Aid Society who
sent him to a ranch north of Edmonton. When he was sixteen, he said that one of the
welfare agents advised him to join the army and made arrangements for him to meet the
recniiting officer. The welfare agent apparently told Cameron to tell the officer that he

was eighteen. In less than a year he was wounded by shrapnel in his left side which
affected his lung. He also contracted venereal disease. He was retumed home and
honourably discharged at 18. He started using sometime thereafter.62
Aboriginal usen often faced additional hardships created by discrimination. Like

many abonginai women of her generation Kitty H. grew up on a reserve, surrounded by
A Iarge body of research has shown a link between sociwconomic statu and family violence.
John Hagan and Bill McCarthy Mean Streets: Youth Crime and Homelessness (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1997): 56-63
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heavy ~irinkin~!~
Her mother died in a dninken brawl when she was 4-5 years of age and
her grandparents took her in and raised her with their own children. Her grandmother
had arthritis as well as a senous drinking problem and Kitty became a skilled home-brew
maker as a child. Kitty had TB h m ages 9- 14 and started drinking heavily herself while
she was in her early teens. Her grandmother was very demanding when dnink, and Kitty
h a l l y ran away fiom home, and eventualiy started taking dnigs. She was sent to the
Girls' Industrial School, and then returned to the reserve, but said she was never accepted
after her jail sentence. Kitty told her social worker that: "she takes dnigs when she is
depressed.'&

Separated nom her family and fiom her community, with a long history

of loss and abuse, it was not surpnsing that Kitty would often be depressed.
Many users had experienced physicai or emotional violence. One John Howard
Society client reported that one of his fint memories was his step-father taking him down
to the basement and beating him with a 2 by 4. Although he was only 26 at the t h e , he
claimed that he hadn't seen his parents in 8 years.65William W. reported that his father
did tirne in Oakalla for assaults on both he and his brother. Eventually, when the boys
were found living in a shack inadequately clothed and fed, they were committed to the
Children's Aid ~ociety.6~
Johnny R. reported that his mother and father fought a great
deai, that his father abused hlln and his mother, and that his mother was aiways so
emotional that he couldn't talk to her. "Under narcotics," he confessed "1 don? worry
about nobody screarning about anythmg - dad used to be always screaming.'*'
Despite the fact that most users seem to have had difficult childhoods, few
provided this as a direct explmation for their h g use. Instead, most users reported that
they started using out of inquisitiveness. Pat D. told a social worker that she started using
out of curiosity, and that she did not go into it blind as she had hown many a d d i c t ~ . ~ ~
When asked why they had first started using, over 90% of users in the Oakalla Prison

Farm study indicated that "curiosity and desire for a new thriIl," was at least part of the
63
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reason they started using. Eighty percent added that it was because they had been
Sixty-eight percent of users in the Oakaila Pnson Farm study
associating with addi~ts.6~
said that they had seen someone else take a fix before they h t tried heroix~'~While
knowing other users was important, and curiosity was a necessary ingredient, these
exphnations fail to account for the fact that most of the people attracted to d m g use were
highly disadvantaged members of society. Curiosity may have led them into cimg use,

but depression, poverty, and bad mernories often kept them using.
It often took a long time to develop a regular drug habit. Twenty-one year old
Rodney M. started using one-third of cap on weekends in the mid-1950s. He stayed at
this level for two yean before increasing. He was £ïrst arrested four years later when his
habit hit 2 caps/day? Ron S. was unusual in that he began his drug use in the United
States by smoking marijuana cigarettes. When he was deported to Canada in 1947 at
thirty years of age he began using Heroin. In his first few weeks in Canada he used 1

cap/day, but he stopped when he began working, and only took occasional shots until the
death of his mother in 1953. He then stopped working, began shoplifting, and his habit
rose to ten ~ a ~ d d a ~Daisy
. ' ~ W. started using dmgs at parties when she was fifteen
years old. At 17, her farnily moved to Edmonton and Daisy stopped using for ten
rnonths. The following year the family moved back to Vancouver and Daisy began usuig
again. She used heavily throughout the 1950s.'~

Some men had their first exposure to dmgs while they were in the arrny. John
Turvey recalled fkom his days on the streets of the downside eastside in the late 50s and
early 60s that "a lot of the older addicts were veterans h m overseas who got exposed to

dmgs there."'4 Small amounts of narcotics were also available in first-aid kits, and sorne
men apparently used these dmgs as a hangover cure.75 Fifty percent of male dmg users
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who took part in the Oakalla Prison F m Study, and who were old enough to serve in
World War II, had spent at least some thne in the armed forces."

As Howard Becker and subsequent sociologists of drug use have pointed out, first
experiences with cirugs are not always pleasurable? Gretchen R. started playing around
with dmgs at 15-16 years of age. However, her h t experiences were not enjoyable, or
so she told her social worker. The worker recorded that Gretchen told her that: "she
didn't know why the addicts felt they were just floating on the 7" cloud when they were
under the influence of narcotics as she had never reaily felt good yet and the dnig made
her desperately ill. She claims that really doesn't like it and she really doesn't want it but
it just seems to be when she gets under the influence of rounder Wends that she is unable
to stand on her own feet."'* Over 50% of usen who took part in the Oakalla Prison Farm
Study said that their first injection produced nausea and vorniting, sometimes with
prolonged b%blackout."79 Nonetheless, more than 60% took another fix within a week of
the k t . To understand why people would continue dmg use after an unpleasant first
experience, it is necessary to look more closely at the subculture of post-war "rounders."

Drug use was usually part of a long pattern of "deviant" behavior and heroin use
was another step in becoming a bonafide 'tounder." Most users had already spent t h e in
juvenile institutions or in prison before they started using dmgs. Case files from the
narcotic division reveal that it was unusual for sorneone's k t conviction to be a narcotic
offence, although it was more cornmon for women than for men, perhaps because women
often started using when they were younger, and because women eamed money for dmgs
largely through prostitution, which was not always policed very intensively. The Oakalla
Prison Farm study indicated that only 22% of male dmg users and 43% fernale dmg users
had no convictions before they started drug use.80 In Vancouver, most people who later
became dmg usen were already hanging out on the "corner" and had corne to the
attention of police and social workers as juveniles. For example, social agencies reported
that one young woman had been problem since she was twelve years old. By fifteen or
sixteen she had started to prostitute. At sixteen, a romance failed, shr became very
76
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depressed and started 'playhg around" with drugs. When her boyfiiend rehimed a few
rnonths later, they got married. He was an occasional drug user and a gambler and they
both s t a r . to use dmgs steadily about a year after their mamage?' Joe W. £ht went to
the Boys' Industrial School at eight years of age for the& and was in Oakalla for car theft
at 17 years of age. It is not clear when he started using, but he served his £ht term for
possession in 1957, at 20 years of age. Joe recognized that the subculture of delinquent
behavior contributed to his drug use. That year he told a JHS social worker that he 'ivants
to get away from Vancouver where he h o w s so many people who have been in
tr~uble.'"~
In his book, Philippe Bourgois argues that crack selling, and street culture was a

way for economically and racialiy disadvantaged people in East Harlem to achieve
respect and prestige in the late 1980s. This was also m e for postwar users and sellers.
Troy H. grew up in East End Vancouver with his mother and step-father. His father was
a fisheman. He joined a gang when he was a teenager, and at 17 he told IHS workers
that he was not interested in manual labour jobs or any type of apprentice work and
wanted a "Big job with big rnoney" - preferably mechanics. At 18 he was convicted of

Break and Enter. By the rnid-50s he was using selling and using drugs. In 1955, British
Columbia Penitentiary (BCP)officials, in their typical condemnatory "psy" style,
descnbed him as having a "cocky, self-assured agressive fiont with a well d e h e d
generalized hostility towards authority." In 1956, at twenty-five years old, he was
sentenced to fifteen years for possession for the purposes of tramcking. When parole

was being considered in 1963, Troy told the parole representative that he needed to
p m u e a "fast dollar" because it represented "prestige in society." "He needed this
prestige because he never won any of this during his childhood. His childhood days
obviously were turbulent because he lost his father, was adopted by his step-father and
apparently never treated with any respect by any of his parents. His need for society to
give him some respect was a driving force with him for many years. Since he did not

possess the skills to achieve well in an honest way, he resorted to illicit means." At the
same time, a IHS worker reported that fellow inmates at BCP saw him "as a big-the
80
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trafficker with utter contempt for our judicial procedure" and felt that he would have
considerable difficult staying away from the addict community because of his prestige in
their eyes.83 Drug users like Troy H, with their working-class backgrounds and poor
education had little chance of achieving respect through legai work. However, among the
street gangs and rounders of Vancouver's downtown eastside, they could garner prestige
unavailable to them through any other means."
Some users expressed this quite bluntly. Rebecca S. told a John Howard Society

(JHS)social worker that "it is because the person wants to feel part of a group that they
usually become an addict." She said that non-addict rounders were %alf baked" rounders
and that unless dmgs are taken "he or she does not feel part of the group.. ...and it is

because they want this sense of belonging that many of them tum to the use of narcotics."

She added "that to many it was like a garne, almost like winning a war, and the war was
won when they were able to score and take a fix successfully.. .it was somewhat this thrill
of being able to win....that made the whole idea of using dmgs attractive to young
teenagers."8s A matron at Oakalla Prison F m confirmed that the young inmates at
Oakalla, were "greatly enamoured of the exciting, glamorous Iife of the narcotic addict.
They kequently aspire to membership in the addict

OU^.'"^

Within prison, dmg-users

of€enoccupied high status positions. The doctor at Oakalla, Guy Richmond commented
that: "in prisons where the hypes are part of the general prison population there is a

tendency for them to acquire prisoner power.. ..At Oakalla the addicts had become a
prestigious group and ran many of the basic services. They used to demand payment

fiom fellow inmates for laundering, issue of clothing, and extra food.'"

As a result, both

users and non-users wanted to keep on good ternis with powerful dmg users. A John
Howard Society social worker commented the addict population was "the most numerous
group, they are the most prison-wise group and they supply the inmate leaders who are
JHS #13386
JHS #8270
84
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more-or-less the big wheels in the inmate body.'"8 The prestige of drug users in the
prison body and arnong rounders in the community made the idea of becoming a h g
user attractive to young people who wanted to visibly de@ authority and noms.

Establishing a Pattern of Drug Use
The term 'addict' conjures up an image of someone whose ârug use is out of

control and who can not stop using.

Over the past twenty years, drug sociologists have

questioned this image and many studies have shown that at least some users maintain a
level of control over their use and that even the most troubled drug "abusers" have
periods of ab~tinence.~~
In fact, very few post-war drug users could use continuously for
long periods of tirne. For some, steady dmg use was interrupted by prison and gaol
terms, as well as the usen' desire to quit. Users used more at certain points of their life

than at others, and most users probably expenenced periods of more controlled use, and
penods of less controlled use.

Drug users made a distinction between "playing around," getting "wired" and
getting "hooked." "Playing around" referred to occasional use, getting 'îvired" referred

to acquiring a physical addiction, and "hooked" referred to a more serious mental and
physical addiction. In 1953, a John Howard Society worker asked Tom P.whether he was

using dmgs. Tom replied that "1 have been fooling around, but I'm not hooked.""

Ian

R. told social worker Frank Maley that he was never "hooked," although in another letter
he said that he had been "addi~ted."~'Gretchen R. had been using dmgs daily for tsvelve
days when the police picked her up for violating her parole. She told IHS social worker
that "she was hopeful that she was not wired." and in fact she showed no withdrawal
symptoms when she was admitted to 0akalla9* Using drugs occasionally was known

within the cornrnunity as "chippy fixing". A "chippy" was a prostitute, and a "chippy
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fix" was a fbc taken by someone who was not addicted. It derived h m instances in
which a prostitute received a "fix" in retum for sexual f a v o ~ r s ? ~
There were many h g users who only used part-time or inegularly and who
never acquired serious "habits." Nellie R told a social worker that she started using at 19
but stopped for 5-6 years before resuming sporadic use? Donna A. apparently only used
cirugs for a brief period in 1956-57, although she continuai to associate with addicts, and
actually received a possession charge in 1965 as a result of getting her partner a fk?

Louis S. f h t used narcotics in 1950, however, in 1956, a BCP Classification Assistant
wrote: "1 doubt whether he ever has really been addicted." Louis S. was a logger, and
appears to have engaged in the cornmon practice of using narcotics while in town, and
stopping their use while in the buskq6 Another user told a social worker that "she can
take them or leave them (narcotics)". She claimed long periods without using but stated

that: "her husband is very dependent on narcotics and could not possibly live without
them.""
Even the most dedicated dmg users nearly always had periods of abstinence. Of
100 consecutively convicted drug users at Oakalla, only 25 had never quit voluntarily. 43

had stopped using voluntarily on three different occasions.98 Al1 reported that they had

quit involuntarily as a result of a prison sentence, but this may not have been true.
Incarcerated dmg users were unlikely to tell prison researchers that they were still
usingeg9People did continue to use while in prison, although it seems to have been only
well-placed drug users with traficking or other connections who could keep up a habit
while inacarcerated.

Dmgs were extremely expensive, sentences were long, and
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wages received in prison were low. Drug use in prison seems to have been a fairly
sporadic activity, at least on an individual level.
People had different reasons for stopping voluntarily. Thirty-two subjects (46%)

in the Oakalla Prison farm Consecutive Conviction Study indicated that they quit because
they were "'fed up' with dmg addict life and wished to live a normal life," 12 (17%) quit
to take up regular employment and 11 (16%) quit because of fear of the police and
imprisonment.'ol Malcolm N. Brandon, head of the narcotic addiction treatment unit in
Oakaila Prison f m wrote that most dmg users expressed a wish to abstain because they
were tired of s e n h g time. He commented: "It seems very difficult to convince hem that
there should be other reasons for abstaining."'"

The John Howard Society files indicate

that people's reasons for quining were cornplex. Rick H.moved to Victoria in 1961 in an
attempt to stop using. in a Ietter to his social worker, he said "my purpose in coming
here.. ...is to try to straighten myself out with both my family and my own mind."103
Another woman complained (perhaps for the benefit of the social worker) that ''ttaking
dmgs or alcohol doesn't really solve problems, you still have your depression left, only
after taking cirugs you are left with a feeling of guilt which makes your problerns
~ o n e . " 'Arnold
~
Te's main motivation for quitting in 1963 was his fear that he would
be charged as a habituai criminal.'O5

Periods of quitting were often quite long. Although 41% had quit for six months
or less, 23% had quit for between six months and a year and 35% had quit for a year or
rnore.'06 People started using again for a wide variety of reasons. Often a difficult
ernotional or employment situation led people to retum to dmg use. However, there also
had to be drug availability. In the Oakda prison farm study 50% of people said started
using again &er they "returned to Vancouver for holiday or afler job ended." Another
34% said that they had a "strong desire for drugs." Seventeen per cent said that they

were "depressed, lonely". Personal relationships especialiy romantic relationships, were
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often a critical influence in abstaining and quitting. However, d l important life events
played a role in a person's decision.
Rachel B. served two terms for drug possession in Ontario in 1958, but d e r her
release Eom Mercer she stopped using for several years. Her common-law husband was

not a user and this may bave helped her abstain.lo7 Edward L. began using h g s in the
early 1950s (probabty 1951 or 1952). However, he regularly worked outside of the city,
and during these penods he stopped using. He told his IHS worker that "1 didn't have it
and 1didn't think about it" when he was working out of t o m . He tried to get bis wife to

stop using as well, but they both continued and he was arrested in 1953. M e r serving
another term in 1954/55, he decided to quit. He ended his relationship with his wife and
began living with another woman who did not use drugs. He got a job, and his case file
indicated that he was not using. However, in 1958 he was once again sent to Oakalla on

a drug offence. When he was released he quickly found work as a logger, and in his ongoing contacts with the John Howard Society through the early 1960s, there is no
indication that he went back on drugs.'08
Some users quit permanently.'Og Ethel0. was a long-time Vancouver h g user
who stopped using in 1961-6 1 and according to social workers managed to stay off.''*
Shilpa K. stopped using after a bnef fliaation with drugs in 1956-57. By 1960, she
reported that: "her interest in drugs is completely non-existent."'"

Ted. A. started using

at 27, out of curiosity. In the mid-50s he got involved in narcotics anonymous and
stopped using for a time. He stopped again after serving a penitentiary sentence in 195960, but he started using again in less than a year. However, this appears to have been his
final period of use.'

' The Stevenson study h t e ~ e w e d14 people who had quit for at

least three years and verified their information with poiice, Oakalla staff and others
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sources.

In keeping with the psychological approach of the Stevenson shidy, a typical

case history read:
Male 27, married, average intelligence. Skth of eight siblings,
none of the others have been delinquent or addicted. Father was a total
abstainer but difficult and home Me was uacongenial. Mother
cowcientious and kind. Poor economic cucur&tances. Completed grade
7 at 15 and quit school to go to work. Early association with delinquents
and dmg d d i c t s and :vas in Jureaile Court and Rcfomi school. Gsed
benzedrine at age 16 and a year or so later began the use of heroin, which
he continued until age of 22. in spite of dmg use had periods of steady
employment, but spent nearly five years in Refom School and prison
before discontinuing the use of narcotics. Married at 19 to a girl who was
well conducted and not a user of narcotics.
Motivation for Discontinuance - Wife told him she would leave him
unless he discontinued. He gave up the use of dmgs as a result of this
ultimatum.
Social Factors Facilitating Discontinuance and Abstention - (1) Nonaddicted, well-conducted wife who has been constantly helpful and
provides him with a congenial domestic and home life, (2) advice and
assistance from a prison guard who had coddence in him, (3) left
Vancouver for several months to get away 60m dmgs and dnig addicts,
before starhg a job in Vancouver, (4) steady employment, (5) avoidence
of former delinquent and addicted fiiends
Subsequent History - Has worked steadily, is proud of his home and
ownership of its contents and lives contentedly with his wife and child.
Stevenson also studied how people quit. In the Consecutive Conviction study, 42 had
quit "cold turkey", 22 quit with the help of barbiturates, methadone or alcohol, 14 quit by
gradual reduction, 10 quit by going to a dmg-fiee part of the province, and 5 quit in a
hospital. Sometimes more than one of these methods was invo~ved.''~A few users
voluntarily cornmitted themselves to prison for the purposes of quitting, but this was
quite rare.l14

Drug users often had poor work histories, low levels of ski11 and education, weak
relationships with people outside the dnig using community, and senous emotional
problerns. It was difficult to quit using, partly because many h g users found that dmgs
gave thern considerable pleasure and allowed them to forget, if only for a bnef time, their
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other problems. Rebecca S. reported that: "if dmgs were not illegal she had no desire to

give them up, she iikes the life, she enjoys the feeling and the greatest pleasure to her in
al1her life was to be able to Coast under the influence of dr~~s."''~In the Stevenson

study, most users (over 90%) said that they felt relaxed after taking a shot. 76% told
resemhers that it relieved worry, and 63% said that they felt contented.'l6 However, it
was not love of h g use alone that made it difficult to quit. Drig users who quit felt
extremely isolated. The same desire to be part of a group that led many into dnig use in
the first place made it extremely difficult to leave the world of dmg use. Few drug users
had much contact with the squarejohns and they fiequently told social workers that they
felt uncornfortable with people who did not use. Ben Maartman, the parole officer for the
Special Narcotic Addiction Project (sNAP),"' the k t parole program specifically for

dmg users, wrote that for his favourite parolee:
The idea of living with squarejohns was too much - as it was with most of
the snappers.. ...Be that as it may the only way 1 have ever known a heroin
addict leaving his drugs behind is by forming a meaningful relationship in
the squarejohn world - particularly wiîh a person of the opposite sex.
With old time addicts this is the nub of the problem. It wasn't until 1met
Bemy and the rest of the snappers that it sank into me just what a
tremendous problem this was. Despite rny previous correctionaijobs, for
the h t tirne 1 was beginning to comprehend what it means to be a
member of the addict world. It automatically rnakes al1 other strata of
society as dien as village in Outer Mongolia &MY, like most of the
snappers, was convinced that he was so different fiom the squarejohn
world that he could never fit into it and be accepted by it. Heroin was
nothing compared with this problem. The h g was merely the way out
fxom worrying about it.'

'*

Dmg usen continued to use because their friends used. The busy life of the drug user
gave them a focus and a community. Stopping h g use was as much about leaving
behind an identity and a cornmlmity as it was about withdrawing fkom dmgs and their
effects.
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Some users tried to replace heroin with dcohol and prescription drugs, with
varying degrees of success. Michael P. told British Columbia Penitentiary Officials that

he stopped using dnigs in the eady part of 1962 but m e d to drinking "and found it
much more debilitating."'19 Ron S. was another dmg user who alternated between drink
and dmgs and had served numerous one-week ternis for being intoxicated in a public
place, as well as several terms for drugs. He also found that "drink makes him ill" and
preferred dnigs.'"

Others made the switch more successfhlly. A l a . R used dmgs in the

mid- 1940s' but did not appear in the records of the Division of Narcotic Control again
until 1966, when they reported that he had advanced cirrhosis of the liver.I2' Ben

Maartman reported that 13 of the 16 SNAP parolees, who were subjected to dmg tests to
ensure that they were not using heroin, became "serious prob lem dnnkers, if no t out and
out alcoh~lics."'~~
Alcohol was not the only dnig that acted as a substitute. Heroin users also
supplemented their heroin use or replaced it with benzedrine (a type of amphetamine),
barbiturates, and methadone. in 1958 William P. of Fort William Ontario paid a visit to
the local RCMP detachment. They described him as a "former addict" but he told police

that he was again "hooked" and wanted to obtain narcotics through legal means. Police
questioned him as to his source of supply, but he refused to Say, although he later "made
a slip and stated that he had been using 'poppy' heads al1 summer and had now nui out of
them and was in need of a 'shot'."

A week later, the RCMP saw him filling a

prescnption in a local pharmacy. They checked the prescription was checked after he lefl
but it was for barbitmtes.lu In Mach 1958 police in Prince George reported that they
had located two dmg addicts in possession of a quantity of pills. Norman M. and a femaie
cornpanion said that they had obtained the pills by prescnption. They had barbiturates,
codeine and methadone.'"
There were also h g users whose favourite dmg was alcohol, not heroin. They
used dmgs on occasion, but often abstained f?om heroin for long periods without
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difficulty. One man drank heavily and used occasionally, but abstained h m dmgs for
years at a time. He died f?om sclerosis of the liver at 35.

'*' Earl F. drauk heavily and

went on long binges and experienced periods of alcoholic blackout. He also had some
experience of h g use, but this never appears to becorne a serious problem for him.126
These users sometirues turned to heroin because physically it is much l a s debilitating
than alcohol. Others used heroin as an occasional hangover cure. In 1945 John W.
testified that he seldom used dmgs, but that on the day of his arrest he had been drinking
heavily for two days, and used a !4 grain of morphine.'27
Social Conditions of Drug Use
Probably the biggest change for dmg users in the post-war period was the amount
of time they spent in jail. Unless you were a significant peddler or tracker, it was
extremely difficult to use heavily for any length of t h e and not end up in jail. Many
usen spent far more t h e in prison than out of prison. Mary P. was a twenty-eight year
old who gave her occupation as 'taitress", although she was h o s t certainly a sex
worker, when she was first convicted of possession in 1952 and sentenced to six months.

She already had twenty-one convictions, rnostly for vagrancy (prostitution offences).
The following year she was convicted of selling dmgs and sentenced to three years. She
was released in 1955. She was out of prison for less than two years when she was

convicted of tdficking (she was just a street peddler) and was sentenced to seven
years.12aGene F. was a pipe-fitter and logger who was first convicted of a h g offence
at eighteen. He served nine months. He spent approximately two of the next seven years

incarcerated on tbeft and uttering charges. In 1953 he was convicted of possession and of
selling dmgs and was sentenced to five years. He was released in 1957, but seven
months later he was sentenced to two years Iess a day for a break and enter. Not long
after his release he was convicted of possession and sentenced to two years.129

The cycle of arrest and imprisonment affected the lives of users in multiple ways.
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For one, it made it extremely difficult for them to maintain long-term romantic
relationships. While on the Street, most users practiced heterosexuality. Most users
married at least once in thek lives, but many relationships were common-law, sometimes
because they had not obtained a divorce fiom their previous partner. (See Chart 12) In
the Consecutive Conviction Study at Oakalla, 60% of users had been married at one point
in their lives, although o d y 14% were married at the time of the shidy. More than 1/3

were living in a common-law relationship when they were admitted to ~ a k a l l a 'In~the
~

Main Study, 75% of male usen and 95% of female users said that they had lived in a
cornmon-law relationship at some time.

"'

Between 1947-196 1,56% of narcotic

offendea were manied or had been manied, which is quite high considenng that many
offenders were in their late teens or early 20s.13*
Users usually married other users. Richard T. told a BCP Psychiatrist that: "it is

better for one dmg addict to marry another person who has used them because he has
~
found it very difficult to
never known "mixed marriages" to ~ o r k . " ' ~Non-users
understand the lives and needs of dnig users. Martin S.'s wife didn't know he was using
h g s when she mamed hirn. A JHS social worker reported that: "she still does not know

much about the world of addiction, and has, 1believe entertained the hope that some day
he might be again the Martin she used to know. However, her hopes are now wavering
and she has now made up her mind to give up her idea of wanting to keep in touch with
b.wl34

Charles and Mary T. did make a mixed rnarriage work, at least for a number of

years. However, as Mary wrote to a social worker: "1 have never been able to live with

h g s but through al1 the seprations I have always clung to the belief that if he went
logging the battle would be over. And Charles was the only thing in my life that
mattered. Anyway, after seven years he fhally got a job and 1guess 1 let my hopes build
up too much. I let myself believe that al1 the dirty filth and fear was over and we would

be a normal family. M e a d of us joining him at camp he came back and started right al1
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over again and 1went f h ~ i t . " ' ~Some
~ non-users responded by using themselves. One

woman reported that she had rnarried an addict, but did not use herself until three months
after their

A man said that he had started using dmgs because his wife was

an addict, and ' t e found it impossible to live with her unless he took drugs t00."'~'
[mpnsonment combined with economic pressures and emotional problems to
make it extremely difficult for users to live together in romantic relationships for long
periods of tirne. Nonetheless, in their correspondence and conversation with social
workers, users, especially fernale uses, expressed a strong desire to make these
relationships work. Cheryl L. had been with her husband for about a year when she was
incarcerated on a dmg charge. He was already impnsoned. Cheryl told her John Howard
Society worker that she wrote hirn 10 page letters every day after her release. She could
hardly wait for him to get out, telling the social worker: "1 am willing to try just about

anything to get Jimmie out on his release day which 1think is May 17 god 1am so scare
something is going to happen to me." However, he stopped responding to her letters,
perhaps because he was placed in the lock-up for having h g s in possession while
incarcerated, and therefore he was not allowed to send letten."'
Some couples successfully stayed together. John T. and Eva P. maintained a
cornmon-law relationship for at least five years, although they both served long prison
terms during that time. They made efforts to get off dmgs together, but they were never
able to sustain these

effort^."^ Harold and Vivian Thompson were rnarried for at least

sixteen years, although they both started using within the f ' t few years of their marnage.

They had at least one separation but they descnbed their mamage as happy, although the
JHS social worker described them as a "truly tragic couple, both wish to break the drug

habit, both are ineffectual to cope with living, deeply dependent one upon the other and
they have taken to dmgs when hurt or

set."'^^

The state sometimes placed additional diffîcuities in the way of dnig users who
wanted to resume their relationships. In 1955, RaqueLle R had her visiting privileges
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with her fiancé cancelled d e r he kissed her.I4' Dot. S. was living with John S. when she

was sentenced to Kingston Penitentiary. While in prison she resumed correspondence

with her husband, Clifford T, who she had m k e d twenty years earlier. Clifford had
been serving time as a habitua1 criminal, but while she was in Kingston, he was released

on pamle. They decided to get back together until the parole board told CLifford that
bey would not agree to them re-uniting. Dot asked Clifford to stop by Calgary on her
way back to Kingston so that they could taik about gening a divorce. The Elizabeth Fry
worker in Kingston reported that "Dot took it extremely well and stated that she would do
nothing to h m her husband.. ...1 was very much impressed by her ability to think first of
Clifford's well-being, although she is obviously very disappointed that her own plans
cannot be reali~ed."'~~Few dmg users were granted parole at this t h e , but users
hvolved with fellow users were less likely to get parole, as pnson officiais believed that

their chances of rehabilitation were poorer. Common-law couples sometimes found it
difficult to get visiting privileges while in jail. In Iuly 1957, the classification officer of
the British Columbia Penitentiary wrote the John Howard Society for information on Bea R,

since Robert M. had requested that she be given visiting pnvileges. The BCP Classification
officer wrote that "we are requesting that an investigation be made into the advisability of
permitting this man to maintain his contact with Miss Richardson. It is raîher obvious that

her chmcter must be questionable in view of the dnig addiction, but if some confirmation
c m be obtained as to the length of the common-law relationship and her desire to maintain
contact with our inmate, we will be in a better position to make a decision." A few days
later, a social worked indicated that they had been together for about seven years. The file
does not indicate whether or not the couple was granted visiting privileges.'43
Some couples made a concerted effort to get off dmgs together. Victor B. and
Ethel O.started seeing each other when they were both using dmgs, but they broke up.

They got together again in 1962 f i e r both of them had stopped using, but the pressures
of making a new life for themselves got to be too much, and they both started using
again.'" Rick H. was an intermittent dmg user who married a much younger femaie
L4'
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user. Together, they stopped using and move out to Victoria, where they started a home
decorating business. However, he went back to jail in 1962 for cashing a forged
check.'41
Like many women who did not use h g s , many female users expenenced
violence in their relationships with men.'46 An Elizabeth Fry worker in Kingston
reported to a JHS worker that "As 1got to know Lila better she told me more about the

man she had been living with. There would seem to be some affection there but she is
of him and afkid also that he will drag her back to drugs. He was evidently brutal

with her and she said that she hated him for his beatings and quarrelling"147Roberta N's
mother phoned the John Howard Society to report that Toberta's first husband and one
child were in town and had corne to see her. He was in a pretty violent mood, full of
threats as to what he was going to do with Roberta if he caught her."'48 In 1954, Rita S.'s
husband served a three-month sentence for beating her up.149
Female uses often had romantic relationships with other women, especially in
prison. At least 13% of the female clients at the John Howard Society were involved in
romantic relationships with other women, although the numbers were probably much
higher, since the JHS did not necessarily know or note very much about their clients'

sexual behavior. In Vancouver, the New Fountain Hotel Beer Parlour was well known as

a center for lesbian a d d i c t ~ . ' ~Within
~
jail, femaie users often had relationships with
other users. A JHS social worker noted in 1960 that Lillian W. "is quite popular with the
'girls"'.

She had had relationships with Phyllis K, Nettie B. and Ingrid S. - al1 well-
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h o w n dmg users. She apparently intended to move in with Phyllis K after her release.'*'

in 1961, a social worker noted that seventeen-year old Gwen R and her girlfiiend were
working as prostitutes to eam money for drugs, They were picked up on a drug charge,
but Gwen got her girlfiiend off by taking al1 the blame.ls2

The cycle of arrest and imprisonrnent, as well as other barriers put in place by the
state, made it al1 but impossible for users with children to care for their children
themselves, unless they had a female partner who was a non-user. Instead they left them
in the care of parents, siblings, or the Children's Aid Society. Sornetimes they gave their

children up for adoption. Gloria and Robert R. had two children together, but they
always remained in the care of her parents.153 Sixteen-year old Gwen R. gave up her
child to non-ward care with welfare in 1960 as she often had no rnoney to buy food for
the child.'" Jackie F. had a child at 16 years of age, but the child was placed for
adoption.'55 Female users oflen expressed a desire to have their children with them, and
felt a lot of guilt about their inability to care for their children. However, they were
strongly urged by every authority to have others parent their children, and no one ever
raised the idea that taking their children away might have negative repercussions for both
parents and children.
As previously discussed dmg users often came fkom families scarred by poverty
and other problems. Dnig use was an escape kom these problems, but it often imposed
its own hardships on dmg users' families. At the John Howard Society, some family

members expressed despair and frustration. Bnan P's wife complained to the John
Howard Society that she had no money for food for her and their two children since he
spent al1 of the money on drugs. She wanted to see if his UI cheque could be made out to
her, but the social worker investigated this and found that it was impossible.'56 Chris
M.'s sister regularly sent money to the John Howard Society to take care of some of his
basic needs. In despair, she wrote that: "I have aiways worried for Chris knowing that

he has always been below par and his eye sight and speech against him. We could not
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keep him fiom Vancouver afler out mother passed on. She ûied so hard to make a home
for him. But he would not listen to me. I'm afkaid that he is going to continue in such a

way that 1 will have to forget him and pray that mother will cal1 him to her. He would be
better off I'm sure. He is all the man he will ever be." The following year in another
letter she mentioned that al1 of his other sïblings felt that she should forget him.
Nonetheless, she continued to leave money for him at the John Howard ~ o c i e t ~ . ' ~ '

In a few cases, drug users admitted, or families complained that dnig users stole
money h m their families. Catherine D. endorsed some of her mother's cheques to get
money for dnigs.lS8 Edward W. was sentenced to three years for the robbery with
violence of his ~te~-father."~
Cheryl L. and her husband regularly took money ftom her
rnother-in-law for drugs.'60 C y d S. hocked most his wife's belongings for drqg~.'~'
One of the most detailed exarnples of family hardship is that of Thomas F., a
well-educated man from a wealthy family who started using in the early 1930s. By 1947,

bis father was paying h h $25/week on the condition that he stay away fiom the family's
residence in Northem Ontario. In 1949 his brother reportai to RCMP that: "he and
members of his immediate family were under a nervous tension at dl h e s because of
threats made by his brother." According to RCMP 'Tt is comrnon knowledge in the
district that subject brags about the fact that his brother is afraid of him and that he

intends to keep it that way." His brother later wrote the Division and said that "Thomas

F. will not work for his Iivelihood and has forced his family for money through forgery,
theft and threats to carry on his evil intentions which has been a most costly handicap to

us, although we have down everythhg humanly possible to try to reinstate him into a
normal way of life." The family sent him to the Homewood Sanatorium in Guelph for a
cure on several occasions. Six months before his father's death, Thomas F. beat him up
severely. He also threatened to bum his brother's home and business.'62 Although
Thomas F. was undoubtedly a hardship to his family, it is impossible to determine if
Thomas F's violent behavior was connected to his dmg use or not.
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The difficulties users experienced in their work lives often resulted in financial
tensions. Male dmg users most often worked as labourers, loggers and truck d n v e r ~ . ' ~ ~
Few had the education to do much else. (See Chart 13) Between 1946-61 only 46%
people arrested under the Opium and Narcotic Drug Act had attended high school. Only
slightly more than 2% had gone beyond high school. By contrast, in 1951, roughly the
same number of Vancouventes and Torontonians had attended high school, but 15% of
al1 Torontonians and 11% of Vancouverites had gone beyond high school, leaving a far
greater proportion of drug users with an elementary school education or less?
Moreover, drug users often had poor employment records, partly because they spent
much of their time in prison, and partly because they expenenced discrimination finding
employment. A study of 53 male dnig users at Oakalla Prison F m in the mid-1950s,
showed that on average they had been employed for 7.8 years, had spent 4.6 years in
prison and had been unemployed for 3.2 years.165 However, it is likely that much of
their employment took place before they started using, or at a time when they were off
narcotics. The physical effkts of heroin use do not preclude full-thne employment, but
because the cost of dmg use was high, and scoring for dmgs took time and irregular
hours, most steady dmg users could not afford to take the types ofjobs that were
generally open to them.
Nonetheless, most dmg users worked at some point in their lives. Eddie T. had
been ushg for decades, but continued to work. The classification officer at British
Columbia Penitentiary said that he was "usually employed as a kitchen hand in labouring
and logging camps in and around Prince Rupert, Prince George and Quesnel. When the
bank roll is heavy he r e m s to haunts of dnig addict and uses the effect of dmgs to
alleviate his tensions, trials and

tribulation^."'^^ Edwin W. was a long-term drug user

'"

Stevenson reported that of 53 male addicts at Oakalla, 7 were labourers, 8 were loggers and 6
were truck drivers. Three were construction workers, salesmen, and seamen respectively.
George H. Stevenson Dmn Addiction in British Columbia (Vancouver: University of British
Columbia: 1956) : 54 In the National Archives case files, the most comrnon occupation by far
was labourer.
164
ofCan a 951. 'ïhese figures represent the popdation 5 years and over who were
not attendmg school. These numbers are particuiarly striking in light of the fact that most dnrg
users were fairly Young, between 20-40, and given the rise in education over the time period,
should have been betîer educated than the population at large.
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who didn't start using dnigs until the age of 30, and had no offences other than narcotic

d into the
violations. The BCP Classification Assistant reported that: "he appears to f
category of bachelor-logger-periodic alcoholics who find that narcotics meet their needs
much better."167Duncan T. told a JHS social worker that during his h t four years of
dnig use (in the early 1 9 5 0 ~he
) ~ would eam money in Prince George, then he would

corne down to Vancouver and use "the junk"until his money ran out, kick his habit, and
then go back up north. He was not arrested until four years later.168Garry H. worked as
a labourer, logger and s a l e ~ m a n .John
' ~ ~ M. had worked as a truck driver, logger and in a
fo~ndry.'~
Ian
~ R. worked as a logger, mil1 labourer, and cat operator.17' Robert S's wife
told a JHS social worker that he was "a fair provider but had erratic employment." He
had worked primarily as a truck driver.'"
Although the vast majority of usen did manual labour, a few were able to acquire
other skills. Richard T. began using dnigs at 17, but worked as a logger, labourer and
union activist for almost seven years. At 26 years of age, he completed his high school
~ ~ H. studied law for
diplorna, and started at the University of British ~ o l u m b i a . ' Rick
two years in the States, and fiequently represented other inmates. When released nom
Oakalla in 1960 he did occasionai work for two lawyen in

anc couver."^

Although labourhg jobs were plentifid in the resource industries of post-war
British Columbia, dmg users faced additional barriers to hding "legitimate work."
Employers were reluctant to hire former prisoners, especially dmg users. In the fa11 of

1952, Ryan K. and another male dmg user paid union fees to work at Kittimat, but when
the doctor noticed the needle mark on their amis he refused to pass them."'

Some

police officers also made it their business to make it difficult for dmg users. In 1959,
Gene F. testified that he had been released fiom gaol in August, and gone to work in a
logging camp on Queen Charlotte Island. About a month before the job was finished, the
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RCMP came to the camp on a cornplaint that Gene F. was using dmgs and they took him
fiom the camp and placed him in gaol for 24 hours for observation and examination by a
doctor. He was released after the doctor could not state whether or not he was using
dmgs, but as a result of this he lost his job."6
There were also users who worked even while using. This seems to have been
more cornmon outside of the large centres of drug use. In 1952, Kurt S. and Bob K.
worked as labouren for the Foundation Company of Canada at Pine Falls, MB. Kurt S.,
Bob K, and his wife were al1 heroin users and the RCMP reported that Kurt S. "has been
observed on the job at the Foundation Company in a state that could be caused by the use
of dnigs." The two couples bought their heroin in Winnipeg every two weeks."'
Charles D. started using in 1939. in 1942 he was working as a beer agent, supplying ail
the boot-leg joints in Thorold, Ontario with beer. in 1947 he was reported to be a tmck
driver and to have two trucks. In 1952 he was reported to be operating a taxi. In 1958
he was unemployed, but told police that he made some money bootlegging. His habit
seems to have been fairly controlled. He told police in 1958 that: "1 am on heroin but 1
dont think 1 am really hooked. The amount 1take varies with the amount of money 1
have. 1 try to get one a day but 1 have gone without it. 1 have been on it fairly steady
since Dec 15, 1957. 1 started off slow but have been working up." Charles D. had not
had a conviction in six years, indicating that there may have been more usen like him
who avoided contact with narcotic of fi ci al^."^
More fiequently, drug users in the larger centres "hustled" to make their living.
Hustling included prostitution, the& break and enter, shoplifting, and a variety of other
illegal activities. Nearly al1 fernale users worked as prostitutes at one time or another. Of
98 women studied in the Consecutive Conviction Study at Oakaila, o d y two women told
investigators that they had never engaged in prostitution. 36 of 77 said that they had

' ~ ~ were quite successful. One
started prostitution before they began using d r ~ ~ s .Some
sixteen-year old girl told social workers that she worked as a cail girl and was always
contacted by phone. She claimed that she never h e d with others and had stuffbrought
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to her room to fix. Her story was backed-up by the fact that she had $150 to pay for a
lawyer, and an additionai $190 in cash.Is0 A John Howard Society worker wrote that
Rachel B had been "operathg rather prosperously for several years as a prostitute and a

drug trafEicker as well as an addict. She had her own car, an attractive apartrnent and a
physically pleasant environment, one of the elements of which had been a plentifid
supply of moaey and of the thhgs it provides." 18' Nettie B. bragged in Oakalla that she
could rnake $ 1 ~ 5 / n i ~ h tIn
. ' ~Toronto,
~
female drug users who worked the "tenderloin"
district (Jarvis and Dundas), could expect to make $lO/trïck in the late 1950s. Working
the tenderloin was the lowest form of prostitution in the city. Call girls undoubtedly
made much more.'" Many women raised money for their male partners as well as
themselves, although a matron at Oakalla wrote that: "the 'old man'who is able and
willing to support himself and does not expect his wife to 'work' for him is highly
pnzed." lS4

Although it could be very lucrative, most women expressed a strong hatred of
prostitution and they preferred other methods of raising money for drugs. One woman
told social workers that she lived with a dmg traflicker so that she wouldn't have to
prostitute as much as other female drug users.I8' Many felt that h g use was a result of

their need to prostitute themselves. One inmate told an Oakalla matron that: "when 1get
out of gaol I have no money and no place to go if 1want to go straight and stay off dnigs.
The only way 1know of in which 1 can make the money 1need to get a start in life is to
prostitute. 1hate prostituting, so 1take a "chippy fïx" to keep fkom hating myself too
badly, and then I'm off drugs again."'" Anna W. told a JHS woker that "You know what
a girl does when she has no money and no job ..A had to live, so 1became a prostitute

-

and that leads to dope - that has been the story for the last four or five years and always
o d y to get in here ! (~akalla)"'~'
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Few male dnig users admitted to prostitution, but there were glimpses of it.
Richard T. told a BCP Psychiatrist, RC. Middleton that he had engaged in two acts of
"passive fellatio" when he k t starteci using drugs, for which he was paid $5. In an
interview John T w e y said that he tumed quite a few male ûicks when he was using
drugs in the late 1950s and early 1960s.'~~

In his ethaographic study of America. heroin users in the 1980s, Charles Faupel
discovered that most d m g users had a "main hustie", which they were very good at.18'
Although many d m g users had criminal records that revealed pattern of BLE,
Shoplifting and Theft, itts hard to know if these represented "main hustles" or not. Faupel
pointed out that the drug users he studied were usually arrested for other crimes, and not
for their "mainhustle" since they were highly skilled at their "main hustle." Nonetheless,
prison and social work reports occasionally mentioned that someone was well-hown for
a certain type of crime. Russell M, for example, was a noted pimp. The BCP
Classification Assistant noted that: "a considerable portion of RM's criminal career has
been devoted to pimping. He is well known in here and nunor has it that he treats thern
pretty rough." Interestingly, in 1951, his wife, who also prostituted for him, begged
Magistrate McInnes for a two year sentence, rather than the year and a half that she had
been given, so that she could go to Kingston.'"

In another case, BCP officiais noted that

there was no police report yet on Victor C., "but Victor C. implies that he followed his
previous pattern of obtaining merchandise h m local stores by means of "no account"
cheques and selling the merchandise for whatever he could get." Victor C. had served 9
gaol terms and 6 peaitentiary terms, mostly for fdse pretences.'9' Chuck G., on the
other hand, apparently had no hustle. His John Howard Society worker reported in 1961
that: "1have discussed Chuck with various addicts and fmd that he is probably the most
incapable of al1 addicts in regard to husthg to get money to support his habit. Short of
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pushing, he is not able to do anything about it at

Chuck was a musician who

made repeated attempts to get off dmgs but was unsuccessful and eventually faced a
habitua1 criminai charge.
It is not clear what dmg users did for recreation. Xt is possible that they were too

busy "hustling" to have time. Police reports indicate that they spent a great deal of t h e
in beer parleurs, cafés, and to a rnuch lesser degree pool halls, but this may have been for

the purpose of "scorhg" more than "hanging-out." In prison, quite a few users were
keen musicians and some may have maintained this interest on the outside as well. Men
in prison often did extensive hobbycrafts especially leathenvork. Some men and women
were reported to be enthusiastic readen and a few wrote poetry. They did not, by and
large, go to church. Most dmg offenders were reported to be Catholic, Protestant, or

~ n ~ 1 i c a n However,
.I~~
few drug users appear to have been religious. In the Oakalla
Prison Farm Study nearly 80% of drug users reported that their parents were "indifferent
or antagonistic to religion," or that their parents came from different religious
denominations. lg4 Stevenson wrote that: "our addicted subjects had, at best, only a casual
interest in religion, and often were quite lacking in religious beliefs or were antagonistic
to religious beliefs or practices. They usually stated that they seldom thought about God
or religion, and they had little belief in an der-life. None of them were actively attending
religious organizations at the tirne of arre~t."'~~
Drug usen at the John Howard Society
occasionally expressed interest in organized religion, especially the Salvation Amiy, but
this was rare.

The trying lifestyle of the d m g user did üMe to improve the emotional States of
people who had often had difficulties as youth. Some users became seriously disturbed

and self-violence was not unusual. One twenty-seven year old dmg user came to see a
JHS worker after she slashed herself below her elbow. She told the worker that she had
four children, her first at 14 years of age. She said that she hated her husband and that
she didn't even remember bearing three of her four children. She had fiequent blackouts,
ln
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and apparently abused at least one of her ~ h i l d r e n . ' Another
~~
woman tned to commit
suicide while incarcerated in Oakalla Prison F m . Ruth K. was from Williams Lake, but

ran away while she was in her teens and came to Vancouver. According to the case
notes, she slept in the railway station for several days and was gang-raped while she was
there. She left Vancouver for Edmonton where she faced a charge of robbery with
violence, but with the help of a psychiatrist fiom the Provincial Mental Institute she was
able to beat the charge. She went back home but felt very rejected by her parents and fell

in with a male drug user who was up in Williams Lake kicking his habit. She moved to
Vancouver to be with hirn. She eventually landed in Oakaila for dmg offences where the
matrons believed that she was suffering from a serious mental disorder. Tests at the
provincial mental hospital at Essondale revealed senous damage to her brah. The
matrons reported that she was given to violent spells where she ripped her sheets and
went into temper tantnims, and as a result she had been placed in the "hole" on several
occasions. She refused to cooperate with the prison psychiatrist and he determined that
he would have nothing more to do with her. Less than a rnonth Iater she slashed her
wrists but did not succeed in k i h g henelt19' Others succeeded. Sandra V. committed
suicide in Kingston Penitentiary in the spring of 1954.Ig8
Women were not the only drug users who attempted suicide. John 2.was
trapped in a mine for 30 hours with a dead man when he was sixteen years old and
consequently suffered from severe claustrophobia He reportedly suffered a nervous
breakdown in 1953. When the IHS worker visited him in the hospital at Oakalla John 2.
told him that "he can't stand being locked in, cadt sleep, nightmares and intends to
commit suicide. Showed wrist scars of 1 s t attempt." Four days later when the social
worker visisted again, he reported that John 2.was "perched on a Bible on a very hot
radiator, shivering and cqhg." He tried to commit suicide again s e v d weeks later.'''
David S. reported that the doctors at Essondale told him that he tried to hang himself

three or four times in 1959. In January 1961 BCP officiais c o h e d that he made

Ig6
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lg8
lg9

another suicide attempt?'

Similarly, Ian R. attempted suicide in Oakalla while waiting

for triaPo'
As previously discussed, most post-war dmg users w e n fairly young. Only 29%
of male offenders and 13% of female offenders were more than forty years of age. The

dmg-using iifestyle took a toll on their health and many users died when they were still
Probably because the h g s in this time period were so dilute, overdose

quite

was not a common cause of death, although it did happen. Stevenson reported that the
city pathologist in Vancouver recalled five overdose deaths in the years between 19481 9 ~ 5 Occasionally,
. ~ ~ ~
the John Howard Society files make mention of an overdose
~ overdoses were not
death. Kathleen C's half-sister died of an overdose in 1 9 6 0 . ~Often
fatal. Vickie A. told a social worker that her husband had passed out from an overdose
soon after they both started using and this had fiightened thern?

Sonia L. took an

overdose in February 1960. She was nineteen years old. She was in a coma for four
days, her toes became paralyzed and by 1962, she had had three operations on her leg to
straighten them
Overdose was not the only nsk. Dirt injected at the site of injection lefl many

users with permanent tattoo marks over their favourite veins. Many also had thrombosed
veins fiom years of repeated use. They also had hedth pmblems associated with Street
Life. The vast majority of users studied by Stevenson had serious dental problems. 81%
of fernale usen and 58% of male users admitted to having had venereal disease, usually
gonorrhoea. They also had very high rates of tuberculosis cornpared to other prisoners,
and to the population at large?" Their lives also brought them into contact with
considerable violence. Most of the violence was police-initiated but not dl. Peddlers

JHS #l1137
JHS #13985
Death dates are not given for most files. Moreover, files that mded before the early 70s seems
to have been mostly discarded. Nonetheless, D- 121 and M-1 19 both died in their mid 50s. C3 10 died in his late 40s and M-39 1 died of a an overdose in his mid-40s. NAC,RG 29,Vol
#3336 File #327-D-121,Vol #3342,File #327-M-119,Vol #3345 Files #327-C-310 and #327-M'O'
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also faced dangers fiom their suppliem. In addition, senous accidents and assaults were
not uncornmon. In 1957, someone called police for assistance when they saw John F.
waiking down Pender St. with a senous wound to the top of his head.'08 It is not clear

how he was injured.
As people grew older many got tired of "hustling", the constant search for drugs,

and the multiple prison sentences. Some quit using dmgs altogether, while others
switched to aicohol, which at l e s t stopped the constant police harassrnent and jail terrns.
However, there were a few who kept on using into their old age. One couple, Brad and

Pauline M. (he was bom in 1906), started using dmgs in the 1930s. By the late 1950s,
neither was using steadily and they were both experiencing senous problems. In 1947
Brad was working as a logger when he hurt bis knee. Twelve years later he still needed
crutches or a wheelchau to get around, making logging or labouring impossible. Pauline
too was fiding it difficult to raise money. In 1960, for example, she served 30 days for
prostitution in Oakalla. The social worker noted that she was "terribly embarassed over
this situation and ashamed to corne in here. States she has never been unfiaithfiil to Brad
while he was on the street at any time,will be man-ied 3 1 years, this next month. Has a
niece on staffat Oakdla in the Women's Unit and found this very embarassing too.
Became a grandmother and sensitive to the fact that she should reach this stage of life and
be found prostituting. Has gained ten pounds in Oakaila, now weighs 93 lbs and hopes

she will soon feel well enough to take on some work and get out of t o ~ n . Two
"~~~
months later the fernale social worker went to visit Pauline in her nom, after receiving a
request to do so fiom the British Columbia Penitentiary. The social worker reported that

she found Pauline "in a dingy little room and really quite ill. 1s taking dmgs and says
police are hounding her. Wants to kick habit." The worker called the Narcotic Addiction
Foundation on her behalf, but the Foundation felt that she was too physically weak to
undergo withdrawal. Nonetheless, Humphrey left case in care of the Foundation.

Several months later Brad appeared in JHS offices to see about his social assistance
cheque. Pauline was quite il1 and seemed to be suf3ering from epilepsy. Around

Christmas Brad came in again. He had recently been in the Emergency Ward of the
"NAC,
'O9
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Vancouver General Hospital. He had been sent there from Out-Patients and had been in
the Emergency ward for more than two days without behg transferred into a ward of the
hospital. Finally he walked out. His social worker reportecl that "he looked in a very bad
condition his hands and lower limbs were very badly swollen and was somewhat
jaundiced." In 1964 Pauline had her bmin operated on and she consequently suffered
memory lapses and confusion. Nonetheless, she was sentenced to fifteen months in
Oakalla on a narcotics charge later that year.
However, there were also dnig usen who injected into their old age without too
many problems. Fred S. started using at 17, in 1911. A BCP Re-admission report in

1963 noted that: "it was obvious that old age had not yet attacked his mind for he spoke
very intelligently. The man expressed some degree of concern about his drug problem

and even volunteered to offer information which he thought rnight assist in irradicating
the problem as a wh01e."~'~He apparently had no health problems.
For most dmg users, drug use was part of a long pattern of "deviant activity".
Although a few users who obtained drugs nom doctors operated fairly independently,
most h g users lived their lives in a community of other drug users and urban rounders.
This community was to some degree created by enforcernent officiais, who forced users
to be very cautious in their dealings with non-usen, created a sense of seige among usen

and a feeling that they needed to stick together. However, it was also created by users,
who had a great deal in common including an enjoyment of hemin, sexual and marital
patterns that deviated widely fiom the noïi~î,sporadic work experiences in low-statu
occupations, and shared experiences in jail and prison. When Stevenson asked users at
Oakaila whether they prefemed the Company of addicts and felt a sense of loyalty to
hem, those who answered in the affirmative said that "addicts help and understand each
other", "they are the oniy group 1c m feel natural with. I am self-conscious with squarejohns", '%ue7real1 the same - al1 fighting a common cause, the police and dmgs", and
"we talk the same language. We Live the same life. We are aU looked d o m on because

we are addicts." However, not dl users agreed. Negative respondents said that "addicts
have no scmples about harming on anothei', '7have nothing against them but wouldn't

'Io
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t u t them", "1 don't tnist an addict as far as 1can see him and 1 don't trust rnyself?'

'

These negative feehgs towards fellow users were in part a funciion of the desperation of
their lives. Users sornetimes stole fiom one another and acted as police informants.
However, they also protected each other.
Outside observers frequently commented on the feeling of community among
dmg users. Stevenson remarked that: "in many respects the addict group has

resemblances to a secret society or religious cult. There is a considerable period of preaddiction apprenticeship, an admiration of older addicts and companionship with them.
Finally there is the initiation, the actual receiving of "working tools" @ent spoon and
eye-dropper syringe) and the first injection of the addict's sacramental food - heroin.
Henceforward, their preferred cornpanions are addicts. They have their secrets - sources
of supply, how to avoid the police, how to get rid of evidence of the police invade their
inner sanctums. They have their secret words - a cant or argot peculiar to addicts. They
help one another when in distress, they talk about little else than drugs, they combine for
illegal activities, they live with addicted cult members, and marry within the cult. The
addict feels that he is misunderstood and persecuted by society and has hostile feelings
towards society. Moreover, he regards the average hard working citizen as a "sucker"
and likes to claim that: "everyone has larceny in his heart," and will commit dishonest
acts if reasonably sure of not being caught.'""
Dorothy Coutts, a matron at Oakalla, who worked extensively with users
remarked that "drug addicts, in Vancouver, at least, f o m a very distinct and relatively
solidary (sic) group. There is always within the group a solid core of readily identifiable
"users" who defhe themselves and are defined by others both within and outside the
group as h g addicts.. .the addicts have a special argot which is peculiar to their form of
deviance and which covers al1 the stages of drug procurement and usage. Part of the
solidanty of the addict group stems fkom the fact that those within the group f k d
themselves directly opposed to many of the n o m and values of the larger society...the
addicts react.. .by presenting a united fkont to society and m u t demand that their
members maintain absolute loyalty to the group.. ..(Addicts) rnust keep in contact with
21 I
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one another, then to find out who does and who does not have dnigs for sale, where
contacts can be made and which locations are currently under the scrutiny of the police.
Daily activities revolve around the fact that heroin must be purchased at regular intervals
and to attain this goal this addicts must become involved in intrigues, plots an counter
plots throughout their waking hours. As one addict has observed 'we are used to leading
such exciting lives, that if you don? use (narcotics) there just doesn't seem to be anything
Guy Richmond, the doctor at Oakalla agreed that: '9 know the criminal

else to

addict population as closely Mt community.. .It has a sub-culture of its own, with its

own more and v o ~ a b u l a r ~ .John
" ~ ~Tuvey,
~
a user in the late 1950s and early 60s
claimed that there was "a lot of Ioyalty on the street' a strong sense of ethics in the
community.'""
The records of the John Howard Society show that social workers relied on the
tight social bonds between their dnig-using clients to relay idormation

and rnake

contacts. When Gretchen R. violated her parole by running away her social worker asked
other clients to tell Gretchen that she should phone her "as 1 was not going to reject
her."2'6 In another case a IHS social worker leamed fiom other clients that one of her
clients was living d o m on skid-r~w.~"

Dnig users werr usually mested in groups and they tried to ensure that only one
person would serve tirne for the offence. In 1952, Norman M. was smoking and

drinking in a hotel room with a female cornpanion when the police broke in. Police
reported that they knew Ncman M. as an addict. The police found two capsules. The
woman announced: "well it's my room and my coat, everythhg in the room is mine, he

knew nothhg about it." The police decided that they did not have enough evidence to
warrant laying a charge against Norman M?'* Similarly, in 1954, Wendy P's husband

testified that he had purchased the narcotics found in their room for his own personal use
and that she had no control over him having them in their roorn. The charge against her
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was d i s m i s ~ e d .In~ ~
a ~1956, police were investigating two men in a rooming house in
Vancouver. Sam G. asked police if he could speak to Paul J. in pnvate. The detectives
told them that if he wished to Say anythmg he could Say it while police were present. The
two accused were wamed and Sam G.said to Paul J. ''Look Paul, he (Detective Harrison)
found it on the table". Paul J. stated: "Found what?" Sam G. said: 'Tound a capsule on
the table." Paul J. said: '7don't know nothing about it, 1was in the bathroorn. 1 don?
know nothing." Sam G retorted: "It's going to be two for one then. Did you bring that
capsule in here?" Paul J. said 'Wo 1 didn't". Sam G then said: "that it's not faV that two
have to go for one." Paul J. then said: "Well O.K, 1'11 cop out." At their trial Paul J.
plead guilty and Sam G plead "not guilty" but both were sentenced to six monthsFO
Sometirnes dmg users may have bcen coerced into ''taking the beef' by other
usen. 16-year old Shirley D., who had already served time on a possession charge,
found henelf in an extremely awkward position when several older addicts fixed in her
hotel room while she was at a rnovie. The police broke in and found 32 caps. One of the
older addicts told her to "take the beef' or "life won? be worth living." A JHS sociai
worker reported that she seemed to be really fiightened by these threats. Shirley decided
that legal aid was more important than getting out on bail, under persuasion of the JHS
social worker who felt that Shirley would be safer "in Oakalla than out on bail where

June and Company could quite possibly frighten her into pleading guilty to Save them."
She eventually received a stay of proceedings.u' It seems Iikely that other users were
aiso threatened into "taking the beef' for their peers, although it is difficult to fmd
examples in police records or sociai work records for obvious reasons.
Users outside of prison often tried to make life inside prison a little more
bearable. In 1954, Robert K. dropped by the JHS with a package of records for the East

Wing at 0akalla"

(The East Wing was where male drug users served their time.) A

couple weeks later he dropped by again and asked the JHS to inquire why the '%boys" in
the East Wing only heard the records once before they were taken to other wings. More
NAC, RG 29, Vol #3328 File #327-P-184
NAC, RG 29, Vol W342 File #327-J-lS 1 For a case where a man took full responsibility for
the drugs and got his wife offsee: NAC, RG 29, Vol ##334 File $327-T-9
1. For a similar case
sec: NAC,RG 29, Vol #333 1 File #327-5-3
"' JHS #13611
JHS #IO888
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cornmonly, d m g users tried to send drugs to their firiends on the inside. Tn 1961, Dorothy

T. sent a postcard to a friend of her who was incarcerated at the Women's Institution in
Kingston. The card read "Thought you would like this one. Your Friend" and inserted

within the cornpressed cardboard of the post card was a cigarette paper containhg
h e r ~ u i . ~In) 1959 Frank F. was observed digging on the grounds of the Penitentiary. On

his way back down the embanlanent police stopped him. A search was made of the area
and four coloured balloom were found. Sixty-ninecapsules in total were found dong

with two lists of inmates, with a number before each name indicating the number of
capsules to be distributed to each. Frank F. had only been released h m the Penitentiary
two days earlier.u4
Users aiso took care of other users in times of need. Often this meant giving them

a "fix" when they were short of cash. However, it could also extend to more important
favoun. In 1951, Cyril S. came into the JHS office to speak to Hobden, the executive
director. A fiiend of his, Brown was serving t h e in Prince Albert Pen, but had been
diagnosed with ui incurable case of stomach cancer. Cyril had contacted several fnends
who were willing to take care of Brown if he was granted a ticket of leave. Cyril had
dready made fimeral arrangements with a fimerai home in Calgary. Cyril wanted the
John Howard Society to be infonned of these actions since Hobden had been interested in
Brown's case?

The tight cornmunity of usea could be seen in their language. Today many of the
users' expressions have passed into everyday language, and even at the t h e , many of the

John Howard Society workers, police officers, and prison officiais were conversant with
the argot. Common expressions included: '%oosting" for shoplifting, "bum beef ' - a
faise legai charge, 'bulls" - the police, "pony boys" or 'harness bulls" - RCMP,"score"
to make a purchase of narcotics, "yenny" - a strong desire for narcoticsT6 Chief George

Allain of the Montreal Police Department told the 1955 Senate committee that if an
ordinary person heard a "pusher" and a client talking about drugs "he would not know
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they were talking about dnigs, because they use some kind of a m ode.''^' In 1968, a
former undercover cop published an article on the argot of heroin users in Toronto. This
is a little later than the time period under examination here, but the argot seems to be
largely the same. He found that his experimental subjects spoke at a rate of
approximately 47 words per minute. On average 11.7 of these words were argot, making
it difficult for outsiders to understand the conver~ation.~~
In reading addict biographies

from the United States, as well as oral histories, it seems that the argot was different ki
the two countries, although this interesting possibility would require M e r shidyF9
Heroin users in post-war Canada were small in number, but they were members of
an important subculture. By claiming space on the streets of Vancouver and Toronto,

they proclaimed that not everyone was willing to engage in the hard-working, nuclear
family nom. In fact, as people who had been rnarginalized at an early age, by their
unstable childhoods, their poor education and theù juvenile delinquencies, they had little
chance of ever achieving success according to these noms. Instead, they ûied to
achieve success on their own ternis, by engaging in the exciting, daagerous and volatile
life of the heroin user, with its pleasant "fixes." However, strict dnig laws and
enforcement as well as the challenges of addiction, often t m e d an exciting lifestyle hto

a cycle of constant West and imprisonment, and a downward slide into ever more severe
poverty and desperation. Heroin use was in some ways an act of resistance, but it was
also the refuge of the relatively powerless.

"Roceedings of the Special Cornmittee on the Traffic in Narcotic Drugs in Canada (Ottawa,
1955): 414

Lloyd G. Hanley "Functions of Argot Among Heroin Addicts" in W. E. Mann The Underside
of Toronto (TorontoL McCleiland and Stewart, 1970): 294-307
229
Courtwright, Herman and Des Jarlais Addicts Who Sunrived Jererny Lamer ed. The Addict in
the Street, Brown Manchild in the Promised Land,Janet Clark The fantastic lodge: the
autobiomphy of a girl h g addict (Boston: Houghton, Minlin, 1961)
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Chapter 4: After a Bnef Struggle: Police Officers and Drug Users
Police had a closer relationship with drug users and with the state than any other
moral agent discussed in this dissertation. Drug users often had the option of whether or
not to see a doctor or social worker, but they had little choice when it came to interacting
with police officen. The RCMP,which was the main police body involved in this work,
worked in close cooperation with the Division oiNarcotic Control, and with the specially

appointed narcotic prosecutors to ensure a high rate of conviction for narcotic offenders.

The RCMP made full reports on al1 dmg investigations and arrests and forwarded them to
the Division of Narcotic Control. The RCMP also had an important impact on state
policy. In the 1920s, it was the RCMP who recornmended many important changes to
the Opium and Narcotic Drug Act, including writs of assistance, which allowed the
police to search without a warrant. In the 1950s, RCMP officiais attended top-level
policy discussions in the department.
Policing deeply affected the way that dmg users interacted with one another,
forcing them to be cautious and suspicious of their peers. It created certain secret rituals
of d m g use, and contributed enormously to the stress, danger, and violence of users'
lives. Since police officers wanted to control physical consumption of the dmg, they

were particularly concemed with dmg users' bodies and ofien used invasive and violent
techniques to search these bodies. Police also played a role in creating dnig users' images

and even to a very small degree their identities, by constantly obtaining information about
their lives and activities, which then circled out to the media, social worken and
politicians, as well as curious non-users. However, police were not infallible. They
often bumbled in their enforcement efforts, especially in the 1920s. Nor were usen
passive victims, either physically or strategically. There was a dialectical relationship
between users and the policing apparatus. As users became increasingly carehil and
fumve, police were forced to develop new techniques to "discover" their drug use. This
forced drug users, in tum, to acquire yet another set of techniques to keep their d m g use

hidden and to keep the police at bay.
Policing the consumption of drugs involves the police in a complicated
relationship with the people they police. In 1924, RCMP Inspecter J.W. Phillips
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complained: "in dealing with the narcotic ûafEc, we are dealing with a unique class of
crime. In nearly al1 cases where a crime has been committed, there is an aggrieved party,
the complainant, as a basis to commence the investigation, but in the narcotic h g traffic
there is no aggrieved party."' Of course, narcotic dnig use is not the only crime without

an aggrieved party. Gambling, prostitution, sodomy and other so-called "vice" crimes
rarely have complainants either. Nonetheless, PhiUïps hit upon the most critical aspect of

narcotics policing. Except in rare circumstances, narcotics police have to rely on
strategies other then information fiom the 'tictim." As Peter Manning pointed out in his
book The Narc's Game "vice officers must in a sense 'make crime happen' or construct
circumstances in which evidence c m be ~btained."~In Canada, between 1920-1961, this
meant carefùlly sunteying drug users, engaging informants, going undercover and
employing violence.
Recent literature on policing has emphasized the role of police in compiling and

relaying information? The police played a critical role in information management in the
middle of the century as well. The RCMP wrote detailed reports on every narcotics arrest
and sent copies of these reports to the Division of Narcotic Control where they were
entered in the case files of users. Prosecutors (who were appointed by the Division of
Narcotic Control and who speciaiized in narcotics cases) relied heavily on these police
reports during trials. Police depended on them in giving testimony. The Division of
Narcotic Control considered police officers to be the most knowledgeable source of

information about dmg users, and were disparaging of others, such as the Vancouver
Community Chest and Council, who purported to have an alternative howledge about
users and their habits. The police also supplied stones on drug use and h g policing to
joumalists and politicians. As a result, the police also played a cntical role in
constmcting the 'image' of the dmg user.
Although there is a vast literature on drug use and crime, there has been
surprisingly little academic research on the policing of dmg use. In Canada, there are a

RCMP Annual Report for the year ended September 30,1924: 3 1
Peter Manning The Narc's Game: û r ~ t i o n aand
l Idormational Limits on Dmg Law
Enforcement (Cambridge MA, The MIT Press, 1980): 45
3
See Richard Ericson and Kevin D. Haggerty Policing the Risk Society (Toronto: University of
Toronto Ress, 1997). Richard Encson Reproducinn Order uoronto: University of Toronto Press,

1982)
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few popular "on the beat accounts'", but these eulogistic accounts have very little criticai
analysis. With the exception of Steve Hewitt's dissertation on the RCMP in

Saskatchewan and Alberta, there is nothing on the history of street enforcement in

canada? Part of the problem may be

source^.^

The case files fkom the Division of

Narcotic Control contained large numbers of RCMP reports, especiaiiy for the years d e r
World War II. However, as 1discussed in the introduction, even these sources have their
problems. Unless a case resulted in a charge, or it was investigated on behaifof the
Department of Health, these reports were not written, or they were not placed on the
files.' In their reports, police do not mention the times they broke down the doors of
rooming houses and found no heroin, or the many times they grabbed addicts by the

throat on the street without discovering any dnigs, dthough other evidence makes it clear
that this was a common practice. 1 have complemented the Division case files with
Department of Health records, as well as RCMP case files that are openly available fiom
the 1920s. In addition, several former dmg squad members left vaiuable memoirs of

Victor Markalek Merchants of Misery (Toronto: Macmillan, 1989) and Charles StroudThe Blue
Wall: Street Cops in Canada (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1983)
Steve Hewitt '"OId Myths Die Hard': The Transformation of the Mounted Police in Alberta and
Saskatchewan 1914- 1939" PhD Dissertation: University of Saskatoon, 1997
6
There is very little literature on the history of 20' century policing in Canada. Most of it has
been written by Greg Marquis. See: Greg Marquis 'Towards a Canadian Police Histonography"
in Louis A. Knafla and W.S.Binnie Law Society and the State: Essays in Modem Legal History
(Toronto: University of Toronto Ress, 1995): 477-496; Greg Marquis Policing Canada's
Century: A Historv of the Chief Constables' Association of Canada (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1993), Greg Marquis "Vancouver Vice: The Police and the Negotiation of
Morality, 1904-1935" H m e r Foster and John McLaren eds. Essays in the Historv of Canadian
Law: British Columbia and the Yukon (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1995): 242-273,
Greg Marquis 'The technology of professionalism: the identification of criminals in early 20'
Cenhay Canada" Criminal Justice History 1994 15: 165-88, Greg Marquis 'The police as a social
service in early 2omC e n w Toronto" Social HistoryIHistoire Sociale 1992 25(5): 335-358, Greg
Marquis "Police Unionism in early 2oh Century Toronto'' Ontario History 1989 8 l(2): 109-28,
Greg Marquis "Working Men in Unifom: The early 20' Century Toronto Police" Social
History/Histoire Sociale 1987 SO(40): 259-77. See also: John Weaver Crime,Constables and
Co-:
Order and Transgression in a Canadian City, 18 16-1970 (Montreal and Kingston: McGillQueen's University Press, 1995), Tamara Myers ' b W ~ ~Policing
~ e n Women: A Patrol Woman in
Montreal in the 1910s" Journal of the Canadian Historical Association 1993 4: 229-245 and C K
Talbot, C.H.S. Iayewardene and TJ.Juliana Canada's Constables: the Historical Development of
Policing in Canada (Ottawa:Crimcare Inc, 1985)
7
This appears to be a common practice See Peter K. Manning The Narc's Garne: 170
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narcotics enforcement.' Finally, police publications, annual reports of the RCMP,the
proceedings of the Chief Constables Association of Canada, a commission into
irregulaxîties in policing narcotic use in the early 1920s,testimony to a Senate Cornmittee
on the traffïc of narcotic drugs in 1955 and limited information on municipal policing in
Vmcouver aiso proved valuable.
There is also surpnsingly little fiterature on present-day narcotics enforcement.

There is an acadernic literature on narcotic policing in the United States but it is not
extensive? However, the few studies that exist have corne to some important
conclusions. Most authors conclude that enforcement, whether aimed at the higher-level
trafncker or at the street peddler and user, is only effective for a short penod of tirne.
Captured high-Ievel trafKckea are quickly replaced by others and as Mark Kleiman and

Kerry Smith point out the busting of a highlysrganized monopoly might even serve in
the long nui to lower pnces, as the cartel is replaced by more open c~rn~etition.'~

Effective street enforcement ofien moves h g use out of one comrnunity and into

another." Moreover, while street-level enforcement can increase the price of dmgs, the
relativeiy inelastic demand for drugs means that the increased price can result in more

R.S.S. Wilson Undercover for the RCMP (Victoria: Sono Niss Press, 1986), Clifford Harvison
The Horsemen (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1967) and T.E. E. Greenfield Drues (mostly)
(Meaford, ON: The Knight Fress, 1976)
9
The best works include: Peter Manning The Narc's Game, Mark Harrison Moore Buy and Bust:
the effective remdation of an illicit market in Heroin (Lexington MA: Lexington Books, 1977),
Mark A& Kleinrnan Against Excess: A DM Policy for Results (New York: Basic Books,
1992), and Michael Tonry and James Q. Wilson eds. Drugs and Crime (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1990) As Richard Ericson pointed out in Reproducing Order, it is not an easy
matter to do ethnographrc work with police officers, which may help explain the scarcity of
literature on this topic.
'O Mark A.R. Kleiman and Kerry D. Smith "State and Local Drug Morcement: In Search of a
Strategy" in Michael Tonry and James Q. Wilson eds. D m ~ and
s Crime (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1990): 82-3 See also Mark H. Moore "Supply Reduction and h g Law
Enforcement" in the same volume. A more optimistic view can be found in Craig D. Uchida and
Bnan Font "Controlling Street-Level Drug Trafficking: Professional and Cornmunity Policing
Approaches" in Dons Layton M a c K d e and Craig D.Uchida eds. h n s and Crime: Evaluating
Public Policy Initiatives mousand Oaks: Sage Publications, 2994): 77-94 An interesting debate
can be found in Marcia Chaiken ed. Street-Level h g Enforcement: Examinhg the Issues
(Washington: US Department of Justice, 1988) A nice summary is provided in Elaine B. Sharp
The Dilemma of Dmn Policv (New York Harper Collins College Publishers, 1994): 109-130
Robert E. Worden, Timothy S. Bynum and James Frank bbPoliceCrackdowns on Drug Abuse
and Trafficking" in Doris Layton MacKenzie and Craig D. Uchida eds. W s and Crime:
EvaIuatin~Public Policy Initiatives (Thousand Oaks: Sage Publications, 1994): 101
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crime by users as they struggle to earn enough money to buy the drug they crave.12 It c m
also result in greater profits for h?ifnckers. Finally, there is a tremendous temptation for
corruption in narcotics policing. Police can turn a blind eye to offences if they so chose:

making bribes an attractive option for violators of the law. It is easy to plant dmgs on
known e c k e r s or users. Moreover, undercover operations result in cooperation with
criminal activities, including the very activities the police are supposed to suppress.

In their thoughtfiil article on corruption in narcotics policing, Redlinger and

Manning corectly point out that there is comption in ail occupations. Police officers,
who do not occupy a particularly high place in the occupational hierarchy are perhaps
more open to accusations of corruption than other, higher-ranked professionals.'3
Nonetheless, the very nature of polichg a crime without a cornplainant puts narcotics
police in a very tenuous situation. However, the greatest problem with policing narcotics

use is the fact that police are being asked control what it is that people take into their
bodies. How can they control the bodies of h g users without engaging in the constant

examination of drug users' bodies, both intemally and extemally? How c m they really
"know" the user and his or her habits, without using informants and going undercover?
Al1 of these activities involve an extraordinary level of police surveillance and violations

of personal autonomy.

The Structure of Enforcement
Aithough the Opium and Narcotic Dnig Act was first passed in 1908, d m g
enforcernent was not the responsibility of any federal department until 1920, when the

Department of Health and Soldier's Re-establishment took charge of the Act. When the

Dominion Police and the Royal Northwest Mounted Police were merged to create the
Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) in 1920, this new force assumed responsibility
for enforcing federal statutes, including the Opium and Narcotic Dnig Act. The RCMP
organized its first dnig squad that year. However, they were not the sole police force
l2 Mark Moore convincingly makes the argument that demand is not perfectly inelastic, as some
have argued. However,he admits that demand does not decrease as rapidly as price inmeases.
B u . and Bust: 6-10
I3 Redlinger and Manning: 85
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responsible for enforcing the act. Municipal and Provincial police forces, as well as
Customs officials continued their activities. At h t , there was supposed to be a division

of labor between the RCMP and other police forces. In the 1920s, the RCMP regularly
asserted that they were interested in pursuhg the higher-ups and that they planned to
leave the street peddlers and addicts to municipal and provincial police forces.14 This

was not exactly me, as the RCMP regularly undertook raids of Chinese opium joints.
Nonetheless, the important role played by other police forces in the early period is clear.

In 1928, Provincial and Municipal Police Forces made 72% of convictions under the
~ c t . ' ' However over tirne, the RCMP played an increasingly cntical role in al1 drug
enforcement. By 1940, provincial and municipal convictions ody accounted for 29% of
al1 con~ictions.'~
By the 1950s, the RCMP were involved in Wtually al1 arrests under
the Act. In Vancouver cooperation was so close that memben of the City police worked
out of the offices of the RCMP,and several RCMP officers worked out of city police
ofnces. in Montreal in the post-war penod, where the drug problem was small and where
the city police had no full time narcotics offices, the Montreai Chief of Police told the

Senate that 'fve have with that service (the RCMP)the closest cosperation it is possible
for any Police Department to have."17 The Montreal City police did not pick up any drug
users or peddlers on the street until they had contacted the RCMP,so as not to spoil any
case that the RCMP might be working on. In Toronto, there were several plainclothes
officers assigned to narcotics work, but al1 arrests were made in cooperation with
members of the RCMP Narcotic squad.18
The reasons for the increased involvement of the RCMP were cornplex. First of
dl, rivalry between the various enforcement units in the early 1920s had a negative
impact on policing, and narcotic officials were keen to have a single force responsible for
carrying out what they regarded as a crucial mission. Since the two chiefs of the Narcotic
Division between 192%1959 were former Mounted police Officers, they had strong

' Annual Report of the RCMP for the Year Ended September 30,1923 : 16
lS Speech by C X L Sharman Journal of Roceedines of the Annual Conférence of the Chief
Constables Association of Canada 1941:37
l6 Speech by Sharman to the Annual Conference of the Chief Constables Association of Canada
for year 1941: 37
I7 Report of the Special Senate Committee: 408
'%ual
Report of the Metro Toronto Police 1957: 33
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connections with the RCMP and saw it as the obvious choice.lg Secondly, during the
Great Depression, municipal police forces decreased in size, while the RCMP (having
entered into contracts to do provincial policing for the three Maritime Provinces and the
three Prairie Provinces) continued to grow. Thirdly, and probably most importantly, the

Opium and Narcotic Drug Act gave a new and extremely valuable power to the RCMP in
1929. Writs of Assistance were permanent search w m t s give to "carefully selected

RCMP officers" across the country. They allowed the RCMP officen (and any other
accompanying police officers) to search anywhere at any time provided that the officer
had grounds to believe that narcotics were on the premises. The Writ of Assistance was

not entirely unprecedented. There were similar provisions in the Customs Act and since
1922, the Opium and Narcotic Drug Act had given the police the nght to search places

other than a dwelling house without a warrant. Since 1925, police also had the nght to
search people without a warrant under the Opium and Narcotic Drug Act. Nonetheless,
the powen embedded in the Writ of Assistance gave the RCMP considerable power over
other police forces. As a result, narcotic raids increasingly involved cooperation between
.~~
city police forces and at least one RCMP officer who held a Writ of ~ s s i s t a n c e The
increased role of the RCMP in enforcing the Opium and Narcotic Dmg Act had an
important impact. RCMP officers h m across the country were in close communication
both with each other and with the Division of Narcotic Control allowing them to share
information about users and the changing practices of dmg using, peddling and
tramcking.
Convictions increased after the RCMP assumed responsibility for enforcement in
1920. The Division of Narcotic Control asserted that this was due to the new federal

presence. In 1922, the Division complained to the League of Nations that provincial and
municipal authorities had previously made 'Little or no attempt to ded effectively with

l9 Both Colonel C.H.L.Sharman who was chief between 1927-1946, and KCHossick who was
Chief between 1946-1959 were former Mounted Police officers.
20 In the late 1960s and early 70s,police forces other than the RCMP claimed to the Commission
of hquiry into the non-medicd use of dmgs that they were at a disadvantage because they lacked
the writ of assistance. The Commission reported that this was one of the m o n s they have
preferred to act with the RCMP. Canada Commission of Inquky into the non-medical use of
drugs Final Report (Ottawa, 1973)

this ever growing mena~e.''~'This was not entirely true. In 1919, the year before the

RCMP became involved, more than a thousand people were convicted of drug offences.
Moreover, as a resuit of the drug panic of the early 1920s ail police forces were under
pressure to enforce the Act, and convictions probably would have increased regardless of
whether or not the RCMP got involved. Nonetheless, putting the federal police force in
charge of the Opium and Narcotic Drug Act did have an important impact in increasing
the intensity of enforcement. In addition, RCMP officers fiom across the country were in

close communication both with each other and with the Division of Narcotic Control
allowing them to share information about users and the changing practices of drug using,
peddling and tramcking. This made policing more effective.
Narcotics enforcement was a mixed blessing for the RCMP. On the one hand, the
force had corne close to being abolished in the early 1920s and the important task of
enforcing Canada's h g laws gave them an additional raison d'êtree2' On the other, the
gitty work of narcotics enforcement clashed with the carefilly constructed image of the

upright and m d y Mounted Police officer? In 1922, the Cornmissioner complained that

the work was "repulsive.. ...entailhg as it does contact with peculiarly loathsome dregs of
humanity; our men greatly dislike it and it is undertaken only in accordance with duty,
and because of the knowledge that while unpleasant it is a seMce to h~manity."~~
The

queasiness the RCMP felt about narcotics policing can be seen in their annual reports,
which regularly highlighted northem patrols over the daily work of narcotics
enforcement.
It took the RCMP time to develop standard and professional procedures in

policing the narcotic dnig trade. In both Montreal and Vancouver, the two centres of the
trade in the early 1920s, the RCMP were accused of irregularities in their policing
practices. In 1922, the Department of Heaith strongly urged the Force in Montreal to
-

Y AnnuaI Rrport to the League of Nations for the year ended March 3 1,1922 in NAC,RG 29,
Vol #610 File #325-5-4
RCMacLeod "The RCMP and the Evolution of Provincial Policing" in K.MacLeod and
David Schneiderman eds. Police Powers in Canada: The Evolution and Practice of Authority
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1994): 44-56
Set Keith Walden Visions of Order (Toronto: Butterworths, 1982) and Mchael Dawson "'That
Nice Red Coat Goes to My Head Like Champagne:' Gender, Antimodemism and the Mountie
Image 18804960" Journal of Canadian Studies 1997 32(3): 119439
''Annual R a o a of the RCMP for year ended September 30, 1922: 17
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investigate the activities of its own ofncers who, it was nimored, were accepting bribe
money from traffickers.*' In British Columbia, h g squad operations were suspended in
August 1923 after several mernbers of the drug squad were arrested and chvged with
possession of opium. The federal govemment established a formal Commission of
Inquiry to look into the matter. The police were M y exonerated, but the Commission
reveaied that at the very least, the police needed to do much more to ensure that their
officers did not succumb to temptation? The Division of Narcotic Control believed that
the allegations of comption, at least in British Columbia, stemrned, in part, kom rivalry
between different police forces over the enforcement of the Act. 27 Certainly, in the
early 1920s, police forces were suspicious of each other and even attempted to make
cases of corruption against one an~ther.~'However, by the mid-1920s, allegations of
corruption had ceased and never arose again in the tirne period under study, although this
certainly does not mean that corruption did not exist.
Probably the most important change in policing between 1920-1961 was its
intensity. In 1923-24, the Division of Narcotic Control estimated that there were 9 500
addicts in Canada. " No nurnbers are available about the number of men assigned to
narcotics policing in the 1920s, but it was probably quite small. Arrests were high partly
because it was easy to raid opium dens and arrest large numbers of people, not because
policing was intensively focused on individuals. Drug users could escape detection for
long periods of time. By cornparison with the post-war period, neither the RCMP nor the
municipal police devoted significant resources to dnig enforcement in the 1920s. In
1923, the Chief of the Toronto police revealed that his police were not engaging in any

sort of comprehensive policing of dmg users. He told the Division of Narcotic Control:

'4could not give you any idea of the nurnber of persons addicted to the drug habit in

* NAC,RG 18,Vol #3 162 File G-494-2
Report of Cornmissioner J9. Smith RG 18, Vol #3 170 File G494-7
F.W. Cowan, the Chief of the Division of Narcotic Control, believed that "the whole trouble
has been brought to a head through certainjealousies existing in the ranks of the British Columbia
Provincial Mice, as it is common howledge that they are anxious to see the Federal Police
withdrawn nom British Columbia." Letter fiom F.W.Cowan to J.G.Shearer, Secretary The
Social Service Council of Canada in NAC, RG 29, Vol #605 File #32547
28 See Memo July 22,1923 in NAC, RG 28, Vol #3296, File 1923 HQ. 1894-1, Report of
Commission of Enquiry in RG 18 VoI #3 170 File G4947:50-59 and Annuai Report of the
RCMP for the year ended September 30,1924: 14-15
Annual Report of the Department of Health for the Year Ended Mar& 3 1, 1924: 36
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Toronto. Al1 we are able to do is to follow up any information which may lead to the

arrest of any person using or selling the h g . When convicted they get long

sentence^."'^ If anything, enforcement efforts declined even m e r in the 1930s. In
Canada's largest city, Montreal, most of the h g work done by the RCMP was left to
two detectives."

In 1929, the municipal drug squad in Vancouver was disbanded. In the

1930s, the RCMP drug squad in Vancouver consisted of three non-commissioned officers
Although the suppiy of dmgs was dirninishing in the
and a haEdozen constab~es.~~

1930s,and the number of users seems to have been declining, there were many fewer
police officen to police many more users than there were after World War II.

In the 1950s, when virtually al1 policing was being done with the cooperation of
the RCMP, the police h e w the addicts and the addicts knew the police. Of course there
were exceptions - there were people who obtained their supply from docton, or a few
wealthy people who were able to buy dmgs with great discretion. Some users in rural
areas, where poiicing was less intensive, may have escaped detection." However, this
was not true for the vast majonty of users. in his testimony to the Senate Cornmittee on
the T r m c in Narcotic Dmgs in 1955, Vancouver's Police Chief Walter Mulligan was
asked:

Senator Hodges: You think the combined police force of Vancouver
know the full number of suspected addicts?
Mr. Mulligan: Oh, yes, on account of surveillance, you are bound to
see them moving around.
Senator Hodges: Yes, but they might move in circles not h o w n to the
police necessarily. 1 am not taiking of the criminai addicts or suspected
addicts, but do you think there are a number that have not yet been
suspected?

" Letîer fiom S.J.Dickson to F.W. Cowan January 19, 1923 in NAC, RG 29, Vol #55 1, File
3320-6-5
Annual Report of the RCMP for the year ended September 30,193 1: 59
32 RS.S.Wilson: 158
This interesting possibility is raised by Ken Stoddartyswork in the 1970s. His intemiews with
usen suggested that in the 1960s people were able to obtain dnigs in the interior of BC without
being detected by police. See: Kenneth Stoddart 'The Enforcement of Narcotics Violations in a
Canadian City: Heroin Use& Perspectives on the Production of Officia1 Statistics" Canadian
J o d of Criminology 24(4): 425-438
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Mr. Muliigan: No, 1would Say that shortly after the arrivai of such a
person in Vancouver he would be noticed very quickly.34

In 195455, there were twenty RCMP ofncers employed on the Vancouver Drug squad3'
Additionally, there were fourteen men on the Vancouver City Police Dmg ~ e t a i 1 . 3In
~
1961, there were 22 RCMP officers and 12 Vancouver City Police officers enforcing the
narcotic laws in anc couver." This meant that between 1955-61, there were 34 full-tirne
narcotic officrr; in Vancou~erto policc what wcrr: l k i y fcwci than 1500 addictj, about
113rd of who were incarcerated at any given

The same situation prevailed in other

cities. In 1955, the Montreal h g squad of the RCMP had eight rnernber~.~~
The
Division of Narcotic Control estimated that there were only 337 criminal and professional
addicts in al1 of ~uebec."

Between 1920-1961 therefore, dnig policing grew much more intensive and was
increasingly in the hands of the RCMP. It also became considerably more professional.
The techniques of enforcement: sweillance and raids, the use of informants, undercover
work, and the policing of individual bodies remained the same throughout the time
period, but the police became far more adept at them. At the same tirne, usea becarne

increasingly conscious of the policing apparatus, and also improved their techniques of
concealment. However, given the number of police officers relative to users in the postw u period, it was largely a losing battle for the usen, who were regularly caught and

incarcerated.
Report of the Special Senate Cornmittee: 75
Report for the Year Ended March 3 1,1955" Annual Report of the RCMP for
the year ended March 31,1955: 19
j6 The Vancouver h
g Detail was eqanded fiom four mm to fourteen on November 6, 1954.
RH. Tupper Intenm Report of the Vancouver City Police Force Inquiry December 3 1,1955: 689 The Tupper inquiry was the result of a scanda1 which smick the Vancouver City Police in 1955.
It did not involve the narcotic squd or narcotics policing in any way. Ian Macdonald and Betty
O'Keefe The MulIinan Affair Top Cop on the Take (Surrey: Hentage H o u e Publishing
Company, 1997)
"R v. Dale" RCMP Quarterlv July 1961:43
" Vancouver Police Chief Walter Mulligan estimated that there were 1581 addicts or suspected
addicts in Vancouver in Febnüuy, 1955. The Division of Narcotic Control estimated thai there
were 1 185 addicts in al1 of British Columbia. George H. Stevenson Dnin Addiction m British
Columbia (Vancouver: University of British Columbia, 19%): 413 Stevenson believed that al1 of
these estimates were probably on the high side: 4 16
39
Report of the Special Senate Conunittee: 404
Stevenson: 413 Estimates fiom the Division of Narcotic Control
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The difference is perhaps most vividly illustrated in the criminal records of long
tirne users. According to his case file, John F. probably started using in the late 1920s.

He was not charged with a h g offence until1942 when he was sentenced to six months
for forgery and possession. In the twenty years following his £ k tpossession charge he
served five additional terms for drugs in possession, as weil as several ternis for the&
meaning that after World War II, he spent far more t h e incarcerated than he did out on
the street. By contrast, he spent most of the 1930s on the street. Similarly, Gregory S.
h t came to the attention of authonties as an addict in the mid- 1930s. However, he was
boni in 1904 and likely started using in the 1920s. He served time for his h t dmg
offence in 1941, and served additional time for dmg offences in 1950 (9 months), 1953

(12 months), 1954 (2 years), and 1961 (fifieen months.) He spent most of the late 1950s

in jail for thefi.'"

Most people did not use as long as John F. and Gregory S. Instead,

users who started afier World War II faced vastly different enforcement conditions fiom
users in the 1920s and 30s.

Training
The men in charge of enforcing the Opium and Narcotic Dmg Act, whether

RCMP officers, or municipal police, received little training as police officers, never mind
as narcotics officers. Training in municipal police forces generally consisted of drill and
physical exercise. According to historian Greg Marquis the ''unwritten rule remained: the
policeman leamed on the beat."

42

The RCMP was not rnuch better. In the mid-1920s,

T.E.E.Greenfield remembered receiving four months of training, including lectures on
the criminal code, federal statutes, the police manual and the history of force. TRis was
interspersed with physical training, especially equitation?3 RS.S. Wilson, who later

became head of the Vancouver dmg squad, remembered that his training consisted
primarily of riding and foot drill 'tounded out by a goodly measure of fatigues coupled

with strict discipline. The Generd idea prevailing in the Force at that time apparently
was that the only way one could leam anyihuig about police work was by getting out of

'' NAC,RG 29, Vol #333 1 File #327-S-53

"Marquis: 180- 181
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the Depot and doing it.'#

44 1929, the RCMP introduced a Narcotic Drug Training Class

in Vancouver. The course involved practical work raiding opium joints, keeping
observation on suspected prernises, trailing dmg addicts and peddlers, as well as lectures
by the head of the Criminal Investigation Branch in British ~ o l u m b i aThe
~ ~fïrst class

had eight students? By the mid-1930s, the RCMP had upped its educational
requirements for admission, and the general training course had been increased to six
months?
Even the longer generai training course did not leave time for specialized teaching
in matters such as checking narcotic records. Since the 1920s, the RCMP had been in

charge of inspecting dmg store records to ensure that there were no irregularities in
dispensing. In the mid- 1930s the Division of Narcotic Control was alarmed by police
errors in checking these records. The Chief of the Division complained to Assistant
Commissioner S.T. Wood that in one case a police report had led the Department to
conclude that a doctor was prescribing too much cocaine. In fact, the amount prescnbed
was small, and the Division of Narcotic Control was forced to send a letter of apology?

in another case, the RCMP had inspected a drug store six times in six years and never
tumed up any irregularities. However, a check by an officer who was a trained druggist
in 1936 revealed that the dnig store had not been keeping a narcotic register as required
by lawO4' In 1947, the Division of Narcotic Control established instructional classes in

the inspection of narcotic records. In the first year, 16 RCMP officers fiom eight
divisions attended these classes? This course was one mooth in length and was offered
for at least the next five years.5'

Greenfield: 8
Wilson: 12
4S Wilson: 12-13
Annual Report of the RCMP for the year ended September 30,1929: 25
47 b u a l Report of the RCMP for the year ended March 3 1,1934: 20
Letter fiom CJI.L. Shannan to S.T. Wood Decemba 24,1936 in NAC,RG 29, Vol #601 File
#324-6-2
RCMP Memo January 7, 1936 in NAC,RG 29, Vol #601 File #324-6-2
'O Annual Report of the RCMP for the year ended Mach 3 1, 1948: 25
Annual Report of Canada under the Convention Limiting the Manufacture and Regulating the
Disti'bution of Narcotic Drugs 13, July, 1931 for the Year 1947 in NAC, RG 29, Vol #592 File
3322-5-3 Part 5
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While the RCMP increased its training over time, city police force training
remained slack. Even in 1956,the Vancouver City Police reported that a b'dangerously
large percentage of members of the Force, some with as much as ten years of service, had

They implemented their fkst three-month training
had no formal trainhg whats~ever.'~~
course that year. The Metro Toronto Police did not inaugurate their Police College until
1959. The nine-week course included academic studies, training in armed combat and in

the proper handling of weapons."
Nonetheless, it is clear that police officers did leam a great deal on the job. By
the 30s, RCMP techniques were fairly standard across the country, and experienced
narcotics officers were well aware of the procedures they needed to follow to obtain a
conviction. Expenenced police officers were detailed across the country to train others

and help prepare cases for court. When Barry M. was arrested in Welland in 1943 it
became obvious that the police in that city had little experience with narcotics' cases.
The police reported that they would only send the dmgs in question to Toronto for

analysis if Barry M pleaded 'hot guilty." They received a report back from the Criminal
Investigation Branch stating they had to send the exhibits to Toronto for analysis as "it is
felt that no Magistrate would accept a plea of guilty or not guilty unless he was actually
aware that the exhibits before him were narcotics within the meaning of the ONDA."
The report added '?O assist you in preparing this case for Court it has been decided to
detail Cst. -of the Mobile Narcotic Unit to proceed to your detachment when the name
of Crown Counsel has been appointed and thereafter al1 the angles of the matter will be
given proper consideration.""

In addition to special dispatching like this, narcotics

officers, like other RCMP officers, were regularly transferred, which meant that they
oflen recognized dmg users nom other cities and could share information with their new
colleagues about dmg users and h g using practices in different locales.

'' Annual Report of the Vancouver City Police for year 1956:6
" Annual Report of the Metro Toronto Police for the Year 1960: 20

" RCMP Report October 19,1943 in NAC, RG 29, Vol #3332 File #327-M-24

Discrimination

The time penod of use was not the only factor influencing dmg users' interactions

with police officers. Different types of users experienced different types of policing.
Chinese dmg users were ofien charged with opium smoking, or being found in an opium
joint, charges that raised revenue for police forces (as they kept part of the fine) and were
subject to less scrutiny in the cowîroom as the penalties were small. White dmg users
were more frequently charged with possession. This chapter focuses primarily on what
the police and the Division of Narcotic Control called the "criminal addict". However,
not al1 drug usen fit into this category. Addicted docton were treated very differently.
Nurses fell somewhere in-between, depending on their "respectability" and their
persistence in obtainhg narcotic dmgs. For example. in 1943 police discovered that
Madge S. was forging prescriptions. M e r making inquiries, the police concluded that:
"she was an excellent nurse, bearing a good reputation, that she was reliable and did not
nui

around at nights.'"* The three RCMP officers involved in the case concluded that: "it

would be a travesty ofjustice to place this person in the category of a criminal addict, that

with hospitalization she could again become a useful citizen." The RCMP arranged
treamient for her in a hospital in Windsor. In 1944 police discovered that she was once
again obtaining narcotics fiom doctors, but contented themselves with obtaining a
statement. Finally, in 1947, police leamed that she had forged a prescription. This time
she was charged with forgery and was given an indefinite sentence (not to exceed 18
months) in the Mercer reformatory.
Class, connections and youth could also make a difference. In 1941, a twentyyear-old woman was arrested with Ernest D., a well-hown addict, who had previously
hooked up with young women and prostituted them. The head of the Vancouver h g
squad lmew the young woman's family and took the tirne to interview both her and her
parents. He reported that they "these people are of unquestionable character and reliable
citizens." The father promised full cooperation in rehabilitating his daughter. Despite
the fact she had been using dmgs for almost a year, the judge took pity on her. The
- - .
-

-
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-

-
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charge against her was disrnissed? Most drug users who interacted with police officen

were worbg-class men and women with previous encounters with police. In general,
police were willing to give extra chances and consideration to anyone who did not fit this

The Techniques of Enforcement
Surveillance and Raids

In the early yean, one of the most popular enforcement techniques was raiding
Chinese residences to search for opium. For example, between June 7, 1921 and May 19,
1922 the RCMP made fourteen raids on what they descnbed as Chinese "headquarters" at

the Fraser MiIls in British Columbia In 10 of these raids, 28 arrests were made, and in
the other four raids, no arrests were made but opium pipes were seized.

In Montreal,

former RCMP Comrnissioner C.W.Harvison recalled participating in many raids at the

beginning of his career in the early 1920s. He reported that at first the police were able to

make large numbers of mests and secured paraphernalia and opium. In the beginning he
claimed that the opium den operators offered bnies to have the whole thing called off.
"It took several weeks and many searches and arrests to convince them that we meant to
put them out of business." However, fkom then on, the searches became increasingly
difficult: "Look-outs were posted, doors were barred and a system developed whereby in
order to protect the propnetors, smokers were required to pick up their "decks" at some
place other than the actual smoking premises.'J8 Although the police were less

successfil at securing arrests over time, they used their constant presence and raids to

make it more difficult for the opium dens to operate.
Similar techniques were used against white sellers and users of dnigs. In
1922, the officer cornmanding Montreal reported that he simply posted informers

"NAC,RG 29,Vol #333 1 File #327-D-32
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or spotters in locales where peddling was taking place. Of course, peddlers
simply moved their location, but he believed that "like any other business they
would eventually have to shut down. Max Faber (a trafncker in Montreal) bitterly
cornplains that we have knocked the bottom out of his trafic by merely m a k g a
point to travel Benoit St. whenever possible, of course he still sells there but only
on a very decreased margin and in continual fear of being c a ~ ~ h t . " ~
The policy of fiequent raids only worked for a short penod of time as
demonstrated by the drop in arrests in the mid-1920s. Drug users became more cautious,
and it was much more difficult for police to l e m where drugs were being sold and to
arrest drug users in large groups. Moreover, as discussed in chapter 2, police harassrnent
probably did succeed in decreasing the number of casual usen of drugs in the early
1920s. Just as prohibition appears to have decreased drinking in the United States, h g
enforcement probably drove out a number of casual users who were unwilling to go to
jail for their drug of choice? However, there was a core of users whose decision to use
was not significantly affected by h g enforcement. These users simply did a better job

of hiding their use and their sources of supply.
By the late 1920s, illicit h g peddling was increasingly centered in the most

marginal sections of Canadian cities and it became less attractive to police to drive dnig
users out of these areas and into better areas of the city. Instead, the police took
advantage of the fact that they knew where to find the users. In Vancouver's downtown
eastside, narcotics enforcement focused much of their effort on the residential hotels

where most drug users lived. Beginning in 1939, Vancouver City Police undertook
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regular inspections of downtown eastside rooming houses for dmgs and drug
paraphemalia and eequently succeeded in making arrests as a result. For example, in
October 1957 the police were searching the bathroom of the second floor of a residential
hotel when they found a capsule containhg white powder wrapped in a piece of silver
paper secreted above the ladies toilet. They took a sarnple of the cap and then replaced it
and kept observation on the toilet. Two and half-hours later they observed Daniel F.
disappear in the vicinity of the toilet. They then checked the same spot and found the
capsule rnissing. One police officer then took up a position in a bathroom to maintain
observation on the window of room 20 where they knew Daniel F. was staying, while the
other detective forced the doorO6'Based on the police officers' observations of the room,
and evidence of cimg taking activity such as spoon and eyedropper and a mal1 silver
paper identical to the one that had covered the capsule in the bathroom, Daniel F. was
convicted of possession and sentenced to fifieen months. Such cases took considerable
persistence and long hours on the part of police officers, but they were extremely
successful at yielding convictions.
Another common technique was to follow drug usea from popular dmg-buying
locations. In 1956 three Vancouver City Police officers saw four known usen in front of
the New Zenith Café (a well-known dmg centre) in the Company of six other users.
When the h t four got in a taxi the police followed them to their hotel. After allowing

t h e for one officer to get in a position to observe the window of the room, the other two
officen forced the door. One of the four was seized and they found a capsule of heroin in
his hand.62 (It was important for police to observe the window, since dmg users regularly
tried to dispose of drugs and "works" by throwing them out windows, or fiushing them
down the toilet.) Similarly, in 1952 two RCMP officers in Vancouver observed Norman
M. and a female cornpanion walking fiom the Common Gold Cafe to the Broadway

Hotel. They leamed that the woman was registered in room 200, and they entered with a
passkey. They discovered two capsules ui the woman's ~ o a t . ~ ~
Police often kept observation on individual rooms through the transoms. In
September 1960, the police leamed fiom an informant that Betty M. lived in an apartment
6i
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on Bay Street (Toronto) and that she kept her "works" in a washroom on the same floor.
They found the works, and kept observation on them until they saw her corne out of her
room and pick them up. They then kept observation on her roorn fiom the transorn over
the door. They saw her prepare her injection, at which point they forced the door. She
was sentenced to six months for possession.64

Occasionally they kept observation from inside the room itself. In 1961, the
police followed Sally H and another woman to a Sherboume St. hotel. M e r they
registered, they left the hotel, at which point the two Metro officers searched their room
with negative results. One of the police oficers then hid in a closet in the room. Several

hours later the two women retunied home. Sally H. checked the closet and upon seeing

the officer attempted to dispose of an eyedropper and hypodermic needle. The two
women were arrested and Sally H.was sentenced to two years.65
Some bar owners assisted police with their surveillance. A 1958 MmLean 's
Magazine article claimed that the owner of the Broadway Hotel Beer Parlour in
Vancouver "had purposely allowed addicts and pushers to set up shop in the beer parlour
as a convenience to police. It helped keep things d l under one roof." The owner

explained "this was a stake-out for the police, there wasn't just one cop; they were
swarrning over the whole joint." When he renovated the place he made it possible for the
police to see inside f?om a lookout across the street. He took down the heavy drapes, put

minors on the walls, arranged for peepholes and created a secret entrante, through which
the police could rush to nab a suspect.66 Rooming house operators also regularly assisted
police by providing passkeys, and allowing them access to adjoining rooms for
observation.
Police also regularly checked addicts on the street. A log of police checks by the
Vancouver City Police in 1960-61 shows that it was not uncommon for addicts to be
checked several tirnes over the course of a month. Police kept detailed reports of the cars
they were driving, where and with whom they were living, and theu h u e plans for
employment and travel. In June 1960, Juliana H. was checked twice in the downtown
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eastside. The h t tirne police reported that she had just arrived in Vancouver that
aftemoon. She had been deporteci eoom Seattle. They stated that she was cwently a
redhead and that she had 15 cents in possession. She was checked again two days later.

She told police that she was leavhg for her parent's house in the suburbs the next day.
They reported that she had 25 centsO6'
Police also maintained observation fiom above the "corner" of Hastings and Main

in Vancouver, which was the center of the d m g trade in post-war Canada. In a 1960 case
police learned that Horace A. was selling drugs kom Victoria Square, a memonal park a
few blocks from Hastings and Main. Two men were stationed at the Vancouver
Province Building and three men were statioued fiom Trapper's Furs on Hamilton Street.
Al1 had binoculars and there was direct telephone contact between the two sets of men.

The police observed Horace A. sit down on a park branch. Several times that afternoon
they saw Horace A. take a green object out of his mouth, shake something kom it and

hand it to someone else. The customer then gave Horace A. a $5 bill. Horace A. was
then seen to wrap the green object in a maple leaf and toss it on the ground about three
feet to the nght of where he was sitting. Later that dernoon the three officers who had
been stationed at Trapper's furs seized Horace A. The bundle was located and was found
to contain 7 capsules. At his trial, Horace A. was sentenced to five years.68
As in this case, police made use of new technology in their surveillance

operations. Arnerican police used photography as early as the 1890s to help identify

criminals and this technology was also at use in Vancouver in the late 19" centuryPg The
Division of Narcotic Control collected the mug shots of every convicted addict in the
country, which were presumably used by the RCMP and municipal police forces as well.
The RCMP published the occasional photo of dmg users in the RCMP Gazette - a police
publication that was distributed to police forces across the country and used to nab
suspects. In 1940, for example, the RCMP caught Leo B, a dmg user with a long record
as a result of the publication of his photo in the Gazette. Leo B. and his partuer Kay B .,a
registered nurse who was suspected of steaiing morphine fiom hospital supplies, were
67
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forging cheques in Vancouver in the early part of 1940. M e r several of their
accomplices were caught, the two left Vancouver for Alberta in March. The RCMP
Gazette published their photographs, a description of their modus operandi and their
criminal records. All police forces were warned to be on the alert for the couple. Two
weeks later the St. James, Manitoba police department reported that the two were
operating there, after a doctor reported that a woman had corne to his office requesting
narcotics for a sick patient. The police used the RCMP Gazette to venfy Kay B's
identity with the doctor. The RCMP in Winnipeg quickly leamed that Kay B. had passed
a cheque at the Hudson's Bay Company, once again making use of the Gazette photo.70

Film was also used occasionally. In a 1950 case, the RCMP made use of film to
make a record of the activities of dnig suspects, and showed these f i h s in the
courtroom." In the early 1950s, they installed a motion picture camera at a busy
intersection in downtown Vancouver, focused on an establishment that was frequented by
addicts, and in a week approximately 90 addicts were photographed. They repeated the
same procedure in 1955.n Walkie-talkies also came in handy. In a 1952 Bumaby case,
the RCMP reported that the terrain and the location of the d m g cache made it impossible

to signal by hand to the other members of the squad when the cache had been picked up.
Walkie-talkies made the arrest possible.73
Identification of users was also eased with the introduction of fluorescent powder.
The powder was used to dust money in dmg sales, or more oflen, the dmg itself For
example, in June 1957 a Vancouver City Police dmg officer discovered a cache of
narcotics at the rear of a house. The police officer dusted the cache with fluorescent
powder. Two police officers kept observation on the cache for the next 2 % hours. They
saw two men pick up the cache in a car and an hour later spotted them at a movie. They
were taken to Vancouver City Police offices and their hands and clothing were examined
under a fluorescent lamp. Archie W.'s han& and clothing had several spots. The
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samples were analyzed and at his trial the twenty-five year old labourer was given 2 years
and six rnonths for possession?4
The police made full use of any technology available to them. Al1 helped
identiQ dmg users who could then be followed to detennine when they might be in
possession of dnigs. The concentration of users in a few small areas of the country d e r
World War II made it much easier to determine who the users were, and to keep a careful
eye on their activities. The constant cycle of surveillance and raids must have added
enormously to the stress of users' lives. Drug users who participated in a study at Oakalla
prison f m in the mid-1950s said that their most common drearn conceming dnigs had
them preparing a fix when the RCMP suddeniy broke down the door.'' Drug users
regularly blockaded their doors with fumiture to give them extra time in case of a police
raid, and they kept al1 of their dnig using and s e l h g activities as secret as possible.

In an article on the policing of homosexual activity in Toronto, Steve Maynard
stressed that one of the effects of "police surveillance and the arrest of men, was to bring
the subculture of public sex to the attention of a broader

Certainly, the policing

of d m g use led to the growth of knowledge, as the "evidence" of h g use was produced

in police reports, courtrooms, and newspapers. in post-war Vancouver most citizens
would have known where the dmg trade was centered. Although users were O ften
reticent about introducing others into the drug culture, curious people with the
appropriate underworld credentials were quickly able to obtain a "fix." People in
Vancouver, for example, could start by hanging out in the bars and cafés of the
downtown eastside. Once they became known and misted, it was possible for them to

make purchases. In a round about way, therefore, surveillance could actually produce
deviance.
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Informants
A quicker way of making cases was for police to work through informen, who
could provide critical information on when and where people would be selling and
usingn Drug squad veteran Sergeant Fripps told annual meeting of the Chief Constables
Association of Canada in 1944: "You have to use them (stool pigeons). If you get a good
one, he is worth his weight in gold."78 Within the addict community, inforrnants were
strongly condemned and the punishments could be severe. In 1937, police were
developing a case with an informer in Winnipeg when the informer's cover was blown.
According to police: "Everyone on the Main St. about the Central Pool Hall, the
Exchange Café and the Stay Pool Hall were calling him a rat and a stool and had
threatened to put the boots to him if he continued coming ar~und."'~Similady, in 1960
John W. helped the police with a big dmg bust. When he was imprisoned in 1976 he still
had to be placed in protective c u ~ t o d ~ ? ~
Nonetheless, judging by the number of times the police mentioned informers in
their reports it m u t have been very common for users to act as informants. Former
Vancouver Drug Squad leader R.S.S.Wilson reported that "contrary to the misconception
held by some members of the public that so-cdled third-degree methods are necessary to
get suspects to talk, it has been my experience that dnig peddlers, who are themselves

d m g addicts, are almost aiways willing to do so. Fearing the physicai agony associated
with the abrupt withdrawal of the dnig, which happened when locked up awaiting trial,
the addict would go to almost any lengths to keep out of jail. Moreover, he hoped that by
CO-operatingwith the police he would eventuaily end up with a lighter sentence himself.

This often happened, as the courts recognized the necessity for using a trapped addict to
reach the higher-ups who were seldom, if ever, addicts themselves.'"'

T.E.E. Greenfield,
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who served on the Toronto h g squad in the 1930s and 40s, also remembered that large
nurnbers of addicts acted as police

informer^.^^

Informers had a variety of motivations but financial gain, reduced charges or
sentences, and revenge were the most cornmon. uiformers were apparently paid we1Lg3
Offences under the Opium and Narcotic Drug Act were almost always punished with a
fine (often in addition to a prison sentence.) Haif of the fine was not an uncornmon
payment to informers in the early 1920s." In a 1937 case, which was apparently
motivated by the desire for financiai gain, Polly D. agreed to act as an informant after the
police raided her home in Winnipeg. No narcotics were founà, but Polly D. admitted to

being an addict and said that she was obtainhg drugs fiom a doctor. She mentioned that
she could make purchases fkom a tdlicker in Winnipeg and told the police that she
would be willing to assist police in making a case against him "if well paid for her
services.'"* The police promised that they would do so.
Some uiformers were motivated not by fmancial gain but by a desire for revenge.

in a 1938 case in Edmonton, a woman agreed to act as idonnant because she had a
grudge against the peddler in question.86 However, she took sick (or so she said) and the
police needed another infoxmant to complete the case. in 1925 an informer told police
that he had stopped using but that he had a grudge against a particular peddler and was
willing to make a purchase nom hirn for police. RCMP Officer Det. Sergt Churchman
concluded that: "Idormer M.5 is a man with a very changeable disposition, but 1think 1
can keep hirn to his word providing the reward is sufficiently attractive.'"'
Not surprisingly, given the risks, informen could be quite unreliable. In later
years, the RCMP rarely, if ever, brought infamants to the witness stand, but they often
attempted to do so in the 1920s. However, infamants did not always show up at the
trial? Infonnants were unreliable in other ways as well. In 1936, one woman told the
Greenfield: 52
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RCMP that she could obtain dmgs fiom Barry M. They arranged to have her buy a cap
and have Bany M. deliver the cap to a spot where the meet could be covered and she was
advanced $1. However, Barry M refused to deliver on the street. The following day he
told her to go to the Kirkland Apartments where she was successful in rnaking a
purchase. The informer stated that she would visit the apartment again, as she knew a
prostitute who was also living there. However, she rnoved out of her place and left no
forwarding address so police could not contact her.89
Informants often gave information so to avoid charges. In 1939, Mario C. was
charged with vagrancy after being arrested with a peddler in Hamilton. Mario C. told
police that the peddler had been working for John Grey for 1 4 months, and that he was
s e l h g approximately 12 capdday (about $18). As a result of this idormation the charge
against Mario C. was withdrawn? However, the RCMP was more cornfortable with
paying uifonnants. In a 1939 case, the Vancouver RCMP refused to deal with a peddler
who said that he would reveal his comection in Winnipeg oniy if the charge against him
was withdrawn?
Informers did not always play it straight with police. A few weeks after agreeing
to act as an informer, Polly D. contacted the police and told them that she would try to
have the tramcker deliver the dmgs to her room. She called the trafficker but he was
out, so she asked police to drop her off at a party, and pick her up two hours later. When
she phoned later that evening and the following day he refused to make a delivery. The
police temporarily gave up, but a few rnonths later they tried to use her to rnake a case
against another woman. M e r coverîng her movements, the police decided that Polly D.
was double-crossing themY2

Just as police were forced to refine their techniques of surveillance, police also
became more sophisticated in their use of infomants. Until early 1922 in British
Columbia the RCMP did not have to give any name or get any receipts with reference to
the amounts they paid their infomants - a system that begged for d i s h o n e ~ t y ~ ~
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Xnexpenence and damiliarity with organized crime also led them into some funny, but
potentially disastrous situations. In 1923, Det Sergeant Salt, the head of the h g squad

in Montreal, met with informer Fred B e ~ e t .Bennet instnicted Salt to pose as the second
steward of a ship, the Ailan line, ninning between Glasgow and Montreal. Bennet took

him to a tavem on St. Paul St. West where Bennet offered 40 oz of cocaine at $10 at
ounce to two men, (which was less than the market pnce). Bennet produced a sample
bottle, but Salt immediately realized that it was not cocaine. Nonetheless, Bennet was so
insistent that the men try it, that both Salt and the two men began to think that there
probably was some cocaine in it. Mer much discussion the four men got in a taxi to 240
St. James St. to have the sample analysed. It turned out to be f l o u They then went to

247 St. James St. for a beer. Two other men and two women quickly joined them. Salt
cornmented that the two women "were probably about the toughest characters I have run
into in the Montreal undenvorld, being about 40 years of age, toothless, dirty and only
half-clothed." One of the men asked Bennet where the dmgs had corne fiom and Bennet
said "Antwerp". The man retorted: ''your boat doesn't touch at Antwerp." Salt's efforts
to persuade him that perhaps he and Bennet had gone to Antwerp while the boat was in
port were unsuccessful.

At this point, one of the two women asked Salt to go upstain.

Salt refusecl, she was insulted and "evidence of a nsing stom was to be seen."
Fominately, the beer then arrived. One of the men then suggested c a l h g in "Ike and
Bill". Salt "suddenly fomed the opinion that 1was not at al1 anxious to meet "Ike" and
"Bill", especially as they would be between me and the door", and announced that he had
sorne very important work to do on the ship, and made a rapid exit. Bennet went with

hirn. Bennet explained that 247 St James St. was known as a place where one could get

a shot of "CMand "M" and he thought that Salt would be able to get one and arrest the

men. "1 pointed out" Salt reported "that 1might get shot very easily there, but did not
think that 1would be able to do much arresting afterwards, and that in future I would
rather he consulted me in detail about his "big" deds instead of playing the rush act."
Not surpnsingly, the RCMP did not employ Bennet again. The fact that they had
employed hun in the f k t place, and that they had gone dong with his half-baked scheme
for as long as they did, showed how iittie experience they had?4
94 Report by
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In a more sophisticated piece of police work in 1940, police leamed f?om an
informer that Wally C. was peddhg dmgs in Vancouver. The informant made two
purchases fiom Wally C. to obtain the modus operandi and on March 4h he reported that
Wally C.would be in the White Lunch Café h m noon until3pm. Three police officers
were detailed to keep watch on the Café. The informant was instnicted to give a signal
when he was certain that Wally C. was in possession of any capsules. At 2:30pm the
~~
idormant gave the signal and Wally C. was arrested by the three police o f f i c e r ~ .He
was convicted of possession and sentenced to nine rnonths. uiformants sometimes also
assisted in undercover operations. An undercover case by the Mounties in 1957 relied on
the introduction of an informant who told small-scale peddlers that the undercover officer
' k a s Okay"?

The extensive use of inf'ormants added to the difficulties of dmg users' lives.
There were considerable inducements, as well as considerable pressure to S o m on
fellow users and peddlen and this undoubtedly contributed to a great deal of mistrust and
unease within the addict community. Since h g use is often a response to anxiety,
policing may have ironically increased dmg use within the community, at least arnong
individuals. Moreover, the use of informants contributed to the ambiguities and futility

of policing narcotics use. Informers were rarely able to provide information on people
who were much higher than they were themselves and informers were not usually very
high in the narcotic food chah People facing possession charges were able to inform on
street-peddlers who were users themselves, but the chah rarely extended much higher.
Thus, police were placed in the situation of protecting one set of users in order to make
cases against another set of users, without ever reaching "Mr. Big."

Informen were not always dnig users. Police occasionally received cornplaints
about dnig use fiom members of the public. The best of these usudly came fkom
apartment owners or superintendents. In 1937 the Windsor City Police received a phone
cal1 fiom a landlady who stated that she thought that one of her roomers, Emest D. had
dmgs in possession and would be leavhg her h o u e within a few minutes. The RCMP

arrived just in time to intercept Ernest D. The landlady helpfully pointed out that Emest
189-C- 1
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D. had moved his baggage across the street just before the police anived. In the baggage
they found a mal1quantity of white powder that turneci out to be heroin, a teaspoon and

three hypodermic needles. However, Emest D. escaped before he could be chargeci."
Doctors and druggists were also a source of information, particularly with regards
to robbenes and forged prescriptions. In 1941 the owner of a Calgary d m g store
informed police that he had filled a prescription that he believed to have been forged. The
druggist descnbed a man who looked like Daniel F.. The police produced a photograph
of Daniel F. and the druggist identified him as the man who had given him the
prescription the previous day. Daniel F. was charged with possession and at his trial he
was given six r n o n t h ~ .Druggists
~~
sometimes warned police when people purchased

'îvorks", even though the purchase of these items was perfectly legal. In 1947 h e
manager of Cunningham's drug store in Chilliwack telephoned the BC Provincial Police
to tell that that a man had just bought an eyedropper and a smdl vial and was seen to
enter the Empress Hotel. The police then accosted B a . M. when he lefi the hotel and
found hirn in possession of an eyedropper and a hotel key. Upon searching his room they
found 18 tablets of morphine. In court, he was sentenced to six mon th^.^^
The new cohort of juvenile users after World War II led some parents to cornplain
about their children's dnig use. During the Vancouver panic over juvenile drug use in
1952, the city police suggested that parents who were in any way suspicious of their

children or their children's fnends should contact the police.'" 1t is not clear if parents
came forward with cornplaints in 1952, but they certainly did later. In 1960, John Burton

fomd a hypodermic needle and blackened spoon in his 17-yearsld son's room. He
decided to contact the police. Two detectives anived, awakened the young man fiom a
sound sleep and charged him with possession. He was sentenced to one year.lO'
Similady, in 1961, William Thomber told police that he suspected that his stepdaughter
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was an addict. They arrested her and charged ber with possession.'o2 To Thornber's

relief, the charge against his stepdaughter was eventually di~missed.'~~
Police also occasionaily received complaints h m people who were non-users and
who knew very M e about dmg use. The RCMP often bemoaned that these complaints
were without foundation. In Ontario in 1931 the officer comrnanding pondered: "it
appears strange that some persons of unquestionable integrity c m get such fancifil
notions about dmgs. Having conceived sarne their next step is to tell a plausible story to
the police which causes no end of trouble." He complained that these investigations
actually took much longer than cases where dmgs actually existed.lM
Although complaints from the public at large were ofien unfounded, the police

often received valuable uiformation from people who were close to dmg users such as
family members, and from people who interacted with them on a regular basis such as
landlords, druggists and doctors. Again, this contributed to the uncertainties and unease
of dnig usen' lives. By constantly searching for infoxmation about dmg users' lives and

activities, they depnved them of pnvacy and autonomy, even in relationships where this
should have been assured.

Undercover Operations
Undercover operations took a great deal of time and effort but could secure large
numbers of arrests. Police work in undercover operations became much more
professional between l92O-Ig6 1. In the eariy l92Os, individual police officers operated

with a great degree of independence. C.W.HaMson began his RCMP caïeer by going
undercover in Montreal. Until he had made several purchases, other officers were not
instructed to observe hirn in his activities. The Commission of Inquiry into aiiegations of
irregularîty in British Columbia revealed similar practices. Both police officers and
specid agents operated without being covered by other members of the Force. This, of
course, led to the strong possibility of officers engaging in illicit activities. More than
one officer went astray. In 1922, Assistant Commissioner Cortlandt Stames wrote an
lm
'O3
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underling that: "the temptation for men engaged in this work to go wrong is great and as
you Say, the ONDA has been the d o d a 1 1 of several of our pmmising non-commissioned
o f f i c e r ~ . "As
~ ~a~result, by the late 1920s, police were taking much greater precautions.
Nomally, a member of the Force who planned to make a h g purchase would be
thoroughiy searched by another member of the Force. Before handing over any money,
the RCMP would take down the serial numbers of the bills, and then have the operative

sign the sheet. Findly, the buyer would be kept in sight ffom the tirne the money was
handed to him or her.lo6 However, this did not always happen. Undercover officers
occasionally made purchases without being covered for the purpose of building t m t with
a peddler.
Going undercover is difficult work, entailing long hours, constant deceit, fear of
being revealed, and from the point of view of supervison, the possibility of geâting too
close to the people the undercover officer is supposed to be investigating. Nonetheless,
undercover work was a common practice for narcotic squad officers. R.S.S. Wilson went
undercover in 1930 in Vancouver. He posed as an out-of-work logger and took up
residence in a rooming house on Hastings Street. In the evenings, Wilson remembered:
"1 visited the numerous beer parlors and bootlegging joints which abounded through that

part of town and met al1 kinds of people. 1realized that somehow 1 was able to pass

myself off as one of hem, taik their language and fit in as if that was the way it had
always been.. ....But it is a lonely life to have to associate with people who are not your
f?iends and whose ways and values are not your own. Pretending you are what you are
not, and remembering al1 the lies you have told so you won't get tripped up, is not
ea~~.~lO'

By 1940, users were highly suspicious and the police needed an informant to
introduce them before they could go undercover successfilly. T.E.E.Greenfield went
undercover in 1940 after he was transferred fiom Vancouver to Toronto. His comection
was a twenty-one year old fernale addict. He played the part of a miner from Northem

Ontario who had considerable money saved up from wages. At that tirne, addicts in
Annual Report of the RCMP for the year ended September 30, 1931: 57
Memo fiom Coalandt Stames to Officer Commanding RCMP (Vancouver) July 11, 1922 in
NAC,RG 18 Vol #3 163 File G494-5
'O6 Wilson: 63
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Toronto gathered at the corner of Queen and McCaul streets. Greenfield "accidently"

ran into her there, and for a few days made purchases through her. M e r a few days, he

was believed to be her new bowend, and he was able to make purchases himself. After
h

e weeks, he had purchased fkom nine separate "pushers".

During the course of the

operation, a few users got suspicious and they took him to a flophouse where they
stripped him of clothes from the waist-up to take a good look at his m.Greenfield had

''fixeci" his arm that moming, so that it looked as if he had the needle marks of a regular
cimg user.'08

In the 1950s the RCMP made rnuch use of undercover operations, especially in
Vancouver where the users were concentrated. In 1955, Constable Price of the RCMP

reported that the Vancouver h g squad had undertaken 12 major undercover operations

in the past six yem. Going undercover had advantages over the use of infonnants,
because once the operation had been called to a close, the undercover officer assumed the
witness stand to make cases against the people who had sold hirn dmgs. Ptice
emphasized that the greatest danger was that of exposure "which can ruin months, and
even years, of careful preparation and work on the part of many to place the one man in a
position where he has gained the confidence of traf'fïcker~."'~~
The drug-using hternity
in Canada was small, and just as narcotics officers transferred from jurisdiction to

jurisdiction recognized addicts from other parts of the country, the addicts sometimes
recognized the police officers. In 1954, for example, a narcotics officer from Edmonton
was detailed to go undercover in Windsor to make a case against a hafncker. However,

he was quickly recognized by one of the trafficker's criminai associates who had spent

tirne in ~dmonton.''~
Some of these undercover operations resulted in large iiumbers of arrests. A
195 1-52 RCMP undercover operation in Vancouver resulted in the arrest of 22 men and 5

women.'ll An undercover operation by the Vancouver City Police in 1955 resulted in 56
charges against 26 different people.''2 A RCMP undercover operation in July 1961
-
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resulted in 38 people being arrested and charged with tramcking and conspiracy.
Following these arrests the price of a cap uicreased to $10 from the regular price of $5.

' ''

Undercover men were often quite young. R.S.S. Wilson was twenty-four when he
went undercover in Vancouver. In 1955, George Saunders, a young member of the
Windsor detachment of the RCMP,went undercover as a Detroit high school student who
wished to purchase marijuana for weekend parties with his !kiends.'l4 That same year
25-year old Ken Scherling and 27-year old Bob Devente, two members of the Vancouver

City Police went undercover for several months. Both were quite accomplished young
men, indicating that it may have been the rnost prornising young officers who were given
this type of work. During the war Devente was in the underground resistance against the
Germans in his native Holland. He came to Canada in 1948 and started a contracting
business. He joined the police force in January 1955 and walked a beat for a month
before being assigned to undercover work. Scherling had done graduate work in science

''

and zoology at University of ~ashington.' The relative youth of undercover officers
enabled them to better fit in with the users, who were mostly in their 20s and 30s. M e r
serving time undercover, police officers often put their knowledge of h g users to work
by joining the regular narcotic squad.
Ideally, undercover work involved carefûl surveillance of the undercover O fficer.
Throughout the 1955 operation, Vancouver City Police officers were stationed in Room
33 of the Empire Hotel, which was located at the South-West corner of Hastings and
Columbia and provided a good view of the Broadway Hotel Beer Parlour, where most of
the dmg selling was taking place. When the undercover officers made a successful
purchase they would signal to the police officers in the Empire Hotel. They would then
rneet the undercover officer at a pre-ananged location and he would tum over the

dmgs.'16When Cst P. was undercover in Toronto in 1958, the police reported that he
was searched before he made purchases, a k t was made of the money he had and he was
kept under obsenration until the transaction was completed. However, in at least one trial
Annual Report of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police for the Year Ended March 3 1,1962: 20
"IL v. Elliot" RCMP QuarterIy 23 (2) October 1957: 136-9
'15 %dercover men in city h g roundup carehilly ûained for perilous roles*' Province August
10,1953: 21
'16 See for example, RCMP Report August 2,1955 in NAC, RG 29, Vol #3334 File #327-W-139
and RCMP Report July 21,1955 in NAC, RG 29 Vol #3348 File #327-T-116
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resulting fkom the undercover operation, none of the officers detailed to cover Cst. P
testified, indicating that perhaps their observations did not reveal enough to make it
worthwhile to cal1 them to the stand.' "

In their observation of six narcotic units of police departments in the United
States in the 1 9 7 0 Peter
~ ~ K. Manning and Lawrence John Redlinger believed that the use

of drugs, particularly by undercover officers was quite common. This was officially
denied, but according to Manning and Redlinger "it is virtually impossible to work
undercover without havhg to weigh the danger to oneself of refusal to use, the
implications which that revelation might have for a continuing or successful investigation
and the long-term impossibility of simulating use.""* Canadian police undoubtedly used
dmgs as well. in a MacLean's article, the expenenced RCMP officer T.E.E.Greenfield
asserted that "even some members of the RCMP dmg squads have been addicted."'

l9

Members working undercover often experienced pressure to use. In 1955, Cst. M. of the

RCMP went undercover in Winnipeg to try to make a case against Michael L.. He made
the acquaintance of a fernale addict and got her to score for him. However, "Cst. M.
experienced some difficulty in getting away fiom his female fiend and her companion as
they wanted hun to "fix" with them. This is the usual procedure for an addict in
Winnipeg if they are "scoring" for some other person who they do not actually know.
According to the police report, Cst M. eventually got away nom them and thm
contacted writer and handed over the cap of ~er0in.l~'However, M. could have very
easily shot up himself, as he claimed to have spent $10 on one capsule, which was
somewhat hi&. He explained that his female companion probably bought two and kept
one for henelf, but since he was not covered during this buy, it is impossible to know for
certain.
"Works" were more readily available in Canada than in the United States, and
evidence fiom police reports indicates that it was fairly common for Canadians to shoot

up alone. Evidence h m American oral histories reveals that Amencans made much

"'See RCMP Report April8,1958 in NAC, RG 29, Vol #3336 File #327-W-196
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wider use of shooting galleries, and other places where "works" could be shared. This

may mean that there was less suspicion placed on the undercover officer who said that he
wacted to shoot up by himself. However, it is impossible to know for certain how many
police officers cmssed the boundary into using. Police claimed that tight surveillance

was maintained over undercover men, but in practice this was difficult to do. Police
regularly "fied" their a

. to make them look like usen, but nothhg would engender

confidence like actually using the cimg. Moreover, like other people who came in regular
contact with users, at l e s t a few police officers were probably curious about the dmgs'

effects.
Undercover officen actively created "crime" by asking dmg peddlen to sel1 to
them. Moreover, although street-level undercover operations could result in a large
nurnber of arrests, they rarely resulted in the arrest of higher-ups. A number of street

peddlers could be caught and arrested, but they were quickly replaced. The deception
involved in undercover operations did nothing to improve relations between users and the
police. Since undercover officers often served as narcotics officers in the same cities
where they had gone undercover, they quickly developed antagonistic relationships with
drug users, who felt that they had been betrayed by people that they tnisted.

Poiicing Bodies
As policing became more intensive, so did users' and peddlers' efforts to conceal

the dmg. In the 1920s it was cornmon for peddlers to carry their dmgs in pockets with
slits in them. When approached by police, they would let the decks fa11 to the ground. In

the struggle with police that would often follow, the peddler would kick the deck away
and claim that they knew nothing of the dmg that was lying some distance away. When
capsules replaced decks in the 1930s,it became more common for peddlers to cary them

in their mouths. At roughly the same tirne, femde dmg users and peddlers apparently
began canying drugs in their vaginas, although this practice was not nearly as
comm~n.IZ1

12'
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Policing was violent even before police officers started removing dmgs from the
mouths of users. In a raid on Fraser Mills in the early 1920s' well before dnig users
started ca-g

dnigs in their mouth, RCMP constable W.L.Smith testified that he hit

one of the Chinese men over the head with a sear~hlight.'~Chinese informants working
for the RCMP in the early 1920s regularly complained of violence by Vancouver City
Police Officen. One informant made a statement indicating that Detective Sinclair of

the City Police fired two shots at him as he was ruMing away. The informant then
stopped, and Sinclair "called me a bastard - son of a bitch- cocksucker. He then took
me.. . h o the alley that leads toward the Police station. When we got into this alley he

hit me on the side of the head and called me more bad names."lu

The violence vastly

increased after d m g users started carrying the dmgs in their mouths. Police officen had
no qualms about the practice of grabbing drug users by the throat to prevent them fkom
swallowing the cirugs. They would then insert their hands into the mouths of the user to

try and dig out the dmgs. Detective Cray of the Vancouver City Police narcotic squad
put it bluntly in his report to the Senate: '?O get dmgs out of a man's mouth takes a lot of
force."'"
At Patrick Bate's preliminary hearing for possession in 1949, Constable LaBrash

testified that he was Listening at the door, when Bate came out of the room. Bate "looked up
and saw me just outside the door and he put his right hand up to his mouth immediately. At
that time 1grabbed him by the b a t , pushed him back into the room, and a stniggle then
ensued. He went back in the room on to the bed, across the bed, back across the bed and on

the floor. At this time I got hun d o m on the floor in the room he spit out a rubber finger
stall on to the floor." LaBrash later admitteci that he forced Bate to spit out the fingerstalI,
although he did not reveal exactly how he forced him to do thi~.'~~
At another hearing,

Melvin Scott testified that when he and his cornpanion were arrested: "Detective
McDonald had his ann around Irving Hess's neck and was squeezing it and pulling his
Report of Commissioner J.P. Smith (Duplicate Copy) Commission of Inquiry Vancouver and
Victoria BC NAC, RG 28, Vol $3170 File #G494-7 (Part 1): 149
"Statementn October 14,1921 in NAC, RG 18 Vol #3288 File 1921 HQ-189-E-1See other
items in the file for M e r allegations of violence against RCMP mforrnants.
'21 Special Senate Committee: 240
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hair and Detective Hanison was standing in fiont of h i . and trying to choke him and
trying to pry his mouth open and 1heard Hess grasp for breath."

He reported that Hess's

b a t was bruised, scratched and swollen after the incident.126
Day-to-day violence on the street was also extremely common. MelWi Scott
testified that as a drug user waiking the streets of downtown Vancouver "quite often
sometimes these detectives jump out of doonvays and choke you.. ..lots of t h e s 1have
gone d o m the street in the daytime and they have jumped on me.. .. when they jump on
you they don't know whether you have them (dmgs) or not, but they choke you to make
sure."'27 Similarly, in 1961, a fernale user told a social worker: "Every city you get into,

as soon as the local police fmd out you're there, the tust thing they do is jump you and
choke you because you are a known addict. They don't give you a chance to see if you

want to stop'21".

Not surpnsingly, when health professionds doing a study of addiction

interviewed dmg users at Oakalla Prison F m , they expressed resentment against the
regulations that allowed police to search them on sight.12'

Drug users' desperation in face of police action sometimes led to self-hm. In
1954, police apprehended John Cismus of Regina. Realizing he was about to be comered
by police, Cismus swallowed his hypodermic needle and rubber bulb of an eyedropper.

The Mounted Police officer reached into his mouth and trieci to eject the object. The
officer felt a quantity of broken glass but Cismus succeeded in swallowing it and began
bleeding profbsely. The police took him to hospital where he rernained under
observation. Fortunately, X-ray plates showed that the needle and the broken glass did
not damage his internai ~ r ~ a n s . ' ~ '
Not surpnsingly, the culture of violence occasionally culminated in beatings that
were unrelated to trying to get h g s out of the mouths of users. In May 1960 a client of
the John Howard Society reported that he was in the washroom of Woodward's
Department Store with another man. 5 rnembers of the Narcotic Squad accosted them.
The police failed to h d any heroin, but they handcuffed their han& behind their backs
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and "worked them over." The social worker noted that the client was ''sporthg
noticeable facial bruises fiom this in~ident.'"~'
Dnig users were often successful at swallowing the drugs, but police work did not
stop with the throat hold. It was standard police procedure to try to get the offender to
regurgitate it by sticking their fingers down the offender's tI1r0at.l~~When that failed, the
police occasionally tried to get the user to submit to an intemal exam. In 1943, the

RCMP and the Hamilton City Police in Hamilton Ontario arrested Bob K. af€erhe
purchased dmgs fiom a doctor. The informant in the case told police that Bob K. had
morphine tablets on his person when he left the doctor's office and that he had likely put
them in his mouth just as he opened the door leading onto the Street. The police grabbed

hirn just as he was about to board the streetcar. One detective took his hands, and another
grabbed him by the throat, and with the help of a third they carried him over to the
sidewalk. "After a brief struggle", the RCMP reported, "his mouth was forced open but
nothing was found." He was then handcuffed and placed in the police car. He was held
on a charge of vagrancy and taken to the city hospital, where they had a doctor examine
him. The doctor was unable to disclose whether or not Bob K. had swallowed the tube.

Bob K. refused to have his stomach pumped, and the doctor said that in view of Bob K's

normal condition he would not do the procedure without Bob K's ~onsent.'~'Sunilady
in 1952, police seized Jack T.. He managed to swallow the bundle containing 20 caps of
heroin. Nonetheless, he was placed in custody where began to show some concem as to
his own welfare. He agreed to be treated by a doctor with a view to regurgitating the
heroin. Two RCMP officers took him to hospital but the hemin could not be recovered,
although Jack T cooperated in attempting to bring it up. The doctor suggested a laxative.
Jack T was given a large dose at RCMP headquarters where he was kept under constant
observation. The following moming, he passed the bundle of heroin, which was retained
by the RCMP officer who was on duty at that tirne.'"
Much to the initial discomfort of police, dnig users dso hid dmgs in their vaginas.

In 1941, the Division of Narcotic Control became quite alarmeci about a case in
13'
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Vancouver. The police believed that there were at least 10 decks of opium in small hotel
occupied by a well-known trafficker and bis equaiiy well-known female cornpanion. The
police broke into the room at 6:OOam under the authority of a Wnt of Assistance. The
police saw the woman grab something f?om a table adjacent to the bed, and place it in her
person. The police report did not speciQ where she placed it, but it was presumably in
her vagina She had no clothes on and told the police that she had taken legal advice to
the effect that she was ineiigible for search because she was naked, while a search of her
actual body would be compietely illegal. The police were hesitant to do anything
without consulting with the Special Narcotic Prosecutor in Vancouver, so they wrapped
the woman in a few blankets and brought her to the Police Station. She refused to be
searched, even by a Matron or a doctor and after 6 houn she obtained bail. The police
had no alternative but to let her go. Upon consultation, the Division concluded that it

would be inappropriate for the police to have the power to grab a woman on the street
and search her intervaginally. They feared that 'ive would sooner or later be 'planted'
with some highly emotional female, completely capable of producing or simulating a
violent attack of hysteria, if not a heart condition. The search of such a person in those
circumstances with the subsequent advertisernent by the defending lawyer and with also
possible headlines in a local paper, rendered it a somewhat difficult matter to detemine."
The Division decided to appoint a medical man as a justice of the peace in order to do
these types of searches. Three matrons were also sworn in as special cons table^.'^^ Soon
thereafter, they arrested Winified Chapman, a woman they believed was carrying drugs

in her vagina on a regular basis, for the purposes of peddling. The RCMP Quarterl'y
reported that "the pnsoner was warned that a compulsory examination would be made if
she refused to produce the drugs of her own fiee will. She not only declined the
opportunity to act voluntarily but also resisted angrily when the search was b a l l y made.
Two large ibgerstalls, each containing twenty decks of opium were fo~nd."'-'~The
police spoke little about this technique after this t h e , although they occasionally
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mentioned that a matron tumed up evidence in a female search that they did not h d ,
which may have meant that the drugs were stored i n t e r ~ a ~ i n a l l ~ . ' ~ '
Although women who hid the drugs in their vaginas initidly embanassed the
police, they had few such hesitations in the later part of the time period examined here
when it came to checking for needle marks. It was common practice d e r raiding a room

in which narcotic drugs were found, to check to see which of the occupants had needle

marks. These marks would be used as evidence at the trial. In 1960. the police entered a
room in a residential hotel in the downtown eastside. The police found a gelatin capsule
and severai gees. The police reported that Heather M. had needle marks on the inside of

her upper lefl leg, while the other female in the room had needle marks on her upper right
leg." Although the police report did not Say so, they m u t have asked the women to lia
up their skirts, or take down their pants.138 Men were also sometimes stripped during a

search. In 1951, the police surprised John F. and a cornpanion in the very srna11
washroom of a fish and chips shop. The police made the two men take most of their
clothing off and searched both them and their clothes for dnigs, but found nothing.
Police found an eyedropper in the wastepaper basket of the washroom, but decided not to
prosecute the case because it was a public washroom and it would be difficult to
determine ownership of the eyedropper.'3g

Drug users regularly fought back against this invasive policing and police officers

as well as usen were injured. In 1953, police searched the home of Bob K. in PoweMew,
Manitoba Bob K. initially told the police to go ahead, but when the police opened a

suitcase and began putting the contents on the bed, K. and his wife objected and ordered
the RCMP Constable S. to cease. S. called for assistance from an acting constable who

had accompanied him to the K.'s home. Together the two of them resumed the search,
whereupon, K. grabbed S. by the arm and, according to the police report "a sû-uggle
ensued." Mrs. K then began "clawing" at the face of S., and when he attempted to push
her away she cnished a burning cigarette into his face, apparently aiming for his ear.
She was pushed away, and K once again attacked the writer, striking him on the left side
of the nose and cheekbone with his nrst Once the two had been subdued, Mrs. K asked
13'
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to be left dong with the matron so that she could change clothes. However, the matron
reported that she refused to change her clothes or to leave the home. S. entered the home

again grabbed her fiom behind by the upper arms and taken £kom the shack "midst
violent screims and blasphemy k m her." The two were then lodged in the Pine Falls

Police cells where Mrs. K "again sûuggled and clawed at the wrïter (S.), causing a long
scratch to the writer's nght cheek and throat." The police report failed to mention the
injuries sustained by K and his wife in these stniggles.'"

With far more men, more information about users, better technology, and the
development of standard techniques, police grew increashgly successful at arresting dmg
users. Their conbol over information, and the lack of scanda1 smunding narcotics
policing in the years after the early 1920s, ensured that police were taken very seriously

in the courtroom, and achieved a hi& rate of convictions. However, as police themselves
occasionally bemoaned, enforcement had little impact.I4' Released prisoners conthued
to use and new people started.
By the 1950s, the police had developed the necessary resources and techniques to
keep extremely close surveillance over dmg users. Police h e w most of the users and
arrested them fiequently. In some respects, enforcement was more effective than ever
before, or ever since. Should the 1950s be regarded as a mode1 of narcotics policing?

This chapter shows that the intensive policing of the postwar period contributed
enormous to the anxiety and danger of d m g users' lives. Indirectly, it may have even
contributed to heavier dmg use by individuals, although other users may have been
deterred. The intensive policing also increased the prestige of h g use among young
"rounders", or delinquents in Vancouver and made the idea of becoming a h g user
more attractive to young people who wished to visibly de@ authority and noms.
Narcotic policing was regarded as a challenging and difficult area of police work
but it created many possibilities for cormption, extremely antagonistic relationships

NAC,RG 29, Vol #3330 File #327-F-4
NAC,RG 29, Vol #3330 File #327-N-4
14' In 1953, Commissioner Nicholson complained to the Department: *'we are tired of handhg
addicts and addict peddlers over and over again. We think they should be isolated and
quaratltined compulsorily." Letter fiom L.H. Nicholson the K.C. Hostick May 27,1953 in NAC,
RG 29, Vol #223 File #320-5-9 Part 6
'39
'40

between the police and community members and lots of tedious work. Police offices in

the post-war penod were extremely successhl at arresting users, but they had relatively
little success at catching the higher-ups. Intensive street enforcement kept the pnce of
dmgs hi&, but did not significantly reduce the supply. Instead, it may have conhibuted
to greater involvement by dmg users in other types of crime, as they needed more money
to purchase their dmgs than they would have otherwise.
The police did know quite a lot about dnig users and their habits and they played

a vital role in circulating uifomation out to a broader public. Journalists, narcotic
officiais, social workers, and doctors leamed much of what they knew about h g use

from narcotics officers. However, the police had an extremely antagonistic and often
violent relationship with users, and were hardly an unbiased source of information. They

played a key role in the maintenance of a highly stigmatized image of h g users.
Nonetheless, they also contributed to a body of knowledge about drug use that curious
potential users could access. By publicizing the places where dmgs could be sold and

the means by which they could be purchased police officers helped the inquisitive to
leam more.
Narcotic policing puts the state in a very interesting position with regards to its
citizens. By controllhg what people take into their bodies, it involves the state in an

extremely intimate and invasive relationship. While dnig use may be undesirable, it is
important to ask whether or not it is appropnate to ask the police to control such a
personal activity. The incredible violence and invasiveness of narcotic policing,and the
danger it posed to the security of both police officers and h g users, should give us
pause.
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Chapter 5: bbProscribing
Prescribing: Doctors and the Opium and Narcotic Control
Act

Dmg users had much less direct interaction with doctors than they did with police
officers. Police ofncers deliberately sought out contact with dmg users, but many
doctors were more than happy to stay away fiom drug users, whom they often regardeci

as txoublesome and manipulative. Nonetheless, doctors and medical discourse over cimg
use exerted considerable influence over drug users' lives. Individual doctors made

decisions over whether to proscribe or prescnbe narcotic drugs to desperate patients. A
few influentid memben of the profession came to play important role in drug law and
policy. Finally, srnaIl numbers of psychiatrists "diagnoseci" and treated dmg users.
As Leslie Reagan pointed out in her m e n t book on abortion in the United States

there has been little work on the relationship bebveen medicine and the law.' Because
laws regarding prescnbing dmgs to addicts, like many abortion laws, did not precisely
define what was legal and what was not, this was worked out through policing, the
regulations and policies of the Division of Narcotic Control and the courts. Definitions
of what was legal and illegal in ternis of prescnbing, as well as ideas of what constituted
appropriate medical practice were fluid and changed over tirne. Doctors infîuenced the

law, particularly in Iater years, but they also had io work within it, or potentially face
severe repercussions. The power relations between doctors, d m g users and the state
were complex. Doctors did not always feel in control of the physician-client relationship
and sometimes prescribed to d m g users because they felt theatened by them. The state
could not exert direct control over when and how offen a doctor prescribed, nor did
doctors control the policies of the state or the activities of the police.

In Canada, the literature on doctors and the state has had two main threads. The
h t has üaced the way that the "regulars"slowly organized to exclude homeopaths,

midwives and other "irregulan" fiom the practice of medicine in the 19" century. Most

' Leslie Reagan When Abortion was a Crime: Womai. Medicine. and Law in the United States,

1867-1973 (Berkeley: University of Califomia Ress, 1997): 5
The interactions between doctors and the state have also been explored in: Judith Walzer Leavitt
The Healthiest City: Milwaukee and the Politics and HeaIth Reform (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1982), Leslie Reagan When Abornon Was a Crime Molly Ladd-Taylor MotherWork: Women, Child Welfare and the State, 1890-1930 (Urbana and Chicago: University of
rilinois Press, 1994): 167496
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of these histories end in the early decades of the century when doctors gained self-

governing institutions and government legislation to protect their interests. The second
examines the introduction of hospital insurance and medicare and the role of doctors in
both initiating and protesting against state involvement in the provision of medical
services? There has been little work on the relationship between doctors and the state
between these two developments.
By examining the regulation of docton by the Opium and Narcotic Dmg Act and
their influence on it, an interesthg picture of doctors' autonorny emerges. Doctors were

in the position of being highly regulated, as well as being regulators themselves, when it
came to the control of illegal dmgs. In the early 1920s, the Division of Narcotic Control,
nui

by non-docton, confidently dictated to doctors the manner in which they should

prescribe narcotic drugs. Many doctors found themselves in court for violations of the

Opium and Narcotic Drug Act and the RCMP had few qualms about employing dmg
users as "spotten"to make cases against docton for illegal prescriptions. However,
doctors fought back and over time, the Division's treatment of doctors became more
deferential, reflecting growing activism by docton and greater medicd prestige in society

at large, as well as discornfort in the courts over convicting doctors of narcotic offences.

By the post-war period, a medical, especially psychiatrie, approach to drug use gained

' See: R.D. Gidney and W H .Millar Rofessional Gentleman: The Professions in lgn Century
Ontario (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1994), Colin Howell "Refonn and the
Monopolistic Impulse: The Professionalization of Medicine in the Maritimes" Acadiensis 1l(1)
Autumn 1981: 3-22, Colin Howell "Medical Professionalization and the Social Transformation of
the Maritimes, 1850-1950" Journal of Canadian Studies 27 (Spring 1992): 5-20, Colin Howell
"Elite Doctors and the Development of Scimtific Medicine: the Halifax Medical Establishment
and Nineteenth Century Medical Professionalism" in Charles G. Roland ed. Health, Disease and
Medicine: Essays in Canadian History (Toronto: Unioersity of Toronto Press, 1983): 105-123,
S.ED. Shortt "Physicians, Science and Status: Issues in the Rofessionalization of AngloAmerican Medicine in the 19' Cennny" Medical History 27(1) 1983: 51-68, David Naylor T h e
CMA's First Code of Ethics: Medical MoraIity or Borrowed Ideology?" Journal of Canadian
Studies 17(4) (Winter 1982-3), David Naylor "Rural Protest and Medical Rofessionalism in T m
of the Century Ontario" Journal of Canadian Studies 21(1) (Spring 1986): 5-20 For the United
States see: Paul Starr The Transformation of American Medicine (New York: Basic Books, 1982)
4
See: David Naylor Mvate Practice, PubIic Payment: Canadian Medicine and the Politics of
Health Fnsurance 1911-1966 (Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queens University Press, 1986),
Jacaiyn Duffii 'The Guru and the Godfather: Henry Sigerist, Hugh MacLean, and the Politics of
Heaith Care Reform in 1940s Canada" Canadian Bulletin of Medical History 9 1992: 191-218
and Malcolm G. Taylor Health Insurance and Canadian Public Policy: The Seven Decisions that
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wide support, and doctors were put in charge of treatment programs and given a much
greater say in policy development.' In this chapter, doctoa' changing relationship with
users and with the Division of Narcotic Control will be seen by looking at 1) h g

legislation, 2) departmental policies and practices regarding prescriptions and 3) the
treatment of drug usen.
Much of the dnig literature assumes that a "medical" approach to dmg use, or
what P.J.Giffen et al characterized as the "treatment movement" was a progressive step
forward." However, this chapter will show that the move towards greater medical
authonty actually meant that drug users were subject to even more controi and
regdation.' The medical mode1 increased their length of incarceration and exposed them
to a campaign to transfomi their "personalities" and way of life.
As Nikolas Rose has noted, "psychological noms, values, images and
techniques" have, over the course of the 20' century, "increasingly corne to shape the
ways in which various social authorities think of persons, their vices and virtues, their
States of health and illness, their normalities and pathologies."

Dnig users were no

exception. By the post-war penod, "psy" professionals, who were assurned to have
some greater understanding into drug users' deviance, were called upon to provide expert
insight and to manage treatment programmes. However, dmg users also adopted the
language of "psy" in order to explain themselves to doctors, social worken, and perhaps
even to each other.
Created Canada's Health Insurance Svstem and their Outcornes 2" ed. (Kingston and Montreal:
McGill-Queen's University Press, 1987)
P.E.Bryden argues that the Canadian Medicai Association had the ear of the govemment in
1942 when an advisory cornmittee on health insurance was formed. The report of this comminee
was written with considerable input from the medical community and incorporated al1 of the
principles on heath insurance which had been issued by the CMA in 1937. See: P.E. Bryden
Planners and Politicians: Liberal Politics and SociaI Policy, 1957- 1968 (Montreal and Kingston:
McGill-Queen's University Press, 1997): 4
Giffen et al: 359-410
7
In a thoughtful article on British drug policy, Rachel L a t argues that the history of British dnig
services "cannot be read as impiying a simple dichotomy within Bntish dmgs policy between
treatment and control. Ratt!er it will be argued kom a Foucauldian position on power that the two
cannot be separated." Rachel Lart "Medical PowerlKnowledge: The Treatment and Control of
Dmgs and h g Users" in Ross Coomber ed. The Control of h n s and h g Users: Reason or
Reaction? (Amsterdam: H m o o d Academic Publisha, 1998)
Nikolas Rose Inventing Oiir Selves: Psycholow, Power, and Personhood (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1998): 62-3

Canada's strict control over docton was somewhat u n d . In Canada, doctors
were prosecuted for prescribing for drug users beginning in the early 1 9 2 0 ~
under
~ a
section of the Act that prohibited the prescription of illegal drugs for non-medical
purposes. Even in the United States, maintenance clinics were pennitted until the mid1 9 2 0 although
~~
they were quickly wiped out thereafter. In Britain, the so-called

"British-model" allowed doctors to prescnbe regular doses of opiates to addicts. In 1924,
the Ministry of Health in Britain established a Departmental Cornmittee on Morphine and

Heroin addiction. The cornmittee was composed entirely of doctors. The cornmittee's
1926 report set the guidelines for state policy for the next forty years, and left control of

the addict in the hands of the medical profession? The much-celebrated &'British
system" was partiy due to professional power, but this power was exerted in a social and
cultural environment that was very different f?om the situation existing in the United
States and Canada. There were fewer users in Great B h i n and that country was spared

the worst excesses of the " h g panics" which played such an important role in inspiring
drug legislation in the United States and Canada.
The curious position of Canadian docton vis-à-vis the Opium and Narcotic Drug
Act can be understood partly be looking at the comparatively disorganized state of the

medical profession in Canada in the early 1920s. Although medicine had been
professionalized in the sense that each province had passed licensing Iegislation, the
organizations representing Canadian physicians on the federai stage were not stmng. The
most powerfil organization, the Canadian Medical Association remained fairly weak
until the late 1920s.'~h u a 1 meetings were poorly attended, the organization was in

hancial difficulty, and at the 1921 annual meeting, there was a suggestion that the
organization should disband." Canada did not establish its own Royal College of
Virginia Berridge and Griffith Edwards Opium and the People;Terry Parsinnen Secret Passions.
Secret Remedies, Virginia Berridge "Professionalizationand narcotics: the medical and
pharmaceutical professions and British Narcotic Use, 18684926'' Pçycholoaical Medicine
8(1978): 361-372 and Dolores Peten "The British Response to Opiate Addiction in the 19'
Century" Journal of the History of Medicine 36 (October 1981): 455-487.
'O David Cobum George M. Torrance and Joseph M. Kaufert "Medical Dominance in Canada in
Historical Perspective: The Rise and Fa11 of ~&licine?'InternationalJournal of Health Services
13(3) 1983: 416. Also see D. Sclater Lewis The Royal CoIIege of Physicians and Surgeons of
Canada 1920-1960 (Montreal: McGill University Press, 1962): 7-8
" David Cobum "Canadian Medicine: Dominance or Roletarianization" Millbank Quar&erly
66(2) 1988: 99 Cobum says this took place in 1920. HE. MacDennot Histow of the Canadian

Physicians and Surgeons until 1929. Also unlike the United States, where there were
several prominent and respectable "experts" in addiction, no one in Canada could
legitimately fill this role. Stephen Lett, who practiced at the Homewood Retreat in
Guelph, was a well-respected addiction specialist, but he died in 1905.12 Finally and
probably most importantiy, few doctoa were interested in having dmg users as patients.

Drug users were regarded as extremely bothersome. Hospitals refused to take them as it
was felt that they needed around-the-dock male nurses, and it was difficult for a doctor to

gradually cut d o m the dosage without institutional treatment. By the early 1920s, very
few addicts were being created through medical practice, and addicts who bought their

dmgs on the illicit market were seen as a rather disreputable, not to mention ili-paying,
class of patients.13
Moreover, there was no agreement arnongst physicians themselves about what
constituted appropriate treatment for drug addicts, which made it difficult for them to
launch a concerted attack against the policies and practices of the department. There
were doctors who favoured maintenance and wished to see some kind of licensing system
int~oduced.'~However, they seem to have been a minority. Most doctors agreed that
institutional treatment was ideal place for withdrawal, but in the absence of these
institutions, there was considerable disagreement Many doctors continued to treat
patients using the "gradua1 reduction" method, meaning that they would slowly cut d o m

their dose over thne in order to avoid the worst of withdrawal syrnptoms, while others
favoured the sudden withdrawal of al1 narcotics. In 1923 and again in 1930, the

Canadian Medical Association Journal condemned the "so called ambulatory or slow
reductioa method of cure", and cailed for institutions %hereby those convicted as

Medical Association Vol II (Toronto: Murray Rinting and G-e,
1958) says 1921: 3 Other
histories of medical organizations in Canada include: John Sutton Bennett History of the
Canadian Medical Association 1954-1994 (Ottawa: The Canadian Medical Association, l996),
Elizabeth McNab A Lena1 History of Health Professions in Ontario (Toronto: A Study for the
Cornmittee on the Healing Arts, 1970) and Robert B. Kerr Histosr of the Medical Council of
Canada (ûttawa: The Medical Council of Canada, 1979)
Cheryl Krasnick Warsh Moments of Unreason: 155-70 and "Stephen Lett" The Canadian
Encylopedia 2d Edition (Edmonton: Hurtig Publishers, 1988): 1203
l 3 Warsh: 167-170 and David Courtwright Dark Paradise: 1 14-147
l4 RD.Rudolph "Narcotic Addiction m Canada" Canadian Medical Association Journal March
1930: 431-2
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addicts may be treated not so much as prisoners, but as people disea~ed."'~Nonetheless,
statements by physicians in the House of Commons as weiî as letters to the Journal
showed that not d l doctors agreed.

'' In 1926, the Conservative Oshawa parliamentarian

Dr. Kaiser asserted that "medicd men of the 'aighest standing say it is utterly wrong to
abruptly cut off dmgs fiom the addict: they are of opinion (sic) that the better coune is to

wean him off gradually. In fact this is the only method of effecting a cure.""
A clear example of the disagreement between medicai practitioners as well as the
Division of Narcotic Control can be seen in the 1924 trial of Dr. Fortune Lachance of St.
Boniface Manitoba According to the F.W.Cowan, the Chief of the Narcotic Division,

"this physician was probably the worst offender in the Dominion of canada'"'

In a

three-month period, Dr. Lachance had issued prescriptions for more than seventeen
ounces of narcotics, more than the combined prescriptions of d l other physicians in
Manitoba. At his trial, the Crown called Dr. E. C. Bames, superintendent of the Selkirk
Mental Hospital. Dr. Barnes quoted medical authorities who said that: 'Yeductive dosage
ambulatory treatment" or slow withdrawal treatment was "useless and unsparingly
condemned." Dr. Bames said that he would have nothing to do with an addict who was
not under proper surveillance.
Lachance testified that he had treated 50 addicts over the past year. He believed
that he had achieved considerable success at cutting down their intake. He admitted that
some patients had started again d e r treatment, and told the Court that he had stopped
treating people under these circumstances. One of his patients testified that since Dr.
Lachance had treated him he had improved in health and was now much better able to
resist the craving for bbdope."19According to the Manitoba Free Press four "prominent

medicai practitioners" testified that sudden withdrawal was dangerous and that they had

al1 used the "slow withdrawal" treatment used by Dr. Lachance. Dr. P.H.McNutty, a

'' "Dangerous h g s " Canadian Medical Association Jolimal January 1923: 55

l6 House of Commons Debates June 7, 1926: 4123 and letten to the editor of C W : RD.
Rudolph "Narcotic Addiction in Canada" Canadian Medical Association Journal March 1930:
43 1-2 and James McCallum ''Narcotic Addiction in Canada" Canadian Medical Association
Journal April 1930: 575
l7 House of Commons Debates June 7,1926: 4123
" Memo from F.W.
Cowan to the Deputy Minister of Justice Septemba 19, 1924 in NAC, RG
29, Vol #324 File #324-1-1 Part 3
'Thug Charge Against Dr.Lachance continues" Manitoba Free Ress January 9, 1924

member of the Advisory Board of the St. Boniface hospital declared that: "1 don? believe

in the quick withdrawal method and any medical practitioner following this system
should be arrested for inhuman treatmedS2OThe Vice-Chaimia. of the Advisory Board
of the Misericordia Hospital, Dr. Alexander Meindl declared that the slow withdrawal
method was not entirely satisfactory, but where institutional care was impossible, he
thought that it was the best alternative- As a result of their testimony, Dr. Lachance was
acquitted. The Department would have appealed, but Dr. Lachance died soon after the
trial.

The Lachance trial clearly dernonstrated that there was no consensus among
prominent medical professionals as to the right approach to treating and withdrawing
addicts. However, the Division of Narcotic Control's swift crackdown on doctors such as
Lachance made it extremely difficult for doctors to experiment with different types of
treatment. By the mid4920s,doctors were no longer willing to treat drug users on a
large scde and risk prosecution and the possibility of losing their license to practice.
Individual patients occasionally received maintenance or withdrawal medication, but
Lachance appears to have been the last doctor to unâertake an extensive withdrawal
program outside of an institutional setting.

Doctors and Drug Legislation

In both the United States and Britain, historians of dmg laws have concluded that
doctors and pharmacists played an important role in securing dmg legislation? In the
United States, Dr. Hamilton Wright became knom as the "father of Amencan narcotic
laws," but in Canada, this title appropriately belongs to a senes of moral reformers
without any medical credentials. William Lyon MacKenzie King, who introduced

Canada' h t anti-drug legislation in 1908 and 191 1, did so as a moral reformer
concerned about Chinese opium use on the West Coast. Before intmducing the 191 1
Iegislation he consulted not with doctors, but with the chiefs of police in Vancouver and

Montreal. It was not until 1920 that the responsibility of enforcing the Act was moved
T o u r Doctors Tell of Treating Dmg Addicts" Manitoba Free Press January 23,1924: 9

fiom the Ministry of Labour to the newly created Ministry of Health and Soldier's
Reestablishment, where presumably there would be more of a medical focus. However,
the Division of Narcotic Control never employed anyone with medical credentials and, as
1 explored in the h s t chapter, the h g legislation of the 1920s was inspired primarily by

West Coast anti-drug crusaders on the West Coast, by Officials within the Division of
Narcotic Control and the RCMP? Few doctors in the House of Commons took an active
interest in dnig legislation unless it directly innuenced medical practice.
Docton took a m c h mon: active mle debathg hgislaiion that directly aEc=cteci
their interactions with their patients. In 1911, the Opium and Narcotic Dmg Act made it

an offence for a physician to prescribe narcotic dmgs unless the dmg was prescribed for
medical purposes. The penalty for non-cornpliance was a h e not exceeding $200 or
imprisonment not exceeding three months, or both a fine and imprisonment. This rather
mild legislation was followed by 1920 legislation which required physicians, veterinary
surgeons or dentists, to provide the Minister with idornation, upon request, regarding
dnigs received, dispensed, supplied, given away, or distributed. Penalties increased to a

minimum fine of $500 to a maximum of $1 000 and imprisonment for a term up to one
year. In 1922 penalties for prescribing for non-medical purposes were changed to a fine
between $200-$1000, or to Unprisonment for a terni not exceeding 18 months.
According to Health Minister Henri Beland, the government reduced the fine for
physicians' offences because any physician who engaged in the illicit sale of narcotic
drugs was Iiable to suspension by his association? In actuai fact, the various colleges of
physicians and surgeons across the country were more lenient and not al1 docton who
were convicted under the Act found themselves s ~ s ~ e n d e d . 2 ~
In these early debates a few doctors complained that the record keeping was too

onerous, but other physicians supported the Act. In 1920 and again in 1921 mernbers of
" See David Musto The American Dixase and Virginia Bemdge "Rofessionalization and
Narcotics": 361-72
Giffen, Endicott and Lambert argued that changes in dmg legislation were instigated primarily
by people responsible for enforcing the Act My own view (see chapter 1) is that they downplay
the importance of the anti-drug panic, but their observation has much merit.
House of Commons Debates June 15,1922: 30 14
24 The colleges of physicians and surgeons in British Columbia and Ontario were apparently the
most cooperative in this regard. Minutes of the Technical Narcotic Advisory Cornmittee June 25,
1954 M NAC, RG 29, Vol #604 File #325-3-2
-
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the House of Commons, including physicians, fiercely debated the provision of the Act

which prohibited patients from re-filling oarcotic prescriptions without the consent of
their doctor, although many participants in the debate did not seem to understand that this
only applied to dmgs that were controlled under the Opium and Narcotic h g Act and
that certain preparations containhg only srna11 amounts of these drugs were exempt.
However, in the Senate, there was considerable support for curtailing the prescnbing
privileges of doctors. Members accused docton of creating addicts through careless
prescribing and complained h a t some docron were profiting horn rhe sale of narcotic
~ I I I ~ S . ~ ~

Doctors in the House were led to believe that d m g laws would have linle effect on
medical pmctice. In 1923 Dr. Manion, the Unionist Member fkom Fort William,
questioned Health Minister Henri Beland about the impact of the new Opium and
Narcotic Dmg Act:

Dr. Manion: 'mie question of what is considered proper for medicirial
purposes is lefi entirely in the hands of the physicians, is it aot?"
Dr. Beland: "It is left altogether to the attending physician."
Dr. Manion: 'Tor example, if a doctor considers that a man who has been
addicted to one of these dmgs is in such a nervous condition that he
requires some of the h g , that is left entirely to the physician?"
Dr. Beland: ''Yeu cannot prescribe smoking"26
With that ambiguous response, Dr. Manion stopped his questioning. Later in the debate,
Beland remarked that he thought that the law had been framed in such a way that medical

men would "be allcwed to exercise professional discretion without being interfered with
unduly by the powers that be."27

In 1925, d e r the Division of Narcotic Control wrote a long letter to the
Department of Justice complaining about the difficulties of making cases against doctors,
the govenunent passed legislation making it illegal for a doctor to prescribe for a drug

user uniess he or she was suffering fiom a condition other than addiction. This
legislation also made it illegai for doctors to give narcotics to dmg users for self-

* Senate Debates May 10,1920: 400 and Senate Debates May 26,1921 :606

26

27

House of Commons Debates April23,1923: 2115
House of Commons Debates A p d 23,1923: 21 16

administration. In the House of Commons, the politicians responsible for introducing the
legislation were apparently either unaware, or they deliberately obscured the possible
influence of this legislation on medical practice. Health Mïnister Henri Beland was
asked whether the 1925 amendments regulated the amount that a doctor might prescribe
for his patient. Beland responded that: "anyone who receives drugs fkom his physician
must be treated by that physician in the usual exercise of his profession. For instance, a

man could not walk into a doctor's office and receive a prescription for 100 grains of
cocaine; it would be udawiul for the doctor to hand him such a prescnption.'~g
Moments later, Dr. Ross, a Liberal-Conservative fiom Kingston innocently revealed that
he probably violated the intention of the Act on a regula. basis. He admitted that the
department might look askance at the amount of his narcotic prescriptions, but felt that
'70 prohibit a patient who has for years been using a certain amount of a h g would be
just as hard as to Say even to some memben of parliament that you cannot have a chew of
tobacco when you want it."

Amazingly, Health Minider H ~ MBeland replied that:

if an addict cornes to me to be treated, and 1feel that I should prescribe
something for him in the way of morphine or cocaine, and I do prescnbe, I
do not think that 1 should be brought before the court for that, or for
prescnbing as ofien as 1 think the man requires the dnigs, because he is a
diseased man that I am prescribing for, but 1think 1should be subjected to
the rigour of the law if 1prescnbed any quantity of drugs for selfadministration to any man who rnight come to my office and ask me to
prescribe Say fi& grains of morphine, a man who would come every
month to my office and get fifty or a hundred grains, without satisfying
myself that he was using the dnig himself and that he required it for his
own use. 1 think some discretion should be exercised, not only by the
department, but also by the physician. But as 1said a moment a O, it is a
difficult Iaw to administer, and it is a difficult proble-* to meet. 2%

In fact, if Dr. Beland had prescribed in the way that he outlined, he might well have
received a sharp letter fkom the Division of Narcotic Control, and faced possible
prosecution for his actions. The Division interpreted the Act (legithately enough given

"H
'9

o w of Commons Debates May 27,1925: 3603
House of Commons Debates May 27, 1925: 3603
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the wording) to mean that a doctor could relieve a suffering addict in his office, but that

to prescribe for that addict was against the law?'

In 1926, complaints by doctors in the House of Commons convinced the
government to withdraw legislation that would have made it even easier to achieve
convictions against doctors. One physician MP complained that 'Yhe medical men of the
House should have a conference before this clause is passed."3' The resentment of
doctors also began to surface in letters to the Department such as a 1926 letter from a
Toronto doctor who wrote the department to say that: 'I came across a morphia addict the
other day.. .. and have ordered a little dope for her, so don't "lock me up."32 However,

many doctors probably remained unaware of the drastic provisions of the Opium and
Narcotic Drug Act. In 1928, a doctor who had treated drug users at Burwash jail wrote
that 'I have been surprised at the number of physicians whom I have met at medical
conventions and elsewhere, who have only a very vague idea of what the law requires of
them in regard to the prescribing on narcotics to drug addicts."33 Victor Johnson, a
family doctor in a small Ontario town in the 1920s admitted in his memoirs that two or
three times a year he gave transient addicts a shot in his office to relieve suffering from

withdrawal even though he was convinced that "it was illegal to do so." However, the

Division believed that a one-time shot to relieve suffering was allowed within the ~ c t ? ~
Doctors made fiu-ther legislative gains in 1929 when a new Opium and Narcotic
Drug Act was referred to a special committee for further examination. Eight of the ten
committee members were docton, and the new legislation took out the drastic wording of

the 1925 legislation, and reverted to the original wording which made it an offence to

prescribe unless drugs were required for 'hedicinal purposes." Instead, the onus was
placed on the drug user and it became an offence for a user to obtain prescriptions fiom

more than one doctor at a time. Nonetheless, the question of what was appropriate

30

For a long list of cases against doctors see Memo fiom F.W.Cowan to the Deputy Minister of
Justice September 19, 1924 in NAC, RG 29, Vol#324 File # 3 2 M -1 Part 3
House of Commons Debates June 7,1926: 4123
32 Letter fiom George F. Boyce to Dr. D.A. Clarke 26 May, 1926 in NAC, RG 29, Vol#236 File
#324-1-2 Pm 2
33 Dr.AJL Richards "Medical and Legal Aspects of Drug Addiction" Canadian Public Health
Journal February 1928: 66
Victor Johnson Before the Ape of Miracles (New York: Pad S. Erickson, 1972): 69
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medical practice with relation to h g users was left not to doctors, but to the Division
and the Courts, and remained there until 1961.

By 1961, the Department wanted to remove itself fiom the business of controlling
doctors.

In the 1950s, interdepartmental discussions revealed that doctors had accused

the Department of "mwarranted interference" in the practice of medicine by Iaymen. For
this reason, the department hoped to expand cooperation with the licensing bodies so that
the licensing bodies (which were now much better organized) would take more

The department wanted to remove 60m
responsibility for enforcing narcotic cor~trol.~~
the Act al1 sections dealing with physicians who were involved in legitimate medical

practice.

This did not mean that the Division was prepared to completely defer to doctors.
On Sanuary 1,1956 the government banned the importation and use of Heroin, despite
the fact that the cornmittee on pharrnacy of the Canadian Medical Association had &vice
decided that heroin had a useful place in medical practice.36 Nonetheless, the 1961
Narcotic Control Act did give doctors more control in other areas of medical practice and
allowed them more professional autonomy in that docton' own organizations, rather than

the Division of Narcotic Control was to henceforth take a greater role in regulating
prescribing. Instead of d e h h g specific offences for docton, the Act specified that the
Governor in Council could make regdations concerning licenses, records, and the
'6circumstancesand conditions under which and the persons by whom narcotics may be
sold.'""

It also allowed the department to cornrnunicate any information obtained under

this Act to provincial professional licensing bodies. A fine not exceeding $500, or a terni
of imprisonment not exceeding six months could punish any violation of these

regulatious.

'' The Minister of Health and Welfare announced that this was a desirable

change "in that it leaves to professional interpretation what is or is not a proper use of a
narc~tic."~The new legislation significantiy reduced the penalties and gave more

'"AC, RG 29 Acc 1983-84/118 Box 36 File #320-2-8
36 H.E.MacDmot History of the Canadian Medical Association Vol II (Toronto: Murray
Printing and Gravure Ltd, 1958): 232
An Act to provide for the Control of Narcotic h g s Statutes of Canada Chapter 35 Sec 12,
1961
An Act to Rovide for the Control of Narcotic h g s Statutes of Canada 1961 Chapter 35
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control to doctor-controlled licensing bodies. It marked a significaat shift in the
relationship between doctors, the Division of Narcotic Control and cimg users.

Pmsecuting Prescribing
in the early 1 9 2 0 the
~ ~ Division of Narcotic Control pursued many doctors for
violations of the Opium and Narcotic Dmg Act. By far the most conhoversial aspect of
h g policy in the 1920s was the RCMP practice of employing "spotters" to make cases

against doctors. "Spotters" were dmg users or former cimg users who made purchases
from doctors on behaif of the RCMP and then testified in court against the physician. In
1923 the Ottawa Medico-Chirugical Society passed a resolution to ask the province to

stop supplying spotten and sent a cornmittee to see the Deputy Minister about this
matter."

In 1926, the Social Senice Council of Ontario wrote the Department to Say that

there was much criticism of the federai department for using a dmg user to get evidence
against docton "both from the standpoint of the doctor who is caught by the stories told,

and Erom the standpoint of Noble (the dmg user) himself, who in order to do this, rnust
continue t a h g the dmg." F.W.Cowan responded that Noble had been fairly successful

in making cases against doctors:
1 might Say that our view of the matter is that it mattes not who is

used or how the evidence is obtained so long as it is corroborated
by responsible police officers. AI1 of these boot-leggers and drug
traffickers of course strongly resent our methods of obtaining
evidence against them, but they seem to Iose sight of the fact that
in c a t e ~ to
g the addiction of these poor unfortunates, and
perpetuating their habit, they are responsible for the continuance of
this traffic, and the perpetuation of this vice. Any physician who
so far forgets himself as to disregard al1 the ethics of an honourable
profession as to supply h g s for gain, gets very Little syrnpathy or
consideration fiom this ~ e ~ a r t r n e n t . ~ '
The Department asserted that the police always thoroughly searched sponers before they
entered the doctors' office, that they were given marked money, that they were watched

"NAC, RG 29, Vol #236 File #324-1-2 Part 1 (notes on index cards.)
"NAC, RG 29, Vol #605 File #32545
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going in and out of the office, and that the drugs were taken fiom him or her immediately
after they exited the office. Cowan M e r asserted that "every physician charged with an
offence under the Act gets a fair trial, has the right of appeal and gets the benefit of the
doubt, should there be any, under the crllninal laws of the land. We do not iike using
addicts as agents any more than the public do, but we have no alternative in many
cases.'d2 He M e r clairned that the department only investigated doctors whom they
had received cornplaints about, either fkom a relative of the drug users, or fkom a fellow
practitioner or druggist.
A January 1928 article in the Canadian Medical Association Journal, which was

reprinted the following months in the Canadian Journal of Public Health, wamed that a
young doctor had been irnprisoned for three months as a result of supplying cocaine and
morphine to an addict. The department defensively replied that in fact this doctor's case

was more senous that might appear at first glance. Their rebuttal read: 'you may take as

an absolute fact that never under any circumstances does our Narcotic Branch act in cases
of this kind, with a view to obtaining evidence, which c m be produced in Court unless
strong suspicion exists in the fint place. 1can assure you.. .that prosecutions against
professional men are not authonzed until after the most careful con~ideration.'~~

In February 1928, the controveny continued in the House of Commons when a
Member of Parliament asked the Health Minister to tell him how many addicts were
employed by the RCMP to act as spotters. The Muiister replied that agents were not
employed if they were addicted to dnigs and that if the police later learned that they were
addicted "every effort is made to restrain the usage until the case or cases under
investigation are completed, when he is immediately r e l e a ~ e d . 'A
~ few months later Dr.
McGibbon, a Liberal doctor from Muskoka, charged that the RCMP were giWig
morphine to inforrnants who were making cases against doctors. Health Minister James

King initially denied this, but later adrnitted that this had happened in the past.
According to King, the deparmient only p m e d cases against doctors when they had
learned h m other sources that physicians were engaged in the dnig trafic. If there were

"NAC, RG 29, Vol #605 File #32545
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grounds for making a case against a particular doctor, they did so. He explained that they
needed to use dnig users because 'me ordinarily healthy man cannot walk into the
physician's office and get a tube of morphine, or a tube of heroin, but the addicts will go
into the office of the physician who is trficking for profit and obtain one, two or three
tubes." He acknowledged that there had been many cornplaints and revealed that in one
case, an outsf-work dmg user had gone kom doctor's office to doctor's office tryllig to
build up a case to report to the department. He asserted that this man was no longer
employed by the department and that he was currentiy serving two years in the
penitentiary.'d5 He added:
We advise the police to avoid the use of these addicts as informers if
possible and we are trying to get on without them.. ...The report I have
here shows that since April 1, 1927 only one agent has been employed in
connection with cases against members of the medical profession and
particular pains were taken to insure that at the tirne of his employment he
was not an addict. He worked for us for several months, and was
penodically examined by a physician to insure that he was in good
physicai condition and fkee fiom narcotic addiction. At the conclusion of
a number of cases in the Toronto district, just before they came to trial,
this agent fell kom grace. The moment it became known to this
department he was imrnediately placed in hospital and remained there
until cured of his addiction. Upon his leaving hospital, order were issued
that under no circumstances was he to be in fbture employed in cases
against professional men to avoid even the possibility of his being
addicted while engaged in that class of work.q6
That the department felt uneasy about these techniques can be seen in the correspondence

with the RCMP in a 1925 case against a Dr. Viau in Ottawa After an RCMP informant
had made several successfùl purchases fiom Viau, the department told the RCMP that it

was prepared to institute proceedings against Viau but that "it would however, be the

most advisable to obtain evidence against him through the medium of some other agent
than Leo RiddelI, as the Department was much abused and ridiculed by a large majority
of the medical profession for employing an individual of this type to obtain evidence in
-

'

-

-
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previous cases. They have no objection to the Department obtaining information or
evidence against any doctor suspected of trafficking in narcotics, but it is strongly
contended that it is unfair to use an individual of the type of Riddeii, who through his
pleadings and his actions which are so characteristic of an addict would lead a great many
honest and conscientious doctors to allow sympathy to outweigh their good judgement.
The department feels that in view of your past expenence with Riddell it would be most
advisable to discontinue the use of his services as far as making a case against physicians
is concemed. He was a notorious reputation to begin with, and while he may have
remained cured of his weakness for narcotics we still have our do~bts.'~'The RCMP
employed another agent against Dr. Viau before taking the case to court.

M e r a flurry of prosecutions in the early 1920s, the department backed off nom
taking doctors to court. Between 1920-23, an average of 19 doctordyear were prosecuted

and convicted under the Opium and Narcotic Drug Act. By the 30s and 40s this had
fallen to approximately 3/year.'18 There were probably several reasons for this. The
Department itself complained that it was difficult to achieve success in cases against
doctors. They were disheartened by their failure to convict Dr. Lachance, and alarmed by
the support doctors sometimes received from their communities. In a 1920 case agahst
Dr. AS. Scott, the Division of Narcotic ControI noted that he had been in the habit of
issuing prescriptions of morphine and cocaine arnounting to sixty grains at a time. They
were particularly outraged that he had accepted a ladies' hat and a new pair of shoes
valued at about $25 fiom a prostitute as security for the payment of his fees.
Nonetheless, he was strongly supported by members of his cornmunity, several of whom

made the trip to Calgary for his trial. He was found not guilty by the ludge, who said that
'?O

his mind, when a penon entered a doctor's office and asked for anything in the nature

of medicine, that person was placing himself under the doctor's professional care and
therefore when the addict entered Dr. Scott's office and said she needed some narcotics,
she was placing herself under Dr. Scott's professional

are.'*^

"Letter from F.W. Cowan to the Cornmissioner of the RCMP June 4 1925 in RG 18 Vol #3308
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As doctors became aware of the drastic provisions of the Opium and Narcotic
Drug Act, fewer of them were willing to take the risk of prescribing for dnig users.

Moreover, the RCMP found it much more difficult to make cases against doctors without
employing spotters. Finally, and probably most importantly, the department realized that
a softer approach encountered less opposition, and was just as effective. By 1932, the

Division reassured doctors that the department did not prosecute doctors for slight
divergences fiom the requirements of the Act, and only took action when it was really
ne~essar~
They
. ~ ~also exerted strict control over the RCMP in their prosecution of
doctors, insisting that the RCMP consult with them in cases involving members of the
medicd profession and in some cases repnmanding them for their tactics.''

In the absence of direct prosecution, control over docton was maintained through
the licensing system. In 1919 the department introduced a licensing system, which
allowed them to carefully scrutinize the narcotic purchases of doctors across the country.

By 1928, the Department received monthly reports fiom wholesders on their sales of
narcotics. They then entered each transaction on the persona1 cards of doctors, dentists
and dmg stores?

Retail druggists also submitted regular reports?

By 1949, the

RCMP were checking the records of retail druggists in urban areas twice a year and in
niral areas once a

Moreover, dniggists submitted reports of sale to the department

four times a year. However, even in the 1950s, when the system was at its most
comprehensive, they admitted that it was very difficult to h o w whether the physician
was prescribing too fieely, using narcotics himself or herself, or supplying the matenal to
h o w n users. Over the years, there had been some question of whether or not doctors
themselves should have to submit records, but the Canadian Medical Association was
opposed to the idea of making doctors keep records of their use of narcotics and the
departrnent never pushed the idea?

Annual Report of the Department of Pensions and National Health for the Year ended March
31, 1932:92
" See NAC,RG 29,Vol #601 File #324-6-2
Letter fiam CJI.L Sharman ta MD.P e n h Febniary 27,1928 RG 29, Vol #601 File #324-7-3
" Annual Report of the Department of Health for the Year Ended Mach 31, 1921 : 16
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Based on these records, the department carried out a vast correspondence with
doctors. Physicians received letters asking to account for their narcotic use when their
purchases rose and received sharp notices when they prescribed for a known "criminal"
addict For example, in 1942, S h m a n wrote to a Vancouver doctor to cornplain that he

had written a series of prescriptions over a six week period, including 30 tablets of

dilaudid, and 92 tablets of morphine sulfate to known drug user, who had already served
t h e in jail for breaches of the Opium and Narcotic Drug ~ct." In 1946, a Winnipeg

dmg user successfully obtained prescriptions fkom three doctors. In the view of the
RCMP, "the appearance of Peter B. is such that any member of the medical professional
should have been suspicious." The department wrote to d l three doctors asking them to
explain why they had prescribed pantopon (a synthetic opiate). They al1 received a copy
of the Act. The Department noted that al1 three doctors had previously been mentioned in
reports with connections to narcotics? Perhaps to avoid such correspondence, some
doctors pro-actively contacted the department whenever they encountered a transient
dmg user. In 1931, for example, a doctor in small t o m Ontario, Dr. L, reported that

Sidney C. called on him claiming to be a drug addict. Dr. L reported that he gave him a
Xi grain hypodexmic and instructed hlln to seek institutional treatment?

In the early 1930s, the Department developed what it called the "Confidentid
Restricted List" of docton. The Iist may have been based on the "Restricted List"of

druggists, which began in 1920 and prohibited druggists on the list fiom dispensing
narcotic

The list was circulated to druggists and wholesalers around the country

on a regular basis, and instructed them to not honour the signature of any physician who
appeared on the list. It had no legal basis, although the department used it successfully
for at least a quarter ~entury.~'The Department put doctors who prescribed
inappropriately, or who were d m g users themselves on the Est. For example, in 1938,

the department put a doctor nom Edmonton on the Confidentid Restricted List for
NAC, RG 29, Vol #3330 File #327-M-95
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having provided large amounts of dilaudid to dmg users in Edmonton. The RCMP
believed that at ieast one of the users he was supplying was peddling some of the dmgs
he received to other users. Sharman remarked in his letter that I 'hiust express my
astonishment at your statement that when you £kt started supplying Dilaudid, you did

not even know it was on the narcotic list, although it has, in fact, been as ngidly
controlled as Heroin for many years past. May 1 also point out that the m e r fact that
you were under the impression that the dnig was not as dangerous as Morphine, whereas
it is seven tirnes stronger, is a M e r indication of the undesirability of your being
permitted to continue to fumish to the public nar~otics.'~'
Quite a few of the physicians
on the Iist appear to have been d m g usen themselves, and some even requested their
inclusion on the list. In 1933, Dr. J.C.R Paquin was put on the restricted list on his own
request &er having reverted to the use of narcotics. in 1936 he entered heatment again,
and in early 1937 his name was removed from the Confidentid Restncted List.
However, he soon started using again and his narne was placed on the list for a second

In general, the names of dmg-using physicians were removed fiom the iist d e r
several years of abstention.

In reality, the Department usually used the confidentid restncted list as a threat.
They threatened to put a doctor on the list well before they acnially did so, and in 1954,
o d y 69 physicians were on the list, far less than the number of dmg-using physicians in
the country, and considerably less than 1% of al1 practicing physicians.63 The
Vancouver doctor, who was repnmanded for providing dilaudid and morphine sulphate to
a "criminai addicty'in 1942, had already received correspondence Eom the department on
two occasions in 1941 as a r e d t o f prescriptions to other "criminal addicts."
Nonetheless, even in this case, Sharman did not put him on the kt, although he stated
that it was impossible for this situation to continue and concluded his letter by saying that

NAC, RG 29, Vol File #327-8- 183
Letter fiom CH.L Sharman to Colonel Davis July 6, 1942 in NAC, RG 29, Vol #543 File
#32049 Part I
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the Department was seriously c o n s i d e ~ gadding his name to the confidentid restricted
list?
The department also reprimandecl doctors for carelessness in storing narcotics, or
for having them stolen, especially during the war years. In 1943, Sharman wrote a
Welland doctor to criticize him for leaving a dmg user alone in his office while the doctor
left for a few minutes to mix a sleeping powder. The doctor later realized that narcotics
were rnissing £kom his bag, which he had left in his office. Sharman scolded: "this was

an almost inevitable result, and I t u t you will agree with me as to the inadvisability of
leaving narcotics in your office available to be stolen by a man, left there alone (with a

man)who had already applied to you for Morphine and been refused. Ail narcotics these
days are worth very much more than their weight in gold in underworld circles, a
condition which has been created by the great shortage of narcotics in both legitimate and
illegitimate circles." He added that the doctor would need to purchase more narcotics to
replace the ones that were stolen, "which is an additional drain upon the already depleted
stocks in the Country, which we are using every endeavor to maintain and occasionally
supplement, for the use of the sick people in this country who actually need them.'"'

The Department claimed that it did not advise physicians as to the amount of
narcotics that should be given to a patient, that did it not assume responsibility for the
treatment of h g usen and that it did not advise any physician whether or not it was
necessary to prescribe narcotics. They admitted that in some cases when a doctor wrote
to the department explaining the nature of the case that the Department might advise him
that they had no objection to him prescribing for this case.66 However, the Department's
policy was far more arnbiguous, especially in cases where there may or may not have

been a medical condition requiring the use of narcotics. Madge S. had numerous medical
problems including inflammation of the fallopian tubes and ovaries, as well as a
misshapen spine. She was also a steady drug user. Although the department did not
explicitly forbid doctors fiom prescribing for her, they certainiy strongly discouraged it.

In 1940, they told an Ontario physician that his reason for prescnbing narcotics to this

"NAC,RG 29, Vol #3330 File #327-M-95
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woman was "entirely inadequate." In 1950, they requested a Hamilton doctor not to

" W s h this woman with any M e r supplies of narcotic h g s unless she is prepared to
enter hospital ùnmediately and undergo treatment where proper supervision can be
maintained over her case." In 1952 they wrote a letter to another Hamilton doctor to Say
"the greatest care should be exercised by you or, in fact, any physician before making

narcotic supplies available to this ~ o r n a n . ' ~ '
The Department was also willing to provide quite specific advice about the
treatment of h g users. In a letter to an Ontario doctor in 1923 who had inquired
whether or not there were institutional facilities for the treatment of dnigs users in
Southem Ontario, the department instructed that: 1) a drug users undergoing treatment
should be under constant s u p e ~ s i o n2)
, that the "so-called ambulatory or gradual
reduction treatment has long since been discarded by the medical profession as being of

any practical value in-so-far as benefiting the patient is concemed or effecting a cure of
the habit", 3) that no one will benefit from being furnished with narcotics for selfadmini~tration.6~Similariy, in 1926 F.W.Cowan wrote to a physician at the University
of Western Ontario to advise that a hospital was the only place for treatment and that the
patient should be cut off the drug within forty-eight hours of admittance. "The so-called
gradual reduction method or ambulatory treatment only prolongs the agony.'dg
However, by 1930, when approached for advice regarding treatment, the
department was far more deferential than they had been in the 1920s. In 1930 Dr. Frank
Sedziak of Winnipeg wrote to the department to infonn them that he was treating three
h g users by the ambulatory method. Dr. J.J. Heagerty, the assistant chief executive of

the Department of Health, rather than Colonel Sharman, wrote back to Say that they have
no objection to him trying a cure by this method, although he added that: "you are no
doubt aware of the fact that the ambulatory treatment has proved to be an absolute faiiure.

In no case, so far as we are aware, has a complete cure been effected by this method, and
66 Letter nom F.W.
Cowan to B.I. McConneIl September 10,1922 in NAC, RG 29, Vol #236 File
#3 24- 1-2 Part 1
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it is questionable if the reduction that is indicated to the physician by the patient is
actually taking place." Heagerty asked h i . to report the cases to them every month,
stating definitely the amount of reduction that has been effected and informed him that a
check on dmg stores in Winnipeg would be maintained to see if his patients were
obtaining additional supplies through other physicians.70

In the mid-1950s, the department began to relent and gave a few doctors more
leeway. The prestige of doctors increased enormously in the post-war years when the
introduction of "miracle dnigs" such as sulfa dmgs and antibiotics vastly increased the
effectiveness of medical care? The Division of Narcotic Control increasingly consuited
with physicians elsewhere in the departrnent and with medical associations across the

country.n In the House of Commons, Health Minister Paul Martin claimed "there is
nothing in the law that prevents a doctor from treating any patient in the matter of dmgs
as he does any other patient."73 In 1954, a special c o d t t e e established within the
department to discuss a new Narcotic Drug Act was composed of nine people, five of
whom were docton employed elsewhere in the Department of Health. By the early
1950s the department even discussed the possibility of allowing docton to provide drugs
to addicted penons on what they described as an "enlightened treatment ba~is".'~
A pivota1 case that caused a certain amount of controversy in the departrnent

concemed a young doctor in Hamilton, who maintained two patients on methadone over
several years. (Methadone is a synthetic narcotic, similar in its effects to heroin or
morphine. It is taken orally and relieves the effects of withdrawal.) Dr. M. began
prescribing methadone for Robert N. and another fernaie patient in January 1953. This
was extremely innovative for the tirne. The fkst methadone maintenance programme in
Canada was only introduced ten years later at the Narcotic Addiction Foundation of BC.
Methadone maintenance began in the US around the same tirne?' The department was
'O Letter fiom JJ. Heagerty M D . to Dr. Frank Sedziak January 2, 1930 i
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immediately alarmed since the department knew the two patients as "criminal addicts."
However, since their treatment by Dr. M they had been working steadily. Narcotic Chief

KC Hossick asked the RCMP to make an investigation into the lifestyle of the two users
as well as M's reputation as doctor. The RCMP c o b e d that Robert N. was working
as a barber and that he no longer associated with local dmg users. Alice M. was fonnerly
known to the Force as a prostitute and h g user, but they admitted that "during the past

2 years (she) appears to have lived quite respectably.. .and for the past two years has not
associated with local dmg users or criminals. They reported that Dr. M. was not popular

with some of the local docton, but that this was "due to racial origin (Ukrainian)" and
that he enjoyed a good reputation as a medical practitioner. They concluded
"Investigation in this matter indicates that treatment given by Dr. M to Robert N. and
Alice M. has probably helped hem to a certain extent. It has at least enabled them to
work steadily and curtailed their criminal activities. Alice M. remarked that if she were
not receiving treatment fiom a doctor, she would be back on the street again. This
probably applies to Robert N. as well."

The behavior of Dr. M's patients as wel1 as his good reputation created a difficult
situation for the department. In September 1953 the Assistant Chief, R.C.Hammond
paid him a visit in Hamilton and was very impressed with his busy practice, wellequipped office, up-to-date medicai literature and his confident manner. Dr. M. agreed
to reduce doses of the two patients. However, this proved to be extremely difficult and

Dr.M. asked the department to date, "the maximum arnount of methadone 1can dispense
to each." Instead, Hammond was instnicted :O visit him again and to tell him that his
patients should enter the hospital for complete withdrawal. Hammond visited him again

in July 1954 and was once again extremely impressed by Dr. M. Dr. M said that he
would cut the patients off if requested to do so by the department, but that both of the
patients were working and supporting elderly parents while on methadone. On Dr. M's
suggestion, Hammond also interviewed Robert N.who told him that he could not
continue to foilow his trade if deprived of narcotics and said that if he was denied drugs
by Dr. M he would simply obtain drugs elsewhere at much higher cost and could no
longer support his aged mother. The Department eventually a p e d that Dr. M should be
allowed to prescribe for his two patients on the basis of their "existllig medical
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conditions" and Dr. M continued prescribing for his two patients for at least the next five

years and possibly longer?'
At a meeting between top officials of the Department of Health and the
Department of Justice, several officials expressed the view that the doctor was doing the
right thing by prescribing to the two patients. Dr. Ratz, the Principal Medicai Officer for
the Medial Advisory Services, suggested that as long as the dosage did not increase, the
situation should be permitted but that regular reports should be received. Mr. Curran of
the Department of Justice felt that such a policy would not be legal because the
department would be aware of h g users being supplied with narcotics, which was
against the law. Apparently the department decided that ignorance was the best policy as
they stopped thei.correspondence with Dr. M until they learned that Robert N. was
obtaining dmgs fiom another doctor five years later."

The ambiguity in the department's position can be seen Ui the case of Dr. B of
Kamloops, who began prescribing for Albert B. in 1955. Albert B.was a dnig user, but
he had no criminal record to speak of? and he suffered nom stomach ulcers, which may
have justified the use of narcotic dnigs. In January 1956, the Chief of the Narcotic
Division wrote Dr. B. a Ietter to Say that it was legal for a medical practitioner to
prescribe for a patient suffering nom a medical condition other than addiction, but that
"he is not alIowed, however, to fûmish narcotics to an addict for seEadministration in
the absence of some other rnedical condition." Four months later, R.C. Hammond, the
assistant chief, wrote to Dr. B. again and left the situation as unclear as possible, saying
that the responsibility must ultimately rest with the doctor who is able to assess al1 of the
factors involved. He added, "this should not be interpreted as an indication that a
decision so made could disregard the clear provisions of the Opium and Narcotic Dnig
Act." He discouraged ambulatory treatment, but also mentioned that they did have cases

where a doctor was able to keep the medication under control and the patient, in turn, was
able to secure steady employment. In subsequent correspondence the Department agreed
that Albert B. would be maintained on a combined dose of morphine and methadone.
-
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However, Dr. B's prescriptions continued to rise and the Department encouraged him to
insist on Aîbert B.'s hospitaiization. At the end of the year, Albert B. entered the Bell
c h i c for a cure.
AIthough there is a shift in department policy by the mid-1950s7which ailowed a
few doctors to prescribe for '%riminaladdicts," it seems that a few exceptions were
allowed al1 dong. Although department policy clearly prohibited maintenance, a few
doctors and drug users beiieved that there was such a thing as a 'harcotic permit" which
allowed a few users to receive maintenance doses. Whether or not there was such a thing
as a permit, or whether people used the word "permit7'to describe cases in which the
department deliberately tumed a blind eye is unclear. in 1938. a RCMP officer
apparently told a doctor in Lethbridge to supply a female addict with morphine and
indicated that he would clear this with the ~e~arb.nent.'~
In a 1948 court case, a Quebec
user testified that he had received a permit fiom the narcotic division to purchase
narcotics nom the early 1920s until 1938?O Similarly, in 1954 a Dr. P. in Alberta wrote
that "On one previous occasion that 1cm recail, and in other cases that 1 know of, special
dispensation was made whereby an allotment was made to addicts so that they were not
procuring dmgs outside the law and were enabled to carry on a Life whicb in other
respects was a normal one."8' In 1954 in the House of Commons, the Minister of HeaIth
and Welfare, Paul Martin, insisted "if a responsible doctor says that a patient needs an
unstated amount of drugs, there is nothing in the law to prevent that being done. Al1 that
the department does is to make sure the doctor acts responsibly. honourable and
honest~~.'"~
Although there are no real examples in the files, it may be that a few users,
who did not associate with other users and who had no aiminal record were permitted to
obtain maintenance doses. Moreover, doctors probably maintained some users through
wholesale supplies, with the department being none the wiser.
Despite the laws against it and departmental practices designed to discourage
prescribing, docton did prescribe. In the very early 1920s7before the introduction of the
--

1936 he was convicted of supplying information to bet on a horse race and was sentenced to
$50 or two months. NAC, RG 29, Vol #3346 File #327-B-271
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licensing system had fully taken effect, there were a few doctors who willingly prescribed
large amounts. Narcotic Chief F.W.Cowan told Emily Murphy that in her home
province of Alberta there were a few doctors who were doing a booming business in
morphine and cocaine. One dmggist indicated that six doctors had provided 14 190

gmiris of cocaine to patients. Two doctors in Lethbridge admitted that they were
supplying dmgs to h g users and "have simply stated that in most cases they were

fumishuig these persons so as not to be bothered with them." They did not charge for the
prescnptions.83 In three months in 1920 one Winnipeg doctor issued prescriptions for 16
% ounces of morphine and cocaine - equaling approximately 29 532 !4 grain tablets or

average adult doses. This doctor issued prescriptions calling for 60 grains at a the."
Large-scale prescribing appears to have disappeared by the mid-1920s. However,
some doctors, either out of their desire to relieve suffering, ignorance of the law, threats
by drug users, or self-gain, were willing to provide dnigs to users. Chapter 2 has already
examined how transient users in the 1930s were often very successful at getting srnall
arnounts of dmgs from doctors across the country. Barry M. told the RCMP that he
successfully bought drugs over a two-year period h m Dr. M in a srna11 town in
Saskatchewan by telling the doctor he had stomach ulcers or cancer. Dr. M may have
known he was an addict since he does not appear to have treated him for the "cancer", but
he did not seem to benefit £iom the transaction. He probably just felt sony for him. Barry

M. said that ''1 never at any t h e paid Dr. M. more than ONE DOLLAR for a prescription
and some tirnes he wouldn't take any money.'"'
Some doctors prescribed because they found it difficult to refuse a desperate and
troublesome patient. A doctor in Ingerscoll complained that Mary M. "has been a temble
pest to al1 the local doctors, clergy and citizens. I have often felt like laying a charge of
being a public nuisance against her.. ..when she gets real bad 1have had to put her in the
local hospitd for a few days. She lives on relief with her old mother who only gets an
old age pension. They do have to stniggle to make ends meet. At times she would take

as much as 18 Methadon, 2c.c. Demerol and Morphine grain !4 to contml her for a day. 1
Letter from F.W.Cowan to Emily Murphy Febnüiry 21,1920 in NAC, RG 29, Vol MO2 File
#32S- 1-3

Letter fiom F.W.Cowan to B.J. McConnell March 9,1920 in NAC, RG 29, Vol #236 File
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have been tiding her dong until they moved into a new house (rented) but it was an awful
ordeal. I have sent her up to Victoria Hospital in London under Dr. G. for reduction
treatment and insulin shock if n e c e s ~ a r ~ . ' ~ ~
Other doctors prescribed dmgs for hancial gain. One of the very worst cases
appears to have been that of B.J. McConnell of Winnipeg, who bnefly held the official
position of "Secretary of the Manitoba Narcotics Act." Although he died before he
could be brought to trial, and the facts of the case are not entirely clear, Dr. McConnell
apparently charged Manitoba users $2 per prescnption, meaning that in at least one case
the user was paying more for her dmgs from Dr. McConnell than she would have paid on
the illicit market. He apparently encouraged one patient to take cocaine in addition to
, M.R. Blake (ex-MP
morphine. The RCMP in Manitoba believed that Dr. M c C o ~ e i iDr.

fiom North Winnipeg, believed to be a user himself) and Dr. CH.Weagant, who were al1
members of the Manitoba narcotics board, were responsible for a large part of the cimg
traffïc in winnipeg.''
Another case of gain was that of Dr. R. King Shirley, who prescribed over 1100

grains of opiates and cocaine in a three month penod and admitted on the witness stand
that his business with dmg users was conducted on a cash basis, with "no cash, no dope."
Shirley was sentenced to one month with hard labour and $300 (in default of which he
was to serve 3 months). The jail part of his sentenced was suspended. The department

did not appeai the sentence, although they might have under other circumstances. F.W.
Cowan wote the RCMP Commissioner that "it is thought that Dr. Shirley has been
sutaciently punished, and as he is only a young man practicing a little over a year and a

half, we have no desire whatever to appear to be persecuting him.. ..A very dramatic
incident took place in the Court yesterday at Oshawa after Dr. Shirley was found guilty
and sentenced, when he became hysterical and co~la~sed.''~Given community support
for doctors, the Department had no desire to push the case any M e r .

Others prescribed as a matter of course and were lucky that they were not caught

earlier. During World War II, RCMP officer T.E.E. Greenfield discovered that there was
ss RCMP Report November 28,1940 in NAC, RG 29, Vol #3332 File #327-M-24
601 #3330, File #327-M-397
NAC, RG 29 Vol #326 File #324-1-2 Part 1and NAC, RG 29,Vol #605, File #32547 Part 1
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a town sixty miles out of Toronto where a female drug user had successfully "scored." A

constable was sent in and he successfully purchased 200 ?4grain morphine tablets.
Greenfield arrested hirn and asked how long he had been selling morphine to drug users.

He replied "Ever since I graduated." The doctor was in his sixties, and had never been
caught, despite the fact that he apparently bought more morphine thau was usually
purchased by a city h0s~ital.8~
Quite a few of the doctors who got in trouble with the department for prescnbing
were quite elderly. In 1937 Dr. W. was brought to trial for prescribing for Nom M. Dr.
W. testified that Nom M. had tuberculosis and that she knew that Nora M. was an addict.
Dr. W. testified that she felt that the patient was cooperating and for her this was enough
to justi& prescnbing the dmg. Unfortunately for Dr. W., she was in Vancouver and her
case came up before a police magistrate who was very experienced in dnig cases. She
was sentenced to a year. Magistrate Wood strongly cnticized her for supplying dmgs to

an addict without a medical examination and concluded that he saw no difference
between her and a trafficker and that if she had not been an "old woman, he would have
given her the maximum penalty, as he considered this Doctor was far worse than any
street peddler or distribut~r."~
Similarly, in the early 1950s,an elderly doctor who had
been practicing for 60 years, did not realize that methadone was a narcotic and began
prescribing to dnig users. Word quickly got around the addict community and the doctor
began providing prescriptions to large number of users for up to 100 tablets at a tirne.

His name was added to the Confidentid Restricted ~ist.9'
At least one physician and probably others as well prescribed on the basis of

threats by dmg users. After Joe R. died in Hamilton, Dr. M. told the department that
although the man did have a medical condition requiring the use of narcotic dmgs, he
supplied him with such large quantities because he feared for his iife. When he was a
young physician, Joe R called him to his home. Joe R. produced an automatic revolver,
and told him that if he did not wish to supply narcotics to him then he would not be in a
position to supply narcotic dmgs to anyone else. At that moment, Joe Et. came toward
89
90
9'

Greenfield: 50
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Dr. M and aimed the revolver at him. A scuffle occurred and two shots were fired fÏom
the gun. Dr. M knew that Joe R was well-integrated into the criminal activities of
Hamilton and had probably been connecteci to the disappearance of two or three wellknown criminals in the Hamilton area, and he told the Department that he felt sure that he
would corne to an untimely death if he did not agree to Joe R's plan?2
Most cornmonly, doctors did not prescribe, either because they did not want to
violate the Act, or because they did not believe they should be gratimg the habits of
dnig users. Nonetheless, many gave one-time shots to transient dnig users to relieve

suffering nom withdrawal. In his memoir of niral practice in the 1930s, Edmund
Brasset described what happened when a user dropped by his office in Canso, Nova
Scotia:
One evening when 1was finishing office hotus, a stranger came in,
a thin, stooped, shabby man. His clothes were old and thin and wom and
did not fit him well. The coat was too large and his trousers were too
small and he wore a bowler type of hat. It was hard to tell nom looking at
him whether he was thirty or fifty years old. His face was lined and
anxious and it was obvious that he was under great mental stress. What
attracted my attention were his eyes - bright, quick and intelligent.
He said immediately "Doc, give me a shot of morphine. I need it
very badly, 1 know you don? know me, but 1 can pay and 1need it the
worst way."
"Sit down," 1said "and tell me about yourself."
He sat down but immediately got up again and began pacing the
room.
"1 can't sit still," he said. "I'm an addict. 1have to take three
grains twice a day. I haven't had any this morning. Please, Doc, 1can
pay."
Brasset refused to give him the dmg,saying that it was against the law:
With this he started to plead again and then all of a sudden
slumped down into a chair, put his two hands to his head and began to
rock it back and forth. His eyes shut and his face went into a contortion of
agony. I felt sorry for him. Perhaps a quarter grain would give hiru some
relief
'Wo more good to me than a drink of water," he said, 'please let
me have twelve tablets, Doc, please, please, please."

"NAC, RG 29, Vol 37333 1 File #327-N-43

Suddenly he went down on his knees and began to M g his han&
with an expression of despair. 1 was filled with embarrasment just
looking at him - never before had 1 witnesses such a scene."
'Very well," 1 said, "here it i~.'"~
The next moming, he came back for another shot, but Brasset refused him. Two other
users later visited Brasset. Brasset thought that the £kt user had told the other users
about hlln and so he refused them both. "1 did not want my office to become known as a
way station for dortmates

oithis icinci. But i was sorry for them." There were many

doctors such as Brasset, who were reiuctant to a c q k a caseload of dnig users, but found

it difficult to refuse an addict in withdrawal, particularly when the doctors h e w
treatment was almost impossible to obtain.

Institutional Treatment for Drug Users
Calls for the institutional treatment of h g users went back to the 1920s.
However, the Department of Health steadfastly maintained that treatment was a
provincial responsibility. In 1924, the governent circulated a ciraft Act to provinces
across the country to provide for treatment in existing institutions. Although this had
little impact, the federal govemment apparently felt that it had discharged its
responsibility.

In British Columbia, the site of the h t h g panic, the province briefly allowed

dmg users to voluntarily commit themselves to the Provincial Mental Asylum in 192021. However, it was found that the same people were re-appearing and the privilege was

The medical superintendent complained that "the experience gained during

curtailed."

the year has clearly shown the futility of a few months treatment for the drug addict and
we have corne to believe h l y that if any permanent results are to be achieved in this
class of case they m u t be cared for in a separate institution for a period of at least three

-

-

Edmund Brasset A Doctor's Pil-age
(Philadelphia and New York: J9. Lipuicon Company,
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years."g5 In Manitoba in 1920, voluntary treatment was provided in jail for people who
l
that
swore themselves into the jail for six to eight weeks. Dr. B.J. M c C o ~ e iclaimed
25-30 addicts had been treated this way? However, the policy did not last for long.
The h t two provinces to pass legislation for the institutional treaûnent for drug
usen were Nova Scotia and Alberta in 1924. Manitoba followed suit with legislation in
1925 and Ontario in 1935. In al1 four provinces, the acts allowed for the compulsory
treatment of dmg users in hospitals to be specially designated by the province. &!y

in

Alberta was this legislation enforced; although there appears to have been some effort to
treat codeine users in Ontario hospitals &er 1935."
Although the Department officially supported the idea of treatment, they actually
preferred to see the criminal sanctions of the Opium and Narcotic Drug Act used against
dnig usen. In 1931, the Alberta RCMP withdrew a charge under the Opium and
Narcotic Drug Act and substituted one under the Mental Diseases Act (the Alberta
legislation which allowed drug users to be committed to the provincial asylum at
Ponoka.) The department disapproved and in its annual report the R C b P declared: "it

will not be repeated in future.'*g8However, six years Iater the RCMP used the Mental
Diseases Act for "breaking up gangs of drug addict~."'~For example, in early April 1936
the RCMP made arrangements with the Edmonton City Police to anest and proceed

against a number of dmg users under Section 2C of the Mental Diseases Act. On April
4th the RCMP arrested 10 dmg users - 4 women and 6 men. Al1 ten were held in gaol

over the weekend, during which time three docton examined them. With the exception

of one they d l requested injections of narcotics and evidence regarding their dmg use
was given before Magistrate Ritchie on the'6 and 7" of April with the result that nine of

them were committed. A lawyer represented the one man who had not requested dmgs

and the magistrate allowed him one month for the purpose of investigation in view of the
Report of the Mental Hospitals for Year Ended March 3 1, 1921 BC Sessional Papen Volume
2: 9
% Letter fiom B. J. McConnell to F.W. Cowan March 18, 1920 in NAC. RG 29, Vol #236 File
# 3 N - 1-2 Part 1
" Letter fiom CJI.L.Sharman to Dr.RC.Hamilton on December 19,1935 in NAC, RG 29, Vol
#55 1, File #320-6-5 In the early 1930s there was less than 20 addictdyear being treated in
Ontario Mental Hospitals. After the legislation, these numbers cloubled.
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fact that he had stayed away from the dmg for five days. In addition to those arrested,
two others entered Provincial Asylum at Ponoka voluntarily and warrants were issued for

another two, but they left town.lw In these cases, it would have been much more difficult
for police to obtain evidence to secure a conviction under the Opium and Narcotic h g
Act.

In Alberta, some drug users ended up s e n h g their time in Ponoka rather than in
jail. In 1934, Bunny Ryan was sent to Ponoka Mental Hospital h m the Provincial Goal.
The doctor at the goal reported: "she had been noisy since her admittance. She shouts
and taiks continually and has hallucinations and delusions. In my opinion, this woman, at

present is insane and dangerous to be at large and 1would advise her removal for care
and treatment to the Provincial Mental Hospital."

Four months later the medical

superintendent of Ponoka reported that she was 'bot psychotic. Dmg addiction." He felt
that she had been away f?om drugs for long enough and that she should be given a short
triai away fiom the hospitai. "Aithough a high grade defective, 1believe she may get

along satisfactorily. She has been sterilized."lO' Five months later, she was given two
months for Vagrancy. The doctor at the provincial gaol once again reported that she 'bhas
rnisbehaved herself so badly and has been so noisy that 1believe she is temporarily
insane and 1advise her removal to the Provincial Mental Hospital for care and treatment
without delay." She spent two months at Ponoka and then was discharged. Once again,
the medical superintendent suggested that she was not 'bpsychotic," but a dnig addict.
Neither institution wanted responsibility for her care - a situation that might have arisen
more often in other provinces, if there had been more opportunities for "treatment."
Dr. McLean, the man responsible for treating drug users at Ponoka in the 1930~~
later becarne the Director of Mental Health Senices in Aiberta In 1953, the Provincial

Minister of Health, W.W. Cross, wrote a letter to the Department of Health describing
McLean's experiences with these patients. Cross wrote that approximately 200 people

were treated over the course of the decade and that the "immediate results in these cases
were excellent. Within a few weeks, their physical condition had improved and they

'* RCMP M a o April 15,1926 in NAC, RG 29, Vol #333 1 File #327-B-183
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became very active and interested around the hospital. This activity took two forms firstly, they were very insistent in demanding their release which they claimed was in
order because they were now cured of their drug addiction; secondly, they were found to
be busy in interestkg other people in the hospital in becorning d m g addicts. Upon release
from the hospital, they almost invariably returned to the use of dmgs, and we have many
repeat cases appearing in the mental hospitals durhg that ten-year penod. One of these
cases was back in hospital on seven different occasions. After years of work with these

people, it is Dr. MacLean's opinion that they will always be repeaters due to the fact that
they are usually of limited intelligence and almost always 'tveak penonalities."'02
Perhaps not surprisingly, given Dr. MacLean's attitudes towards them, dmg users
did not favour Ponoka. In 1937 Patrick Bates, a long-tirne dnig user, pleaded guilty on a
vagrancy charge and asked to be sentenced to Lethbndge, rather than Ponoka He told
the judge that he wanted to stop using and that he thought that his chances of stopping
would be better at the Lethbridge jail where there were fewer drug users than they would
be at ~onoka.'*~
However, he probably had his own reasons for prefeming Lethbridge.
There were also a few private institutions that accepted drug users on occasion,
most notably the Homewood Sanatorium in Guelph. However, the Department of
Narcotic Control was very skeptical about the treatrnent provided there. In 1925 the
Department wrote the Social Service Council of Canada to Say that ''their mccess in the
treatment of such cases is very questionable in view of the fact that they do not appear to
have proper facilities for keeping the patient in practically solitary confinement while
under-going treatment,

.....It is altogether too easy for fiends and relatives of patients at

Homewood to visit a patient, while the treatment is being carried out." The Department
concluded that many people had gone to Homewood with sincere intentions, but had
returned home in the same condition as when they 1efLtW Homewood was quite

Files: A History of Involuntary Sterilization"presented at the Research in Progress Seminar,
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expensive (at least $14/day in 1954)Io5and only wealthy dmg users could afford to vend

any time there. In the post-WWII penod the department kept up correspondence with the
head of the Homewood and the Hollywood (in British Columbia), two pnvate
sanatoriums that occasionally treated drug users. In a blatant violation of patient
confïdentiality, the institutions would S o m the department every time a drug user was
admitted or released and provided some background information about the patient. 'O6
The federal government seriously began considering the possibility of
establishing a treatment institution in the late 1940s. The Department had previously paid
lip service to treatment facilities, but until the post-war prosperity and the expansion of
the federal govenunent into the social welfare arena, there was little chance of achieving

such institutions. Moreover, the department's expenence with treatment facilities in the
20s and 30s had led to the belief that they had Iittle to offer. Withdrawal might be
completed successfully, but institutions saw the same people enter time and time again
for another withdrawal.
The expansion and growing prestige of psychiatry and the other "psy" disciplines
d e r 1945 Ied to a renewal in the belief that drug users could be "c~red."~~'A 1945
report by the Lower Mainland United Way concluded "the best hope of a cure.. .appears
to lie in a combination of hospital and institutionai treatment and psychiatry over a long
penod of time."lo8 Even RCMP officer Constable Price, who compiled a series of case
histories of drug users in 1946, wrote that much needed to be done in the way of
"extended use of psychiatrie services, slanted to the prevention of addiction." He added

that '4psychiatristscan to a great degree, predict and control Sehavior, particularly in the

los Minutes of the Technical Advisory Cornmittee June 25, 1954 in NAC,RG 29, Vol #604 File
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incipient stages of d i f f i ~ u l t ~ .His
" ~supenors
~~
seem to have agreed with him as a later
annual report concluded that "any real hope for positive, long terms results in dealing
effectively with the dnig addict can only be achieved by the combined efforts of medical,
social and enforcement bodies."'

'O

In I 952, a widespread panic about juvenile drug use in Vancouver led the
Vancouver Community Chest and Council to establish a committee to study the problem
of dmg addiction. (See Chapter 1) In its introduction, the cornmittee's report stated:
'harcotic addiction is a medical problem with dennite psychiatric

The

report recommended that the Provincial govemment with the support of the federal
govemment establish a pilot medical treatment and rehabilitation centre. More
controversially, the committee recommended that the Canadian government establish
narcotic clinics where registered narcotic users could receive their minimum required
dosages of drugs.

In response to the popular report, the federal govemment agreed to fund a study
of h g addiction. As discussed in the tust chapter, George H.Stevenson, a Professor of
Psychiaûy at the University of Western Ontario, and a past president of the American
Psychiatnc Association, was appointed to head the project, which was conducted under
the auspices of the University of British Columbia

In addition to Stevenson, people from

the mental health professions, Uicluding a psychiatric social worker, a physician and a
psychologist dominated the research team. The Stevenson Report was published in 1956

and had an important impact on subsequent drug policy and treatment.
Psychiatry's prestige in the 1950s had little to do with its sophisticated research
techniques. In his book, From Asylurn to Comrnunity Geraid Grob drew attention to
what he deçcribed as the "methodological naïveté" of psychiatry in the 1950s."~ This was
strikingly tnie of the Stevenson Report. The initial study planned to compare two groups
of 100 pnsonen: 100 dmg-using prisoners, and 100 non-using pnsoners. In fact, they
ended up studying 74 drug-using prisoners, and 41 non-using prisoners. The n o n - h g
Constable HI.Price RCMP 'The Crirninal Addict" A . . u a iReport of the RCMP for the Year
Ended March 3 1,1946: 78
"O Annual Report of the RCMP for the Year ended March 3 1,1954
" " h g Addiction in Canada: 'The Problem and Its Solution"' Reprinted as "Appendk A* of
the Stevenson Report.
'12 Grob From Asylum to Community: 133
lW
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users were initially regarded as a "control group", but the researchers quickly reafized
that non-drug using prisoners were not properly comparable for a study of dmg use, since
prisoners themselves were quite different nom the general population. This led to real
problems when they analyzed the family iives, educational histones and employment
records of h g users, since they had no idea of how they compared to the population as a
whole. Moreover, they realized that many of the non-dmg using pnsoners wouid likely
start ushg drugs at some point in the fùture.
At the end of the fint year, they abandoned this study to undertake others. These
included a Consecutive Conviction Study, which recorded statistical data on every dmg
user corning to Oakalla Prison Farm on any charge, a Sibling Shidy, which was supposed
to compare 25 dmg-using sibiings to 25 non-dmg-using siblings but was not cornpleted,
detailed psychological studies of 64 dmg using prisoners and 64 non-drug using prisoners

and a study of people who had stopped using heroin which was also not completed. The
psychological studies, which were completed by team psychologist Lewis Lingley, were
very professional and included Iiterature reviews, standardized tests and questions, and
fully tabulated results. Although these studies were the first of their kind in Canada and
provided a great deal of rich ethnographie detail, the research design was poorly thoughtout, many of the individual studies were incomplete, and there was insufficient analysis
of the data that was collected. This is important because the length of the report and its
many tables invested it with scientific authority and public policy makers took its
conclusions very seriously.
Stevenson concluded that heroin users needed to be "cured," which meant that
they needed to stop using heroin. ''The only proper relationship of the physician to the
addict", he wrote, "is that of helping the addict to overcome his addi~tion.""~He
believed that this would require secure hospital facilities with secwity provisions, skilled
nursing, constant medication supervision and treatment, as well as a follow-up
rehabilitation program. Like many Canadian officiais in the 1950s, Stevenson believed
that "social problems" such as heroin use could be solved through governent funding,

"'
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scientific and professional expertise and the psychiatrie transformation of human beings
who refhed to live within social noms.

Reflecting the sexism of post-war psychiatry, the Stevenson report spent a
remarkable amount of t h e on the deviant sexuality of female dmg users. Stevenson
noted that drug users were "promiscuously and actively heterosexual" before they started

using dnigs.l

'

He said little more about the sexuai behavior of the men, rernarking only

that few of them had ever had homosexual experiences. Although he mentioned "the
possible presence of a considerable latent homosexuality" among the women, he did not
discuss this in any detail. It would have been clear to anyone working at Oakalla that
many of the women dmg users had sexual relationships with other women, but Stevenson
focused more on their "immoral" behavior with men, especially prostitution. Stevenson
made a significant point of the fact that many of the women had worked as prostitutes
before they became dmg users. 'This information", he proclaimed, 'kontradicts the
commonly held idea that dmg addiction forces otherwise good girls to become
prostitutes. None of these subjects were morally weli conducted when they first began to
use narcotics. Addiction made it appear excusable or profitable to change their amateur
sex status to a professional one."'15 He also referred to women's common-law

relationships as a forxn of prostitution. He placed much greater emphasis on prostitution,
over same-sex sexual practices, which is interesting and may suggest that like many
heterosexual male observers today, he did not find women engaging in occasional samesex sexual practices particularly threatening to the gender and sexual order.

In his recommended treatment programme, Stevenson suggested that male h g
users live together in a dormitory setting during rehabilitation; however, "because of the
special problems associated with female addicts" he recommended that they should live

in "foster homes", cared for by "housewives" and treated by social workers. He did not

make it explicitly clear what these special problems were, but given the tenor of the rest
of the report, it seems quite clear that he was referring to what he regarded as their semai
immorality. I believe that he opposed the idea of female drug users Living together for
two reasons. First, he may have felt that a house of female h g users, many of who had
II4
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previously worked as prostitutes, would have unseemly similarities to a house of
prostitution. Secondly, he was probably

that hg-using women would engage in

same-sex sexual practices in the dormitory.
Its blatant sexism was not the o d y way in which the Stevenson report minoreci
the state of psychiatry at this t h e . The Stevenson report also marked a shifi in the
psychiatnc classification of drug users. D u ~ World
g
War II, military psychologists who

came across drug users defined them as "psychopathic personalities.""6 In Stevenson's
1947 textbook, Personality and Its Deviations, he also referred to h g addicts as

"psychopathic personalities". However, by the mid-1950s this term had fdlen out of
favor in psychiatric circles. and the tenn itself was removed f?om the "Arnerican bible of
psychiatnc medicine,"'" the DSM II (Diagnostic and Statistic Manual), in 1952. In his

1956 report, Stevenson wrote: "It will be helpful if the reader will fkee himself of such
concepts as "psychopathic personaiities" in thinking about these persons, and will try to

think of thern in their childhood as ordinary children of average intel~i~ence.""~
However, as 1 discussed in the fint chapter, Stevenson was extremely critical of dmg
users, and regarded hem as immature, selfish, undisciplined, and immoral. He Iambasted
them for rehising to fulfil what he regarded as adult responsibilities, including their lack
of interest in the democratic process, their failun to pay income tax and to cany life
insutance, and their refusal to pay hospital insurance premiums under the British
Columbia Hospital Insurance ~ l a n . "He
~ was particularly condematory of what he
regarded as drug users' unwillingness to take personal responsibility for the5 dmg use,
their criminal activity and their regular pnson sentences. This was interesting, because,
Stevenson felt that h g users were in need of psychiatric help, not because they were
'~psychopathicpersonalities", but because they refused to follow the noms and
responsibilities of citizenship in 1950s Canada. Stevenson could conclude that many of
the d m g users' problems stemmed nom social and economic deprivation, and still
believe that psychiatric care was the appropriate response. Science and psychiatric
expertise could transform even criminal and delinquent d m g users into good citizens.
Il6
Il7
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Nonetheless, this "treatment modei" still assumed that dmg users were hdamentally
flawed. Their desire for drugs was indicative of their immaturity, poor judgement, and
inadequate social skills. The Stevenson report reflected optirnistic faith in what
psychiatry could accomplish and claimed the field of " h g addiction" for psychiatry and

other professional experts. As such, the Stevenson report ernbodied the complex cultural

currents of 1950s Canada - faith in experts, especially psychiatnc experts, conservative
social noms and a willingness to experiment with new social programs to address
Canada's perceived ills.

As a result of the new optimism in what psychiatry could accomplish, several
b'treatment" programs for dmg users opened in prisons across the country in the mid1950s. In January 1956, the Ontario govemment opened a 25-bed facility for male h g

addicts at Mimico. A part-time psychiatrie specialist, two psychologists and a social
worker staffed the clinic. Patients were accepted on a ''voluntary" b a i s and treatment

covered the last four months of an inmate's sentence. There was both individual and

group therapy. A rehabilitation officer helped the inmate afler discharge with clothing
and hancial aid. A health c h i c at the Mercer reformatory provided treatment and
"rehabilitation" for h a l e dmg

user^.'^^ In the words of Dr. Boothroyd, the psychiatrist

at Mercer responsible for the program, the pro-

was intendeci to '%y and educate this

group that there is a better way of life and they should try to conform to it."12' In 195960, the Reverend Maurice Flint undertook a "group therapeutic" approach with a number

of femaie dmg usen.lu However, these meetings were voluntary, and apparently few
women chose to attend on a regular b a ~ i s . ' ~

'" Annual Raort of the Deparmient of Refom Institutions for the Year Ended March 3 1,1956:
10
Report by the Sub-cornmittee of the Welfare and Housing Committee appointed by the
Council of the Muncipality of Metro Toronto to prepare a study on the use of the "Riverdale
Hospital" as a treatment centre for narcotic h g addicts. . Supplement to the Report: 3-4 Series
100, File 2043 Alcohol, Drug Addiction and Vice Mental Health 1959-60 Metro Toronto
Archives
Annual Report of the Department of Refom Institutions for Year Ended March 3 1,1960: 6
'= Report by the Subtommittee of the Welfare and Housing Committee appointed by the
Council of the Muncipality of Metro Toronto to prepare a shidy on the use of the 4bRiverdaie
Hospital"as a treatment centre for narcotic h g addicr. . SuppIement to the Report: 3-4 Series
LOO, File 2043 AîcohoI, M g Addiction and Vice Mental Health 1959-60 Metro Toronto
Archives
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Administraton expressed unease about the success of this program. Mimico's
clinic admiilistrator commented that "the addict views assistance in a rnanner of
suspicion, wondering why the help is being offered.. .maybe it would be better to not try
to help them until we understand hem better.. .the addict views assistance as being done
?O"

hirn and not "for hi~n."'~~
There was Little debate about the usefikiess, or problems

of providing b'treatment"in a pend institution,where people were not kee to do as they
liked. Drug users "chose" treatment, but they did so within an environment in which they
had very few options, and where pressures to behave in a way that pleased administrators
was intense.
Pend treatment was offered in British Columbia as well. In 1956, two
bbpanabode"units were established at Oakalla Prison Farm in Bmaby. George
Stevenson was the official head of the programme, although he worked as a consultant,
rather than as head of daily operations. Nonetheless, it reflected his beliefs about drug
users and closely followed the treatment programme outlined in his report. Drug users
were to see themselves as emotionally immature people with multiple social problems.
According to social worker Lindsay McCornick, who did a study of the project, officials
chose the word panabode, which meant, "a dwelling place for a group with a common
band or union," rather than something with dnig addiction in its title, "lest there be
inclination arnong those inmates selected for treatment to feel that dnig addiction was

their only problem."'"

The men's Panabode couId accommodate 11, and the women's unit could
accommodate 10. The difference was due to the presence of an automatic washer and
dryer and a power sewing machine in the Women's Unit. The men's unit had a lined
court for basketball, tennis and other sports, a soccer field, a small workshop for
woodworking and a garden. The Women's Unit had a bal1 field and an asphalt volleyball
and badminton court. Clearly, the physical lay-uut as well as the treatment programme

itself was designed to encourage drug users to filfil what administrators regarded as
-

.
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appropnate gender roles. The program offered by the Panabode included: educational
fiims, guest speakers, religious services, counseling, educational courses, work and
recreationd activities. Both panabodes fiequently featured speakers nom outside the
prison including lawyers and doctors who saw themselves as specialists in the problem of
h g use. During the workday, the men did gardening and woodwork. The women took

hairdressing and home nursing courses and within the panabode did their own cooking

and cleaning. Outside observers fkequently commented on the "homelike" atmosphere of
the women's panabode - reassuring prison officials that the program was a success.
According to social worker Lindsay McCormick, who worked there, the program
was designed to "give the Uunate better insight into himself and his manner of
functioning and to provide hirn with a better outlook on and respect for society and his
role as one of its rnernber~."'~~
In fact, the programme did not have enough staff to

undertake extensive counseling activities. Nonetheless, the set-up itself revealed what
was to be leamed: women were supposed to be good housekeepers and homemakers, men

were to engage in woodworking and other "manly" pursuits. Both male and female dmg
users were to acknowledge that they had serious personality problems but that they could
be cured through group discussion, self-examination, and interactions with good citizens.
Since the panabodes were more pleasant than the regular Oakalla facilities (which were
desperately overcrowded) many dmg users sought to enter them. However, staff felt that
this did not indicate a sincere desire for a cure.

The project had limited success. One critic was Mervyn Davis, the Executive
Director of the John Howard Society. In a letter to the John Howard Society of Ontario

he complained that there were fundamental contradictions between "psychotherapeutic"
treatment and the restrictive custody of Oakalla Prison f w . Most of the s t m s time was
spent selecting the inmates who were to iive in the relatively luxurious accommodation.

He commented that the rehabilitation officer %as recently begun to stammer and.. ..(Es)
hand shakes more each day."'27 The director, George Stevenson soon complained that
group therapy failed because panabode residents refused to let their guard down, that

inmates chose highly impracticd cornes of study and recreation, that they resisted

'" McCormick: 46
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participation in planned activities, and that it was extremely difficult to maintain a
w o r b g relationship with people with severe character disorders. In 1958, as a result of
these difficulties, the male group was bnefly disbanded and the women's group fell to 3

people.'28As a result, selection of candidates became almost entirely dependent on staff
assessment, rather than the inmate's wish to be transferred to the f anabode.
There was also a non-prison setting where d m g users could obtain treatment. The
Narcotic Addiction Foundation (NAF) started in 1956, but was not able to purchase a
home for itself for several years, as a result of neighborhood opposition. The NAF

wanted to find a place outside of the downtown area where rnost cimg usen congregated.
Finally, in December, 1958, the Narcotic Addiction Foundation (NAF)of British
Columbia opened their residence at 835 West 1 0 Ave.
~ Psychiatrist Robert Halliday was
appointed Director. The NAF quickly realized that most drug uses were not anxious to
be admitted to a residential setting and the residence often operated at less than capacity.

The residence was only for men. Women drug users were placed in residence at the
Salvation h y ' s Catherine Booth Home where they were treated by the NAF. The NAF
aimed to provide withdrawal, employment contacts, recreational programs,
psychotherapy and casework counseling. Like counselors at the John Howard Society,

and treatment programs at Oakalla, the program aimed "to give the former user of dnigs a
better understanding of himself, of society, and his relationship to the society. It involves

a large element of education and re-education of basic social principles."'29 The
foundation provided outpatient methadone withdrawal, but oniy if there was a responsible
non-hg-using person who was willing to administer the drug to the user. No more than

2-3 days supply of methadone was provided.'30 Not surpnsingly, users were far more
interested in obtaining methadone than in living in the resideace and receiving
counseling: the number of clients rose when the NAF first started providing methadone

"'
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and fell when the NAF became stricter about dispensing methadone.13' By 1961-2the

NAF was claiming an abstention rate of approximately 26%, somewhat higher than
success rates at the US government institution at Lexington ~ e n t u c ~ . "The
* NAF
marked the beginnuig of publicly available voluntary treatment.

In Ontario, where there were fewer dnig users, withdrawal treatment was
available at the Ontario Hospital 999 Queen St. West beginning in 1958. That year, 25
people were treated. They stayed for an average of three weeks, despite the fact that they
were welcome to remain for M e r treatment. There was no af€er-careor follow-up."'

The City of Toronto considered establishing a hospital where dmg users could be treated
in a residential setting, but after meeting with Vancouver officials the plan was
withdrawn.
Very little treatment was available in Canada between 1920-196 1, but dmg users
evinced Little interest in the treatment that was offered (other than methadone.) This was
not particularly surprising. Most treatment took place in institutional settings such as
asylums and prisons, where dnig users were confined against their will. Moreover,
treatment focused on turning dnig users into what 'psy" professionals regarded as
socially adjusted citizens. Drug users were living a life that was well outside of social

noms. Many expressed discontent with their Iives and some expressed a desire to be
cured, but h g users aiso realized how different they were fiom "square johns." Drug
usen who wanted to stop using were well aware that integrating into square-john society
was more than a matter of education, counseling and will. "Psy" professionals must have

corne across as tembly naïve and therefore unhelpful.

In the early 1920s, doctors started out in a relatively weak position vis-à-vis the

Opium and Narcotic Drug Act. Aithough users undoubtedly saw them as regdators who
regularly refused to prescnbe, or even relieve the pain of withdrawal, doctors might be
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forgiven if they saw themselves as the regulated. They certainly did not enjoy the level
of professional prestige currently associated with medicine. However, between 1920-

1961 the doctors made significant gains. They stopped the Department from employing

spotters, they significantly moderated the severity of the Opium and Narcotic Dmg Act,
as well as departmental practices in enforcing the Act, and a few psychiatrists c w e d out

an important place for themselves in treating dmg users. Nonetheless, while doctors
worked out a better deal for themselves, they did aot improve conditions for the user.
Although a few users found a doctor that was wiiling to give hirn or her maintenance
doses there were very few doctors who had much interest in dmg users. Even docton
and psychiatrists who favoured a "treatment" model, believed that 'beament" should

happen within enclosed state-institutions, in which they would have the right to confine
or release. For drug users therefore medicine's new power made iittle difference.

Chapter 6: 66TurningRounders into Square Johns: Dmg usen and the John Howard
Society of Vancouver"
While police officers saw theu job as arresting and hcarcerating h g users and
doctors largely ignored them, social workers, dong with a few post-war psychiatrists, were
engaged in a much more complex project of "curing" them. During the time period covered
by this study, drug users increasingly came into contact with social workers, both public

and private. Social workers determinai their eligibility for social assistance and helped
them find jobs at the National Employment SeMce. Social workers were employed at

prisons as classification officers and at hospitals, where drug users went for withdrawal and
other health problems. Fa.more than other regdatory agents, social workers wanted to
"refoxm" and "rehabilitate" cimg users. Like some doctors, social workers encouraged dmg

users to change their ''personalities" and way of Life to bear closer resemblance to normative
ide& of gender, class and citizenship. They did this instead of focusing on social change

and ridding society of the social inequalities that contributed to problematic patterns of
substance use.'
One of the agencies most intensively involved in drug users' lives was a prison
reform organization: the John Howard Society of Vancouver. This chapter wiii examine the
work of the John Howard Society f?om 1931 when the agency f h t began operation, to 1961
when the new Narcotic Control Act passed. The John Howard Society was the brainchild

of the Right Rev. A.H. Sovereign who, as Minister for St. Mark's in Vancouver, fkquently
visited the BC Penitentiary and Oakalla Prison F m . The goals of the Society were to to
1 A body of literature on the history of social work has stressed its consavative tendencies. See: John
Ehrenreich The Albuistic Imagination: A History of Social Work and Social Policy in the United States
(Ithaca: Corne11University Press, 1985); Gale Wills A Marriage of Convenience: Business and Social
Work in Toronto 19 18- 1957 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1995) Linda Gordon Heroes of theû
Own Lives: The Politics and History of Farnily Violence (New York: Penguin Books, 1988) and Eric C.
Schneider drew similar conclusions in his: Vampires, Dragons and ~gvptik
Kings: Youth &ngs in
Postwar New York (Princeton: Rùiceton University Press, 1999). In his dissertation on the University of
Toronto school of social work John Graham concluded that "social work is remarkably incoherent
disimified phenornenon" (12) and that the "school could never fully obtain a coherent sense of mission
nor a coherent self-identity." See: John Graham A History of the University of Toronto School of Soda1
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improve prison conditions, to help offenders and their families and to assist discharged men

and women to re-establish themselves. The Rev. Joshua Dinage ("JI).") Hobden was
appointed Executive Director of the Sociew, a position he retained until 1955. Hobden had
been a successfbl rninister in East End Vancouver. Since first aniving in British Columbia
at the age of 26 as a Methodist missionary he had been actively engaged in organizing
activities for young people. As a member of the Ministenal Association Cornmittee on
Pend Refom, and the secretary to the Vancouver Presbytery of the United Church, he was

an obvious choice to head the new society. At their small offices in the Dominion Bank
Building, the Rev. Hobden and his office assistant (later known as the Women's Worker)
gave meal and bed tickets, supplied clothing, found employrnent, and provided counselling
to both inmates and their fa mi lie^.^
In the 1930s and 40s the John Howard Society focused largely on providing
short-term material aid. At that t h e , the society thought that by treating prisoners with
what society workers regarded as "respectyy,and by providing thm with occasional offm

of food, clothing, shelter and employment they could transform them into law-abiding
citiznis. As tirne passed and the govemment began to take a p a t e r mle in providing for the
material needs of former prisoners, the Society gradually began to see this as inadequate.
By the 1950s the Society expected prisoners to engage in a long process of self-examination

and reflection, to find the roots of their problems with the law in their famiy problems and
exnotional difficulties, and to work out solutions to these problems in long discussions with

their caseworken. Material aid was seen to be the responsibility of the state, delivered
through services such as the National Employment Service and the Community Social
SeMces Department.
Although part of the agency's stated airn was to improve prison conditions, it did not
spend a great deal of time working as an advocate for structurai change. In its early years,
the John Howard Society fought for improvements in prison conditions, but it did not, by
-
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and large, fight against the social inequalities that landed many of their clients in prison.

JD. Hobden and subsequent directors of the John Howard Society placed more emphasis
on the individual's need reform, rather than on societal change. The h d i n g base of the
society and its need to CO-operatewith other agencies in the criminaljustice system,
restricted the possibility of fighting for structural change. The John Howard Society was a
private agency, although it received part of its h d h g h m the provincial govemment and
part h m the fèderal parole board.3 The majonty came h m the Community Chest and
Council, which was controlled by business people in Vancouver. The abiiity of
caseworken at the John Howard Society to fight for change was circumscribed by their
firnding, as well as by the proclivities of Board members and workers.

The coercive project of transforming dmg users into "square-johns" was c k e d out
by people who, more often than not, genuinely cared about the welfare and well being of
drug users. Social workers at the John Howard Society often went well beyond the cal1 of
duty. They opened their homes to clients, and they came to their aid at al1 times of the day
and night. In return, some of their clients developed deep and caring relationships with

social worken. Drug users were harassed by the police, rejected by mainstream society
(including, ofien, their families), and they spent much of their life in prison. For some
clients, the help proffered by the Iohn Howard Society provided a welcome respite.

In her book on family violence, Linda Gordon argues that the history of social work
practice, "produces a more complex mode1 of social control than has been customary
amoog social the~rists."~
She argues that many of the people who were the objects of

control themselves solicited intemention on the part of social work agencies. This was
- --
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certainly tnie of clients of the John Howard Society, who used the seMces of the society
voluntarily, although the difficulties of dnig users' lives ofien drove them to this choice.
Social work could be coercive, humiliating, and demeaning, but it could aiso be supportive,

encouraging, and afnrming. So much depended on the particular relationship that
developed between an individual social worker and client.
Nonetheless, casework took place between two people with vastly different levels of
power. Social worken at the John Howard Society were white, middle-class and well

educated. Their clients were working-class (91%), poorly educated, and a few were
Abonginal (4%), Black (2.5%) and Asian (2.5%).= However, they did have agency. Most

drug users exercised this agency by not using the resources of the John Howard Society.
Others exerted it by m
g to use the senices on their own ternis. Still others chose to
engage in the therapeutic project of rehabilitation, which was dear to the heart of social
workers. Only by examining individual case files and histories can we understand the
particularity of these relationships and experiences.

Casework in the 1930s and 40s

In the 1930s and 40s, the John Howard Society was a small organization. The o d y
employees were Hobden himself, and a female caseworker andior office worker. Cursory
impressions of clients were recorded on mail yellow card files dong with notes about

material aid rendered and irnmediate plans but littie else. Hobden spent much of his time at
court, or at the prisons, and he probably kept a great deal of infornation about clients in his

5 Race was not identified for every client. However, they seem to have included race in their
introductory file cards whenever the client was not white. These figures are based on clients that were
identified as Aboriginal, Black and Asian. Class background was not listed on file cards, but where
possible 1entered class based on the occupation of the hg-user, and in some cases on the occupation of
their parents. Dmg using clients of the John Howard Society very rarely had middle-clw occupations,
although a few came £tom middle class families. 1entered &se dnig users as middle-class, because in
many of these cases their parenl were willing to give them assistance, which meant that they had middleclass privileges. CIass background was only identified for 226 of the 397 case files.

head. His laudatory biography, written by Jean Wilton, an employee of the Society in the
1950s, details extensive relationships with particular clients, but the ill-docurnented case
files show littie evidence of thk6
Research on h g users at the John Howard Society at this tirne is particularly
difficult, because the Society either did not h o w , or did not record, whether their clients

were dmg users or not. Terry J. appeared in SHS offices regularly in the late 1930s and
1940s looking for srnail amounts of money and clothes and work. Office notes never

indicated that he was a dmg user. A British Columbia Penitentiary Admission report fiom
1963, however, noted that he had been using dmgs since the late 1920s.' Another man had

sporadic contacts with the SHS for two years before workers noted that he was a drug user.
When they learned of his cimp use they were none too sympathetic. The women's
caseworker noted that John M. was in the office asking for a work shia and pants as he had
the possibility of getting a job working on a truck. "Claims he is offnarcotics. Admits
some shame of the crime of which he was convicted. ....About the only mitigating
circumstance in this case, is that John has never denied his general worthlessness, nor lied
about things."

It may be that dmgs were simply too scarce on the streets of Vancouver in

the 1930s and early 1940s for workers at the John Howard Society to defitively label
certain clients as "addicts." Nonetheless, the John Howard Society was interested in h g

use. The Society actively partook in the mid-1930s carnpaign against codeine use, on
account of the "devastating mord results we have witnessed on the part of our own

c lien te le.'^ In 1945, the Society bemoaned the lack of treatment for dmg usea, but
concluded that that they should be segregated in and out of prison.1°
Dnig users or not, and my sense is that he preferred not, Hobden focused on piving

his clients what he thought of as self-respect. JHS offices were deliberately established in a
6 Wilton May 1 Talk to Iohn Howard
7 JHS #4871
8 JHS #2438
9 Annual Report of the Iohn Howard Society for the Year 1935
10 A m a l Rewrt of the John Howard Society for the year 1945

good business section of t o m , away h m other relief organkations and charities. Former
prisoners were challenged to make something of themselves, and to "recover what their
socid lapse has forfeited.. ....We refuse to let thern think that a discharged prisoner can
never become a good citizen."" As a minister, Hobden believed that religion would be of
benefit to his clients and he encouraged them to suictiQ their common-law unions, and to
turn to God for guidance with their problems. His encouragement was coloured with the

laquage of muscular Christianity.12 In 1949, he wrote twenty-five year old Robert P.,
'you have nothing to be ashamed of or to be anaid of. Keep your chin up and play the

game always; your fieedom depends on this." However, Hobden pnded himself on plain

speaking, and clients of the society were not always given kind words when they arrived at
the JHS offices. The following year, a notation in the Robert's file indicated that Hobden
wanted to know "1) Why he left his brother's business at Kimberly and 2) Why he hasn't
got more sense that to go around with Matt when he got in trouble with Matt before."13
Some clients apparently responded to this. M e n Robert P. was on a ticket-of-leave

in the late 1940s, he sent Hobden snapshots and newspaper clippings about his brother's
business, in addition to the letters required by law. John B, a long-time client of the
Society, told a YMCA worker that he had denomced his Roman Catholic Faith on the
strength of Hobden's "sound sense" in his Oakalla Sessions. In 1949 he wrote Hobden: "1
want you to have faith in me Mr. Hobden as I think that 1owe you very much."I4
Like many other workers and agencies in the 1930s, Hobden, and by extension, the
John Howard Society, was radicalized by harsh economic conditions. Hobden expressed

great deal of sympathy for his clients in the 1930s, especially those who had been driva to

their crimes by econornic need.15 He was particularly outraged when clients were h e d for
11 "Report of the Executive Secreiary" Annual Report of the John Howard Society for the year 1932: 2
12 A good discussion of muscular Christianity can be fotmd in Colin Howell Northern Sandots (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, t 995): 105-6
13 JHS M397
14 JHS #7961
15 John Howard Society Report of the Execuîive Secretary March 14, 1934 in John Howard Society
AnnuaI Report for the Year 1933

riding the rails, which many were doing in order to find work. He was also highly critical
of prison conditions. When the war broke out and the employment situation improved,
Hobden's tenor changed. Hobden prided himselfon the number of clients who had
enlisted and many clients coming to the Society for help were told that their country
needed "good men".l6 Hobden also moved away fiom providing material relief. In 1945,

he announced that relief was never an effective method of rehabiiitation. "Though some
good was done," he admitted, "it was pauperizing in the extreme as it relieved a man of
any initiative he might have to stnke out for hirnself, and becorne self-reliant and

independent."" Lnstead, the agency began to focus more on adult probation and on more
direct counseling.
An unusually intensive and well-documented case record h m this t h e period is

that of Vickie A who was referred to the John Howard Society by Magistrate Wood in

1945.18 Vickie's case, although it was unsuccessful from the point of view of the Society,
was othenvise a prime exarnple of what the Society was beginning to see as ideal social
work practice. The women's caseworker cornbined what she thought of as fiiendly support

and encouragement with an invasive and occasiondy coercive involvement in Vickie's life.

Her case also illustrates the extensive links between the John Howard Society and other

agents in the criminal justice system and the social welfare state.
Vickie was 18 years old and had aiready given birth to one child and was pregnant

with another. She was married to the "notorious Riclq A.." M e r their h t meeting, the
caseworker diagnosed: "this girl is a problem girl. Her mother was in JHS, she was in the
Girls' Industrial School." Vickie was given a number, hm name and alias were recorded

16 John Howard Society Report of the Executive Secretary for the year 1941 presented at the Annual
Meeting March 10, 1942 in Annual Report of the John Howard Society for the Year 1941. Hobden
proudly told the board that "Our 'Honour Roll' of edistments contains 200 names. ..To many it has
meant the £îrst real chance ever to pass their way, and they have not failed to m e m e up to its
chaknge."
17 John Howard Society, Report of the Executive Secretary March 20, 1945: 3 in John Howard Society
AnnuaI Report for the year 1944
18 IHS #7402

along with her birthdate and the names of her husband, parents, and children. The
caseworker consulted the Vancouver social s e ~ c index,
e
where she leamed that Vickie had
previous contacts with the Child Guidance Clinic, the Girls'Industrial School, and the
Social Service D e p m e n t of the Vancouver General Hospital. The caseworker telephoned
the Girls' Industrial School where the matron told her that "Vickie is a hopeless little liar
and cannot be believed. 1s absolutely worthless." She also spoke to the morality squad of
the Vancouver City Police who told her that Vickie was prostituting for her husband.
Nonetheless, the caseworker spoke on her behalfto the court where she faced a prostitution
charge, and Vickie was aven a suspended sentence. Severai weeks later a detective told
Vickie's probation officer who told the caseworker that Vickie had had an abortion and that

her husband was selling dnigs. The caseworker ran into Vickie on the streetcar and told her
to corne in on April2. Vickie showed up on the fourth and confirmeci that she had an
abortion. The caseworker told Vickie to "secure birth control information and not undergo

this risk of losing her life again." The caseworker did not mention the allegation of dmg
peddhg.
Two rnonths later Vickie was facing a charge of Keeping a Disorderly House
(keeping a house of prostitution.) She told her caseworker that she wanted to find a job in a
factory or an elevator, "in the hope that she might become interested enough in it to stick

with it." The caseworker reported that "this sounds like a desperate hope in view ofher past

life but one would not wish to shove down a girl so obviously in danger and without
resources in herseif? Over the next few m o n h the caseworker saw Vickie in court and in

the JHS offices on several occasions. Contacts intensified in September when Vickie faced

a serious charge of breaking and entering a h g store with several other people. Vickie
maintained that she had nothing to do with the Break and Enter and that she and her
husband were only seen at the scene because they were relieving themselves. The
caseworker told her that 'Ws story is so rank" that she should 44spareherself the trouble of

telling it." In October she was up in court on a dmg charge but this was dismissed. In
November police reported to her caseworker at court that there were cornplaints about her

h m the men she solicited and "abuses because they don't accept h a offa." By the fd
Vickie had yellow jaundice as well as syphilis and pelvic infiammatory disease. Both
Vickie and her husband had corne to see her caseworker on various occasions. They were
both very nervous about the trial.
At the trial in January her caseworker reported that Vickie intended to stay out of
trouble as soon as this is over and the caseworker believed that she was sincere. However,
to herself, the caseworker mused that "her ability to keep this resolve is limiteci. She as

undergone a great stnin for the past year and seems to have a tendency to collect trouble
progressively and be powerless to avoid it." At this point the caseworker noted that Vickie

left home at 15 the result of a family quarrel, took a room downtown and began prostituting.
When she retumed home "she had lost a taste of work and gained the desire to nui around

with boys -so her mother placed her in the detention home and she went to the Girls'
Industrial SchooI."
Soon aAer the trial (at which Vickie was acquitted but her husband was found

guilty), Vickie's mother requested a meeting with the caseworker. Vickie's mother was

particularly concemed about Vickie's child, Denis, now two years of age, who had been
living with Vickie's mother since his birth. Mrs P reported that Vickie took littie interest in
the child, but fiom time to tirne she decided that she wanted him and had corne once or

twice for that reason but was dissuaded. Mrs. P. wanted to adopt him in order to protect
him and she believed that Vickie would consent. The caseworker agreed to consult the
ChildrentsAid Society. There is no indication in the file of what happened to Vickie's
child, but the caseworker contacted the Children's Aid Society to outline the case d e r

Vickie's mother proposed to adopt the child, indicating that the caseworker probably felt
that taking custody away fiom Vickie was a good idea.
The caseworker felt sorry for Vickie and felt that her problems were rooted in an

d o r t m a t e past. This was typical of John Howard Society workers, who sought to explain
their clierts' delinquent behaviour by looking at what they deemed to be their difficult or
unfortunate childhoods. Hobden, for example, blamed John B's problems on the fact that
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his father deserted, and the puII of his older delinquent brothers.lg Although this dowed
social workers to feei sympathetic towards their clients, it meant that they blamed workingclass parents for the "problems" of theu working-class children. Neither the women's
caseworker nor Hobden provided any analysis of the economic hardships that contriibuted to

family dislocation and violence.

The women's caseworker did not listen to Vickie alone. Instead, she garnered
information about Vickie kom police, the court systern, probation officer, and h m prison
officiais and she henelf contacted the Children's Aid Society. This was common practice.

The women's caseworker fkquently wrote "social histones'' of her clients for police court.

These social histories included information fiom the subjecî, police officers, school boards,
chilàren's aid societies, the parents of the client, the city social s e ~ c record,
e
and the Boys'
or Girls' Industrial Schools. This web of contacts shows how invasive social work could be
and how hlly the John Howard Society was integrating itself with other agencies involved

in the criminal j ustice systern and the welfare system. It also shows the importance placed
on "documenting" the drug user, as if the "truth'' of the dnig user could be found in this
accumulation of information.
Vickie's case was atypical in that h g users at the John Howard Society were often
treated far more harshly than the women's casewolker treated Vickie. In 1950, Brenda R.
approached the John Howard Society for a d m g cure. Arrangements were made to send her
to Hollywood Sanatorium, a rather expensive private institution. Four months Iater she
approached the society again, and this time the office assistant recognized her as a former
classrnate and a "fïrst class sfudentf'. Brenda told the office assistant that she had been in

the Sanatorium for one week and now had a large bill to pay. The office assistant asked if

she was on drugs now, and Brenda said no. Nonetheless, the office assistant gave her "the

blast but good" and "reminded h a of her school days!' The office assistant suggested she
k d work but Brenda responded that she was too nervous and nm-dom. The office

assistant gave her $5, and told her that she wanted to help ha, but Brenda '%as to play bail."
19 JHS #7961
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Brenda was said to have "appreciated this firank talk and promised to repay $5 and keep in
touch with us." Not surprisingly, she never approached the Society for help again, although
she paid back part of the loantOSimilady, when known h g user Roger P. approached the
society for a letter of reference in 1950, and complained that the police were following him,
the office assistant recorded that she ''told Roger he was well aware why he was being
watched and that he knows al1 the ropes. JDH (Hobden) saw Roger and gave him the blast
also refiised a letter."21 Casework in the 1930s and 40s focused more on short-term
material aid and less on long-term counselling than social work in the 1950s. Perhaps as a
result social workers in the 30s and 40s were less favourably disposed towards cimg usen,
who were always regarded as being likely to be long-term clients. However, it is clear that

the John Howard Society quickly integrated itself with a network of private and state
agencies. In some respects, this made sense and allowed them to serve their clients more

effectively since they knew what was happening in other aspects of the lives. On the other
hand it meant that they fomed their opinions of clients, in part, fiom the opinions of statr
elsewhere. It also meant that the John Howard Society was less likely to take an
independent stand since their work was done in CO-operationwith the state and in many

respects depended on the state to be effective.
Casework in the 1950s

In the 1950s, social workers across the United States and Canada were largely absent

h m social reform, and "casework" increasingly came to resemble psychotherapy. Social
work journals emphasized individual personality problems, and on the need for counselling
to solve them, d e r than the social and economic conditions that led to deihquency, early

The John Howard Society,
pregnancy, dnig use, and other so-called "social proble~ns."~~
20 JHS %O614
21 M S #9484

22 Ehrenreich: 187-90 Joan Sangster points out that at the Mercer in the 1950s, the medical and social
work experts who dealt with aboriginal inmates felt that what was crucial '%as an ernbrace of the

deeply embedded within, and reliant upon, a network of state and pnvately funded
institutions, did not depart in noticeable ways fiom this nom. However, beginning in the
early 1950s and gaining force throughout the decade, the John Howard Society of
Vancouver, attmcted an unusual group of politically active social workers. While casework

at the John Howard Society also focused on correcthg individual faihgs, caseworkers also
recognized the many structural constnints faced by their clients. In the case of female

clients, social workers were much less concemed with thek deviant sexuality than was the
n o m within the profession as a whole. This case study of the John Howard Society shows
how social workers, at the more radical end of their profession, tried to negotiate the
financial and political constraints of 1950s Canada, while at the same tirne reflecting and
reinforcing many of the social and cultural injustices of the tirne.

The change at the John Howard Society began when Hobden began an extended
l a v e to the Western Remission Service in 1951. He O fficially retired in 1955. In the
meantirne, a new group of professionally trained social workers began to work extensively

with dmg users and were more positively disposed towards them. Case workers like Jean
Wilton, Merv Davis, Ben Maartman, Bill Hesketh, Gloria Cranmer, Grace Humphreys,

Dave Barrett, and Nom Levi ushered in a new era at the John Howard Society. These
social workers did not entirely agree with one another, but they all felt that drug users were
"worthy"of "hep" and focused on counselling as a way to assist them. Many of these
social workers were politically active and lefi-of-centre. Dave Barrett later went on to serve

as the N D P Premier of British Columbia. Nom Levi served in bis cabinet. Ben Maartman
m t e a thoughtful book on social work practice and others moved into leadership positions

in other John Howard Societies across the country. These workers were h t r a t e d by the
lack of treatment facilities for dnig user^^^ and some of them would have iiked to take a
'confessional' mode, introspection, a critical understanding of one's family background as the 'cause' of
addiction, and professed desire to change one's inner self" Joan Sangster 'bCriminali.zihgthe Colonized:
Ontario Native Women Confiont the Criminal Justice System, 1920-1960" Canadian Kstoncai Review
80(1) March 1999: 50
23 Grace Humphreys wrote to Rowan Paterson Janua~y3 1, 1961 that "Unfortunately,imprisonment does

more activist role with regard to pnson conditions.24 However, the John Howard Society

was fuily embedded in the corrections' network The Board did not want them to seriously
cnticise other players in corrections out of the fear that they would lose some of the
privileges that allowed them to carry out their counselling w ~ r k . ' ~Moreover, many of the

workers themselves had previously held positions in the corrections field and probably had
Little desire to alienate former and possibly fùture colleagues and employers. Nonetheless,

in the late 1%Os, the John Howard Society complained about overcrowding, the need for
research, the need for greater staff, and the difficult employrnent situation faced by b a t e s
when they were released. However, they tempered their cnticism with a great deal of praise
for the many irnprovernents in pnson conditions that took place in British Columbia in the
1950s.~~

During this time period, the case records changed. Reflecting the fact that more of

the worken had social work training, b i e f hand-witten notes were replaced by typed and
not seem to be the answer to their ( h g users') problems." JHS #14633. Jean Wilton and B.K.
Stevenson were very fiustrated when they were unable to find any treatment for a couple who came to
them for heip, and Stevenson wote a letter to the man's's iawyer detailing his effort to stay away from
dmgs, and the Society's inability to help. (IHS#IO895 and JHS #11406) In the Annual Report for 1955,
the Society recommended that dmg users be gwen a three-year sentence, only three months of which
would be spent incarcerated. The remainder would be spent on parole. "This would give both an
opportmity for physical cure within an institution and rehabilitation on the outside, with the unfinished
part of the sentence acting as a srrong deterrent factor against M e r crimina1 behavior," Annual Report
of the John Howard Society for the Year 1955: 6
24 In a memo to the Board, John Webster wrote a memo to the Board of Directon detailing a variety of
problems with the British Columbia Penitentiary including: overcrowding, meagmess of the vocational
training, over-emphasis on custodial care, and inadequate gate money. See "Some Critical Comments
about the British Columbia Penitentiary from an Mer-Care Point of View" in Container 12 File #F-1-21-7
25 The Executive Director, Merv Davis, was rapped on the wrist by the Board for failing to maintain
good relationships with other organizations, especially the National Parole Board. See for example, letter
fiom Frank Lewis to Merv Davis February 16, 1961 in Container 10 File #F-14-6-44 Interestingly,
when the Community Chest and Council of Greater Vancouver reviewed the work of the Society in 1952
they criticized them for failing to be more critical of the penal system. United Way of the Lower
Mainiand Add Mss 849,Location: 6 17-F-2 File 2,Vancouver City Archives
26 See Annual Reports of the John Howard Society of British Columbia 1950-1961. There was a great
deal of penal refom in British Columbia Prisons at this time. See: C. Wesley Topping "The Rise of the
New Penology in British Columbia, Canada" British Journal of Delinquency S(3) January 1955: 180-190
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much more detailed descriptions. As the staff expanded and began hiniing over much more

quickly2', they relied less on their own memones and the memones of feliow staff

membea and they were much more careful to record the substance of conversations
between themselves and their clients. Files often included a report on the client by a Frison
Classification Officer, or by an employee of the National Parole Board, but they rarely
included information from other social agencies, or h m police officers, as they had in the
1930s and 40s. instead, worken in this penod relied much more heavily on what clients

themselves told them about their lives, their experiences, and their motivation for change.
The emphasis on counselling-onented casework took John Howard Societies
workers a w y from providing short-term material aid. Funds were supposed to be
distributed only as part of a longer-term rehabilitation strategy. in 1957 Executive Board
minutes indicated: '\ve are attempting to make use of the h d s we have as part of a plan
the individual has." in theory, this meant larger sums of money to smaller numbers of
people "Who are themselves planning for their own rehabilitati~n."~~
The Board was very
concemed about shortage of fùnds in this area and ernphasized to staffthat they were not to

give "hand-outs." However this rule was ofien broken. Social workers found it hard to
deny people who arrived at the society in immediate need. In 1960 for example one client
showed up for the first time in several yean d e r being released fiom Oakalla on a dmg

charge. He was looking for employment. The caseworker noted that "hisshoes were
extremely poor, there were no soles on them, his feet were soaking wet and so 1gave him

an order for Woodwards for the amount of 9.22 in order to get a pair of shoes. His feet
were soaking and it was obvious that he could not continue to walk around the city in the
condition in which he w a ~ . " ~ ~
Often, one of the most immediate needs was withdrawd. Because of the Iack of

27 Salarîes at the John Howard Society of British Columbia were lower than salaries in other correctional
senrices and were lower than those offered in other provinces. Many staffmembers left because they
were offered higher-paying positions elsewhere. Board of Executive Minutes September 15, 1959,
October 20, 1959 and December 20, 1960 in Box 2 F-1-1-1-9
28 Board of Executive Minutes May 15,1957 in JHS Box 2 File: F-1-1-1-9
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facilities in the Vancouver area, the Society could do very little. When 17-year old Irene I.
showed up at the SHS, seven months pregnant and undergohg withdrawd, a social worker
phoned al1 the social service agencies in Vancouver but care was not available. Over the

next two weeks the social worker visited her every day to make sure that she kept medical
appointments and interviews with welfare officers. She also corresponded with Irene's
mother. However, this was iittle help with regards to withdrawal. At the end of the two-

week penod, the social worker noted that Irene was still taking d n . ~ g s In
. ~ another
~
case, the
Society tried to h d Robert R. a doctor or psychiatrist for help, but none of them wouid take

the case. When he was arrested by police in an undercover operation almost a year later,
B.Kyle Stevenson, then Assistant Executive Director of the JHS, wrote Robert's lawyer a

letter, which was read on his behalf in court. The letter complained about "the total lack of
comrnunity resources for dealing with the serious problem of h g ad~iiction."~'

in 1959 with the opening of the Narcotic Addiction Foundation, dmg users
ostensibly had a place to go for withdrawal, but this did not always work as planned. Cyril

S. went to the Narcotic Addiction Research Foundation a few days before Christmas in
1960. The Foundation told him that they couldn't do anythuig for him until after

Christmas. A social worker tried to contact a few doctors to see if they would give him
withdrawal medication, but to no avail. Cyril did get some tranquillisers h m the
outpatient clhic at the Narcotic Addiction Foundation. However, his social worker
reported that he was still sweating it out and using some in late December. On January 1,
1961 he called his social worker at home who picked hirn up at his mother's home and took

him d o m to outpatient clinic. Two days later the social worker and Cyril went down to

NAF again, where social workers told him that it would take another week to get h i . on
withdrawd. Findly, on January 4th Cyd met a doctor who thought the situation was
ndiculous and started him on w i t h d r a ~ a l . ~
Similarly,
~
in early 1961, Sharon M. called a
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social worker to get help with withdrawal. Her social worker found her accommodation at
the Salvation Army-operated Catherine Boothe Home. She then phoned the Narcotic
Addiction Foundation for withdrawal medication (methadone), but the NAF said that they
codd not give her any withdrawal for severd days. The social worker tried to explain that
Sharon was already beginning to show signs of discodort, but this had no impact. The
social worker wrote "We had two alternatives -either let the girl go d o m to skidrow to

make a score or get some medication to help her though her difficult period." She phoned
the doctor at the City Jail who said that he would be willing to give Sharon medication until
treatment could be amnged at NAF. While waiting for the medication to arrive, they went
back to the Foundation where they met with another worker who said that they would start
Sharon on treatment right away. The second worker got the withdrawal medication to her
that evening.

''

Other concrete tasks provided by social workers included making appointments with
other social seMce agencies and occasionally acting as an advocate for them with these
agencies, helping clients with parole papers, support at triais and helping to find jobs. In a

few cases, they supervised parole. The vast majority of cases 1studied did not involve
parole supervision. Until the Fauteux Report in 1956, which investigated the p ~ c i p l e and
s
procedures of the Remission Service, and the establishment of the National Parole Board in

1959, the Remission SeMce had an unofficial poiicy of not giving parole to drug usa."
In the late 1950s,the vast majority of parole supervision was undertaken by private
33 JHS #14730
34 In 1959 B K Stevenson told the Welfare and Housing Committee appointed by the Council of the
Municipality of Metro Toronto that "From the National Parole Board's point of view theû expenence
over the years has been that the h g addict does not make a good risk for parole so there is no
interference as a general mle. Recently, however, they have rnodified this and are willing to experiment
in the release of some addicts under direct supervision." In the Report by the Sub-committee of the
Welfare and Housing Committee appointed by the Council of the Muncipality of Meîro Toronto to
prepare a study on the use of the "Fùverdale Hospital" as a treatment centre for narcotic dnig addicts
Metro Toronto Archives Senes 100, File 2043 Alcoh01~Dmg Addiction and Vice Mental Health 1959-6
For more information on parole see: Canada Annual Report of the National Parole Board for the Caleadar
Year 1959 and Canada Report of the Standing Senate Cornmittee on Legal and Constitutional Affaïrs
Parole in Canada (Ottawa, 1974)

agencies, while the Parole Board confined itself to reviewing applications and making
arrangements with others for proper parole supervision. The John Howard Society believed
that dnig users could only be rehabilitated in the comrnmity and were anxious to secure
parole for their clients even though they were not fully compensated by the Parole Board for
this work. Dave Barrett (the s u p e ~ s oof
r counselling services) wrote the Parole Board in
1961 that: "It is obvious.. ..that the real problems of handling dmg addiction will never be

met in any institutional setting regardless of the 'treatment approach.' This is due to the
fact that it is in the comunity where the addict eventually rehuns that he must leam to
live.'"'

They therefore took on the job of parole even though it placed hem in a coercive

relationship with regards to their clients.
in supervising a parolee, the John Howard Society felt that the most important thing

was to develop a close and intensive relationship with the pamlee. In a letter to National
Parole Board in 1961 one John Howard Society worker wrote that: '1 believe that we are
beginnuig to see that the only tmly rehabilitative work cornes about when there is a strong
relationship developed between the therapist and the p a r ~ l e e . "Another
~~
worker, who

probably supervised more paroles for d m g users than any other social worker, concluded:
"1 feel that I cannot carry on successful casework with an addict Mess a satisfactory

relationship has been established before release. This usually takes weeks or months to
acc~mplish."~~
This social worker placed enormous confidence in this relationship. In the
case of Barbara E., for exarnple, she wrote that: "In some ways the plans for Barbara are

not too good in that we haven't a definite home for her nor a definitejob. However, 1do
feel that my relationship with Babara is good enough that there is every possibility that she
would be a satisfactory p a r ~ l e e . "Parole
~ ~ supervisors at the John Howard Society were
reluctant to rescind parole, but they occasionally did so. When Gretchen R, a favourite
client, ran away from her social workers' home in the middle of the night the day before she
--.

35 Letter nom Dave Barrett to B.K.Stevenson July 15, 1961 in File #Ml7 1
3 6 ~ #14171
~ s
37 JHS #13939
38 JHS #14317

was to leave for Penticton, the worker reported it to the National Parole Board, which
eventuaiiy issued a warrant for Gretchen's arrest. Fortunately for Gretchen, the worker was
able to persuade the National Parole Board that the suspension of parole should only be
temporary.
Reflecting the strict gender divisions of 1950s Canada, casework at the John Howard
Society differed dong gender lines, and for this reason will be discussed separately.
Although there were fewer female social workers than male social workers, female social
workers tended to deal far more intensely with drug-using clients since dmg usea were a
much greater proportion of the female incarcerated population. It was the female
caseworkers who pioneered intensive counselling casework, and who established many of
the casework noms at the Society, and for this reason 1 have dealt with female clients and

workers k t .
Casework with Female Clients
Female worken at the John Howard Society believed that the first task was to fom

an intirnate relationship with their clients. Social workers wanted to believe that their
clients cared for them and that counselling could make a ciifference to their clients' lives.
The expression of what social worken thought was "reai" feelings, especidly if they
involved warm feelings towards the social worker were thought to be a significant break-

through. (Not surprisingly, "reai" feelings generally involved a desire to stay away h m
dmg use and criminal activity.) So-cailed "self-awareness" was a major goal of the

counselling process. Social workers assumed that there was coherent self, and that this self
could be accessed through psychological intro~pection.~One fernale worker proudly
wmte that one client "stated today that she had never talked about her real feelings to
anybody that she had never had anyone who could really undentand and that as she had
discussed her many problems, and her background and her family relationship and etc with
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me she felt that she had found many of the answers to her own problems and was growing

in self-awareness and could face her problems a great deal better when she was relea~ed."~~
M e r eight rnonths of casework with Aima K., the worker had a long conversation with her

in her home one evening. The worker saw this as a breakthrough "1 feel that 1got closer to

her than 1ever have in the past." She elaborated: ''Alma does seem to be evidencing a little
self-awareness. This is quite different for her because 1have not felt in the past that she
really was aware of any ofher problems, or if she was aware of them she wasn't able to
cornmunicate the fact to me. Tonight, however, she did speak very plainiy and did show an

awareness and looked at her problem reasonably reah~tically."~'Social workers believed
that what they perceived to be as honesty, or confessions, on the part of the client was a step

towards rehabilitation as well as a sign of faith in their social worker. The incitement to
reveal another self beneath the exterior of the "rounder" showed how fully psychological
discourses had permeated the minds of the social workers. It also demonstrateci the social
worken' need to believe that everyone could change and that they could be an important
part of this transformation.

In unsuccessful cases, blame was placed on the client who had not sufficiently
"opened up." One female caseworker worked with Patricia D. for over a year. She was
quite sceptical at the beginning, but after severd rnonths Patricia submitted parole papers

and the worker became Far more optimistic. At this time she said: "She is showing definite
signs of growth. 1 think she is facing the problems of release more realistically than she did

a month or two ago. I feel that perhaps Patricia might do well on parole. She has
responded well and 1 believe a good working relationship has been established."
However, her parole was turned down, and the worker subsequently found her to be rather
"flippant." She concluded: "1 am really very doubtfut whether she is sufnciently motivated
to straighten her life out." In fact, Patricia was back in Oakaila just two rnonths after her

release. The social worker contacted her regularly and did srnail things for her such as
39 See Nikolas Rose uiventinp Ourselves: Psychology. Power and Personhood
40 JHS #14998
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calling her mother on her birthday, sending a card to her daughter. The worker also
discussed with her whether or not she should get together with her ex-husband. After
several months the worker concluded that "1 still feel that Patricia is not well rnotivated but
that she is very adept at using people for her o w n end....As long as I have known Patricia 1
do not feel that she has opened up honestly to me.''42 Presumably, if she haci, she would

have made better progress in her rehabilitation.
Once the client had opened up, the second stage was finding them &ends and
employment away from the drug-using community. In many cases, this meant encouraging
them to leave Vancouver, although social workers also realized that this was not easy. One
social worker advised Jack I. the husband of dmg-user Irene J, to take a job he had been
offered in Kelowvna "so as to get her out of Vancouver." However, Jack did not want to
leave his farnily who had provided significant support to the couple in the past.

43

The

social worker did not push the issue. Another long-term female caseworker also understood
that clients wanted to be in Vancouver where they had homes, families, fiends, and

cornrnunity. After Gretchen R. had her parole rescinde4 the social worker convinced the
Parole Board to allow Gretchen to continue her parole period in Penticton. Gretchen found

it difficult in Penticton - the weather was too hot, she was getting paid less than she would

in Vancouver and she did not Iike her parole officer. In response to Gretchen's complaints,
her worker wrote her to stay that she would rather she stayed away fiom Vancouver
'%because of the influences here." However, "you know how you feel about it. 1'11 be glad
to make some arrangements for you if you feel you m u t come back. Our home is open to
you any tirne you want to come, Gretchen." At the end of her parole period, Gretchen
returned to Vancouver.
The impetus for leaving Vancouver did not always come h m social workers. One

worker wrote that one 22-year old client ''thinks the would do much better by going out of
t o m but during our discussion we couid not figure out anyways (sic) in which this could
41 JHS #14666
42 JHS ?Y13735
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be done. She has no fiends where she could go, nor relatives, and it does not seem to be
too realistic to encourage this girl to just go out on her own in an unknown
neighbo~rhood."~~
Others stated that they wanted to leave, but did not do so. Eighteen-year
old Maureen E. repeatedly told JHS workers that she wanted to leave Vancouver. However,
when a worker made plans for her to go and work in a cannery at Ladner she baiked and did
not show. Perhaps she had only told her worker she wanted to leave because she knew
that's what the worker wanted to hear or perhaps she wanted to go but codd not face
leaving her fiiends, her community, and a plentifhl supply of heroin in Vancouver.
Working in a cmery, notoriously difficult work, was probably not too appealing either.

She was picked up on a dnig charge soon tl~ereafter.~~
Drug users were also encouraged to stay away fiom old fkiends and companions.
Current drug research shows that drug usen frequently feel the need to take drugs when
they are in places or with people with whom they used to take drugs. It is very possible that
cimg users themselves felt that they needed to avoid old companions to stay away fiom

d r ~ g s . ~in fact, drug users &en expressed the desire to stay away fkom drug-using

companions, although it is possible that they did this to curry favour with the social worker.
Carol G. told her social worker that "she realizes she cannot continue to associate with

rounders and expect to keep out of trouble."47 Mary T. wrote to her worker in 1960 saying
that "my desire is to lead a new life devoid of past acquaintances and environments is my

main concem. It has been something I have done a great deal of thought to and have
silently prayed for."48
Others believed that they could stay away fkom dnigs without abandoning their

43 IRS #IO623
44 JHS #l4l89
45 JHS #13378
46 See for example: Dan Waldorf, Craig Reinarman Sheiglas Murphy Cocaine Changes: The E~erience
of Usina and Quitting (Philadelphia:Temple Univeristy Press, 1991) Norman Zinbert h g , Set and
Setting
47 JHS #14133
48 JHS #16132
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Wends. When one worker suggested that May H. move away from Hastings Street, May
told her that "1 feel cornfortable down there, if 1go too far away and don' t see my fiends 1

will get depressed and 1would be more likely to take the " ~ t u f f . " ~When
~ the same worker
told Daisy W. that it would be wise for a parolee to stay away kom drug-using fiiends,

Daisy retoded that a "person could go straight whether they mixed with addicts or not. She
told me of the case of a friend of hers who had stayed off drugs for a long tirne even though
he had stayed downtown with fnends." This defiance lost Daisy the support of her social
worker. The worker concluded that: "1 doubt very much whether Daisy's outlook about
rehabilitation is constructive enough. It was quite obvious to me from our conversation that
should parole be granted she has absolutely no intention of staying away fiom her addict
fiends and 1 think it would be most difficult to keep her away h m their influence and 1
feel quite sure she has not the will power or the desire to stay off drugs if she goes down
with the rounder c r o ~ d . "In~ the
~ case of a younger client, the worker took a more active
and coercive role when she discovered that bvo femaie h g usen were living together after

their release f?om Oakalla. The worker contacted the parole officer of the woman who was
not her client. He responded that: "he was very much against givhg permission for two
known addicts to live in the same home when one was on parole." This information was
passeci on to the two women by another social worker. It is not clear whether or not they
continued to live together.''
While there was more emphasis placed on findingjobs for male clients, female
clients were also encouraged to work, usually at fairly traditional femaie occupations.
Wornen at Oakalla received training in hakdressing and power sewing and social workers
encouraged them to put these skills to work, although the level of trainllig in the jaii does
not seem to have been that hi@. Her JHS worker told the middle-class Rebecca S. that

"when she gets out of prison it would be wise for her to try to taice some type of a course,
such as typing or hairdressing in order to keep herselfoccupied as it would be impossible
-

-

49 JHS #14178
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for her to go straight should she replace h g s with a vacuum."52 Gretchen R's social
worker sû-ongly encouraged her in her work at the D a j r Queen, both in Vancouver and
Penticton. Any work at al1 was considered to be better than no work. The same worker
thought that Carol G. should take up clericai employment with her flamboyant and
sornewhat unreliable uncle, since it was better than remaining ~nernployed.~~
Ernployment was not the only area in which there were differences in the services
provided to fernale clients. Unlike male clients, female clients were strongly encouraged to
have a squarejohn meet them at the gate after their release fkom Oakalla The square-john
might be a family member, or a social worker, but social workers believed that if they could

meet the client at the gate they could stop her £tom imrnediately contacthg old cornpanions
and keep her, at lest temponrily, away nom trouble. It is not clear why male clients were
not subject to the same pressure. Perhaps the much larger ratio of male prisoners to social
workers simply made it impossible. More likely, it was related to gender noms. Women
were seen as being in greater need of "protection" and hence required escort fiom the gates
of Oakalla. Also, women were encouraged to rely more heavily on cornmunity, farnily, and

female support networks then men. Men were told to rely on their families, but overall, the
rehabilitation process for men seems to have placed more emphasis on finding individual

strength and deriving prestige and manhood fkom employment.
Not al1 female clients were happy about being "met at the gate." In 1955, a JHS

worker arranged for Kitty H, an aboriginal woman, to be met at the gate by Mrs. F of the
Coquiletza Friendship. Kitty refused to leave Oakaila if she had to be met by Mrs. F saying
that it looked as though they didn't trust her. She eventuaily agreed to meet Mrs. F at the

bus station, but she never showed up and a month later the case notes indicated that she was

back on dmgs again? Othen were actuaiiy met at the gate, but quickly abandoned their
supposed rescuer.
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Another service offered by female caseworkers that was never mentioned by male
caseworkers was picking up clothing fiom downtown hotels. Mer their arrest, female
clients of the sociev Bequently asked social workers to pick up their clothes. Teenager

Cheryl L.,for example, asked her social worker to retrieve her clothes on three separate
occasions in two years. M e r the third request the worker remarked: "Clothes play quite a
part in her young life - her mind seems to be on them ~ontinuaLly."~~
Caseworkers were very interested in their clients' romantic relationships and they
thought that relationships with non-rounders could be an important step towards
rehabilitation. Reflecting the emphasis on "dating" in the post-war period, her social
worker regarded Gretchen R.'s dates with neighbourhood boys as a promishg start to her
parole pe~-iod.~"ey

could take this support to a l d g extremes. Vema M. was 37 and

had broken off with her third husband pnor to her incarceration, but reconciled with him
while she was in prison. The husband was a "square-john" who evinced a strong desire to
understand his wife's "problems". Her social worker decided that the major factor in
Verna's rehabilitation was her husband and subsequently measured her success by how well

Verna and her husband were getting along. She cornmented that Graham needed to be
supported in his "male role." However, there are clear indications that this relationship was
abusive. Before her conviction, Vema left Graham to go and live with a girlfiend and

started using dmgs again. Her husband went to the h o u e to persuade her to corne home
and when he discovered that she had been using h g s , he beat her severely. The social

worker expressed no anger or shock that Verna had been physically abused by her husband

and did not see it as a reason for the couple to stay apart. The social worker did not
mention that Verna had sema1 relationships with wornen (and perhaps was not aware of

this) although there are clear indications later in the file that this was the case. Vthe worker
was aware, this may explain why she felt that Graham needed to be supported in his "male

rote" and why she encounged the relationship so strenuously. The couple divorced in
55 JHS #II379
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1961.~~
In most cases, cimg users were involved with other dnig users and these relationships
were often discouraged. Bea W. was 2 2 18-year old who wanted to visit hm boyfnend at
the British Columbia Penitentiary. A IHS worker visited her and then wrote a letter to the
Warden of the British Columbia Penitentiary recommending ag&

visiting privileges.

Bea herself had been on probation and most likely used dmgs as weil, although she did not
appear to be using heavily at this tirne. Bea claimed that Robert M. was the father of her
child and that she had lived with him at his parent's house for four months, but both her
mother and her probation officer said that this was not me. Beats mother feared Robert's
influence m d stated "the less she h e m fiom him the better we'll al1 be." The social worker
concluded: "there would appear to be no positive factors of benefit to either p a .in a
continuing relati~nship."~~
However, on occasion, especially if the client was older, they kept quiet about the
client's relationships. May H. was 39 and had been using dmgs for fifteen years when she
contacted the John Howard Society. Upon her release f?om Kingston Penitentiary, a JHS
worker took May to see her comrnon-law husband who was serving t h e at the BC
Penitentiary. Within a week she was living in a downtown hotel with another man. This
relationship was disrupted when May was hospitalized with pneumonia Upon her release

fiom the hospital, she visited the John Howard Society in the Company of a third man with
whom she vas apparently discussing marriage. In her case notes, the social worker paid

Iittle attention to the various men in May's life. She was fa.more concemed that May was
hanging out in skid-row, using dmgs and not making use of her artificial limb.s9
Social worken were influenced by post-war psychologists who argued that mamiage
was a "partnership" between a man and a woman and that both needed to assume

- -

Courtship in Twentieth Century AmerÏca (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 1988)
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responsibility in separate spheres of a c t i ~ i t y .As
~ part of achieving "maturity," female
social workers often encouraged their female clients to avoid relying too heavily on their

male spouses and companions. A JHS worker advised one 19-year old client who was
considering mamage that '?lis was unlikely to be the solution to problem."

When Irene

J. told her social worker that "their fùture success is up to her husband," the social worker

wrote that "she is trying to place a little too much of the responsibility on his s h o u l d e r ~ . " ~ ~

Once committed to a heterosexual relationship, female dnig wrs were to fulfil their wifely
duties without cornplaint.
Of course, many female users were not involved in heterosexual relationships. In
13% of the cases involving female clients, there was some indication in the file that the

woman had a romantic relationship with another woman. Social workers were remarkably
matter-of-fact about their client's lesbian relationships. As several Amencan books and the
Canadian Film Board documentary Forbidden Love have detailed, there was a vibrant
working-class lesbian culture in the 1950s.63 Many fernaie h g users, both in Vancouver

and Toronto, were part of this culture, as were many other women were sewed time in
pend institutions across the country. Social workers at the John Howard Society, who had
usually had long contact with the corrections field, were well aware of the strength of this

comrnunity, and were accustorned to dealing with gay women. They almost certainiy
disapproved of lesbianism, and tried to protect young clients kom it, but they often ignored
it. This approach was not unheard of in the world of corrections. Dorothy Coutts, who
60 See, for example, Mona Gleason "Psychology and the Construction of the 'Normal' family in
Postwar Canada, 1945-60" Franca Iacovetta "Making 'New Canadians': Social Workers,Women and
the Reshaping of Immigrant Families" in F m c a Iacovetta and Mariana Valverde eds. Gender Conflicts
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1992) See also Elaine Tyler May Homeward Bound: The
American Family in the Cold-War Era (New York: Basic Books, 1988)
61 1HS #14229
62 JHS #IO623
63 Forbidden Love: the unashamed stories of lesbian lives National Film Board of Canada, 1992,Elise
Chenier "Tough Ladies and Troublemaken MA Thesis Queen's Univemty, 1995 Elizabeth Lapovsb
Kennedy and Madeline Davis Boots of Leather, Slippers of Gold: The History of a Lesbian Community
(New York: Penguin Books, 1993) Lillian Faderman Odd Girls and Twilibt Lovers: A Histowof
Lesbian Life in Twentieth Century America (New York: Penguin, 1992)First Published 1991
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wrote an excellent thesis on the Women's Unit at Oakalla in 1961, and who Iater worked for

the John Howard Society, commented that there is a "belief by some rnatrons that prison
0

rnakes too much of lesbianism." She noted that the d e s against touching and affection
were enforced very unevenly depending on the attitude of the individual rnatron~.~'
Social workers ofien charted their client's sexual orientations by their clothing. A
IHS worker recorded that when Louise D. fust came h m Toronto "she appeared to be
fairly ferninine, wearing high heels, skut and reasonably femininely dressed. She has said
severai things to me which give some indication that possibly she is Lesbian. Recently

when she has corne into the office she has been dressed in a very mannish manner." A few
weeks later Louise reported that she had a boyfnend, but she didn't want to get manied.

"She made the statement that she had too much of the boy in her." The worker added: "she
is hoping to get another girl to live with her, this may be good or it could be bad?

Over

the next year, including a rather lengthy correspondence, there was no mention of Louise's
sexuality. By cornparison to Toronto's Street Haven in the late 1960s,where executive
director Peggy Walpole measured her success by the number of lesbians she converteci to
heterosexuality, John Howard Society workers had a remarkably low-key response to their
clients' le~bianism.~%ey made little effort to counsel their clients about their sexuality.
One social worker wote that one client wanted to apply for parole, probably because her

partner had been released on parole as a result of the death of her young son. The rest of the
file concerned her job prospect^.^' Her partner, Iris was also a client of the Society. When
making plans for iris's release fkom prison, the worker spoke to Olga's mother, who was

willing to have Iris stay with her and Olga. The worker suggested that this may not be wise.

This was partly because of the relationship between the two women, but also had to do with
the fact that they were both dmg users and caseworkers disapproved of known hg-users
64 Coutts: 117
65 JHS #14633
66 Becki Ross "Destaining the (Tattooed) Delinquent Body: The Ractices of Moral Regdation at
Toronto's Street Haven, 1965-1969" Journal of the History of Sexuality 8(2) July 1997: 561-595
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living together." The rest of the file dealt with Iris's grief over the death of her son, and her
unsuccessful attempt to stay away from dmgs. In another case this same social worker
reported that the prison matrons had been having a lot of trouble with two women, one of

whom was a very young and troubled client of the Society. She commented that there
might be a lesbian relationship between them. The rest of the interview dealt with the
client's on-going family difficulties and mental problems.
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Social workers were perhaps more disapproving in the case of younger clients. A

IHS worker disapprovingly noted that sixteen-year old Linda T. had received a parcel
from Patty M., "a girl who is not a good influence for her at al1 and who has been sending in
some money for her also. Spoke with Linda about this and of course she uisisted that she

did not intend to see her again etc. but there is unfortunately quite a bond there."'O
Moreover, inexpenenced social workers were often much less tolerant. One student
caseworker, for exampie, &er learning that a client was a lesbian wrote that: "Worker feels
that her whole attitude and present outlook and conduct is but the expression of a reaction
formation which had its roots in her childhood, mother daughter and husband-wife
relationship. The problem of motivation and channelling this client's dnves and energies
into more socially desirable alternatives would appear to be a long t m as~ignment."'~

This was highiy ununial. Expenenced John Howard Society workers may have agreed that
this was a "long-term assignment" and they expressed no desire io take it on.
Gays and lesbians faced enormous hostility and repression in the 1950s. Medical

professionals, especially those from the "Psy" disciplines, defined homosexuality as a
disease, and recomrnended dnconian "cures." The federal government launched a sec*
campaign against gays and lesbians in the public service, and passed an amendment to the
immigration Act to keep gays and lesbians out?* By asserting that seveml John Howard
68 JHS #13939
69 JKS #14229
70 M S #13271
71 JHS #15028
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Society workers took little interest in the sarne-sex relationships of their clients, I by no

means wish to underplay the seventy of cultural proscriptions against homosexuality in the
1950s, or overlook the brutaiity of the state in enforcing these proscriptions. The John
Howard's Society's reluctance to deal with their clients' s e d orientation was unusual for
the tirne, and may have made the Society a more welcoming place for a few h g users.
However, the decision to ignore these issues was probably primady strategic, and did not
translate into a rejection of homophobia.

On racial issues, the John Howard Society workers were liberal for their tirne, and
were sympathetic to the special problems encountered by their minonty clients. However,

their were not immune h m stereotyping and in some cases they acted to reiQ racial
discrimination. A much greater percentage of female hg-using clients were racial
minorities (1 1%) then male dmg-using clients (5%). Nearly 9% of female clients were
abonginal, compared to 2% of male clients, probably reflecting the greater involvement of
abonginal women in prostitution, and by extension, h g use. When one fernale worker had

a young Sikh client, Shilpa K, she asked a volunteer worker to do some research into
Sihkism for her. M e n the worker füst visited the home of her Sikh client she reportai that

she found "as expected, a woman who is apparently completely dorninated by her very rigid
husband." Her stereotypes were challenged somewhat a week later when she went to visit
the head of the Sikh temple to ask if he could help Shilpa. "Present with hirn was his very

attractive daughter who took an intelligent and understanding part in the conversation,
which was so entirely different fiom that in Shilpa's home. This man was not only very

practical in his thinking, but most hu~nane."'~ While these pronouncements were f a .more
positive they macked of white paternalism, and revealed the depths of the worker's
stereotyping. White social workers felt that they were entitled to comment on the
Gary Kinsman '"Chmcter Weakness ' and 'Fruit Machines' :Towards an Analysis of the AntiHomosemai Security Campaign in the Canadian Civil Service L a b o d e Travail 35 (Sprïng 1995): 133161 and Daniel J. Robinson and David Kimmel The Queer Career of Homosexual Secrrrrity Vetting in
Cold War Canada in loy Parr and Mark Rosenthal eds. Gender and Histow in Canada (Toronto: Copp
Clark Ltd, 1996)
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oppression, or lack of oppression, of minority women in their own fa mi lie^.^^ Similarly,
when this same worker went to visit the home of Irene J, who was married to a Chinese

man,she noted that a "toothless Chinese uncle" greeted them and "gave them a wann
srnile." She had previously noted that Irene's mother-in-law was a "very nice Iooking
Chinese lady." Since the worker did not usually comment on the appearance of her client's

parents, the fact that she noted that her mother-in-law was "nice-looking" seems to indicate
that she was somewhat surprised by this. Her cornrnents reflected the "folklorization" of
new Canadians by many liberais in the post-war period.
John Howard Society workers realized that clients of colour faced additional barriers
to h d i n g employment and obtaining aid. In their annual report of 1951, for exarnple, the
Women's Worker told the story of "Trudy" an 19-year old aboriginal "girl" who had
used dmgs and was facin; a charge of retaining stolen property. The report read: "Tnidy

need not go to $1-this

is only her first offense. But what else c m she do? Any job that

she can jet on her o~vn,and even these jobs are limited will take her right back to the part
of town and the people where and with whom she will get into trouble again. We thought
it would be a good idea to get her a job doing housework in a nice home, living in. Have

you ever tried to get an Indian girl a job, especidly one who has been on dmgs? We
spent many days phoning up advertisements in the newspapers for housekeepen. We
received many explanations, with only one meaning - no."75 However, they themselves
participated in the oppression of minonty women by finding them employment that was far
less attractive than the employment opportunities enjoyed by white women. Like Trudy,
Shilpa was encounged to work and in fact did work in the home of a white family.
However, h d i n g domeshc work for the clients was not the norm, although it occasionally
happened to white women with few skills. It is not clear if minority women were
encouraged to find work in white families as part of a "Canadianization" campaign, or if
73 JHS #13284
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they were simply accepting the limitations placed on minonty women by a racially
discriminatory labour market.
Like Irene J, many of the female clients of the John Howard Society dated
interracially, and in the files caseworkers expressed no overt disapproval of this practice,
although its hard to know how this actually came across in interviews. Drug users deiighted

in telling social workers that they were dating black men, and clearly hoped social workers
would find this shocking. This was usually part of a larger pattern of resistance to the social
work relationship. Eiigenia C., a hventy-six year old dmg user incarcerateci in Oakalla, told
different stories about her life and her relationships with men every time she saw her
worker. Nonetheless, she was also quite effective at putting her worker to work on her

behalf. She had the worker investigate the possibility of changing her name to "Luch

Martin" and her chances ofjoining the army. She told her worker that "white men make her
sick, their skins are too pale. Married al1 her husbands for money, only sleeps with men for

this reason." She refused to give any information that wouid estabîish a legai address and
did not tell social workers where her children were. The worker noted at the end of this
i n t e ~ e wthat "Suspect that CO-operativeattitude toward worker is an act. Would be
interesting to discover the motivation of her attachent to Negroes and scom of white

men." The worker assumed that there must some "psychological" reason for her sexual
preference, although she did not attempt to guess what this might be?

At the same time, at

least one social worker became quite angry when the mother of one client refused to allow
the client's Afncan-Canadian boyfhend into their home."
Male Casework

In some respects, casework between male clients and social workers was not very
different. Male caseworkers also wanted to achieve close relationships with their clients
76 JHS #IO159
77 JHS #14666

based around self-analysis, although as a general rule, female drug-using clients appear to
have engaged in this type of relationship much -nore readily than male clients did.
Nonetheless, there were exceptions. Will M., a dtug user in his 30s, appruached the John

Howard Society for clothing but he soon began a fairly intensive relationship with his
caseworker. Likr many of the male clients who formed an intensive bond with
caseworkers, Will M. waç lefi-wing and much better educated than the nom. On the basis
of courses he took at Kingston Penitentiary, he was likely eligible to enter second year
University. He was politically astute, and interested in the NDP. His worker arrangeci for

Will to take a welding course and receive social assistance. Their many conversations led
his worker io conclude, "He is a man who harbours a certain degree of hostility under a

confonning shell. There are many positive aspects about him that I think c m be brought
out and worked with in regard to Will M. mahiring. At this point he has a good level of

stability and self-control." The worker recomrnended that contact be maintained at Will
M.'s request.
This \vas not the only male social worker who wanted his relationships with his
clients to be based around growing self-awareness and self-analysis. Another JHS worker
positively reported: "one Bnds that this man [Arnold T.] has a great deal on the bal1
extremely acute around the self conscious le~el."~*
In another case, this same social worker
wrote that: "It is geneîally felt that he has made good progress towards understanding
himself and, of course. ultimately straightening himself out."79 It was the best educated

men who were the most prepared and the most interested in engaging in this type of
discussion. Thus it was men like Richard T., who had several years of University
Education and experience as a union activist, or Charles T., an extremely articulate union
activist, who received the most intensive casework.

Unlike their articulate female clients,

social worken encouraged male clients like these to speak out on behalf of drug users. For
example, one IHS worker strongly urged Charles T. to make a presentation to two members
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of a cornmittee fiom Metro Toronto regarding plans for a treatment centre there and hoped
that he could attend corrections institute meetings.
Male caseworkea could be far more patronizing in the case of clients for whom they

had less respect. One worker formed a close relationship with Garry H. who he regarded as
"veryCO-operative,easiiy impressed and led, penon of limited intelligence." Despite this
condescendhg attitude, the worker clearly liked Gany and wrote him warm encouraging
letten. In one, he told Gany that: "it's a good thing you've got plenty of skookum!" - high
praise by west coast standards. Part of his enjoyment of Garry was the carnivalesque aspect
of Garryfsattempts to make good. On one visit the worker reported "Office, al1 dressed up
and with sales pamphlets protruding. Asked him about sales pitch - hally he went into a
tense spasm and strirted spouting chapter and verse of the SHP (Stanley Home Products)

manual. On another occasion, the worker reported "Ganywas in with "big problem". 1s
working for Revelation vacuum cleanen, burnped a car and owes $10 to owner. Says will
have the S 10 tomorrow from a sale. Suggested he ask owner for one-day grace. This he did
successfblly. Amazed ihat worker could think of such a bright thing. When the worker left

the John Howard Society he wote: "SOMEONE PLEASE KEEP INTOUCH WITH

Garry!"
The worker also kept in contact with Garry's family. He was the one who initidly
contacted Garry's parents (Gany was 19 years old and unmarrieci) but Garry's mother was
quite keen to continue the contact. On one occasion she phoned the worker to cornplain that

Garry was not working, and was not helping with food money. On another she phoned to
talk about a "very nasty letter" she received £tom Gany and to express concem about a
suitcase of clothing lefl at her house by Cheryl L? It was not at dl unusual for family
members to be dmvn in. particularly if the man had a non-using wife. Merv Davis felt

that for the parole of a drug user to be successful, there had to be another interested Party,

such as a mother, a wife, or some other person, who could provide supervision to the dnig
80 JHS #15095 and #9333 1
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user." The John Howard Society operated a "wives' group", which brought the female
partners of male inniates together to talk about their problems. Although Davis set up the
group, the rules and operation of the group appears to have been lefi to the women
them~elves.~'Nonetheless, the "wives' group" and the expectation that women would help

in the rehabilitation of male offenders, reflected the gendered expectations of male social
workers. There was no "husbands' group" for the male partners of fernaie offenders.

in their casework with drug usen' families, male social worken reflected the gender
assumptions of post-\var psychology. Interestingly, wives could also become appropriate
recipients of casework, aithough this was not the case for the male partners of female dnig
users. John M., For example, approached the John Howard Society in 1957 regarding a
ticket of leave. ARer his daughter's school called the JHS regarding some problems she

was experiencing; the entire h i l y began receiving casework. M e r several meetings, the
social worker's supervisor, decided that "mother and daughter make such a fine looking

pair he feels there must be a feeling ofjealousy in mother." M e r several weeks of
çounselling Mrs. M. the supervisor noted: "breeches in mother's defences began to become

evident." He recorded that she previously stated: '4 love my daughter" but as a result of
casework now adrnitted that she feit some rivalry with her daughter and "resentrnent of her
ability to share interests with father." During the summer, the daughter was put on
probation d e r being picked up drunk by the police. The family decided not to tell John
this information although the supervisor wote that "1have continually emphasized the right

of a father to know about the important things that are happening to his family members and
also the desirability of allowing him to participate in his farnily flairs in any possible way
when the circurnstances so severely constrict the extent to which he can do so." The

families of female dmg users were never given such instructions about the importance of
82 In the Report by the Sub-cornmittee of the Welfelfareand Housing Committee appointed by the Council
of the Muncipality of Metro Toronto to prepare a study on the use o f the ''Riverdale Hospitaî" as a
treatment centre for narcotic drug addicü. Series 100, File 2043 Alcohol, h g Addiction and Vice
Mental HeaIth 1959-60 Metro Toronto Archives
83 JHS Container 1 3 File êF- 1-2- 1-28

recognizing the drug usen' place within the family. M e r his release h m prison, John
successfully completed a three-month parole. John and bis family continued to contact the

JHS, but within 6 months John was using again and he was arrested on another charge. By
the early 1960s John was off again, but Sylvia, his daughter was ~sing.'~
Although the
family continued to make contact with the John Howard Society, there was no clear
indication that they found al1 of this counselling useful or helpfùl.
These contacts show how workers established their own ideas about the nature of
clients' problerns, and then began an elaborate counselling process, which not surpnsingly,
resulted in a confumation of their initial diagnosis. Was Mrs. M really jealous of her
daughter Sylvia, or did her contacts with an "expert" like the JHS social worker Iead her to
believe that this was a problem? Perhaps she agreed that this was a problem to please him.

nie worker's construction of the '6problem"itself relied heavily on stereotypical ideas about
female rivalry over beauty and men. While it is not impossible that this was a problem for
Sylvia and her mother. it seems more likely that their contlicts denved tiom the many
difnculties inherent in their living situation and economic circumstances. Like Gretchen R,

who v a s diagnosed by her social worker as having deep feelings of rejection, other clients
of the John Howard Society were also forced to engage with and negotiate through the
assumptions that social workers made about their 'bproblerns" and their lives.
Like female caseworken, male caseworkers were quite supportive when it came to

quitting and were quite understanding when clients lapsed. Similady, Chns M. was
released fiom BCP in mid-September, 1957, and was able to stay away nom dmgs for

neady one year. M e r being reduced to part-time work, he started using again and was
quickiy "wired." He wanted to go work on a ranch outside of Williams Lake where a

relative had ofEered him room and board, but there was no place for his wife. He asked the

JHS to arrange for an assistance check to his wife. The JHS gave his wife enough money to
pay the rent for two weeks and buy grocenes. Chris was given a ticket to Williams Lake
and dropped offat the doctofs. The worker reported that he felt many rnisgivings but that
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"Chris had done so well for so long without any help that his plan merited support h m
somewhere." Unfortunately he was convicted again on a dmg charge within six weeks.
The willingness o € M S social workers to give drug users a second (or thKd or fourth)
chance was fàirly unique. Magistrates, police officers and prison officiais tended to assume
that once a dmg user, always a dmg user. The fact that sorneone believed that they could
make it, and were willing to put resources behind them, might have made a difference to at
least a few of the marginalized and often desperate people who used the agencies' senrices.
Male usen, like female users, were encouraged to leave Vancouver and go into the
interior, or to the Island where dnigs were less available. In the early 1960s, a much more
radical solution was proposed for a few long-term male drug users. One JHS worker began
encouraging some of these usen to leave Vancouver and go to England where doctors were
allowed to prescribe maintenance medication. In February, 1961 this worker met George
H. at the BC Penitentiary. George was thuty, and had been ushg dmgs since he was 17.

He had corne to Canada tiom England in 1939 under the Fairbridge Boys Scheme. He
spent most of the 1950s incarcerated on charges of dmg possession and living off the avails
of prostitution. in 1960. his mother had advertised Ui several Canadian papen to try and
locate him. The Warden of the BC Penitentiary telegraphed his mother to tell her where he

was. George subsequently besan a lengthy correspondence with his mother and decided
that he wanted to retum to England to make a &sh start. The worker contacted the head of

the Fairbridge Home Alumni association and pemaded him to help fund George's return
home. The John Howard Society also pitched in a faK amount of the cash, and in March or

A p d of 1961 Gordon went to England. He wrote his worker soon after his arriva1 to Say
"th@ you for making this happen. I am very happy. Lovely home and people, all beyond

my wildest hopes and dreams. New life, new chance, want to take big strides in new
direction. Happy beyond ~ o r d s . This
" ~ ~relationship involved no psychological analysis.
George was very deterrnined to r e m home, the worker thought it was a good plan and
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helped him put it into action. In the early 1960s,the John Howard Society helped at least
two other dmg users go to ~ngland."
The vast rnajonty of cimg-using clients of the John Howard Society had fairly Limited
contacts with the Society. They used the Society to h d employment, arrange for welfare,
or other tasks. However, a few clients actively engaged in the therapeutic project that was
dear to the heart of John Howard Society workers. In some of these cases, a very close
relationship developed behveen social worker and client. The life of a drug user in post-

war Canada was not an easy one and some seemed to appreciate the active interest and
affection of their social worker. While Gretchen R was away in Pentiction, for exarnple,
she signed her letters to her worker "love" and pleaded with her to write again soon. After
Louise D. was sentenced to hvo years in Kingston Penitentiary on the drug charge she wrote
her worker to say: "1 wonder if you could possibly know how much I've appreciated ail that
you have endeavoured to do for me. 1did so want to confide in you when the problem
began to get too big for me. but I explained my reasons for not doing so, so we shall not
dwell on that. It is too Iate for al1 the 'wish 1 hads,' Please know that 1would like to be in
contact with you so 1 sliall put you on my writing list when I anive below. 1have found
you to be a wonderful Fnend, and aside fiom your work, what I wouid term "a good Joe".
You must accustom yourself to o u . language and this last quote is the highest compliment 1
can give you ....In closing, I once again express my deepest gratitude for al1 you've been to
me: fiiend, counsellor, and above al1 human." It is possible that these words were a "con" of
sorts. Louise planned to apply for a parole fkom Kingston and hoped that her worker wodd
supervise it for her." Nonetheless, it is just as possible there was affection and gratitude

behind these words.
Men also espressed affection for their workers. In a letter to his worker, Will M
m t e : "And what of Will M. and his latest foray into narcotics? I donrtImow.. .I redy
donrt. Excuses were never my forte. Nor explanations. But 1feel you above di deserve to
87 IHS #968 1 and $7683
88 JHS #14633
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lmow what motivated this.. ...inour relationship 1 think there was a feeling of positive
empathy. I never ûied to shove and con you (and couldn't evm if I wanted) and you always
levelled with me. More important, 1k e d you as a p e r ~ o n . "Relationships
~~
like these were
unusual, but they demonstrate that at l e s t a few clients found the John Howard Society a
helpful and supportive place. CLients approached the John Howard Society for their own,
very personal reasons. In r e m , they al1 developed a unique relationship with their social
worker. The personalities of clients and workers, as well as gender, age, familial
circumstances of both clients and workers helped determine whether or not a particular
casework relationship would work.
Social workers wanted to clients to stay out of pnson, and to stop using dnigs. They
thought that the best wriy to do this was to leave Vancouver, make new "square-john"
fiiends, find employment. and engage in an extensive process of self-examination. Clients
sometimes shared their social workers' view of the rehabilitative process, and tried to do

these things, but more o Ren, they made their own decisions about their lives. Clients
engaged in the therapeutic relationship insofar as it met some purpose of their own. Some
clients did want to look deep within themselves and to find personal reasons why they used
drugs, others simply wanted to convince the worker to supenise parole, or hoped to get
some money out of the organization. Others were probably less sure of what they wanted
out of the relationship.

Social work has been a complex and divided profession. Some practitioners have
focused more on what they regarded as individual personality weaknesses, while others

have seen their clients' problems as rooted in the economic structure and class injustices of
industrial societies. The John Howard Society focused on changing their clients, rat&

than changing the economic and social inequalities that often led their clients to use drugs.
Recently, radical social workers have argued that casework should focus on empowering
their clients, so that their clients stop biaming thernselves, and begin fighting against

89 JHS #14714
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stmctural oppressi~n.~~
'Ihis did not occur to caseworkers at the John Howard Society who
operated in an individualistic treahnent mode. Nonetheless, workers at the John Howard
Society believed in social justice, and recognised the very senous bamers faced by their

clients. Social worken at the John Howard Socieîy established close and meaningful
relationships with at least some of their rnany clients. The value of these relationships to

extremely alienated people should not be entirely discounted.

-

90 Bob Mullally Structural Social Work: Ideolow, Theory and Ractice 2nd Edition (Toronto: University
of Toronto Ress, 1997): 163-187: Jim Ife Rethinkine; Social Work (Lance Cove, New Wales: Addison
Wesley Longman, 1996)

Conclusion
Katya had it all. The beautifil daughter of a wealthy businessman
and his lawyer wife, she was one of Russia's golden youth, the privileged
elite of an impovenshed society.
She took her vacations in Paris and Prague. She hobnobbed with
foreigners as a tour guide in St. Petersburg's palaces and museums. She
was a final year student at a prestigious law school.
But Katya had a secret. Twice a day, she searched for a vein in her
m s , prepared a nrrdle and injecied a quarter gram of heroin.
Last year, unable to pass her exams, Katya was expelled from
univenity. She tried to quit drugs, but failed. Now she pays for her fix
the only way she can, by working as a street prostitute.'
Eedy similar to the "narratives of narcoticism" I discussed in my tirst chapter, the Globe
and Mail published this article on its nont page as 1was finishing the revisions to this
dissertation in the summer of 2000. At the same time, the Toronto police and city council
were cracking down on dl-night dance parties, purportedly because of the dangers of
ecstasy use. In the early 21'' centwy, as in the middle of the twentieth cenniry, d m g
usen are being described as deviant and dangerous. Some people are calling for strict
police enforcement of drug use, while othen are demanding psychological treatment for
users. in the meantirne, many people penist in using drugs. Has anything changed?
There are many parallels, but there are as many, if not more differences. The
dmg-using scene and the enforcement regimes have changed significantly. There is a
much broader range of drugs currently in use, and many, many more usen. Penalties for

drug use have significantly diminished. The large number of users makes it impossible
for the police to even contemplate the type of comprehensive surveillance that
characterized the 1950s. There is a much broader array of treatment options for users,
including therapeutic communities and methadone programmes. Needle exchanges have
been set up in urban centres across the country.
What can be leamed from an examination of dmg use in the mid-twentieth
century and the state response? Canada aIready has a long history of controllhg certain
forms of h g use and h g users. Aithough the patterns of drug use have changeâ, many

' "Heroin and HN sweep through Russia" The Globe and Mail May 24,2000: 1

of the strategies for coping with drug use have not. The types of regulation discussed in
this dissertation are still being used today.
My first chapter examined the reasons behind the passage of strict àrug laws in
the early 1920s. The anti-drug campaign b lamed Chinese-Canadians for Canada's dnig
problems and called for harsh h g legislation to protect Canada's (white) young people.

At this tirne, few Canadians knew very much about drug use and its effects. Instead, they
relied on highlg dramatized stories to m a t e the rnemings of didg use. The miGdmg

narratives depended on race, gender and generational tensions, as well as class
inequalities to make their stones appealing and real. Things are not so different today.

Drug selling is often blarned on visible minorities and white middle-class youth, like
Katya, are often portrayed as being the people at nsk. The evil "dope fiend" still makes
an appearance, especially in the form of the working-class woman who puts her fetus at

risk while she continues to take drugs. What is more important, however, than the
specifics of the parallels, is the fact that the meanings of drug use continue to be
constructed by social tensions. Drugs remain symbolically malleable and are therefore
susceptible to being used politically. Both Mayor Me1 Lastman, who worked to ban
raves fiom City of Toronto property in the summer of 2000 and the moral refonners who
wished to see Chinese Exclusion in the early 1920s, have been able to put "dmgs" to
strategic political use?
M e r the drug panic, the state established a web of regulatory regimes to prevent
andlor decrease the consumption of opiates and other illegai dnigs. Ln 19L 9, the Division
of Narcotic Control was established, and began to carefùlly chart the sale of dmgs by
retail and wholesale dniggists, and the prescriptions of doctors.

In 1920, the RCMP,

Canada's national police force was put in charge of enforcing the Opium and Narcotic

Drug Act. Over t h e , the mechanisms of control becarne increasingly sophisticated and
intensive. The Division hcreased the fiequency, and the skill with which they inspected
narcotic records. The RCMP enormously increased the manpower, technology, and skill

it devoted to narcotic policing, as did municipal forces, especially in Vancouver and
Toronto. In the post-war penod, the Division decided that punitive control was

insufficient, and they began to think more seriously about providing treatment
institutions. Treatment held out the possibility that current dnig users could be "cured"
and turned into good citizens. By controlhg the subjectivities of h g users, rather than
just their bodies, the state hoped to engage in a much more elaborate and optimistic
project of transformation.
This sounds Iike a very top-down project, and in rnany respects it was, but power
also operated in more complex and diffise ways. Throughout: the state acted in

conjunction with other powerfbl bodies, both public and private. Docton of al1 types, as
well as their regulatory and licensing bodies participated in the process of controlling
prescriptions. Psychiatrists worked within the prison systern, and occasionally within
provincial welfare agencies, to diagnose and treat dmg usen. Social worken, such as
those at the John Howard Society, whose salaries depended on money from the state and
business enterprises, and whose activities were highly dependent on the cooperation of
prison authorities, asked drug users to engage in a therapeutic project of self-examination
and personal growth. Moreoever, dmg usen themselves engaged in self-regulation, as

they decided whether to use and how heavily to use.
The heavy arrn of the state had its clearest expression in policing. Drug users had
M e choice about interacting with police officers and these encounters were often violent

and invasive. Policing contributed enormousIy to the stress and danger of dmg users'
lives. It seerns, however, to have done little to counteract drug use. in the early part of

the time penod discussed here, policing rnay have dnven some occasional drug users
away fiom dmg use. However, this meant that for new h g users there were few
expenenced users who could teach them strategies for managing and controlling their
dnig use. Since drug usen leam about dnig use fiom other users, the disappearance of
more managed users from the community helped contribute to more problematic patterns
of drug use. It also contributed to health problems associated with dnig use as users
switched kom the less hannful practice of snifnng or smoking dmgs to injecting them in

an effort to conceal their use of the h g and cut down on the cost.
.

.

Me1 Lastman's motives are not completely clear, but he seems to be using the issue to take
advantage of fears about youth and h g use, and bolster his own populanty. See: Royson James
"And What will the neighbors think" Toronto Star March 15,2000

In the years after World War II, intensive policing may have ironically made h g
use more attractive to young people, who wished to visibly de@ authorities and noms.
Most of the people who used dmgs in the period after World War 11, had a history of
criminal activity before they started h g use. The intensive policing of narcotics users
and the prestige that this granted to those in delinquent subcultures made the idea of
becoming a dmg user more attractive to young "rounders".

Once people werc

embedded withh the drug-using community, the intensive policing made it difficult for
them to extricate themselves. The anxiety of constantly worrying about the police and
their tactics made it difficult to stop using. Moreover, intensive policing contributed to
the high cost of dmgs, and the difficulty of sconng them. The expensive and timeconsuming life of a dnig user made it hard for dmg users to find and keep regular
employment. Finally, while policing was effective in the sense that the police made
many arrests and were effective at secwing convictions, the violence of policing in the
post-war penod, especially the throat holds, made police operations dangerous for both
police officers and users.

Drug usen had a very different relationship with docton and social workers. Few
doctors took much interest in dmg users at this time. Ambulatory treatment had been
discredited and there were few opportunities for institutional treatment. Most doctors
regarded dnig users as undesirable and difficult patients. Doctors were worried about the
possibility of being charged under the Opium and Narcotic Drug Act andor the
possibility of losing one's ability to prescribe narcotic dnigs and few doctors were willing
to experiment with treatment programmes for dmg users. Although a few provinces
passed treatment legislation in the 1920s, and Alberta tried to treat dmg users in their
provincial mental hospital, it was only in the late 1950s that psychiatrists took charge of
state-nin treatment programmes. These were srnall-scale and none achieved any
significant degree of success. The decision by family doctors and gened practitioners
to absent themselves fiom the treatment of addicts and leave the field to "psy"

professionals has had its own legacy. Rather than being seen as a strictly "medical"
problem, h g use is regarded as a "disease of the wilI'*, to use Mariana Valverde's apt
phrase. Although the AIDS epidemic and the rise of h m reduction has led to more

emphasis on day-to-day medicd care for dmg users, the "problem" of dmg use is still
defined primarily in psychological rather than physiological terms.
Social workers at the John Howard Society worked intensively with dmg users in
Vancouver. In the 1930s, drug users were given small amounts of money, and
employment references. It was hoped that by treating former prisoners (including dmg

users) with dignity and respect, that they would join the ranks of respectable and lawabiding citizens. It is unclear how successful this policy was, although a few dmg usen
seem to have enjoyed close relationships with J.D. Hobden, the fonder of the society. In
the 1950s the focus of the society shifled towards providing intensive counseling-oriented

casework. Drug users were encouraged to look deep within themselves to find the
reasons for their dmg use. It was thought that if they reached a greater degree of selfunderstanding than they would be able to stop using dmgs. Although a few dmg users
clearly used the society for what it could deliver in terms of material aid, others seem to
have appreciated the understanding and support of their caseworkers, and forged tight
bonds with them. Workers like those at the John Howard Society pioneered what would
become the dominant approach towards dmg users. Instead of focusing on the stmctural
inequalities that led many to d m g use, dmg users were told to focus on the individual
psychological failings that purponedly caused them to use h g s , and were encouraged to

fmd individual solutions for their problems through self-reflection and self-control.
Dmg users were prirnarily working-class people who oflen had scarred histories
of abuse and alienation. They were unable to launch much concerted resistance against
this powerful array of forces. In some respects, their sense of themselves, and their way
of life, was created by these regulatory regimes. However, they were not passive. They
fought police who attempted to arrest them, were extremely persistent at obtaining
prescriptions from doctors and pharmacists, engaged in the social work process on their
own terms, and against many odds, created a cornmunity to support and help one another.

This dissertation has examined the daily lives of d m g users: their work
expenences, their romantic iives, their involvement in crime, and their relationships with
their families. 1did so because I wanted to show the impact of regulation. Drug use and

the web of regulation that surrounded it affected every aspect of users' lives. By
e x p l o ~ the
g personal relationships and work expenences of users 1wanted to

demonstrate how the state and other moral agents afEected the way that users conceived
of themselves and the way that they related to others. As an extremely rnarginalized and
regulated group, dnig usen demonstrate these themes particularly well. However,
regulation has affected us dl, illegal d m g users or not. This regulation takes different
form among different populations, but it is nevertheless one of the enduring themes of
20" century life. By detaiting the lives of drug users and to some degree "normalizing"

their experiences, 1hope that 1 have shown how the expenence of regulation is cornmon
to, and important to, al1 of us.

In the words of Foucault "the judges of normality are present everywhere. We are
in the society of the teacher-judge, the doctor-judge, the educator-judge, the 'social
workerY-judge;it is on them that the universal reign of the normative is based; and each
individual, wherever he may find himself, subjects to it his body, his gestures, his
behavior, his aptitudes, his a~hievements."~Between 1920- 1961, the expansion of the
state vastly increased its capacity for regulation. There was more money to pay for
narcotic officials, police officers, prisons, and treatment professionals. At the same tirne,
the development of an increasingly psychological mode1 of regulation meant that the
techniques of regulation became more focused on "subjectivities." This did not mean that
more direct control of bodies disappeared. It did not, and in fact, in the case of d m g
users, usually went hand-in-hand. Despite al1 of this, h g uses did engage in resistance,
with both their rninds and their bodies. Complex, and sometimes contradictory, this

resistance is hard to assess, but was nonetheless there. Many drug users refused to
engage in the therapeutic project of treatment professionals. Most made tremendous
efforts to hide their h g use nom police and on some occasions violently fought back
against officers who attempted to arrest them. Some users smuggled dmgs into jail, and
took them despite the watchful eyes of prison authorities. Al1 of these actions and more
suggest that while surveillance and regulation was intense, and h g users did engage in
self-regulation and control (although not aiways in the way authonties would have liked),
resistance was nonetheless possible.
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Appendix 1:Notes on Confidential Caseflies
Two sets of confidential case files were central to this dissertation. This section
outlines the procedures used to collect, organize and analyze this material.
At the National Archives of Canada there are 18 boxes of case files on "Addicts
and Trafnckers." The earliest of these files began in 1928, and the last of these files
began in 1959. With some exceptions, the vast majority of these files end in the early
1970s. It is impossible to know why and how these particular files were preserved. The

Narcotic Division had several different filing systems over the period covered in this

study, and the archivist responsible for the collection does not know how and why these
files were kept. The National Archives has not destroyed any of these records. 1
According to researchers who worked with these files (or ones like them) in the 1970s,
the standard procedure was to remove people from the files if the Bureau received reports
of death or deportation or if they had received no report about the person in ten years (for
iilicit users) or five yean (for "professional usen", ie: doctors.) In al1 likelihood, the 18
boxes at the National Archives contain files that were never removed, so that these
represent a group of users who probably used dnigs for a longer period of time than other
usen. However, there were some files that did not follow this pattern. There were a few
files in which the user was noted as "deceased" but the file was still in the box. This may
have been a clerical error.

The Division of Narcotic Control created case files on every single person they
identified as a dmg user. Since the Division of Narcotic Control was a division of the
federal govemment, they maintained files on users from across the country. The files
contained mug shots, police reports, criminal records, and departmental correspondence

with doctors, prosecutors, police officers and the parole board. Although the earliest files
are missing individual documents such as police reports or ûial reports f?om convictions
that were recorded in the file, by the period after World War II, the files were remarkably
complete. Moreover, while it is impossible to know the absolute number of users in
-

-

' Personal correspondence with Cathy Bailey, the archivist responsible for this accession at t&e National

Archives. A few-studies by the ~arcotic~dkction~oundationin the 1960s appear to have eXammed the
Narcotic Division fdes foi contemporarymearch. niese saidies include: ~ a z u s
Ingebord A comarative
study of long-tenn and short terni withdrawal of narcotic addicts (Vancouver Narcotic Addiction

Faundation, 1966) and G. invin Henderson An Exploration of the Naturat History of Herom Addiction
(Vancouver: Narcotic Addiction Foundation, 1970)
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post-war Canada, the Division seems to have been remarkably successful at starting and
maintainhg files on a large proportion of so-called "criminal" users. Even in the early
1970s, when there were fa.more heroin users who were arrested less ofien than there
were in the 30s,40s and 50s, the Bureau of Dangerous Drugs seemed to have kept a
record of a large proportion of drug users. A study of Ontario heroin users done in 1972
showed that 64% of the heroin users known to the Addiction Research Foundation were
also known to the Bureau of Dangerous Drugs (BDD). A study of drug-related deaths in
Vancowcr showed that 60% of uscn wcre h o a n to the BDD.~In th3 19SOs, wlizn tliere

were fewer users who were arrested more fiequently, the coverage was undoubtedly
much better. There were some drug users, especially people who obtained from doctors
and people who were at higher levels of the drug hierarchy, who "got away with if' and

were never listed in the Narcotic Control files. Nonetheless, in the immediate post-war
period, these people were much mer than our current-day experience of h g use and
enforcement would suggest. In contrast to today, police offices, doctors, and dnig
researchers in postwar Canada al1 agreed that it would be dinicult to use drugs for very
long without coming to the attention of a~thorities.~
The case files were of "addicts and traffickers", but only files on "addicts" were

fully examined and entered in the database for the purposes of this dissertation. 1did not
include people who trafficked in dmgs but did not appear to use themselves. Most people

in the Division of Narcotic Control files were what the Division described as "criminal
addicts." Doctors were not included in these files. The Division apparently had a
separate filing system for doctors, and they are not available at the National Archives.
Significantly, nurses (2.5% of the cases examined) were included in this set of files, as
were men and women who obtained drugs aimost exclusively fiom doctors. There were

'Rootman and Richman.. 6
' George Stevenson Drue Addiction in British Columbia (Vancouver: University of British Columbia,

1956) UnpubLished Maauscript. Stevenson's study tried to deterrnine how mmy h g users there were who
did not corne to the attention of natcotic authorities. The RCMP and city poIice oficers beIieved that there
were few such users. Doctors across the province were surveyed, and the results did not reveal a
signif?cant nwnber of "secret" h g users. The bigh cost of drugs, the reIative1y small amount of dmgs
seized by police, as weii as the significant overlap between dmg users known to social workers and police
officers a i i lend support to the theory that it was fairly dimcuit to be a long-term dmg user in the postwar
penod and not be b o w n to police. To&y, of course, when h g use is extremely widespread, the situation
if very different For the difflculties of measwiag h g use today see: Franklin E. Zimring and Gordon
Hawkins The Search for Rational h g Control (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992)
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only two files that dated back to the 1920s, and only 33 that dated back to the 1930s. Al1
of these were included in this study. From 1940 to 1961, several files that began in each
year were included. In general, boxes contained files that began at roughly the same t h e

(within a few yean of each other.) In the 1940s and 1950s, consecutive boxes contained
files that began at approximately the same tirne. By doing approximately every second

box that had files that began in the 1940s and 1950s, a good cross-section of files by date

was obtained.'

The primary goal was to ensure that there were files that began in evety

year. X o d e r cnteria were used in seiecthg files. Over the two decades, 124 files were
examined, which was approximately one-half of the available files. In addition to the 35
cases that started in the 1920s and 1930s, this resulted in a total of 159 files.
Under the terms of the research agreement, the files were read and photocopied
(excluding the mug shots) and then the names of the users were blacked out. The
photocopies were then reviewed by an access officer to ensure that al1 of the names had
been blacked out. The materials were then photocopied a second tirne to ensure that the
names were fully blocked. A database was created in which the gender, race, ethnicity,
class, and date of birth of the user were coded. Information regarding places of
residence, occupation, the dates the case file opened and closed, the number of times they
had been convicted of a drug offence, the nurnber of times they had been convicted for
other offences, types of crimes they were convicted of (theft, vagrancy, B&E, forgery
etc), age of first drug use, drugs used, whether they ever quit, and whether they ever
obtained drugs from doctors was also compiled in the database. Not every case file
contained al1 of the information. For exanple, many did not mention the age at which
sorneone first started using h g s . In other cases, the information was undoubtedly
incomplete. Many users, for example, probably obtained h g s f?om doctors without
ever getting caught. Sirnilarly, other evidence indicates that most users quit at one time
or another, but that information was rarely recorded in their file. Finally, notes were
taken on the case, including a brief description of each arrea and how it happened, every
encounter with a doctor and its result, as well as any other notable features of the file.
There were two exceptions to the every second box rule. I went directly h m Box #3342 to Box #3:45,
since boxes #3343 and #3344 had fdes that began at the approximately the same time as boxes #3342 and
#3345. After Box #3345, I went directiy to #3347. A simcant number of N e s fiom #3348 were also
done to ensure that there was a good cross-sectionof cases t h t began in the late t 950s.

These case files were particularly usehl in assessing dnig users' encounters with
police officers and with doctoa. They also gave critical information about the Division
of Narcotic Control's power over drug users' lives, and over the lives of their regulators.
The Division of Narcotic Control, for example, was one of the agencies contacted by the
parole board when a drug user was under consideration for parole. (The Division almost
always counseled against giving parole.) Similarly, it was the Division of Narcotic
Control who tracked down doctors who prescnbed to drug users. The users who
apprared in tliese files came from across the country and made it possi'ole to d e t e d e
the dnig users' occupations, ways of life and methods of h g procurement in nual and

urban areas, and fiom city to city.
The second set of case files was produced by the John Howard Society of
Vancouver and is located at the Simon Fraser University Archives. The choice of a
social work agency in Vancouver made the most sense since Vancouver was the largest
center of cimg use over the course of the time period studied. A research agreement was
obtained to look at these files as well, and the identities of the subjects were protected.
These papers were deposited several years ago, and consist of several thousand case files
in 33 boxes. Every single file was reviewed, although only files in which the client was
noted to be a drug user was closely examined. Not every drug user was identified as such
a d undoubtedly more than a few clients who were drug usen were missed. Moreover,

many of the records were extremely b n e t In total, 397 files - ranging Erom single index
cards to inch-thick file folders were included. This represented every single file found in
which the penon was identified as a drug user. The files consisted of social workers'
case notes and sometirnes included prison classification reports, correspondence with
clients and newspaper clippings.
A separate database was created for these files. Again, the client's race/ethnicity,
class, gender and date of birth was recorded. The name of their social worker, whether
or not they had been noted to have had same-sex relationships, whether or not they had
children and how many, their place of birth, the age at which they started using drugs, the
date (approximate) they started using dnigs, their age and the date when they nrst
approached the John Howard Society and the date that the file ended was also entered.
Complete information was not available for most of the clients. In the "notes" section of
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this database, information was recorded on the particularities of the relationship between

the social worker and ciient. This set of case files was particularly valuable in examining
the interactions between drug users and their social workers and for leaming more about
dnig users' expenences in prison, their childhoods and their home lives.

The identities of al1 people in the two sets of case files have been fully protected
in the dissertation. The real names @oth first and last) of people who appeared in nonconfidential documents were not changed, but the first names of everyone who appeared
in the two sets oiconhdentiai case files has been changed. (Last initials, but not 1 s t

narnes were not given for people who appeared in the confidentid case files. However,
because many dmg users had aliases, and many fernale drug users had multiple last
names because of marrying one or more times, 1 s t initials did not reveal very much.) in
changing the names, an attempt was made to be true to the ethnicity of the people studied,

and to the styles of naming in practice at the tirne. The names of police oficers, doctors
and social workers that appeared in the confidentid case files have also been concealed.
The actual case numbers have been used in the footnotes.
Together, the two sets of case files generated 556 cases. Although the terms of
the research agreements did not permit the making of links between the two sets of case
files, it quickly became clear that some people appeared in both sets of files, meaning that
the 556 "cases" do not represent 556 separate usen. The best estirnate, based on the fact
that I recognized approximately two-thirds of the Vancouver usen in the files fkom the
Narcotic Division from my review of the John Howard Society case files is that this
represented about 500 separate usen.
The two databases allowed for the determination of particular trends and patterns,

and allowed for the contrast of inbividual expenences with information contained in the
media, govemment documents, studies by social workers, medical joumals, and annual
police reports. The quantitative items aüowed for the compilation of averages, modes and
means of items like age of k t drug use, places of residence, types of drugs used, and

occupation. Quantitative information fiom the databases was always cornpared with
criminal statistics tkom the Dominion Bureau of Statistics, as well as information fiom
the Division of Narcotic Control, and the Stevenson report. The fact that the quantitative
infornation fkom other source materials was similar indicated that these case files were

fairly representative of dmg users who came to the attention of regulatory authorities in
Canada between 1920-196 1. More important than the quantitative informatioii, however,
was the nch qualitative material in these case files. Throughout, representative

qualitative material was drawn nom the confidential case files to illustrate the details of
drug users' lives. Additionally, the qualitative sections of the two databases facilitated
the determination of trends such as stealing dnigs from doctors, changes in police tactics

and social work techniques.
niere is no "truth" in historical research. By engaging with a wide variety of
sources, and by combining quantitative and qualitative data and techniques, this
dissertation has examined the way(s) that histoncal sources are produced and collected.

The interpretation of these sources was subjected to the same Ievel of critical analysis.
Case file research, because of the necessary research agreements that shield the subjects,
is less transparent than many other types historical research. People reading the matenal
cannot look up the sources themselves without obtaining a similar agreement. For this
reason, it is extremely important for people doing this type of research to be reflexive
about their interpretation of the documents, and to be clear about the manner in which

they were obtained and analyzed.

Table 1: Case Files
Number of Cases Years Represented
Narcotic Division Case Files (National

1 Archives of Canada)

John Howard Society of Vancouver Case Files

1 (SimonFraser University Archives)
Total:

1 159

1 1925-1961

1 397

1 1931-1961

556

I

1
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TabIe 2: Gender, Race and Class

1 IHS Files
Gender
Male:

Femaie:
Class
Working Class:
Middle CIass:

Race

Aboriginal
Afncan-Canadian

NAC Files

-
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Appendir 2: Charts
List of Charts

2. Convictions under the ONDA 1920-1961
3. Convictions under the ONDA by Gender, 1920-1961
4. Convictions under the ONDA by Racial Ongin 1922-1945

5. Convictions under the ONDA by Birthplace 1948-1961
6 . Convictions under the ONDA: Percentage of Convicted People who were ChineseCanadian and Percentage of Convicted People who received the option of paying a fine.

7. Possession Offences: People found in Possession of Opium, Cocaine, Morphine,
Heroin and Unspecified Dmgs 1922- 1945
8. Possession Offences: People found in Possession of Opium, Cocaine, Morphine and
Heroin 1923- 1945
9. Possession Offences: People Found in Possession of Opium, Heroin and Morphine,
1945-1961
10. Age of Men Convicted under the ONDA 1946-196 1

11. Age o f Women Convicted under the ONDA 1946-1961
12. Marital Status of People Convicted under the ONDA 1947- 1961

13. People Convicted under the ONDA 1946- 1961:Level of Education
14. Convictions under the ONDA by Province: 192%1961
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+Morphine
(02s)
+Cocain0
(02s)
Cnide Opium (Ibs)

--

1910

1915

1925

1920

1930

1935

Yean

RG 13 Series A-2 Vol #239 File 1919-1805 and h u a i Report of the Department of Pensions and National
Health 1930-3 1 :93
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Convictions under the ONDA 19204961

Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Annual Reports of Criminal and Other Offences
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Convictions under the ONDA by Gender

i

.
Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Annual Reports of Criminal and Other Offences
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Convidons under the ONDA by Radal Orlgtn 1922-1945

Dominion Bureau of Stadstics, Annuai Repos of C r i d and Other Offences
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Convictions under the ONDA by Blrthplace l948-l96l

+Canada
+OW

British

--United States
*Europe

+i+Eastern Europe

*

Russia
+China

Dominion Bureau of S t a M c s , Annual Report. of Criminal and Other Offences
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Convictions Under the ONDA: Percentage of Convicted People Who were ChineseCanadian and Percentage of Convicted People Who Recieved Optlon of Paying a
Fine

+%

Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Annual Reports of Criminal and Other Offences

Option fine

Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Annual Reports of Criminal and Other Offmces
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Chart 8
Possession Offences: People Found in Posessfon of Opium, CocaIne, Morphine,
Heroin and Unspecified Dmgs 1922-1945
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-C- Cocaine
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--

-31t Heroin

Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Annual Reports of Criminai and 0 t h Offences

Possession Offences: People Found in Possession of Opium, Heroin and
Morphine, 1945-1961
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Chart 10
Age of Men Convicted Under the ONDA i946-1961
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